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THE PARADOXICAL MRS,
Priscilla Fairchild

BEHN

BLACK stone slab in Westminster Abbey, in-

scribed with the couplet

Here lies a proof that wit can never be

Defence enough against mortality,

covers what little dust may remain of a bawdy, generous-

hearted Restoration figure. When John Hoyle, Astrea's

lover, wrote those lines he uttered a thought whose accu-

racy, in another sense than that which he intended, would
have startled him, in search only of a complimeiu. Today
the wit of Astrea is utterly forgotten, for she lives only in

the tawdry wit of Pope who said of her,

The stage how loosely does Astrea tread,

Who fairly puts all characters to bed;

or she may exist still in her lyric, rarely quoted beyond the

first line,

Love in fantastique triumph sate.

Her origins are as obscure as her present fame, and the

problem of her curiously paradoxical nature is the most
obscure of all.

In 1640, the year of Ayfara Amis' birth in the village of

Wye, England, found herself involved in political pre-

occupations, while the fading Elizabethan music still

hovered in the air. Shakespeare had been dead nearly a

quarter century and the silence of Ben Jonson had lasted

three years. Herrick and Corinna went a-maying in

Devonshire under the frown of Puritanism, while Milton,

the scrivener's son had already written a masque.
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While the little Ayfara, whose singularly appropriate
name is that of a Pagan actress turned Christian saint,

grew up in her village, the temper of the age turned more
and more to sobriety. Severity ruled in clothes, and jewels

passed from view. Cock-fighting and bear-baiting had
their fines, even dancing in rounds received disapproval
from sedate eyes. Colors grew more wan as pleasures

became all spiritual.

After the quiet orderliness of a country life the change
to the savage tropical splendour of Surinam in the West
Indies must have startled the Amis family. Under the

protection of Lord Willoughby, a "relation," John Amis
received an appointment as "Lieutenant-Governor of

many Isles, besides the continent of Surinam/' Aphra's
father died on the voyage out, but widow and children

stopped at the best house on the island, St. John's Hill,

where Aphra describes their appearance herself, "my own
Hair was cut short, and I had a Taffety Cap, with black

feathers on my Head, my Brother was in a Stuff-Suit,

wTith silver Loops and Buttons, and abundance of Green
Ribbon."

If the date of Aphra's voyage to Surinam is vague, the

date of her return is even more of a problem. She may
have left for the Indies in 1655 or a little later. Her return

Mr. Summers places in 1663, when the orgy of the Res-

toration had well begun.

That shadowy biographer, "One of the Fair Sex," who
prefixed a "Life and Memoirs of Mrs. Behn" to the edition

of novels and plays published in 1696 proves infuriatingly

vague over this period of Aphra's life. That she married a

Mr. Behn, "a Merchant of this City, tho' of Dutch extrac-

tion," remains fairly certain, but his nebulous figure dis-

appears thereafter, only to emerge once more at the men-
tion of his death in 1665, possibly due to the plague.

Aphra, beautiful as Sir Peter Lely painted her, released

from the stern-browed puritanism of her childhood, fresh

from the luxuriance and voluptuousness of the tropics,

caught the attention of Charles II, at his court. She de-

lighted him, gossip repeated, with her wit, at a time when
Clarendon and the courtiers cringed and scraped, and the

caustic acidity of de Grammont was the exception not the

rule. Aphra learned avidly there, without a doubt, watch-
ing the rakes and the fops, the wits and the epicureans.
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A man of quality kept a poet as his lady kept a lap-dog,

while drunken gamblers wrote fine lyrics, so much was
literature a part of everyday living. Buckingham and
Rochester plunged recklessly through existence, but they
could write as well as drink, talk as well as dice. Hobbes'
philosophy remained on many tongues, and Mr. Evelyn
and Mr. Pepys sauntered in leisurely fashion through the

streets of London, the green-rooms of the theatres, out to

Tyburn and Charing Cross for the executions. The elegant

preciosities of the Hotel de Rambouillet enthralled the

world of fashion, butM. de la Rochefoucauld uttered deli-

cately blighting maxims to an intimate circle, or murmured
quietly in her silk-hung boudoir to Madame de la Fayette.

Unfortunately the life of Foxhall, the play, and St.

James Park could not long hold Aphra. Thrown on her

own resources after the death of her husband, using what
knowledge of the Dutch she may have gained from him,
and from the Dutch in Surinam, she went to Holland as a
spy in the summer of 1666. Here her career was shady,
brief and pitiful. She quickly involved herself in a series

of intrigues which sound like a page from the Heptameron.
More like an early Diana of the crossways, however, she

played off two gullible Dutch gentlemen, Van Bruin and
Van der Aalbert, against each other to obtain secret in-

formation upon which the British, in customary lethargic

style, neglected to act. Part of a letter to Van Bruin shows
her light-hearted method of attack, ' 'extraordinary sir,

I received your extraordinary epistle, which has had
extraordinary effects I assure you, and was not read with-
out extraordinary pleasure." But her information went
unrewarded by the government, her pleading letters for

help were disregarded, so that she was forced to borrow
£150 from a certain Edward Butler in order to return to

London, ruined and in debt, in January, 1667.

Undoubtedly glad to be once again home after her
wretched Antwerp experiences, the change in the city's

appearance must have shocked her profoundly. Fire had
destroyed the London she once knew. Charred wood and
smoking remains lay on every side. Rebuilding was
scarcely begun so that lodgings were scarce, rents high.

Mrs. Behn, financially very badly off, her salary still in

arrears, found herself in a debtor's prison, all her petitions

to His Majesty ignored. How long she remained there no
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one knows, but eventually an unknown benefactor arranged
for her release.

Aphra Behn not yet thirty, foot-loose and penniless in

Restoration London, now approaches the third and most
brilliant phase of her career. What field lay open then, for

an unattached woman? What could she do, besides take
a lover and depend on that precarious means for her

existence? Take a lover she did, as the fair biographer
tells us, "the rest of her life was entirely devoted to Plea-

sure and Poetry," but she also served a muse, and estab-

lished her position as the first woman to earn a living by
writing.

In December, 1670, Mrs. Behn began a playwright's

career with The Forcd Marriage; or, The Jealous Bridegroom,

produced at the Duke's Theatre, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

Three years later when her third play, The Dutch Lover,

appeared, Astrea was beating the Grub Street professionals

at their own game, and beating them so soundly that the

clique of jealous and enraged scribblers condemned her

plays for ribaldry in the most ribald age the theatre has
yet known, conspiring against her because she was a
woman. She says, "that day 'twas acted first, (The Dutch
Lover), there comes me into the pit a long, litter, phleg-

matic, white, ill-favoured wretched fop, an officer in

masquerade newly transported with a scarf and feather

out of France, . . . this thing, I tell ye, opening that which
serves it for a mouth, out issued such a noise as this to

those that sat about it, that they were to expect a woeful
play, God damn him, for it was a woman's."
There followed a silence of three years for which there

comes to us no explanation. Then three plays appeared
in quick succession, until finally she brought out a great

success in the summer of 1677, The Rover; or, The Banished
Cavaliers, taken wholesale from Tom Killigrew's Thomaso;
or, the Wanderer.

Astrea, the incomparable, is established. She has enemies,

opposition, a following. She is divine, she is witty. She
Meals her plots regardless, and allows her lover to doctor
her plays. She is admired of all, she is lewd and indecent.

In a word Astrea holds a place in the public eye and heart.

While turning out a stream of plays and later, novels,

translations and poems, what was the private life of this

heroine of many odes and couplets? From a few records a
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picture of her existence may be pieced together. She wrote
easily, quickly, scribbling while fops and dilettantes

lounged about the room, breaking off perhaps for a hearty
laugh, or to hear the latest racy indiscretion of Lady
So-and-so and Lord Such-and-such. Generous to a fault,

kind-hearted beyond belief, she aided the struggling of

Grub Street from her own purse, loaned a few pounds
with one hand, while with the other she held off her
creditors. See her sitting scribbling a love-letter or a
lyric among the puffs, powders and patches on her dress-

ing-table, "dressed in the loose robe de chambre with her

neck and breasts bare; how much fire in her eye! What a
passionate expression in her motions! How much assur-

ance in her features!"

Her Pegasus jogged along under the sharp prick of

necessity. In her poetry she established a Dresden China
setting for the pastoral names she gave her lovers, Lycidas,

Lysander, Philaster. This is one side of the medal, this

portrait of the roistering, warm-hearted bawdy Astrea,

flouncing her skirts through the mud of Grub Street, pro-

viding sharp, spicy entertainment for the orange-sucking
whores in the pit, for the not overnice ladies and gallants

in the boxes, of the Duke's Theatre.

For the reverse of the medal we turn to eight "Love
Letters to a Gentleman," where we find pictured a very
different scene. The only one of her lovers known for

certain was one John Hoyle, a disreputable lawyer of the

Inner Temple and Gray's Inn, a cynical, saturnine gentle-

man accused of sodomy, blasphemy and atheism. The
letters Astrea wrote him are no gay billets-doux to Lycidas
or Amintas, they are a woman's simple, passionate, ago-

nized letters to a man of whose faithfulness she is un-
certain. She says, "you are so unreasonable, you would
have me pay where I have contracted no debt; you would
have me give, and yet, like a miser, would distribute

nothing. You would not be in love for all the world, yet
wish I were so." In another letter she writes, "I grow
desperate fond of you, and would fain be used well; if

not I will march off. Do not shame me with your per-

petual ill-opinion: my nature is proud and insolent and
cannot bear it." He must have tortured her with his

boasted infidelity, his cold brutality, "you left me to tor-

ments. You went to love, alone, and left me love and
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rage, fevers and calentures, even madness itself. Indeed,

indeed, my soul, I know not to what degree I love you;
let it suffice I do most passionately, and can have no
thought of any other whilst I have life. No! Reproach
me, defame me, lampoon me, curse me, and kill me when
1 do. Farewell. I love you more and more every moment
of my life. Know it and good night."

Poorly enough do these distracted letters fit in with the

idea of Astrea current after her death, and particularly in

the nineteenth century. No ordinary loose, unbridled

woman flitting casually from affair to affair could have
been capable of such feeling as this. Many disreputable

acts she performed, surely, but a core of sincerity must
have hidden in the heart capable of such whole-souled
sincerity.

The stream of plays still flowed from her pen, augmented
in 1687 by a series of novels suckled on French and Spanish
intrigue, and cloak-and-sword romance. Hidalgoes, ab-

ductions and duels are the material of these works, which
are based also on the tissue-paper inanities of D'Urfe, La
Calprenede, and Mademoiselle de Scuderi. Twice she

broke away from this tradition. In The Adventure of the

Black Lady, she shows how seventeenth century London
sprang to vivid life in her vigourous colloquial speech.

Again in Oroonoko, or, the Royal Slave, a description of her

life and adventures in Surinam, she paves the way for

Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, and the romanticism of Rous-
seau's "natural man."

In the plays also the influence of the heroic romance
kept her from developing that rich broad streak of English

humor which distinguishes a play like The Lucky Chance
from the tedious rantings of Abdelagar, or, the Moor's
Revenge.

Let the landlady of The Lucky Chance speak for Astrea's

powers of comedy.
Layman—Dear landlady
Landlady—Dear me no dears, sir, but let me have my

money,—eight weeks' rent last Friday: besides taverns,

ale-houses, chandlers, laundresses, scores, and ready money
out of my purse; you know it, sir.

Layman—Ah, but your husband don't, speak softly.

Landlady—My husband! What, do you think to fright

me with my husband? I'd have you know I'm an honest
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woman, and care not this for my husband. Is this all the
thanks I have for my kindness, for patching, borrowing
and shifting for you? Twas but last week I pawned my
best petticoat, as I hope to wear it again; . . then this

morning my new Norwich mantua followed, and two
'postle spoons. I had the whole dozen when you came first,

but they dropped and dropped, till I had only Judas left

for my husband."

In 1688 the life worn out by so much living began to

run slowly down. Astrea, the incomparable was satirized

cruelly in her sickness. An Epistle to Julian (about 1686-

1687) attacks her viciously.

Doth that lewd Harlot, that Poetick Quean,
Fam'd through White Fryars, you know who I mean,
Mend for reproof, others set up in sight,

To flux, take glisters, vomits, purge and write
Long with a Sciatica she's besides lame,
Her limbs distortur'd, Nerves shrunk up with pain,

And therefore I'll all sharp reflections shun,
Poverty, Poetry, Pox are plagues enough for one.

On the 1 6th of April, 1689, she left for the last time the

London of taverns, gutters, and theaters. She had known
Dryden, Otway, Creech, and the hunger-pressed scribblers

of Grub Street, Charles II and the blacks in Surinam. As
a final humorous twist the woman whose plays had been
condemned for immorality, and whose life had been cen-

sured for its looseness, was buried in the Poet's Corner of

Westminster Abbey.

The life of Aphra Behn is a splendid paradox. She could

have been an earlier Defoe, but she wrote like a decadent
Elizabethan. She borrowed plots from Moliere, and
clothed them in the language of the Hotel de Rambouillet.
She is the patron saint of George Eliot and Mrs. Woolf,
but she devoted herself to love with a passionate intensity.

Writing smutty, laughable plays in an irresponsible age,

still she kept the capacity for breaking her heart over an
unfaithful lover, and finding herself in the situation which
she had ridiculed often with her pen, she lost neither head,

courage, nor sense of proportion.

"One of the Fair Sex" should by rights say the last

word. "She was a Woman of Sense and by consequence a
lover of Pleasure, as indeed all, both Men and Women, are."
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ONE OUT OF MANY
Elizabeth Wheeler

E was only one of many who sat that morning on
park benches, disabled, out of work and devoid
of hope. Like many another he had no clothes

save the ones he wore—coat and trousers that

did not match, a torn and faded hat, and a broken shoe.

Also like some others he had but one leg; the other was
gone at the knee. Beside him leaned his crutches. His
face, like the faces of his numberless comrades, was lined

and gray, prematurely old, eyes dull and weary, mouth
shut tight against the utterance of despair. He was at the

prime of life; yet life for him was an empty shell, echoing
to far-off memories, darkened by shadows of pain and lost

ideals. In a land forced to turn away from her workshops
even the strong in body, he was a derelict, thrown out upon
the streets, by his disability, forever branded as useless.

His meager pension had melted away. In his pocket were
a half-crown and a shilling. When these were gone, he
must beg—or starve.

He was one of many, and yet not of them. The bronze
cross in his pocket bore unseen witness to the fact that he
had saved another's life; but indeed he had lost his own.
Once he had played cricket in the shadow of ivy-hung
towers; had gone home to ride over the hills in falling mist,

or to watch the firelight wander along rows of books.

From them and from the blood of his fathers he had re-

ceived the heritage of all high things, of beauty and honor
and integrity. But above all, in tranquil aloofness he had
possessed himself.

Now, in the glare of the sun, he shrank from the people
who passed him, and gripped the shilling and the half-

crown. When these were gone, he would have to beg
those people for his very life, lie would possess himself

no longer. By the mere gesture of removing his hat and
holding it in his outstretched hand, he would part with
the last remnant of his birthright, his self-respect. He
clutched his hat, pulling it down over his eyes, holding on
to it as if it might do for itself what he could not bring

himself to do for it. Then he turned his face away from
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the passers-by and stared at nothing in middle distance.

In a desperate search for courage to do what he must, he
closed his eyes, trying to shut out the hundreds of other
eyes boring into his heart. But across the darkness faces

marched, the faces of men and women going to their work,
of wealthy idlers, of tourists, of nurses with baby-carriages,
of others like himself, all looking at him and knowing what
he strove to hide. With their footsteps their voices mingled.
One, American, sharp with pity at an unaccustomed sight,

exclaimed,
"Poor devil! There are so many of them."
He became suddenly afraid that all the faces would

speak. In an attempt to escape, he seized his crutches and
stumped away down the path, coming at length to the
bridge that spanned the pond. Hardly knowing what he
did, he halted and leaned on the parapet. Below him a
flock of ducks troubled the reflection of the willows; the

drakes floated effortlessly with trailing feet, while the
young ones fanned the water with their wings and dove
again and again for the mingled joy of diving and of show-
ing off to the watchers on the bridge above. Nor did they
show off in vain, for the children who came there every
day brought bread to feed them.
The man leaning on his crutches stared at the ducks

with a hopeless envy. They did not need to beg. Along
the banks and in the water there were insects aplenty for

them to eat. Yet, merely because they were themselves,

vital with joyous energy, people fed them, and they re-

ceived what was given them, feeling no shame, returning

for more with a care-free eagerness unruled by stark neces-

sity. He turned away from them and saw his own re-

flection, swaying gently with the motion of the water, the

eyes gaping up at him, hollow and despairing. The image
floated there ephemeral and ghostly; and then a duck in

pursuit of a piece of bread swam across it, and it sank in

the ripples. He moved slowly away, the quack-quack of

the ducks growing fainter in his ears. All their lives they
had received free gifts at men's hands; but he had lived

unto himself, asking free gifts of no one.

At any rate he could not beg in this glaring sunlight

where he could see every face that passed him by. He would
do it tonight, when there was darkness. So, through the

dragging length of the hours he nerved himself. Evening
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found him on a crowded thoroughfare with only a half-

crown in his pocket and on his face a grim relentlessness

that had not been there before. But as he saw hundreds
of faces gleam in the lamplight, a terror dawned in his

eyes like the terror in the eyes of a trapped animal. He
tried to look past all the faces into nothingness, but -till

he saw them. Then a side street, dark and deserted,

yawned before him, and he plunged into its shadows.
Halfway along it he stopped abruptly, removed his hat,

drew a deep breath and began to sing. It was an old song
that he had learned long ago when he and his father had
punted on the river at twilight; he had not heard it since

then. But now his voice, once strong enough, sounded
tremulous in his ears and strangely distant; and he saw
nothing. Only his will steeled him to go on.

Unconscious of remembering the words, he came to the

last line and stopped, holding his hat as before in his out-

stretched hand. But no one had heard save the policeman
on his beat, and no one had seen. A sudden dizziness

seized him and he sank to the curbstone, his crutches

clattering beside him. He bowed his head on his knee,

all consciousness drowned in a wave of futility. The
policeman approached unheard. "Poor bloke," he mut-
tered, and fishing in his pockets produced a few coppers
which he dropped silently into the faded hat. Then he
laid a hand on the bowed shoulder.

"You'd better go out there in the avenue. More people.

You'll have better luck."

The other stiffened and shrank, then snatched at his

crutches. With the tact peculiar to his kind, the police-

man did not offer to help him up, but moved off a little

way, watching him. He reached blindly for his hat, where-
upon followed the ring of coins on the pavement. A name-
less panic gripped him and he fled down the street toward
the lights of the avenue. The policeman's voice boomed
out,

"Here! You dropped something!"
But he neither halted nor turned, only quickened his

pace, swaying uncertainly on his crutches. Still he heard
the clink of falling coins. His one idea was to escape

from them and from the policeman who might follow him
to force them upon him. It was therefore with a momen-
tary sense of relief that he lost himself in the crowd which
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thronged the avenue; but almost immediately there came
over him that other dread that had followed him all day,
of hundreds of faces close to his own, of eyes that saw him
and understood. He pulled his hat lower and limped along
with his head bowed, seeing only scores of feet. But in

his mind he still saw the faces. Better luck out here, the
policeman had said. The mere thought of even trying his

luck here drove him to the point of madness.
The jingle of coppers rang again in his ears. He looked

up. Just ahead of him another who might have been his

double, with the same shabby clothes, the same crutches,

the same leg gone at the knee, stood holding out his hat
to the passers-by. This other was doing the thing he could

not do, as a matter of course, even, with a dull resignation,

meeting the eyes of those from whom he begged. The
sight recrystalized in the man who could not beg all the

revulsion which he had tried to conquer. A loathing that

was physical as well as spiritual made him shrink from
that other as he passed.

He did not see the faces now, nor feel the eyes. An
immense weariness possessed him, so that he longed for

darkness unshattered by light and for unpeopled rest. He
moved unsteadily, stumbling now and then, but always
keeping on his way, not consciously knowing his desti-

nation, yet fatally impelled. At length he came to the

bridge by the pond where he had watched the ducks that

morning. The water was calm now, and dark; but, lean-

ing far out over the parapet, he saw again his own re-

flection floating there below him, and then sinking in the

ripples. And he knew that he had journeyed back across

the spectre-haunted canyon of the years to a pleasant

place, long ago known and never forgotten; and he
troubled no more.
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RED PENCIL
Elizabeth Shaw

I.

HE hard yellow sunlight lay flatly on the shiny
desk tops in the study hall. An imprisoned fly

buzzed in the corner of a window, and the clock

ticked loudly. Pages were turned, rustling, and
pens scratched softly. It was a Wednesday afternoon de-

tention period and most of the school was out on the

bleachers watching the Granby football game. Out there

the air was cold and stinging and a northwest wind carried

the ball along on the long punts Leonard was making so

beautifully. Occasional bursts of cheering were blown
against the windows of the schoolhouse spending themselves
on the blank glass. Inside the air was dead and stale. The
big room was empty save for the four boys sitting in the

front row and the master at the desk on the platform. He
was correcting a set of Latin exercises, working steadily,

taking a paper from one pile, underlining with a red pencil

and laying it on the heap on the other side of the desk.

His eyes never left his work. The four delinquents were
working hard too, studying with a furious concentration,

hoping to see the last half of the game. They were all

four sixth formers, too tall for the desks they were at, and
their legs sprawled into the aisles. Presently one of them
got up and walked to the desk.

"I think I've got this now, sir." The master looked up,

frowning.

"Oh—Oh, yes. I'll look at it Robinson." He took the

paper of Latin translation. "Let me see your book."
Robinson went down to his desk again and got it and gave
it to him, and then stood by the platform while Mr. Root
read his paper, comparing it with the Vergil book beside

it. "Yes, that will do, I suppose, Robinson. I can hardly
hope that you will ever spell anything right. You may go
now."

"Thank you, sir," and Robinson was gone, out to the

game. Presently the other two were ready and he read
their papers and let them go. Only one unfortunate was
left, sighing hard and looking up many words. "Having a
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hard time, Merrill?" "Yes, sir," the boy answered with-
out looking up. Darn it, why couldn't Rooty see that he
wanted to go and let him finish it in evening prep. Only
five more lines, however, and he hoped they would be
easy. He bent his head nearer the book. At last they were
done and he handed them in and stood watching the
master deciphering his writing. For the first time it occurred
to him that Rooty really might not be as old as he seemed.
He had no gray hair, no wrinkles. He wondered when he
had graduated from college. He watched his hand hovering
with the red pencil over his paper, his eyes darting from
book to paper and back again. Not such a bad sort, Rooty,
if he wasn't so eternally sarcastic. No one else liked him
at all, but Merrill wondered what he would be like away
from school, without the everlasting red pencil. At meals
he was just the same.

"Since you eat so exquisitely, White, you might stand up
for the rest of the meal so that we can see you better."

Or, "It might be better for your extremely musical voice,

Dunn, if you were to lower it just for a few seconds so that

the rest of us can hear ourselves think." Or, "Pray don't
let me discommode you, Coates, but the rest of the table

has been waiting at least ten minutes for the gravy." Merrill

hated sarcastic people, and Rooty was such a dyed-in-the-

wool school-teacher. He didn't even take any interest in

the games. All he cared about were his Latin papers, and
he gave more detentions than any other master in school.

Merrill idly studied his face, watching his right eye-brow
go up and down as he read. After all, why worry about
Rooty. He certainly didn't do any worrying about any
one else and after all he was just a school-teacher of an
indeterminate age, absolutely typical. That was all, just

a school-teacher.

"I suppose it will be impossible for you ever to translate

an ablative absolute correctly, Merrill. That will do, you
can go." Merrill put his book away and slammed down
the cover of his desk. At the door he turned. Mr. Root
was still correcting the pile of papers. "Are you coming
out to see the game, sir?" "No, I'm not," and Mr. Root
ran his red pencil under an ablative absolute. Merrill

hurried out to the field. It was the beginning of the third

quarter.
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II.

The green-shaded lamp shone on a tall pile of English
themes on the desk. Bill Snell sat down with a sigh. What
a job! He ought to be able to get a few done before supper
but he knew well enough that he couldn't do any in evening
study period, trying to keep that bunch of brats in order.

He pulled the top paper off the pile and groaned. Then
there was a knock at the door and John Morris came in.

"Working as usual," he remarked, looking at the themes.
"My lad, let me tell you something—you have a lot to do."

"You're damn right, I have! And now let me tell you
something. You are going to get out and let me do some
of these unmentionable papers before dinner."

"Oh, no I'm not, that's where you're making your mis-

take. I'm going to stay right here and we're going to talk

about the two dates I've got for you and me this Saturday
night."

"Oh, Lord," sighed Bill, "Fire ahead." He tipped his

chair back and put his feet up on the desk. Of course he
liked to go out with John, but he wished he could do his

work now. There was so much of it to catch up on. He
was always getting behind with his papers, and being

frowned on by the senior master. He liked being with the

kids and coaching their football but he did wish he could

do it without having to teach English composition. It

was such a grind.
"—and so," Morris was saying, "I said I'd bring along

a most attractive man Saturday night and they said O.K.
You'd better come, old man, they are fine girls and we'll

go on a regular bender."

"Sure, I'll come," Bill began, and then stopped. "Oh,
Lord! I'm on duty this week-end. I can't."

"Don't let a little thing like that stop you. Get someone
to take Saturday night for you."
"There isn't any one—except Root and I can't see myself

asking him to take my dorm."
"What's wrong with him—oh,—well, why can't you be

brave and beard the lion in his den. He can't do any more
than refuse."

"Oh, I know but he's the sort you hate to ask to do any-

thing for yourself. He raises his right eye-brow. He
makes me sore, he treats me just like an erring pupil.

What class do you suppose he was anyhow?"
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"Harvard, '26 I think, not sure."

Bill banged his foot on the top of his desk. He'd like

awfully to go with Morris, he knew some nice girls and
was a good sport to go on a date with, but Rooty was such
a pill to have to ask to take his place. Root knew his

stuff, Latin, down cold and could put it across too. But
the kids didn't like him. There was something inhuman
about him. You would hate to be under an obligation to

him.
"What's wrong with him anyhow, John?"
"Who? Root? Hell, I don't know and care less! Go

ahead and ask him to take your dorm. Be a sport."

A knock sounded at the door. "Come in!" they called

together. Mr. Root stuck his head around the door.

"Pardon me, but have you an extra red pencil in here?"
"Sure." Bill fished a broken stub out of the drawer.

"Will this do?"
"Thank you."
Bill asked carelessly, "Are you going to be here this

week-end?"
"No. Thank you for the pencil," and his head slid back

and the door closed. Bill flushed.

"And now, for no reason at all, I feel ashamed of asking
him. The way he looks at you—One eternal correction.

'No, Bill Snell, wrong again.' Damn him, he's so superior!

Morris squashed his cigarette butt out against the arm
of his chair and threw it in the waste-paper basket. "He
must be damned lonely," he remarked. Then the warning
bell rang for dinner.

III.

Mary was strumming at the piano. They had come in

after the theater and had been discussing the play and
friends that they had seen there. Then Mary had gone
over to the piano and played enchanting jazz to him. Now
she wTas touching the keys absently, beginning to feel a
little bored, wishing Bobby would either say something or

go. It was late and she was sleepy. Small and vivid in her

black evening dress she swung around on the piano stool

and ran her hand up her red blonde hair to feel if it was
still neat.

"You were an angel to take this week-end and come and
see me, Bobs. It's been heavenly seeing you."
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"1 wish you meant that," he answered heavily from
where he stood with his back to the little open fire that
hissed and crackled. She wrinkled her forehead and played
arpeggios up and down the keyboard.

"Oh, now Bobby Root, don't get sentimental! You've
been so sweet all this evening. Don't spoil it."

"Oh, all right, Mary. I don't suppose it's any use any-
how. You know this is such heaven after school. There
are a lot of good fellows there, but I don't seem to get on.

I like the boys— I don't know whether they like me or

not. It's all so difficult to know about. I wonder why?"
"I think I know why," Mary sighed. She did not really

know what was wrong with Bobs, she often wondered

—

something— . "I don't think you ought to be a school-

teacher—correcting themes, correcting boys, correcting life

itself. You shouldn't be correcting—you should be enjoy-

ing. Now don't raise your right eyebrow at me—I'm not
one of your pupils."

"I wish you understood, Mary. No one does, you know.
Teaching. You know I've always wanted boys oh,

I can't explain it to you. Teaching I can always get across,

I teach well— I hate it too—but, somehow I feel that I'm
always going to teach."

Mary grew serious. "I do wish I could understand you,

Bobs, but I can't. You're one beyond me. But— I might
as well tell you—if you're always going to teach you can
take your little red pencil and cross me out. Mary Manning,
a bad mistake. I couldn't marry a school-teacher, and you
know it. You know I've got to have good times and—and
I've got to keep on having them, and having money. I

know that sounds horrid but it's true. I couldn't love a

school-teacher like you. You'd try to correct me\ Well,

don't. Just cross me out, Mary Manning—all wrong!"
He had turned his back on her during this, and only

said without turning his head. "Oh, ah, yes. Good night,

then." Surprised, Man got Up from the piano stool and
followed him, bin as she looked into the hall the outer
door swung to and he was gone. At her feet lay a red

pencil, dropped out of his porket . Mary stopped and
picked il up. "I hope I didn't hurt him," she said.

Then she snapped the pencil viciously in two and threw
the pieces into the fire. Slowly they flamed and burned.
"Ah, well, poor Bobs."
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MAYBE SHE REALLY WAS
H. W. GlLLFILLAN

-,

RAMATIC, dramatic! Why must I always be
dramatic!" Marjorie groaned throatily and
plunged a frenzied hand into her disheveled
locks. Why could she never cease this eternal

play acting? Why, why, why, dear God, why? Why,
even at this crisis, this, the most vital moment of her life,

could she not, for one little moment, be sincere? She could
remember no time in her life when she had been truly

genuine. Life was one grand Pretense.

At this horribly revealing self admission, Marjorie felt

her cheek blanch. She passed a weary hand over a throb-

bing brow in a gesture of defeat. She was doomed forever

to suffer beneath a painted mask. Perhaps death was
preferable to the fulfillment of such a destiny. Just what
would be the most suitable method of suicide? Marjorie
caught herself up sharply. Acting again! It was hopeless.

She was, and would always be, dramatic. But it was not
her fault. She had been born that way.
She had contrived to make her entrance into the world

most effective, by threatening to leave it immediately.
But she had survived, and had not allowed her subsequent
history to fall below this precedent, so originally set up.

Upon her arrival, the house had become a stage, the

family stage hands, and she herself had taken all the

leading roles.

By her second year, she had still shown no disposition

to walk, and any attempt to set her upon her feet was
immediately met with earsplitting resistance. The family

was alarmed. Would the child never walk? Couldn't she

walk? On the seventh day after her second birthday,

they were all sitting together peacefully, with Marjorie,

as usual, squatting on the floor in the middle of the group;

when suddenly Marjorie grunted, hoisted herself upon her

toes, and calmly walked out of the French window—as

skillfully and naturally as if she had been doing it all the

two years of her existence. Aunt Edith had screamed.
Mamma had rushed to clasp her darling to her breast.

There had been a general uproar, with Marjorie as the
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center about which all the noise revolved. Her bright

eyes shone, and a smug little smile of satisfaction might
have been observed flitting about the corners of her baby
mouth.

In her tenth year she had run away, and had been
found by the police, seated upon a railroad tie, graciously

sharing her purloined cookies with a desperate looking
tramp. The tramp had turned out to be an escaped con-
vict, and somehow, it had got into the paper, the head-
lines beginning, "The Lion and the Lamb Eat Cookies
Together. Curley-headed little Marjorie. .

."

As she grew older she became thoroughly conscious of

her histrionic ability, and the power that lay behind it.

Acting was now a science, ever to be studied, ever to be
improved upon, toward the attainment of consummate
finesse. Possessed of a strong feeling for the appropriate,

she early learned to conceal any indications of the con-

sciousness of her art. Her great aim was to give to climactic

effect a perfectly natural appearance. She had been greatly

struck, upon reading Ingres' indignant explosion in regard

to painting, "I never saw any brush strokes in nature!"

No, she did not want her brush strokes to show.
And now she had met men, and recognized her vocation.

With women it had not always been successful. Some-
times, before her flawless exhibitions, the dramatic in-

stinct lying dormant in every woman rose to the surface,

and recognized its kin. But with men it was easy. Her
method was a mixture of instinct and art. To her, it

seemed very simple. She marked her victim, made a

lightning calculation of his needs and desires (when often

he did not know them himself), decided upon the type of

girl that would most attract him, and forthwith, became
thai girl. Her diagnosis, though often unreasoning, had
seldom been incorrect, and few men had ever suspected

that she might be other than she appeared.

Nor were they, Marjorie reflected, so grossly deceived
after all. In truth, was she more than a changing cha-

meleon, with no color of its own, but always reflecting

that of the nearest object? Was she without a personality?

Or was she intrinsically an actress, with the soul of an
actress, in whose depths lay the embryos of life in all its

aspects?

At the birth of this inspiring idea, Marjorie's drooping
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lips began to turn up a little. She smiled a wry little

smile, and murmured sadly under her breath,

"Votre coeur est un luth suspendu. . .

Aussitot qu'on le touche, il resonm .

"

How delicate, how haunting. . . Yes, she was like that

—

the essence of sensitiveness, of feeling. Just like Musset,
or Keats, or Shelley. They had all died young.

But how terrible to be only a lute, inanimate, with no
will of its own, dependent upon the whim of others, sub-

ject to the touch of any hand, fatefully gentle, or fate-

fully harsh. Marjorie realized with ghastly clarity that

she had not become adjusted to the realities of Life. Her
outlook was distorted. All was mere mummery—a shadow
upon the infinite. How horrible! Never really to feel

—

anything.
Ah, but she did feel. She felt with scorching intensity

—

now that she had met Harry. Harry! Ah, cruel fate! Why
had they ever met? Why had either of them ever been
born?
At first she had looked upon him as she had looked at

all men. A lamb to be shorn. A ticket for dinner, dance,

and the theatre. He had admired women who were sin-

cere, without affectation, genuine. "Genuine" was the

very word he had used in telling Marjorie that she was the

realization of his ideal, that he loved her! (fiercely) lo-o-ved

her (tenderly) for her swreet simplicity, her charming
frankness, her darling ingenuousness ... for her wide
baby eyes, which he so longed to kiss shut. Marjorie
had not been surprised. She had intended that he should
feel that way. And yet, all was not according to calcu-

lation. A cog had slipped in the middle of her gold-

digging machine. She had reckoned without the forces of

the opposing side. The unforeseen had occurred, and
from the very first kiss, she had fallen head over heels

in love.

At the thought of her love for Harry, a sob rose up in

her throat. She reached up to feel experimentally of her

But there were no tears. She remembered the

lines of Musset,
"Le seul bien qui me rest au monde
Est d'avoir quelquefois pleure."

She had no tears left!

But there was torture, dry, caustic, all consuming.
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There was this ceaselessly gnawing fear that Harry could
not really be in love with her. How could he be really in

love with her, when he did not really know her real self.

For she, as an entity, did not really exist. Or, granted she

did exist, away down, under layers and layers of dramatic
veneer, who could tell what sort of a woman was dowrn
there? Perhaps Harry could not love

—

that woman.
Would he ever discover her? Could she marry him, and
run the risk of his unearthing her terrible secret? Then
he would love her no longer. Not love her! She who loved

him so much! Not love her? Oh, Harry, Harry, Harry!
Adorable Harry, whom she could not live without! Her
love for Harry was divine anguish. Adorable Harry! She
could see his blue eyes smiling at her. She imagined years

passing; the light in Harry's eyes fading, giving place to

astonishment, unbelief, pain, anger, and then—indiffer-

ence. Perhaps another woman. Her Harry—with another
woman!

It was too much. Marjorie began to sob violently. She
mopped her streaming eyes with her handkerchief. Real
tears now. She tasted their saltiness as they rolled over
her lips. Ah, how she loved him. The fit of weeping
passed—rather quickly—and as the tears dried on her

cheeks, she reached a stern and ennobling resolve. Cost
what it would, she must tell Harry before it wras too late;

reveal to him the kind of woman she really was—a liar

and a cheat. She was crossing the Rubicon. All depended
upon the throw of the dice. Harry was the prize she was
to win or lose.

She would tell him the truth—everything. Then she

would await his decision. He wrould either take her to his

breast, or spurn her forever. It was a terrible price, but
"quia multum amavit" she was willing to pay.

Marjorie hurried to the telephone.

"Hello, is that you, Harry? I must see you right away,
dear. Yes, now! Oh, no, it can't wait. It's very impor-
tant! But, Harry, you must come! Can't you put it off?

Tell them to go home. Yes, very important! It concerns

our futures. It is a crisis in our lives. I'm going to tell

you—something. Please come, Harry darling. Don't you
love me enough?" She began to cry softly. "Oh, that's a
sweet boy, Harry. Hurry, dear."
Harry stood before her, panting and breathless.
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"What is it, dear? What has happened? You frightened

me! What is it?"

Marjorie was thinking desperately. She must be genuine!

She mustn't act! She conquered a desire to open her eyes

wide and hold his gaze in hers. She shut her eyes instead.

"Darling, you've been crying. Open your eyes! Are you
going to faint?"

Faint? Marjorie began to sway. Then, she remem-
bered, and stood still. What should one do to be genuine?
She didn't know, exactly. One should be concise, succint.

"Sit down, Harry."
She sat stiff and straight.

"No, Harry, don't touch me. Perhaps," with the sug-

gestion of a sob, "you will never want to come near me
again.

"Harry, I want to tell you. .
." She was becoming

stiffer and stiffer, straighter and straighter—like a wooden
Indian. Painted mask. . . "I am not—the sort of girl you
think me."

"Marjorie!" Harry's eyes looked afraid. "What do you
mean?"

"I have not been telling you the truth."

"Marjorie!" What a dreadful expression on Harry's
face! Was he drawing away from her? Harry!
"What do you mean, Marjorie?" in deadly tones.

She was going to lose him! She must save him! He was
hers! Hers! No, she must see it through. She went in-

exorably on.

"Harry, you thought I was 'genuine.' I'm afraid I'm
not. I really don't know what I'm like." Marjorie felt

her eyes widening. She shut them again. "I'm afraid I'm
not really sincere at all. Perhaps I am an actress at heart."

With the calmness of despair, she gazed at him.
The look in Harry's eyes was gone. Harry was smiling!

He was laughing! What relief! What joyous unutterable
relief!

"You dear, silly impossible little darling! What in the

world are you talking about? Sitting there, trying to

look like a hatehet. Not sincere, not genuine! Why, of

course you are!"

Marjorie felt melty inside. She opened her eyes wide.
She wriggled slightly. She felt babyish. She tipped her

head on one side, and made a little moue at Harry. She
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ruffled his hair with her fingers. She was play-acting. . .

but—she—didn't—care.

Harry snatched her to him.
"Genuine! Sure, you are. Don't you see, dear? The

very fact that you're so conscientious about it, proves that

you are."

"Oh, Harry," Marjorie cooed, "maybe you're right. I

guess it does prove that I really am."
Marjorie felt flooded with a lovely rosy light. Maybe

she really was!

PORTRAIT—A LADY
Marion Bussang

One might, watching her thus, perhaps have said

"She is a candle, white against the gloom,
She is a lighted alabaster vase."

Yet as she moved, this thought came to my mind:
She walks as wolf-hounds walk; no frailty here.

One could not shatter her nor snuff her out.

Muscles invisible there are that slip

Quietly under the skin of her; a power
Subtle and strong: white wolf-hounds move in curves
Like melody that is not breakable.
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INJUSTICE
C. Lapham

AWING school day again. Ann walked home
from school as slowly as possible, but as usual,

the walk was shorter that day than any. Her
house seemed scarcely a minute away from

school. She climbed the steps languidly, loitered on the
stairs, and walked slowly along the upstairs hall rubbing
the design on the wall paper with her elbow. Up and
down it went with the wavy brown stripe.

A door opened at the end of the hall. "Ann?" called a
voice questioningly. Then "Ann

—

Please don't drag your
elbow along the wall like that—you're hard enough on
your clothes without trying to wear them out."

Ann complied sullenly and went into her room. Mother
is always cross, too, on dancing school day, she reflected

as she sat dejectedly on the bed. "You'll have to wrear

your old pink dress," continued her mother. "Of course

your new one had to be sent to the cleaners. Hurry up!"
she admonished, and left the room.

Ann was anything but in a hurry. She jerked her clothes

off angrily and thought how she hated dancing school and
all it connoted: the pink dress that was too short for her

and too tight in the shoulders; the pointed patent leather

slippers that hurt her heel; but above all she hated being

so tall, that when she stood in line she towered over all

the girls, to say nothing of the boys with whom she danced.
She wondered if she would have to dance with the Gordon
boy again, the shortest boy in the class. "I hate him and
I hate U" thought Ann. "I know I'm awkward but I

can't help it—it's all because I'm so tall."

Her mother came into the room and started brushing

her thick black hair, skinned it back from her thin sallow

face, and tied a huge pink bow at the nape of her neck.

"Put on your hat and coat and come along- we shall be
late," said her mother, but they arrived in plenty of time
to give a last "pull-down" to the short dress which would
not cover Ann's knees, and a final perking up to the limp

pink hair-ribbon.
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Ann advanced in line toward the teacher. "How-do-
you-do?" she muttered and made a jerky curtsey. "Good
afternoon, Ann," said the teacher. Another thing she

hated, thought Ann as she walked across the dance floor,

was the affected English way the teacher had of pronounc-
ing her "a's." Ann took her place beside the other girls,

who sat on stiff little gilt chairs. The boys hung sheepishly

around the door.

A chord was struck on the piano.

"Choose partners for the grand march and the first dance,
please," called the teacher. A general rustling—then the

boys shambled across the room. Ann watched one girl

after another get up, make her curtsey, take her partner's

arm and get in line for the grand march. She had a sink-

ing feeling—wasn't anyone going to ask her to dance?
Then a boy approached; he was a new boy. "May I

have this dance?" he asked. Ann looked up at him. He
had a funny turned-up nose, wore glasses, but he was tall

—

actually taller than she. Ann liked him immediately.
During the march Ann was seized with a sudden panic.

She did not have to talk to him now—no one ever talked

during the march—but dancing—what could she say to

him? They started dancing. Silence; Ann searched fran-

tically for something to say. He startled her by saying

something first.

"Do you like dancing school?" he asked.

"No," said Ann. Silence. Finally "Where do you live?"

said Ann. "Boston," said he. "Oh," said Ann, and again,

silence.

"I must talk," thought Ann. She wanted desperately to

make him like her. At last she stammered. "I'm—I'm
awfully glad you don't like dancing school—I hate it."

He smiled at her, she smiled back, and the dance was over.

The next dance, Ann had no partner. She sat in the

corner beside a very little girl who was trying to fight

back her tears. Ann looked at her contemptuously. She
did not care if she did not dance—at least she would not
have minded at all if all mother's friends had not been looking

on and saying she was not popular.

Anyhow, the last dance had been nice. She wondered if

the new boy would ask her to dance again. Her eyes

searched the room looking for him, and she finally saw him
dancing with a girl with fluffy blonde hair and laughing
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at what slu- was saying. Ann's throat tightened. Anyhow,
she thought to herself, none of the girls like that girl, but
the lump in Ann's throat did not go away.
The dance was over and Ann still looked at the new boy.

He was standing at the serving table handing a glass of

water to the blonde girl. He talked, to her incessantly.

Ann was sure he was asking her for the next dance, and
tears rose to her unwilling eyes.

"Choose partners for the next dance, please," called the

teacher, and Ann watched the new boy with the blonde
girl as his partner, walk to the center of the room.
"May I have this dance please?" said a voice at Ann's

elbow. She jumped, and looked up quickly. The Gordon
boy! The shortest boy in the class. Ann rose slowly from
the stiff gilt chair and looked disdainfully at the Gordon
boy, scrutinizing his chubby anxious countenance, and
china blue eyes. She felt a sudden contempt and scorn

for everyone.

"No, you may not," she said very distinctly, mimicking
his precise manner.
The Gordon boy recoiled as if someone had tried to hit

him; then, as if he hadn't heard, he repeated politely but
mechanically, "May-I-please-have-this-dance?"
Ann continued to look at him scornfully without saying

a word. The teacher came up behind Ann and took hold

of her elbow. "Why—aren't you going to dance with

Johnny, Ann?" she said coneiliatingly, but her voice was
as hard as steel. "No," said Ann angrily, "and please let

go of my elbow." She inarched across the dance floor, her

cheeks hot and her head high.

In the dressing room her anger oozed away and left her

shaking, amazed at her own daring, but still defiant. "I

don't care," she said aloud, "I won't dance with him, I

won't," but as her mother entered the room, the last

"won't" died on Ann's lips, and her defiance as well as

her anger melted, leaving her shaking violently. Her
heart pounded so that she felt suffocated; she was too

-rand even to cry. Her mother looked straight at her,

looked through her it seemed to Ann.
"Get your coat, Ann," was all she said. Ann reached for

her coat with hands BO shaky that the wire hanger rattled

against the brass rail. "Come along," said her mother
and they started home.
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A silent walk home—oppressively silent. Ann was no
longer scared, nor defiant, nor shaky; she was numb.
She dimly realized that her stiff new shoes pinched her

heel, and slipped on the cement sidewalk, and that a tight

seam in her dress hurt her arm terribly. After an eternity,

Ann found herself in her own room at home.

Her mother let go of Ann's hand, took her by the
shoulders, and turned about so that they faced each other
squarely.

"Ann," she said coldly and solemnly, "You were de-

liberately rude. You have disgraced me."

Ann felt a sudden rush of sympathy for her mother who
did not understand. "But mother

—
" she started. Then

she looked in her mother's face, and stopped. It was so

cold, so impersonal, so formal, just as if she were looking

at a perfect stranger. How could Ann explain to this

stranger what she felt?—about the new boy,—about
Johnny who always asked her to dance when she least

wanted to dance with him; about how she hated dancing
school, and all the mothers who sat there commenting on
the fact that she was not "popular."
"Well?" said her mother, almost harshly.

"Nothing," choked Ann. Her mother stared at her for

a few seconds, then she turned and left the room.

* * *

Ann knew that something was wrong the minute she

woke up. Sunday, and she rather looked forward to

Sundays. But this Sunday she had a heavy, dull feeling

—

just like a dead tennis ball, thought Ann. Then as she

woke up, it all gradually came back to her: dancing school;

the Gordon boy; "Ann, you have disgraced me."
Mother hadn't talked to her all last night. Oh, it had

been awful sitting down there in the silent living room
trying to get her lessons for Monday, and all the time
listening to the silence which was so loud that it buzzed
in her ears. Saturday nights were usually such fun.

Mother played the piano and they sang, then a game of

cards, perhaps, and, once in a great while, the movies.

But last night, mother had taken a fat, brown volume
from the bookcase and had lain on the sofa, sometimes
reading it, sometimes just staring out of the window. She
had not kissed Ann goodnight, not even said goodnight to
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her. She had just turned out the lights, walked upstairs

to her room, and shut the door. Ann got out of bed and
languidly dressed herself in her Sunday dress. She sup-

posed they would go to church as usual.

A silent breakfast,—a silent walk to church,—a long
sermon of which Ann understood not a word. Then the

service was over, and they followed each other down
the aisle. Groups lingered on the steps talking among
themselves. Usually her mother stopped too, but this

morning she only nodded to the "Good morning, Mrs.
Roberts," and hurried on, leaving Ann to weave her way
through the crowd and catch up with her.

Ann wanted awfully to apologize to her mother. The
phrase "forgive us our trespasses as wTe forgive those. .

."

kept running through her head. But it was so hard to

apologize when her mother looked solemn and cold, that

she could not bring herself to say the wrords even though
they were on the tip of her tongue. Finally she blurted out,

"I'm sorry, mother—," but how strange it sounded! Not
soft and apologetic as Ann meant it to be, but ringing and
defiant. Her mother's expression remained immobile as

she turned and looked at Ann. "Are you?" she remarked,
with equal defiance.

After a silent lunch, Mrs. Roberts went upstairs to her

room. Ann wandered around the house disconsolately,

desperately sorry for herself, and resentful against her

mother. She longed for someone to talk to, but when
she had gone into the kitchen to talk to the cook, the

cook had been in a hurry to get ready for her afternoon

out, and was in no conversational mood.
Ann finally ended up in the little room in the attic. She

sat on the floor and rested her elbows on the sill of the

low gabled window. It was dusty and her sleeves would
get dirty, and mother wouldn't like it—but no matter

—

mother did not care what happened to her any more. Her
feeling of resentment gave away to one of complete
wretchedness, and she put her head on her arms and
cried-—long, deep sobs which were all the more violent

because she tried to stifle them.
She was truly miserable now, and felt intensely the un-

fairness of so severe a punishment for so slight an offense

—

no, not slight maybe, but explainable. If only mother
would let her explain! She turned suddenly away from
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the window and in so doing knocked over a small wooden
box. Something heavy and rusty fell out of it, and landed
with a thump beside Ann. She picked it tip listlessly and
dusted it off. Why—it was Dad's old revolver. After his

death, mother had put it away in the attic. She said it

was dangerous. Dangerous? An amazing thought leaped

to Ann's mind, astonishing her so that she unconsciously
stopped crying. Well—why not use it? She knew how

—

all you had to do was to pull the trigger, it wouldn't
hurt much and no one would care if it did. Perhaps mother
would be sorry. A vision of her mother's stern face rose

before her. Well even so, the neighbors would say, "Poor
child—only twrelve years old—her mother punished her

and—"
"Ann," she heard faintly from downstairs. Ann jumped

to her feet guiltily; the revolver clattered to the floor.

"Ann. Come and help me get the things for tea."

"Coming," cried Ann in a queer, strained voice not a
bit like her own. "I'm coming, mother."
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HILLS
Elizabeth Shaw

ImmM

HERE is in New England a village of hills, I

shall call it Haven. It is by no means in the
mountains although a sufficiently picturesque
ring of blue circles around its horizon, neither

is it by the sea though the salt may be guessed at in the
dense fogs that push in upon it from the east. It lays no
claim to lakes although endowed with a multitude of small

ponds, nor has it any pride in the one unobtrusive river

that lies in a great curve about it. It is a village of hills.

I have never had to discover this village for I have always
known it. Never have I seen a curve that startled or sur-

prised me, never has a valley or a rise been new to me.
Since I can remember, these hills, these placid, smoothly
rising hills, have been part of me. In gracious and serene

slopes they rise, perfectly rounded, against the sky. Some-
times dead chestnut trees in exaggerated positions of

torture stand cracking gnarled finger-joints on their tops,

occasionally a soft growth of baby birch has crept up
along their sides, but usually they are utterly bare, and
rise tranquilly up, never very high, never uneven or

jagged, covered with smooth sweeps of snow in winter,

matted with the dull russet brown of stubble in autumn,
while summer paints them with the liquid tremulous green
of uncut grass.

Beside the narrow brown roads that curve their ways
about the bottoms of the hills stand the houses of Haven.
The straight main road of Haven that drops like a plumb-
line through the center of the town holds not so many
houses as the little brown roads that thread their ways
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among the hills; for theirs arc the white farm-houses and
the great old barns where the hay from the hills is stored

all winter long, dun-coloured, and fragrantly reminiscent
of hot July days and the rackety clatter of the tedder
pushing up-hill. Because of the hills are the curves in the
roads and because of the hills are the farms, King com-
fortably under the protection of their shadow-.

The hills have not been without their influence on the

people of Haven. Theirs is none of the pioneer spirit that

associates itself in our minds with the mountains or the

sea where the hand of nature often lies heavy on the people,

nor have they any of the progressive or efficient frame of

mind that seems inseparable from the plains of America.
They are simply contented. There are no mills in Haven
to beckon to the foreigner. The people "farm it" in an
unambitious wTay along the hillsides and are very pleased

with themselves and with Haven. It is a boast of Haven
that in "the good old days" once the population did not
change for fifty years. Grandfathers died and grand-
children wTere born, and occasionally a fewT misguided
youths would move to the City. Haven did not grow, it

remained, and things were as they should be.

Of these hills some are named for the men who first

built their farms at their foot. Such are May's Hill,

Prescott's Hill, Park's Hill. When I think of May's Hill,

I see it most often as it is in winter, a great inverted bowr
l,

smoothly crusted with snowr
. At its foot a tiny white house

and a huge old lumbering red barn. I see it in winter

because that is the time that I come to it most often,

zig-zagging up its smooth, high side on skiis, for it is a
favorite gathering place for lovers of that sport. Often a
little jump is built out, half-way down the side like a white
finger sticking out from the tracked surface of the snow.
The wind whirls over and around it, sending up spirals

and whirls of snowTdust into the crystalline blueness of the

winter sky. It sweeps the snow right oil the top of the

hill, leaving an icy crust, and curls it into hard deep drifts

about its base. The ski tracks are curving lines of blue

tape woven down its sides in fantastic patterns, marred
here and there by indefinite patches of crumpled blue,

where some one has fallen. It is always cold on May's
Hill for never does the wind cease its furious attack over

and around it. And the skiers forsake it early, going home
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over other round smooth hills to their teas, and leaving

the barbarics of a winter sunset to dance a riotous fling in

the abandoned tracks until the cold shutting down of the

winter night.

There are other hills which are named for the things or

events with which they have always been associated. There
are the Indian Hills, three of them in a line with little

brooks running through marshy valleys between them.
Here, we were always told the Indians camped the night

before they came and burnt the little town of Haven a
long, long time ago. We supposed that they probably did

this for the sugar that they might get from the grove of

maples growing on their tops.

One of the few hills of Haven that is not round, is Gibbet
Hill, a long and narrow hill, running east and west behind
the Main Street like a back drop for the houses and stores

along it. In summer it is smooth and green with uncut
grass, and along the top there stands a row of old, old,

Lombardy poplars, like a row of accusing fingers. Here
our Puritan ancestors hanged their enemies, personal or

religious, on an old rusty gibbet that stood on the top of

the hill looking down over the people of Haven, to remind
them of their Puritan discipline and the long arm of the

law. I am sure that the gibbet must have creaked when
the wind was in the east, and that the children of Haven
grew up with the groaning of the gibbet on the hill as a
memory of stormy nights.

Although the gibbet has been gone a long time now, the

people of Haven do not forget what the hill stood for. It

is still for them a reminder of their difference from the

world without, and of a righteous God of wrath. When a
newcomer to Haven once tried to build a golf-course on
Gibbet Hill, the plan was given up when a man was killed

while blasting out a rock. Most of Haven was not sur-

prised. One could not expect to build a golf-course on
Gibbet Hill. They never replanted it for hay, and in the
summer the coarse grass grows deep and green about the

bunkers, and the trunks of the old poplars show black
against the leaf-carved eastern sky.

A hill is indeed a lovely thing, but two hills are lovelier

and three hills are lovelier still. The hills of Haven lie in

a most beautiful succession and relation to each other,

from Sugar Loaf to Skii Hill. From Brown Loaf, one of
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the highest of these, the view shows an alternation of

round hill sloping down to a valley where runs a brook or

a road, and rising up on the other side of the valley, an-
other round smooth hill. In curves that are

beautiful the roads dip in and out between the
hills, and along the roads, under the hills are the farms
and barns. Down the center of all of these runs the black
line of the main road, bordered by elms and old colonial

houses with their gracious door-ways and fan-lights. From
Brown Loaf we can only see their roofs and chimneys half

obscured by the leafy tops of the elms along the roadside.

But we can see the five white spires of the five white
churches of Haven. Each has a golden weather-vane that

catches the sun as it swings about, and they stand in a
straight line down the main road, Catholic, Methodist,
Baptist, Congregational, and Unitarian.

Beyond the hills is a blue ring of low-lying mountains
that circle about the horizon. Even they are hardly more
than hills, but every child is brought up on their old

Indian names, Wachusett, Watatic, Monadnock, the

Temple Hills swing in a great arc about us; and we are

very proud of them.
When I am coming home to Haven I think of the hills

1 am to see. I think of the shadows of April clouds on
their first pale green points of grass, of the sound of the

tedder in the July hay, and the feel of the hot dry stubble

beneath my feet. I think of the flames of a sunset caught
in the knotty fingers of old trees on their tops, and of the

shading of snow into an apple-green sky behind them. I

think of the warmth of the earth when I have flung myself
down on the hillside in summer, and the sound of a cricket

behind my ear, and I think that the hills of Haven will be

mine forever.
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HARTLEY COLERIDGE
Isabel Stearns

All shadowy lusters, all half-dying light,

All music ended, that had scarce begun,
All fragrance lost, which had been known to none,
And words of slow-wrung beauty dropped from sight,

All dwindled flames that never reach their height,

Yet strain, and, feebler, strain to meet the sun,

Yes, these, and sadder still, claim him as one,

Who yesterday knew virtue full and bright,

Today a haunting scorn. He too was curst:

Ashes before he blazed. His song is done.
No chord of triumph, when its music passed,

Swelled in his soul, for ever from the first

Sweet welling, all his plaintive notes were one
With wind and water, swirled away at last.
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CHARACTER STUDY
Lucia Weimer

HE trouble was that Mr. Hemingway protested
too much. When the first installment of "A
Farewell to Arms" came out in Scribners, there

appeared also in the department, "Behind the
Scenes," a squib to the effect that, although the story was
written in the first person, it was not autobiographical.

The next month the same department published a state-

ment that in spite of the fact that Mr. Hemingway, like

the hero, had served in the Italian ambulance corps during
the war, he wished to state that the story was not auto-
biographical.

So it seems that about this time the editors got into the

spirit of the thing. Soon after there was talk in the novel
of giving the narrator a silver medal, they published a

letter of Hemingway's written during the war and men-
tioning the "considerable tin-ware" he had collected.

When the chapters concerned love and winter sports in

Switzerland, they ran a full page picture of Mr. Heming-
way skiing at Gstaad. "Do you catch on?" they seemed
to say.

Well, we are not, we hope, sentimental; but neither are

we obtuse. Is it possible, we asked ourselves, that Mr.
Hemingway, like Byron, is incapable of penetrating any
mind but his own—of creating any situation but one in

which he has been involved? After we had gotten out our
"Sun Also Rises" and reread it, we decided that it was.

For there was Jake Barnes who, like Frederic Henry in

"A Farewell to Arms," told the story, read newspapers
incessantly in bed and out, served in Italy during the war
and met the English Y.A.D. nurse whose fiance had died

in the war and who overworked the endearment "darling"

to such a degree. The nurse, Brett, of course, had short

hair as opposed to the nurse, Catherine Barkley's long

tresses and spoke less gently than the pliable "lovely"

Catherine, but we must allow Mr. Hemingway some de-

partures or his efforts will degenerate into something
similar to the Rover Boys Series

—
"Ernest Hemingway

and The Great War," "Ernest Hemingway in Paris"

—
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and that would never, never do. As it is there is something
of the bedtime story effect. At the end of "The Sun Also
Rises" Brett says, "Oh Jake, we could have had such a
damned good time together." And he retorts, "Yes, isn't

it pretty to think so?" And now, dear children, if the cat
doesn't fall out of the window and scratch its nose on the
mulberry bush, in my next book I will tell you just how
damned good a time we might have had.
Having thus convinced ourselves that our deductions

were correct we applied ourselves to discovering just what
sort of man Mr. Hemingway might be and we consulted
"A Farewell to Arms" because there the "I" is more
prominent than in "The Sun Also Rises."

The thing that struck us first was the way Mr. Heming-
way, like Lord Byron again, has with the women. On first

acquaintance beautiful women cling to him murmuring,
"Oh darling, you will be good to me, won't you?" But

—

"What the hell?" thinks Mr. Hemingway, "What the
hell?" He goes in, you see, for the Byronic "Love is of

man's life a thing apart, 'tis woman's whole existence"

attitude. Of course he would not have us judge him in-

capable of real love. When he gets down to it he can say
things like, "I love you so much," and "You're a fine girl,"

so that we cannot blame his lady for quite losing her head
and announcing, "I'll say what you wish and I'll do what
you wish and then you will never want any other girls,

will you? I'll do what you want and say what you want
and then I'll be a great success, won't I?" "I'll want
what you want," she says. "There isn't any me any
more. Just what you want."

Yet it is not for women alone that Mr. Hemingway
holds this fatal attraction. He would have us know him
as the sort of person whom children and dogs instinctively

trust. Old silhouette cutters so like him at first sight that
they present him gratis with several pictures of himself;

Italian priests want him to meet the family; hotel porters,

scorning remuneration, furnish him boats with which to

escape; and doctors admit him to operating rooms and
permit him to administer the anaesthetic. They cannot
help themselves. The man has a way with him.

But let there be no mistake. There is nothing of the

charming saint about Mr. Hemingway. He is tough and
virile. How virile! Watch him hoard his wine and news-
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papers under his hospital cot, listen to him roughly chaffing

his fellow soldiers, gaze on while he shoots deserters, and
be a spectator at his death-defying swim for liberty and
his midnight row of thirty-five kilometers. No one can
deny his intrinsic masculinity—he sees to that!

Then, of course there is his laugh-clown-laugh gesture
which annoys some persons. But if you look closely you
will discover, as did we, that it is all make-believe and it

doesn't ring true. There are places where he removes his

mask and delivers himself of such deep and moving philo-

sophical musings as the following from "The Sun Also
Rises": "I thought I had paid for everything. Not like

the woman who pays and pays and pays. No idea of

retribution or punishment. Just exchange of values. You
gave up something and got something else. Or you worked
for something. You paid some way for everything that
was any good. I paid my way into enough things that I

liked, so that I had a good time. Either you paid by
learning about them, or by experience, or by taking chances
or by money, etc." Or, more profoundly still, in "A Fare-

well to Arms": "Poor dear Cat. And this was the price

you paid for sleeping together. This was the end of the

trap. This was what people got for loving each other.

Thank God for gas anyway. What must it have been like

before there were anaesthetics? Once it started they were
in a mill race. Catherine had not had a bad time. It

wasn't bad. She was hardly ever sick. She was not awfully

uncomfortable until toward the last. So now they got her

in the end. You never got away with anything."

Hit is these moments of his which incline us to agree witli

the boy who knew him and told us
—"He'd be all right if

he didn't try so hard to be a tough guy."
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POEM
Isabel Stearns

No beauty have I known that touched my heart

As does your dusky voice; to me it comes
Like flow of water on a lonely bark
Long hid from waves. Now clearer sounding,

It falls like olden chimes, the stillness breaking,

Its wondrous joys once more in silence melting,

Or far away and faint, its music seems
The last touch of a lover's hand, on one asleep.
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BEYOND THE SEA
Elizabeth Wheeler

.NY and strange arc the things cast up by the
sea as witnesses of her endless wandering. But
strangest of all that I have beheld is a colossal

tree which lies on a beach in southern New
England. Its wave-worn trunk, whitened by sand and sun,

resembles the polished bones of some animal that has died

lonely on an unknown hunting-ground. In alien light its

roots grope blindly for the darkness of the earth that gave
them up; but its branches with their leaves are lost and
forgotten, who shall say where? It was carried here by
the sea, as the dead are borne on the tides of eternity. To
the sea, the coast where it grew is not nameless. The
waves keep the secret of its parting with that land. But
the hour of its coming here, the sea shares forever with me.

Long ago, when the beach swept deserted from end to

end between the two arms of the shore, I walked there

alone with my brother. It was not the first time. Before

ever we had wTalked there, we had played as children,

building castles and cities in the sand like the castles and
cities that must lie beyond the sea. Later, we journeyed,

still together, to learn how far removed they were from
our imaginings, and returned again to wander where the

walls of our building had crumbled. But now for the first

time the sea was to part us. Michael was going beyond
it, to explore in the jungles of the Amazon; and I, because
I was his sister instead of his brother, could only wait a

long two years for him to come back to me. He was lea\ ing

that night, so we walked on the beach in the late afternoon.

We had no need for words. The sea was all around us,

its breathing in our ears, its salt breath in our nostrils,

and in our consciousness the memory of its presence back
across the years. It had reared us in the freedom of its

far horizon, it had given us of its restless spirit, and now,
about to part us, yet it made us one. So we walked in

silence, looking out to the south where, over the edge of

the world, rolled the Amazon. At the meeting-point of

sea and sky a boat dropped out of sight, leaving behind

her a long trail of smoke which thinned and vanished.
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Tomorrow that would be Michael's ship. But now was
the culmination of all the afternoons we had known here.

The quiet sea, streaming into the sunlit embrace of the

land, broke in a thousand murmurs up the beach, and fell

back upon itself with a long sigh. At the water's edge the

peepers ran, calling shrilly, interrupting the strident

screams of the gulls that flew above. Tireless they wheeled
on gleaming wings, and dropped beneath the waves like

huge snowflakes that suddenly melt, leaving no trace. To
the east, over the grass-headed dunes hung a forlorn white
moon, missing the piece that was gone from her side. In

the west the sun sank lower, pouring out its dying radiance
on a world stilled by the expectancy of darkness.

We turned our steps homeward, facing into the light.

The gold blur of the sun flamed into a scarlet globe. Like
the heart of an ancient warrior falling upon his sword, it

fell upon the black spear-points of the rocks, and bled into

the western sky. It drained the light from the water,

faded, and died, leaving the sea dark and fathomless under
the palely glowing moon. A bell called from a distant reef.

Michael and I again looked southward where he was to

go, and where I was to follow with my eyes and my heart

in the silent days to come. Now the horizon was dark like

the veiled face of the future.

There came other afternoons and sunsets like this that
had passed, when I walked on the deserted beach and
thought of Michael. He had vanished into a silence that

was absolute. I could not break it here by the sounding
waves, nor could he, beyond them in the jungle. But here

on the beach there was nothing between me and him, save
the sea that flowed from my feet, league upon wandering
league, to the mouth of the Amazon, and with the north-

ward swing of the current, back again to me. So I lived

two lives, one alone within sound of the waves, the other
with him in the jungle; the first was the shadow of what
I had known, and the second the nebulous vision of what
I could only imagine.

Thus the months passed slowly away. Then there came
three days of storm, of northeast wind and driving rain

that blotted out the horizon and settled on my spirit as

fog settles on the land. Like an impenetrable fog, I felt a
barrier rise between Michael and me, blocking the high-

ways of my heart, making even my memory of him dim.
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The (loud of oppression weighed my mind with foreboding,

till at length I sought escape in battling with the wind and
rain. The land was veiled in a gray half-light that merged
imperceptibly with the hanging sky, and the curtain of

mist blowing in from the ocean was salt with spray. I

took my way along the tops of the dunes, for the beach,

up to their very feet, was lost in breaking waves. The
whole sea, with the wind behind it, was racing shoreward,
rank upon rank of towering crests falling and crashing

with a ceaseless thunder like the far-off guns of a great

war. Beneath me the infirm sand quaked. I felt the wind
like a giant hand, mercilessly pushing me, but the sound
of its passing was lost in the roar of the waves. The rain

beat upon me, but it too was silent. I plodded on, alone
in the storm.

I was alone on the crumbling edge of a forgotten world.

The mist-shrouded land was unpeopled. Out to the south,

beyond the seething battlements of the waves, whirled the

vortex of waters vast as the universe, without bottom and
without shore. I was the last soul alive on a doomed
planet. Before my eyes the ultimate catastrophe was pre-

paring, when the earth should be swept away on the roar-

ing sea of eternity. I stood still, leaning against the wind,
and waited for the end. All my yesterdays had never been.

Even Michael had never been. I was not sure that I had
ever been. In my consciousness there was only now.

Then, beyond the tottering rampart of a wave, I saw a

dark shape tossing in the sea. The waters buried it, but
it rose again, moving straight toward me. Again I lost it,

and again it appeared, nearer now. It stretched toward
me out of the mist like a dusky arm wTith hand raised and
fingers groping. Inevitably it came on. A foreboding of

events more tragic than the end of the world gripped my
heart. I longed to escape, but knew that I could not.

Once more that dark shape was swallowed up. When it

emerged, I knew it was neither vague shape nor dusky
hand, but a tree, more mighty than any that had ever
grown on this shore. Still, unswerving, it was driven

toward me as if I were the fulfillment of its destiny. A
last breaking wave caught it, and bore it safe to land, at

my feet.

I did not move even as I felt its weight against me—for

suddenly I was not alone. Michael was with me. We
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stood in the midst of a great calm. Far away, as beyond
a distant wall, broke the thunder of the sea; but where
we were, it was quiet, and there was neither rain nor wind.
I felt his hand on my shoulder, and heard his voice, and I

was at peace. I turned toward him. In that moment the

distant wall fell down and the roaring waters rushed in.

Michael was gone. I called his name, but the storm en-

gulfed it. I was alone. And then I knew: Michael was
dead. When the tree came to rest at my feet, my brother
had died. But the sea had not divided us. I looked down
at the tree with its wave-worn trunk, nor questioned
whence it came. The sea had brought it, and it had
brought me Michael; and the sea and I would share the

mystery of its coming.
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AS THE CROW FLIES

Elizabeth Boise

|ND now," said Mr. Ernest Thompson Seton or

Mr. Ernest Seton Thompson, he had no particu-

lar preference, "and now that we are all gathered
together in our hallowed woodland band we

must forget we are just plain ordinary mortals. We must
imagine things, oh so many, many, wonderful things. We
must be birds, blue birds for happiness, great big naughty
crowd, or hippity hoppity wrens. Then we might be Little

Miss Muffit sat on a tuffet, or the spider that sat down
beside her, or we can be big fat bullfrogs on green lilly

pads honking and honking, or dear
M

"Can we be minnows?" Ann wanted to know. But he
did not seem to hear, his eyes were fastened on the tree

tops and he was saying, " Imagine, dear friends of the wood,
imagine being a black, black skunk."

"I would rather be Billy, the Beaver," I volunteered.

"What's that?" he murmured and went on, "I will sit

on my throne under the Pine Tree."

"Now," he said seating himself comfortably, "first let's

all be crows. We can take turns cawing. Caw, caw, caw,

like that. See, isn't it fun? You go first, little woodcraft

maid." He pointed to a girl on his right.

"What shall I do?" she asked nervously.

"Caw, caw, caw," he answered.

"What?"
"Crow, my dear, crow. Send your voice way high up

into the trees, to soar and fly away with the birds. Call

home your mate, sing your birdlings to sleep. Caw, caw,

caw, little maid."
"I can't."

"Ah—ah—there is no such word as 'can't'. I can, I can.

Say that instead and it will be so, oh so easy."

"I c—an."

"Yes—now—

"

"What?"
"Caw, caw, caw."

"Ca, ca, ca," she muttered.
"Only six for that," he said. "Yes, I can give you no
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more than six at the very most. But that is a passing

mark. Now my next woodcraft crow. Let's hear you

—

oh no—that is more like a hen. Open up your throat. No,
no, don't try now. Your turn is over. Besides we have
had one cawing lesson before this, haven't we? You
should all be very, very good by now or else how can you
win your woodcraft badge?"

"We never cawed before," Ann spoke up.

"No? But certainly we have hummed like humming
birds, or at least warbled like thrushes or chirped like

sparrows in winter. No? Then perhaps that was my
Red Flame at Evening Tribe or the Merry Morning Glory
Tribe. Yes, it was the Morning Glories. I remember
now. Oh, well, I am sorry. I will show you how to call

the crows."

He lay back against the tree; hushed us into a dead
silence by placing his finger to his lips; and then he began.

"Caw, caw, caw." Up and down the scale he went, in

and out of the tree tops his voice cawed. We sat looking
at him fearfully, scarcely knowing what to do, afraid

even to whisper to our neighbors.

"Caw, caw, caw," we heard in the distance. "Caw,
caw, caw," it became louder and soon mingled with others.

A great number of crows flew overhead and settled on
the trees. The cawing increased, echoing and re-echoing
through the woods.

"See, see," he cried, "here are our kin. Come, we must
all caw to greet them. Come—caw, caw, caw."

For a moment we were undecided, then the restraint

broke and we bellowed forth.

Low caws, sharp caws, squeaky caws mingled and inter-

mingled. We went wild.

"Caw, caw, caw," we shouted, but the crows had all

flown away.
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BUT WHAT HEARS EITHER?

Katherine de M. Lackey

rO naval lieutenants and their wives were
having tea together at the Astor House in

Shanghai. The talk had turned to Naval
matters, particularly to derelicts—and thence to

human derelicts. It is a subject present in everyone's
mind in the East where one is constantly meeting unex-
plained and perhaps unexplainable winders. It was
Nancy Lockwood who took up the tale.

"John has heard the beginning of this," she started,

nodding to her husband, "but not the end which I got
only this morning. But you won't understand unless I

begin at the beginning. It was at the end of the rainy

season—and I was sitting on the porch of our house in

Pago-Pago, sewing something or other. It was hot as

only Tutuila can be hot when any wind is off-shore. It

was absolutely still except for the cocoanuts falling. They
seemed to go in series, one, two, three—one, two—one, two,

three. The sound beats into your brain—its like counting
sheep in a nightmare. I remember seeing the feeta-feeta

go by swinging his bolo lazily. He was a beautifully built

fellow and I was seized with the desire to give a sharp
whistle to see him turn suddently, put his muscles into

violent action. But by that time I had been out there six

months and irresistible desires took too much energy to

indulge." Her face had become strained and her voice

more intense. She had forgotten her friends—she was
trying to relieve herself as thoroughly as possible of the

accumulated weight of monotony of two years on a South
Sea island. She also seemed to be paving the way for

something to come—something that had affected her

quite deeply. They stirred uneasily as she went on speak-
ing slowly, drawing her initials on the table cloth with her
fork.

"I was tired of watching the native boats come in and
go out of the harbor. It's like a picture seen through the
wrong end of a pair of binoculars, that harbor. It's always
clear and distinct—infinitely far away and never changing.
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Always a blue bay bounded by two steep arms of moun-
tains that jut far out on each side. The mail steamer from
the states, once a month, is the only connection with home.

"1 don't know why I should have got so tired of it. It

was certainly beautiful and there were times when I loved
it. It is the same with this place—you see the Bund out
there, people, movement, colour—and two days of it and
I want a change. I have an idea that you have to see some
individuality in the people around you. But I never knew
what the natives were or conceivably could be thinking

about—any more than I could puzzle out the eternal

white cloud on the top of the Rain-Maker.

"Well, that's the sort of mood I was in when I heard
someone singing. At first I thought I must have dreamed
it—it was a tune I hadn't thought of for years, far less

heard. You all know it.

'Go tell Aunt Rhody, go tell Aunt Rhody,

Go tell Aunt Rhody her old grey goose is dead.'

It rose and fell with the homesick wail of an accordion.

It made me cry a little—it reminded me so vividly of my
early childhood in New England, sitting under the apple
trees writh grandma—and then of that year I spent in

Richmond before I was married. The person singing it

was a man wrorking on the road. I found out his name
later. It was—" she halted a moment and mashed out
her cigarette, "his name was—John Doe. You remember,
don't you? The name the Post Office uses for its unknown
quantity, typical American, Noman— I have often won-
dered just what pun he intended. He looked old and
stooped, brown as the natives but dressed in an old pair

of dungarees. But no matter howT he looked, I would have
known him. God, yes, I knew him.

"I'm going to tell you the whole story— I hope it won't
bore you. And it's not an old lover, so you needn't think

I'm being indiscreet. Yoti see, I left Randolph-Macon
when I was nineteen and spent the winter in Richmond
with the family, doing the usual thing and having a good
time. But along about Lent, I got a little bored so I joined

a literary club. It was a very pleasant group— I don't

suppose any of us wrote very well except James Branch
Cabell and he never came to meetings. But in May,
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Patrick Dowell came to Richmond and immediately joined

the club. He was like a breath of fresh air—New England
bred and born—he was entirely different from anyone I

had ever known before. Johnny was at Annapolis most of

the time, so I played around with him a good deal. Our
excuse was getting material together for a magazine that

was to be like what the Virginia Quarterly is now. I ad-

mired him in every way. I had seen some of his stories

and essays—and I knew they were good, knew it with a

certainty that I never felt for any of the others' things

—

and he read widely, with a rather recondite taste one
might call it. At least it was he who first showed me Sir

Thomas Browne and Camoens. But it was more his

standards of living that appealed to me—probably be-

cause they were so utterly foreign to my own. He always
thought of other people first and he always played the

game straight. He detested lying—and my own facility at

it used to pain him, till I stopped. At any rate I got to

idealize this guide, philosopher, and friend till I didn't

think he could ever do anything wrong.

''It's odd that I never fell in love with him. And the
only way I knew that he loved me was that he used to

show me all his writing first. I was so pleased and flattered

when he asked for my criticism. He used to sit on the floor

beside my sofa while I read them, singing "Go tell Aunt
Rhody.' It reminded me of my childhood and made me
feel as though I had known him for a very long time. I

think we were both absolutely contented in those hours.

"One evening he brought me in a sea-story—the scene
was laid down here in the South Seas. I read it to myself

—

and as I read it grew increasingly familiar. I went on—and
suddenly I knew what it was. Pat had taken Melville's

Ornoo and shortened it. I forced myself to read to the end
—but my brain was whirling. What could have possessed

him to do it? That was all I could say to myself. I came
to a whole paragraph of description that I myself had
marked to read to him. You see—people read Melville

less then than they do now even, and I thought I had dis-

covered him. And I was very proud of myself. After a

moment it occurred to me that all his writings had been
stolen like this one. And my shining tower of idealism
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rocked, reeled and finally crashed. He saw there was
something the matter and asked me what it was.

'You know damn well what it is,' I told him, 'or at

least you would if you hadn't been doing this so long that

you're no longer afraid of being found out.'

'Doing what, Nancy?' And I said to myself that his

lying was better than mine ever could be.

'Doing what?' I was probably shrieking by that

time. 'You never thought I might have happened to read

Melville too, did you?' And then I called him an intel-

lectual snob, a liar and a cad.

"He grew very white, he was on his feet by this time
and took a step towards me saying something about
whether I believed—was it a question of belief I asked him,
when I had the proof in my hand. I threw the manuscript
in his face and then collapsed on the sofa, telling him to go
away, that I never wanted to see him again.

"He went away. I didn't see him until that afternoon in

Tutuila, wrhen I heard him singing that song. I knew it

was he—but I pretended not to be certain so I walked down
to the fence and watched him for a few minutes. So many
memories came back that I couldn't have spoken to him
if 1 had wanted to. And he never noticed me. When I

got back to the house, I wrote him a letter. It was to the

effect that I knew what a fool I had been to send him
away for so small a reason—that I had learned a little

during the past few r years, and one was to accept any way
a man tries to please you in the spirit in which it is meant.
I said that if he wranted to pass off other peoples' writing

as his own, it was a good deal better than drinking anyway.
It wasn't quite so crude as that, but you see the gist of

it. Then 1 added that John and I would be delighted to

loan him some money until he should get on his feet again.

"It's hard to go on," she seemed to be forcing herself to

Bpeak, "yet I feci that I would lose what little honor I

have if I didn't show you three, the people whose good
opinion I most desire, my real self. Perhaps you already
know it—and manage to love me anyway. I know it now.
Suddenly to see one's true self at thirty-five—it's difficult

—and I find that I am not used to truth.
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"You see—by my letter, I have done to Pat what he
did to me fifteen years ago, and ideals are too hard to find

to destroy casually. Here—let me read his answer. It's

not long. It's quite short in fact. It came this morning.
No, John, I'm all right. Just let me read the letter and
I'll go anywhere you like." Her voice broken—but when
she read the letter, it was with the impersonal, satiric

tone that the writer himself might have used.

" 'My dear Nancy:
" 'I assure you that I was extremely touched at your

remembering me. It is interesting to note that you no
longer consider plagiarism a pecadillo worthy of notice.

It brings me very forcibly to the conclusion that I have
been doing expiation for something that never existed.

Don't mistake me, my dear,—though why I should give

a hang for your understanding at this date is beyond me

—

I have not been doing expiation for plagiarism, though I

confess it so frightened me that I have not written a page
since I signed my will a good many years ago. And as

you appear to be in the dark still—let me inform you that
unconscious plagiarism, like many other forms of delusion,

is a fairly well-known psychological phenomenon.
11
'No, my dear lady, I thought that I had broken your

heart. True—I knew you didn't love me—but I did think

you admired and had faith in me. I never questioned the

intelligence of your conclusions about me. That your
faith had been broken by my fault, albeit unwittingly, was
enough. Of course I see clearly now that you only thought
you had been made a fool of and were quite properly

annoyed.

'"It was because I thought I had wounded a very
beautiful and very romantic girl that I went away—and
because I was afraid of hurting someone else that I cut

myself off so completely from the world of my own kind.
11
'But I realize now that people are not easily hurt

—

and that only a fool like me allows his heart to be touched.
' 'Conrad, I quote my source this time, once said that

"young girls must turn corners sometimes." An old man
of forty has just turned one too.

" 'And so, in the future, Nancy, please leave me alone.

I have been thinking of a novel which I shall probably
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write now that I know you will not prosecute me if I re-

lapse into my old vice. But I am becoming long-winded.

1 am glad that you are beautiful and charming as ever,

and very likely it is for your own happiness that you will

understand but little of what I am Baying, and soon forget

that little.

'You always have found men a nuisance, haven't you,

ma belle?
11

'yr. obdt. svt.,
" 'Patrick Dowell'

'

She looked at each one of the three and they avoided
her eyes. "I- I'm sorry to have embarrassed you," she

faltered a little bitterly as he rose from the table. "Call

a ricksha for me, will you please, John? I think I should

like to go out for a ride. Don't worry about me—as Pat
said, I shall probably have forgotten all about it by tiffin."
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EPITAPH

Aline Wechsler

Mary Jane Belinda Lee

Lived till she was eighty-three,

Born and nurtured in the bed

Where they found her lying, dead.

Always saw the sun go down

Splashing orange on the town

;

Always saw it rise again

Curtained through her window-pane.

Every weekday she was seen

Somber in a dress of green

Puffed by flannel petticoats,

—

(Sailing fleets of wind-blown boats.)

But on Sundays she was clad

In a pompous, purple, plaid

Taffeta, that swept the ground

With a little swishing sound.

She would sit beside her loom

In a crowded, half-lit room

Weaving cloth throughout the day.

(Later it was thrown away.)

Or, she was content to sit

Out upon the porch, and knit,

(Just to hear the needles clack)

While she read the almanac.
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Do not weep; for Mary Jane

Never knew the need of pain,

Never knew defeat,—she stayed

Well protected in the shade,

Watching others slip and fall

As they scaled the mountain wall.

Pray for her . . . but do not mourn

One whose soul was never born.
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ATMOSPHERICALLY SPEAKING

HE black soot of Boston rises discreetly above
the aristocratic apartments on the upper streets

of Beacon Hill, and like moisture, precipitates

on the leeward side of the slope. There it in-

sinuates itself into the small apartments under the shade
of the hill, and deposits itself in regular patterns on every
available horizontal surface. The dull specks arrange
themselves with such amazing precision that, imbued with
powers of calculation, they could place themselves no more
symmetrically. The appearance of the little boys in the

neighborhood suggests that despair has long since replaced

persistence on the part of their mothers.
As they walked from Charles Street through a labyrinth

of irregular, alley-like passages on the side of this hill,

Arthur apologized to Adele for the dirty neighborhood.
He was in reality a little proud of being an exception among
the inferior foreigners who surrounded him. He reminded
Adele that the section was being reclaimed from the slums,

and that one day the filthy brats who infested the streets

would be forced to migrate. The section had great possi-

bilities, and it was only just that its former aristocratic

atmosphere be emulated by the rising bourgeoisie. The
upper part of the hill was impossible, and with an inclusive

gesture Arthur relegated it to a class of unbearable blue-

bloods, who overfilled their apartments with mission fur-

niture and kept, their lace curtains drawn for aloof privacy.

Emulation of the aristocracy really meant to Arthur,
ridicule of the genealogical pride, which, he felt, rather than
thought, defeated an aristocracy based on intelligence. He
had applied the term "bourgeois" to himself as an atoning
gesture of self derogation.
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Arthur pointed with pride to the iron gate which added
distinction to the entrance of his newly acquired habitat.

Perhaps he was disappointed in Adele's failure to remark
on its attractiveness. This, and the bright green door with
it> buff-colored canopy were the only advertisements of

the respectability of the place, but these. Arthur felt, were
enough. He obtained a satisfactory click from the closing

gate, walked down the three stone steps, and threw open
the green door with an "Open: Sesame" expression on his

countenance.
Adele thought of catacombs as Arthur unlocked the

inner door to the basement apartment. It had been closed

for a week, and the tomb-like atmosphere blended itself

with a stuffiness like that of a day coach of a train on a

rainy afternoon. Two electric lights were turned on, lights

which were dim, but not dim enough to suggest a desirable

mellowness, and certainly not dim enough to conceal the

condition of the half-furnished apartment. Adele cast an
appraising glance around the room.
There were six or seven battered leather books on the

mantel, the titles of which were effaced by years of being

shunted about second-hand bookshops. These were supported
by ship bookends, which, Adele thought, must have come free

with a complete set of Conrad. In front of them was a

china caricature of Horace Greeley holding a china Tribune,

which he would have been unable to read had he not been
china, for the ubiquitous soot obliterated the printed word.
The folds of his coat were inlaid with the black carbon,

while his rimmed spectacles and sagging cheeks were well

enough shaded with it. The twin crockery jugs on either

side of him bore the titles "Olde Scotch" and "Olde Rye."
One of them contained a cork with a carved figure of a

bandy-legged Alpine climber on it, but the other remained
corkless. These jugs, to be sure, were the keynote of

decoration. The shelves of the two narrow built-in book-
cases beside the fireplace were filled with bottles, amber or

sea-green stubby bottles, the tall graceful bottles of Tou-
raine, and rectangular blue bottles. The two windows
which opened on a level with the street each contained
four such bottles, collecting as much as their slim necks
would allow of the Boston soot.

The curtains and the morris chair had been left by the

former occupants. The floor lamp in the corner was shaded
by an old hat until an artistic friend would take pity and
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paint a parchment shade for it. Two light-colored chairs

of the kitchen variety, a table on which were disordered

papers and a typewriter, and a hooked rug which said

"Welcome" were the only other pieces of furniture in the

living room. A beaver board screen separated the cot from
the rest of the room. There would be another couch here,

a gateleg table there, and a tapestry of some sort to relieve

the bareness of the wall, Arthur explained. The soot, he
admitted, was unhealthy.

The soot, to be sure, could be removed. Adele picked up
the old towel with which Arthur intimated his desire. With
one stroke of the arm she transferred several thousand
particles of the dirt from the light colored kitchen chair to

the rough weave of the turkish towel. The process was
continued on the mantel, on the window sills and on the

other two chairs, until the towel resembled those which
bootblacks use in plying their trade. She went to wash it

from the faucet in the bathtub, and she was not surprised

to find the tub a spattered study in black and white. The
particles of soot on the sides of the tub had no sufficient

adhesive power to remain where they had deposited them-
selves, but had fallen down into the concentrated mass
which lined the flat surface in the center of the tub. Adele
thought that Arthur was rather like these little specks.

At this point, Arthur, who had been rattling things in

the kitchenette, expressed a vague recollection of a chapter
in his elementary chemistry book which stated that dia-

monds could be synthetically made from compressed
carbon. He suggested that Adele continue the good work
until they procured enough to make such a diamond.
"And marry you to come here and die of consumption."

Adele coughed to clear her lungs of the coat of black that

must certainly be there. She wished that Arthur might see

an enlarged photograph of her pleurae. He would be duly
impressed by the gravity of any physical condition. The
cleansing process had gone as far as Adele intended to

have it, for her own condition was similar to that of the

little foreign children along the streets.

"Come, chimney-sweep!" Arthur held out a cocktail as

a reward. Adele drank it without comment on his apology
for its quality.

"Perhaps a fire would take the chill out of the room
more successfully than this." Arthur put down the sub-
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stantial looking jelly tumbler from which he had been
drinking, to build a fire in the shallow fireplace, hidden
beneath the majesty of the mantel. He crumpled up a
Sunday paper, and banked it with small wooden chips from
the cardboard "Canned Corn" box which served as a wood
basket. Then he scratched a match which he removed
from its perch over Horace Greeley's ear.

The act foreshadowed disaster. Immediately the smoke
escaped from the shallow grate, curved over the narrow
metal protection and started on its sinuous path through
the confining limits of the low ceilinged room. The windows
on the street were opened, but the smoke rebelled against

the course planned for it. It preferred to settle in the area

a few feet below the ceiling, so that Adele, standing up,

found her head in clouds of the pungent blue-gray smoke
generated by the wet wood in the fireplace. Soot and
smoke. The woodwork was already becoming gray again,

she noticed.

Ten minutes later Adele walked out of the respectable

green door, through the iron gate which retarded her

progress by opening inward. Arthur was escorting her

through the dingy streets to the station, cursing the young
brats around him for being so noisy on a Sunday after-

noon. When they had gone the way which poverty had
cut out for them, Arthur said, this decadent portion of the

city would hold up its head in a regenerated glory. A
group of interesting young people would form a chummy
little colony here; the aristocrats above would be forgotten.

As Adele entered the day coach five minutes later, she

shuddered perceptibly. "Like a day coach on a rainy day"
was the phrase that went through her mind as it had
before, through her nostrils as it had before. Visions of the

soot-covered faces of Arthur's new aristocracy rose before

her; visions of Arthur shaking his finger in the face of the

lady with a gencalogic pride, visions of his friends shoving

the little foreign brats into the Charles Basin. Perhaps he

could even make of it an American Montmartre. Atmos-
phere, indeed, was the unique requirement.
Adele inhaled without protest the coal dust which was

sweeping through the open door. Coal dust on trains was
tolerable.
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FALSE GOD
Marian B. Gifford '31

Note: This narrative is based on an incident that
occurred in 1833, just before Victoria ascended the English
throne. The political side is authentic, and the characters

are all real persons of that era. But the love affair between
Constantine and Lady Shaftesbury is purely imaginary, a
means of revealing the character of the Princess Lieven.

Probably they never met, for it is not known that Con-
stantine ever visited England. Very little is recorded of

him, merely his banishment by his father to America, his

subsequent death there, his father's failure to report his

death to his mother, and her discovery of it by the return

of her letter. Of Lady Shaftesbury we read that she was
a model wife, and there are no intimations of any infidelity

to her husband. Therefore, it is evident that I have taken
great liberties with these two characters.

|ITH a loud, angry bang of finality, the Princess

Lieven shut the door on the last of her guests.

He happened to be Lord Palmerston. Her
gesture, then, might have been termed the clos-

ing of friendship between Russia and England. For the

Princess Lieven was thoroughbred Russian to the core,

and Palmerston was first, last, irradicably English.

It was an early spring evening in 1833, and the Princess

Lieven had just held her usual soiree at the Russian Em-
bassy in London. They were famous, those soirees, to

which came the leading lights of both the Ministry and
the Opposition. Numerous familiar faces could always be
seen in the faint dusk of her huge drawing room (not even
the multitude of candles in their gilt, bronze, and porcelain

holders could completely blaze away the sombre, heavy
tone caused by the solid chocolate furniture with its squat
cushions of deepest crimson plush). Melbourne, Greville,

Lansdowne, Grey, Palmerston, and their ladies: all the
members of that scintillating, indulgent court company
were there. And tonight there had been, in addition, a
strange, silent youth with brooding black eyes who had
sat in a far corner.
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It had been, this soiree, quite as usual, on the surface.

But underneath the gay, sparkling exterior, the Princess,

who had heard a rumor, had detected an ominous note.

There had been brilliant clashing of wits as ever, but to-

night the counterplay had concerned matters of small

consequence. Tonight, they had debated the propriety of

the waltz at a young lady's dance; usually they debated
Parliament's foreign policy. Underneath their words, the

Princess had sensed that the Ministry and the Opposition,

both English in origin and at heart, held a common policy

of hostility toward her, always a Russian.

And so they had argued brilliantly until someone had
asked little Lady Shaftesbury to sing. With a pretty smile,

the bright-eyed daughter of Lady Cowper had stepped to

the piano and commenced one of Moore's latest ballads.

She had a lovely voice, a clear, lilting soprano that matched
her gay, lively self. The silent young man, who was always
deeply moved by music, came to the piano and looked

down at her. Little Lady Shaftesbury's bright eyes met
his—and held. She flushed and missed a note in her song.

But when the silent young man continued to stare (perhaps

he was looking past her), she dropped her gaze and went
on with her ballad.

If Mr. Creevey had been there, a young matron's blush

would have been stored away in his memory as a choice

tid-bit for gossip. But that busybody was absent, and no
one noticed it but the Princess Lieven, near the piano,

who promptly forgot it. Her mind, tonight, was smoulder-
ing with a wrath caused by a single provoking person,

Lord Palmerston. He had come in late, as he invariably

did. He had sat opposite her, a bland, smiling figure, still

exasperatingly handsome at forty-eight. She had writhed

at the sight of him, everlastingly smiling, unperturbed.

That mischievous light in his eyes confirmed her suspicions.

Rumor became fact.

So she had slammed the door behind him. Now she

walked with quick, angry steps back into the drawing
room where her son, Constantine, still sat silently in a

corner. His thin, lanky body was sprawled incongruously

over the fussy, twisted, heart-shaped chair that was the

only piece in the room recalling the dead mode of Sheraton.

He did not look very sociable, but she had to let loose her

rage in the presence of someone.
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" Palmerston," she said bitterly, "is a poor, small-minded
creature who has no sense at all."

If Constantine had been in London the year before

instead of in Russia, he would have recalled that in this

very drawing room she had said, "Palmerston is perfect

in every way." But he was not yet aware that the weather
vane of his mother's affections for eminent statesmen
varied with the changing winds of their Russian policy.

Nor was he interested. He said nothing.

His silence was fuel to her wrath. She poured out a

torrent of abuses against that calm, smiling minister,

Palmerston. "I could wring the neck of that perfidious

rascal," she blazed. "How dare he! To turn against

Russia after / got him the Foreign Office. To dare to

interfere in Belgium. He put Leopold on the throne. He
protested the treaty with Turkey. And he dares to send
Canning to Petersburg. He dares, the ungrateful, injurious

one."

Still Constantine said nothing. "He owes his position to

me!" the Princess blazed on. "And he thinks he can send
Canning to the Emperor. Nicholas won't receive the fool.

He dares to say openly that England is hostile to Russia.

And that little Cowper twitters over everything he does.

She's nothing but a silly, chattering idiot."

Again Constantine, because he had had the misfortune

to spend his previous life in Russia, could not recall that

even a month before Lady Cowper had been to the Princess

ma chere, chere amie. Again, he had nothing to say.

The Princess became aware that his eyes, which had
never left the dying embers of the fire, were filled with

far-away brooding.

"You are so silent," she said sharply, pettishly. "Why
don't you say something!" He never talked to people, but
always read books or brooded instead. She herself could

not bear books. She wanted her characters to be flesh and
blood creatures, not just the fancy of some fertile brain.

He gave her a quick, apologetic look. There seemed to

be hurt in his eyes as though her sharp tone had wounded
his sensitive feelings. She suddenly forgot Palmerston and
thought how thin and unhappy Constantine looked. People
always thought things like that when he looked hurt. Her
brother Alexander had written her that all the belles in

the Russian Court nearly swooned with infatuation and
tenderness when Constantine looked hurt.
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So the Princess forgot Palmerston for a moment and
remembered her son. Russia always came first with her,

but when she was not using her head for her country, she
gave her heart to her children, and this one was her favorite.

She ran her long fingers through his curly black hair and
thought how handsome he was. He had her hair, and her

long, aristocratic nose, but his black eyes brooded more
than hers, and his mouth was more delicate and sensitive.

"I'm afraid, my darling," she said, "that you won't like

us here very much, but I am very happy to have you with
me again."

"Father isn't," he said. "He will probably put me out.

I'm working on a symphony," he added briefly, as if that

explained matters.

The Princess was well aware that her husband, who was
more interested in politics than the arts, and who was too

stodgy and slow to understand music, had never sym-
pathized with Constantine in any way, and had always
maltreated him.

"He shan't send you away, darling," she promised.

"But I'm afraid you're a disappointment to him. He
wanted you in the army."

"Yes," Constantine said after a pause.

"I didn't," she said quickly, "I think I understand."
He gave her a slow, grateful smile, and his hand closed

over hers in a quick gesture. Then he fell to staring at the

fire again. She sensed that he would say no more, and so

she went upstairs. He was so silent, Constantine. No one
ever knew what he thought about. She did not understand
him, not really. She had always to have people about to

keep from being bored with her own company. Constantine
seemed to live completely within himself. Perhaps that

was why he was her favorite child. The others were more
of her own or her husband's cast.

In his room upstairs, the Prince was scratching out a

methodical, laborious dispatch to the Emperor. She could

tell by the heavy jerks of his pen that he was angry. At
Constantine, of course. If she went in, there would be a

scene, and perhaps he would propose sending her son away.
So she passed by her husband's door. Better to think

about Palmerston than to have a useless scene with the

Prince.
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Tomorrow she would go to Stanhope Street and recall,

in no uncertain terms, to that bland, self-confident creature

all that he owed her. She knew, however, how firm and
untractable he was behind that easy-going countenance of

his. But she would try. She would not fail Russia. She
would never let England treat Russia shabbily, (especially

since England said that the Russians were the shabby lot).

If Palmerston failed her, she would go to Panshanger and
try to manage Lady Cowper. She could make Palmerston
do anything she wanted. Everyone knew that Emily
Cowper would marry the Foreign Minister as soon as her

dull old husband was dead. And yet, she wondered. Lady
Cowper had an independent, tip-tilted nose. For all her

giddiness, for all her shifting emotions, Lady Cowper
would not be easily convinced that her beloved Palmerston
was wrong. Not when her friendship with the Princess

Lieven had so recently cooled. If she could once more
become Lady Cowper's intimate companion
She would keep at them, both of them. And in the end,

she would win. Russia would never say that the Princess

Lieven had failed her.

The days passed. She went each morning to Stanhope
Street, and rebuked, threatened, begged, and finally wept
before Palmerston. That exasperating man promised to

see about cancelling the appointment and then forgot his

promise. In the afternoon, she drove to Panshanger,
where Lady Cowper gushed praises of Palmerston's bril-

liance and refused to listen to her pleas. At the Embassy,
her son Constantine read, played the piano, and was
silent, while the Prince fumed over his uncivil idleness

and threatened to oust him.
Meanwhile, letters came from the Emperor, chiding the

Princess, enumerating violent objections to Palmerston's
proposed ambassador, ordering her to get the appointment
cancelled. It became almost certain that the Cabinet and
Parliament would sanction the appointment. Palmerston
and Lady Cowper were obdurate. The Princess began to

despair.

Then, on a last desperate visit to Lady Cowper, she

found a new, unexpected avenue of hope. Lady Cowper's
adored daughter, Minnie, was at Panshanger that after-

noon. And when Lady Cowper asked how Constantine
was enjoying London, the Princess saw the quick red blush
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that swept over Lady Shaftesbury's face. She suddenly
recalled a picture of Minnie at the piano in the drawing
room of the Russian Embassy and Constantine looking

down at her. She recalled also that Lady Shaftesbury was
very young, and that, for so lively a creature, the serious-

minded Earl of Shaftesbury must indeed be a very great

bore. And had not Minnie, herself, confessed that, al-

though she admired him, she did not love him?
The Princess Lieven invited Lady Cowper and her

daughter to tea the following afternoon. She went home
elated. She not only saw the means of revenge on Palmer-
ston. The situation could not have been more to her

liking. She herself was a born intrigante in an age of

intrigue, and to stir up a little affair was a pleasure. Lady
Shaftesbury would prove a very nice subject. She had
charming eyes and lively spirits. Moreover, the Princess

could sympathize with anyone who found her husband
dull. Her own had been not a little boring at times. And
it would do Constantine good to have practice in the art

of galanterie. She had an idea he took such things too

seriously. Her brother Alexander had written her of a

dark-eyed Russian girl whose heart had been that of a

flirt. He had added a postscript on the amusing actions

of a youth who thought his heart was broken. If Con-
stantine had a mild affair, perhaps the Prince might regard

him as a little more normal, and would hope for improve-
ment in the future. She really was worried over his re-

peated threats to send Constantine away. The boy's

lungs were not very strong, and he should not be turned

out into the world by himself. He was too absent-minded
to take care of himself.

Lady Shaftesbury came to tea the next afternoon,

bright-eyed and attractive in a frock of dark red cashmere.

She chattered vivaciously to Constantine, and now and
then she pried a word or two out of him. She sang another
of Moore's ballads, and he listened attentively.

When she had gone, the Princess said, "Lady Shaftesbury

is very charming, don't you think?" There had been no
doubt that Lady Shaftesbury had found Constantine most
charming. His brooding silence was bad for flirtatious

young ladies.

"Yes," Constantine answered indifferently, and said no
more.
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The Princess was chagrined. Minnie had made no more
impression than that.

"She has a very beautiful voice," Constantine startled

her by saying, suddenly. Then he walked over to the
piano and began playing a sad melody.
The Princess wished that she could discover what went

on in his mind. Perhaps he was interested in Lady Shaftes-
bury. No one could tell. But any young gentleman ought
to be. There were few young matrons as charming and as

pretty as Lady Shaftesbury. Still, no one could tell about
Constantine. He was so queer. She could depend, though,
on help from Minnie's quarter.

Indeed, the very next day, there appeared a little pink
note addressed in round, girlish handwriting to Constan-
tine. There was soon another, and another. Perhaps, after

Constantine had become used to little pink notes, and
Minnie's charms, and her own judicious hints, he would
serve her purpose. Then her conviction that Palmerston
should cancel the appointment would begin an effective

relay from herself to Constantine, from him to Lady
Shaftesbury, from Minnie to Lady Cowper, and (success!)

from his beloved Em to Palmerston himself.

It would take a little time, but if she played her hand
well, the results would be most worthwhile.
But Parliament precipitated matters, and the appoint-

ment was confirmed. Canning made ready to go to St.

Petersburg without delay. And the Princess Lieven, very
much upset, was obliged to force matters. She went in

search of Constantine.

He was in the drawing room, huddled at the piano,

with a huge sheet of clef paper before him. In one corner
of the keyboard was a small pink note. The Princess

Lieven picked it up to read, and Constantine, in his ab-

straction, did not notice.

The little pink note said

:

"My darling Constantine: Have you forgotten that you
promised to come and play me some of your music? I

want to hear it, and I shall make you fulfill your promise.

Tonight my husband is away. I am to have a soiree, and
afterward, you will stay and we shall have coffee and ice

together before the fireplace. Will you not? Affectionately,

Minnie."
The Princess smiled. "Will you not?" she asked her son.
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He turned abstractedly, blinked when he saw the little

pink note, and said briefly, "No."

The Princess was surprised, and because she was upset,

she was sharp. "Why not? She is in love with you and
there is no harm."

"I am not in love with her."

"You like her."

"I like to hear her sing."

He was so indifferent. The Princess was exasperated.

"Well, then, why don't you go? She will sing for you, and
you will enjoy it. You never go anywhere."

"I won't go because she is in love with me, and I am
not in love. So why should I?" He stated it subbornly,
firmly.

The Princess supposed that he had a silly sense of honor.

But he had to go.

"Constantine," she said angrily, desperately, "you've
got to go there tonight, and make her think you love her,

even if you do not. And you've got to convince her that

Palmerton is wrong, tonight!" She told him all the details

of this last plan of hers to save her country humiliation.

"So, darling," she finished, "you're the only one who can
help me for Russia. You will go, won't you?"

She saw Constantine's lips twist in a half-scornful smile,

and then set firmly. He had his father's stubbornness.

"No, Mother," he said, "I will not go. She is only very
young and she is in love, I think, for the first time. And
being in love for the first time is very precious. Why
should I hurt her by deceit? She would find out later,

and be very bitter." His own eyes staring straight ahead
at nothing, were suddenly bitter. "Now, if I do not go, I

will hurt her pride, and she will forget. And I cannot
deceive. I cannot pretend to love wrhen I have none."

The Princess said desperately, "But nobody thinks any-
thing about a little galanterie"

"I do," said Constantine, "and I do not believe in it.

It makes love cheap. And, besides, she would be hurt."

"You wouldn't do it for me?" she pleaded.

"No."
"Not even for Russia?"
"No. Why should I do it for Russia? The Emperor

can refuse to accept Mr. Canning."
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"But the principle," said the Princess, disappointed and
angry to the point of tears. "You would humiliate Russia,

your own country, and oppose its desires? You have no
heart."

"Yes," said Constantine, sombrely, "I have. That is

why I will not go."

It was useless to argue this way. The Princess knew
that it was useless to argue this way. There was only one
last move that she could make, and she was afraid to

make it alone. So she went for the Prince. Very rarely

she sought help from the Prince. But now she needed the

assurance of his cold, stolid presence to help her keep her
head. She did not want to fear her heart at all. She could
not. Not with Russia's pride at stake.

The Prince and she stood side by side before Constantine,
and the Prince thundered, "If you have no patriotism, you
will let others have it for you. You will do as your mother
says, or you will leave my house forever!"

Constantine's lips twisted again. He said nothing, but
the Princess saw that familiar hurt look in his eyes. For
a moment her heart beat painfully, and she wavered.

"Constantine," she put a hand on his arm. "Don't look

like that! I
"

The Prince pulled her arm away. "Are you," he said

coldly, "going to be a traitor to your country, or not?"
Constantine did not answer him, but turned to his

mother. "Do you say that I must go away forever if I do
not obey?"

Before the beseeching look in his eyes, the Princess

weakened. He was her favorite son, arid he needed some-
one to look after him. His lungs were not very strong,

and, left alone, he would not take care of them. And
people did not understand him.

"You are a disgrace to Russia," condemned the Prince.

The Princess forgot her heart. She would never fail

Russia. Never!
She answered him firmly. "Yes, Constantine, you will

obey me or you will go away, forever."

She had forced his ultimatum. As always, Russia had
come first and her head had ruled her heart, even though
it had cost her her son. For answer, Constantine, the

silent, swept her with a scornful, disillusioned glance, and,

without a word, turned and walked from the room.
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With him went her last hope for her country. Canning's
appointment remained uncancelled. When the report

reached Russia, the Emperor began to ponder the Lieven's

recall. The Princess, he thought, had once more lost tact

to temper before Palmerston, and had failed him. She had
not tried to hide her opinion of the Ministry. She had
openly tried to thwart it. And now it distrusted her. It

was she who managed the Embassy, not the Prince, and
it was no use to keep a distrusted representative in London.
So, the following year, he sent out orders for her return.

In vain she might plead with him, in vain she might weep
before Palmerston. Back to Russia she went as Lady-in-
Waiting to the Empress on the same day that Lady
Cowper went to the Riviera with an ailing daughter.
Her troubles with her country had only begun. She did

not like the dull life at the Russian Court, and the se\ c ire

climate was too much for her health. She decided to go to

Paris, and against the wishes of the Emperor who fancied

she did not care for her country, to Paris she went. Neither
the Emperor nor her husband ever forgave her. Nicholas
decided to punish her by forbidding the Prince to visit

her, and by cutting her of! from communication with the

Court. He knew she had never been able to tolerate soli-

tude. Perhaps now she would learn not to go against the

wishes of her master.

So she sat alone in her Paris apartment, with hard eyes

staring in the direction of England where they called her

a spy, or eastward toward Russia, where an En.peror who
thought her faithless to her country had set up a barrier

between it and her.

"I am nothing but a waif in the world," she said, and
in her heart she was bitter. In those long, lonely days
there was plenty of time to weigh the value of a patriotism

such as hers, that had given all at such great cost. And
her country, for whom she had given it, had laughed at

her and disbelieved her. So she was bitter against patri-

otism, bitter against that false god that had taken from
her so much, even her son, and had given her nothing but

misery in return.

She thought often of Constantine, and one lonely day
in May, five years after she had delivered her ultimatum
to him, she wrote him a letter, begging for forgiveness and
his return to her.
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Then she began the long vigil of watching for an answer-
ing letter. In July, a Petersburg banker sent a con-muni-
cation to the Prince, who confided it to no one and whose
usual dress and demeanor remained unaltered in the

months that followed. But the Princess heard nothing
until late in Noven ber, when the letter she had written

her son was returned to her. On the corner was written

sin ply, "Dead."
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POEM
Isabel Stearns '31

Oh, do not look so strange!

Your face is whiter than stones in the wind,
And your eyes are darker than the dark night around us.

Your eyes look past me.
What would they have in a chaos of desire?

Let me heap you with offerings:

The glimmering pearl of the moon for your hair,

The calmness of ancient chants,

For your eyes, the lights that sway madly in copper.

Oh, though I weight you with beauty,

Though I press you to earth with its burden,

Will your eyes ever stare past me
Longing
For something I never can give?
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FISH OUT OF WATER
Lucia Weimer

HE had not wanted to come. When he had stood
before her, looking very young and a little shy,

persuading
—

"It's not to see me play tennis—

I

know that'll be nothing to you—but we can have
dinner afterwards, and drive home together"—she had made
excuses, had said things like "Having me there will dis-

tract you," and "Anyway I may be out of town." But he
wasn't the sort of boy you could make excuses to. He did

not know you were making them. For six months now
she had been trying to make him understand that she
thought of him only as a child—that their minds were on
different planes-—that she was not interested. When she
could not make him understand big things like that, how
could she make him understand that she did not wish to

attend a tennis match? So, although she had not wanted
to come, she had said yes.

Now that she was there she found it rather nice—the

stinging dazzle of the courts against the green lawn, the

scintillating precision of the white markings. She liked

the people he had pushed her off with too. She liked their

correctly costly sport clothes, and their husky voices tossing

off clever technicalities. They made her feel vaguely suave,

like a girl in an English novel.

There was a great deal of talking and calling, and little

boys ran up and down the grandstand with peanuts which
no one seemed to care to buy. After a while the men came
out on the courts, and everything grew very still. She
could tell Billy by his hair which the sun had found and
was lighting to a bright gold. They began to play. She
found herself catching her breath when Billy raised his

arm to serve, anticipating her exhilaration at the swift

down-swoop. The precise pat when the ball struck the

ground, the quick ping as it met the racket, sounded
pleasantly in her ears. From where she sat Billy was like

a little gold and ivory figurine. As he played he fell un-
consciously into swift beautiful attitudes. It was like a
fluid mobile frieze.
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"It's lovely—like figures on a frieze—isn't it?" she said

out loud. The people he had left her with stared a little

hostilely. One of the men said, "You're seeing some good
tennis. You don't seem to realize how good Bill is."

He was right. She had never realized. For the first

time she saw Billy less as an amusing child, and more as a
man. To be able to do something well like that— . Just
because she was incapable of it herself she had an authentic
respect for him out there, hitting the whizzing white ball

with such lovely accuracy—his golden head sharp against

the blue sky.

She was sorry when it was over, and they were all down
on the lawn, moving toward the club house. Bill was
walking to meet her. He had a white sweater tied around
his neck, and his hair was mussed.

"Congratulations," she said.

"I lost," he told her gravely. "I'll dress and meet you
on the porch for supper."
They ate supper with the sporty people. They all

talked about tennis, and said that Bill had played a swell

game. They said he had speed and knew how to place, but
that he lost because he was a base-line player. She smoked
a cigarette and felt happy because Bill was such a superior

boy. They stayed late playing eternal vicarious games so

that when they got in the car to leave the moon was out.

Bill sat beside her, the slender shaft of his shoulder rising

straight and aloof. When his hand reached out to slip in

the gears, she noticed his wrist—slim and strong and
flexible. She was feeling very stupid because she had not
known what a base-line player was.

When he spoke she thought that he must have read her

thoughts.
"1 was sorry they had to talk all that tennis," he said.

"You were bored, of course."

"Oh, no."

"The trouble with those people," he complained, "is

that they are onesided. All they know or talk about is

tennis."

"Now I," he told her proudly, "am not like that. I read

on an average of two books every week. I'll bet you don't
read more than that?"

"No."
"Of course," he qualified, "When I'm at college I read

more. Now last year 1 took this Kuropean novel course.
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Then I read three or four every week."
To all appearances he grew reminiscent. "We read some

good books for that course. Ever read 'Thais'?"

"I never read," she said.

He laughed. "Yes— I bet. But the trouble with you is

you're up on all this modern stuff. You don't know any-
thing about the classics the way I do. Now take this

'Thais' (it's by Anatole France). You ought to know about
that. You see it's a story about this monk—

"

The car shot through darkness. The cold sweet air of

the spring night swirled around her shoulders, and blew her

eyelashes back against her lids. His hair ruffled around his

temples and shone coolly under the thin moon. He could
play tennis. How he could play tennis! After all, that was
enough. To do one thing well—that made you a person.

So modest he was, too. She'd never suspected until this

afternoon. A fine, simple, honest man. To love him would
be restful—a calm sure life always.

"So he goes crazy, and that's the end."
She jerked herself back. "How sad."

"Oh that's nothing," he assured her, "to 'Anna Karenina.'

Ever read that?"
"No," she said, "and need we be so literary?"

"What! Never read 'Anna Karenina'? You know the

story, don't you?"
She would have said yes, but it was too late.

"This Russian woman—

"

His eyes were serious, deep-set. When he turned to her

to make clear seme point, his face gleamed intense, white

ad geld. To let all this go—the cool clarity of the night,

the straight sweet line of his mouth—He was young and
slim ano beautiful like a figure on a Greek frieze, and he

was gi\ing her a resume of "Anna Karenina."
"So there's this great struggle between love for

—

"

She put her hand en his head, turning it toward her. Her
voice tcre up through her threat

—"Oh your hair," she said,

"Your hair."

He looked hurt. "You'll never take me seriously, will

you?" he said. "You think I don't know anything
—

"

She said, "I'm sorry, Billy—your hair looked rather

lovely. Do go on about the book."
There didn't seem much else to say. At any rate it

appeared to satisfy him, for he accepted it simply—like a

child, she thought—and presently went on.
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SONG FOR A VIOLIN
Aline Wechsler

The wind in the forest,

Caressing the trees,

Sings hollow
And futile

And shrill.

Orange and amber and crimson,

The leaves,

Quivering,

Drop,
And lie still.

The forest is quiet,

The forest is dead,

And cool and insistent,

The rain.

Oh, where is my love

With the pale, half-shut eyes,

And the mouth
Like a strawberry stain?

Where is my lovely one?

—

Winter is here,

—

A blast,

And a great silver cry.

Sharp points of ice

Are the stars in the night,

And the moon
Is a tear

In the sky.
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THE MINSTREL'S TALE
Katherine Lackey '31

e

"0 Western Wind, when wilt thou come
That the small rain down may rainV

1

S he lay, weak with fever and the desire for her
sweet presence, as in a vision she appeared at

the door and smiled upon him. He thought it

was but another fancy of his mad brain, wander-
ing with illness and love, and turned away. He looked out
onto the balcony; and behold, yet another vision—a bird

was singing on the stone ledge. His wings were bluer than
the sky, which, when he looked up at it, seemed to grow
more blue and dazzling every moment, as though to out-

shine the little bird, and blind the man comparing them.
But when he looked beyond the balcony, and saw that the

forest was like a green haze by reason of all the little buds
that would soon be leaves, he could no longer restrain his

tears, and wept for the beauty of spring, and the joy of

seeing his beloved again, for now he could believe the

miracle of her presence. She came close to him, and kissed

his forehead and his lips, and whispered soft things to him.
First, with serious eyes, she said, "Gawaine, art thou better

now?" and all the world was golden like her hair. Then
she whispered, "Gawaine, art still my love?" with such a
tender, mocking air that the tears were fain to start again.

Last she murmured, clear and low, her voice like a golden
bell, "Gawaine, thou hast always been my friend and I

think I shall never have another." Then did the world reel

about him, and he lost all knowledge of things for very joy.

Together they watched the spring come. The tender
buds grew large, and opened gently into flowers: jacinths

and crocuses and wind-flowers and bluebells, clear as the

coloured vessels of the Venice glass-makers. The grass

grew green under the soft spring rain, and tall heart-shaped
leaves sprang up to shelter the coy violets. Sweetly they
conversed together, and whiled away the time with loving

speech, gay songs, and often sad ones, and tales of the ad-

ventures they had had.
"Truly, my love, when I awakened from the sodden

sleep that Morgan herself might have put upon me, and
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siw thee departed from my side, my heart was sick. First,

I bethought me of Lord Mark's men, though I had before
deemed our hiding place too well protected for any man to

pierce. So I looked about me for the tracks of armed men
and the tracks of steeds. But all I saw was the dainty
footprints of some animal with a cloven hoof. Each step
was clear as though he had each time lifted high his leg

to escape the heavy dew that bears down the grass at

dawn. Then I saw that all the pale-faced flowers had dis-

appeared, cut off at the middle, as though a maying party
had passed through. Then came back to me the tales of

unicorns, of how they feed only on flowers, of how choice

they are in their habits, and then I knew that such an one
had come for thee. My heart was heavy for thee, because
the old gleeman, when I was small, used to sing tales of

their beauty, and their swiftness; and beyond all, of their

cruelty. He used to say that heartless women become
unicorns when they have died, and wreak their spite upon
other maidens who are lovelier than they, if only because
they possess a soul. And surely such an one art thou,

beloved. So I wandered in the forest, half bereft of sense,

not knowing what course I should first pursue, to find

thee. At last, after a wTeary time, I met a man of magic
who lived alone there, distilling herbs of love and death
and divers other enchantments. He was bent and old, and
lived in one small room, wrhose walls were lined with rows
of many coloured phials. And at dusk, strange lights

would appear in them, and dance as though alive; and I

could see weird elfin faces peering out at me. Some were
beautiful like the water maidens of the singers' songs and
some were hideous as evil elves—but all were baleful, and
their eyes bespoke treachery to all who should put trust in

them. When I saw the deep learning of the old man in the

ways of the black art, I asked him concerning unicorns

and told him our tale. 1 told him all, how that we had met
at my lord Mark's ball; I, but just returned from far fight-

ing in the East; thou, but just come from out a nunnery
where thou hadst learned to weave and broider and to sing

and dance. I told him how that we had asked thy guardian's

permission to be joined by the priest and he had refused

with most dire curses and had finally bid me leave his land

forever. I told him of our flight and my lord's pursuit

—
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how our horses failed and thou disguised thyself as milk-

maid and I as a farmer for a brief space, and sent him the

wrong way. All I told him most truly till we reached that

shady dell and fell asleep in each other's arms and I awoke
without thee, only did I hide from him our names and our
estate. But that he seemed to know for he answered me
thus
—

'Truly, Sir Gawaine, lord of the south downs, who
hast fought the paynim sorcerers in their own land and
fought right well and skillfully for one who knows not the

art of herbs, your tale is not unknown to me. For I watched
your arrival here and also your several adventures till now
when you come here for aid. Now must you confess that

your glittering sword hangs powerless at your side and that

without me you are utterly without hope and like not to

see your love again."

"Sir," I answered him, "if you will help me, I will pay
back my debt with everlasting gratitude and with the aid

of this my sword if ever you should need it. For know,
glass phials break and their virtue is dispelled, but a true

sword never breaks; so long as the arm of its owner is

lusty and strong it is his sure companion. But now, clearly

I am at your mercy, wherefore, revile me not with mine
impotency—or tell me what I can do or send me on my
way to do the best I may alone. Perchance there will be
other wisemen on my road." At this his age in sooth seemed
to settle on him like a cloak, enveloping his strength. He
put forth a hand as though he would detain me, and said,

"Nay, fair sir, wherefore so hot with one who is old, and
having but one interest to take the place of child or mis-

tress or of wealth makes that seem all important. Content
yourself awhile and I will do my best to help you." Then
he arose and went over to the shelves and took down a

bottle. It was tall and slim, deep violet colour and pale

green, with a clear crystal fluid that shone like light within.

This he poured into a silver porringer and put it near the

fire and sprinkled on the top green leaves from some strange

plant. Betimes he stirred it with an ivory spoon whereon
were carven apes and twisting snakes. And betimes he
sang softly in a high sweet voice a little song or incantation

whose words went somewhat thuswise.

Spirits of colour, shadow and light,

Spirits of night,
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Spirits of love and hate and might,

S< r\ e this night.

Leaden gray and gold and Same
Is your game,
Give light and dark and ashen shame
For a frame.

Serve her, serve her, the baleful one,

Serve her, serve her, the beautiful one

—

Far from the East she is come alone

Far to the East to bear back her own.

Leaden gray and flame and gold,

Weave the warp and woof of fate,

Whether he shall keep his mate

—

Or lose tenfold.

At last he lifted the porringer and held it to my lips. I

drank and felt as though all my blood were turned to slow

flowing, molten lead and there was a dull pain in my heart.

Again I drank and the elixir coursed like fire through my
body and the pain in my heart was like to a sharp knife.

A third time I drank and emptied the porringer. And, for

a moment, it seemed as though I saw a face, dark and
mocking, in the bottom of it. It was the face of a woman
who knows all evil and all weaknesses and who lias learned

to play on men as on a lute. Then I fell asleep and I felt

a happiness in all my soul and my body was cured of all

its ills and the scars of all my old wounds faded away. So
I slept and dreamed.

I saw a man and a maid lieing asleep in a dim forest

lighted only by the moon. They were locked in each
other's arms, so I took them to be lovers. Then down an

alley, glistening in the moonlight, appeared a unicorn,
white and shapely, wreathed in flowers and her one horn
glistened silverly. High she stepped and daintily nibbled

at the ghost flowers by her way, as mortal maidens nibble

morsels of white cake. Suddenly she espied the lovers and
with one hoof delicately raised, she eyed them with a
glance that was idle and questioning, yet threatening
withal. She walked over to the man and seemed to recog-

nize him, for her eyes Hashed and then became tender and
infinitely desirous.
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"I hung jewels of Africa about thy neck," she sang,

I gave thee perfume of aloes and cassia;

In rich silks of Ind and Cashmir did I deck
Thee and with warm marigolds of Arabia.

Sweet was my body and I gave it all to thee,

Flowerlike thou calledest it, and tossed me away,
As though, like a flower, sweet in night's poetry,

It were found faded at the break of day.

Now am I come, white as thy hawthorn tree,

Soon will I gather thy soul, drawn
Always from thy new love—always to me,
But first far away shall she be borne.

And thou of thy own will shalt return,

Return to me always—forever

—

With free love's passion shalt thou burn,

Thou shalt be mind ever, forever."

Some such song she sang and gathered up the maid and
sped away with her, spurning the light ground till she was
nought but a shining shadow in the moon path. And the

vision departed. Then I saw a green hill arise with a

shining palace on it, and within the palace were maidens
singing—singing songs of the East—songs that tell of hot
summer moons and the madness that they bring, I hated
the beauty of them. Then I saw thee standing sorrowful

on the turret and surely thy lips were moving and thou
wert saying, "Gawaine, Gawaine." And I awoke. I called

the old man and demanded true directions for attaining to

this palace. Smiling he looked at my sword and seemed
about to speak. Then he turned away. "You would go
now?" he questioned me. I nodded. "Then prepare thy
soul for strange happenings and things passing wonderful
whose circumstance may take many years to weave the

full warp and woof." As he spoke the light faded and
when I had become accustomed to the dusk, I found I

was in the courtyard of a palace. Verily it was the palace

of my vision and all was as I had seen it while I lay a-

dreaming. A seneschal stood before me requesting me to

enter. So I went in, and lo, I thought me back in Araby.
For all the hangings were Arabian, the vessels were brass

with Arabic inscriptions and cushions strewed the floors

to sit upon instead of benches. Incense ladened the warm
air and a song was born unto my ears. Truly was I nigh
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blinded by the sweetness of it all and by the memory of

days so long past.

I was given to eat and drink and I was played to until

I fell asleep. A dreamless sleep it was. When I awoke

—

winter had come. The snow was deep, up to the horses'

knees and the frost was almost black. The peasants were
well-nigh imprisoned in their huts and there was no form
of life, no bird nor beast to stir the awful stillness. Then
I knew I must have slept many nights, from mid-summer
to mid-winter, and I was sore distressed—for how were
we two to escape in such a time? Soon I was led by soft-

stepped Arabic maidens to a large hall where sat who
seemed a queen. She motioned her slaves away and drew
me near to her upon the couch, and spoke soft words of

love and languishment. At the sound of her voice, I knew
her for a woman who had come to me with all the devil's

wiles in Araby. And I had left her love and wealth and
sailed back to England and to thee, beloved. She spoke
long time of love and its delights, she played me soft songs,

brought luscious fruits and comfits to beguile the hours,

and spread soft couches for me to rest upon. Still did I

ask for thee and still did she close my mouth with kisses.

A strange lethargy was on me and I scarce knew what I

did. Only could I keep thy image before my eyes and the

sound of thy voice in my ears, or her self would have
blotted out all memory and hope. I clung to the thought
of thee to keep me safe, and strained my ears to hear thee

say, "Gawaine—Gawaine."
So I stayed there in that loathly palace—always guarded,

either listening to her blandishments and threats or else

alone. And ever the air was hot and odorous within and
black winter ever ruled without. The trees were like bare
skeletons and the sky was leaden coloured over the black-

ening snow. And sometimes more snow would fall but
none ever went away and I hated the winter, the cold

without and the barren heal within. Then, one morning
I awoke—and found all the hangings gone and none came
in to know my will and all was cold. My old garments
were beside the bed, the floor was strewn with old rushes,

and there were tottering stools about and ancient tapestries

upon the walls. And outside was still the winter, grim as

the sea when it holds back the wanderer weary for his

home. Only the old seneschal was left of all the servants,
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and he and sickness tended my hard couch and winter

peered in at me through the slim window slits. Long time

was I thus wracked with fever and the thought of thee,

and ever beating back the memory of the Gypsy's luxury.

Till one night she appeared to me, soft and pleading, and
almost I had given my soul to her to keep, fearing that

harsh winter would take it up apace. But I saw the old

seneschal leering over her shoulder—and at the sight of

him I recognized in her the face that had gazed at me
from the porringer and with all my feeble force I stayed

myself.

That was all I knew till I saw thee that morning in my
doorway and all the wonderment of spring without. Truly,

beloved, I have seen things unbelievable—but 'twas easier

to give credence to the strangest fortune than to believe

the miracle of thy presence."

His tale closed and beside the newborn, jocund prim-

roses they sat them down and conversed lover-wise, which

needs not to be writ on parchment seeing that each man
may supply the words as suits him best.
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LEONIE
Isabel Stearns '31

jSTp^HK old lady rose at last and lighted the lamp.
!-? tj^i She could not sit in darkness any longer—people

were likely to come in, and they would think

that she w< re i it her addled or dying. She pulled

er shawl closer about her shoulders, and began cutting
bread, making bitter tea. It was comfortless here in this

narrow room. Walter would roar at her, and tell her she

was an old fool, if he ever came here. She had stretched a
soft Paisley covering over the bed, and arranged some
pieces of Lowestoft on the table in the corner, but the

room still looked as dreary as before. Now she tied back
the Happing curtains impatiently. Miss Macpherson would
be in any moment, to share her inadequate bread and tea,

and object to the sound the curtains made. How foolish

she was to bear with Miss Macpherson—she who once had
endured none but beautiful people! Old age was weaken-
ing; it made one perjure one's soul for a bit of company.
And the insolent woman would be sure to ask her why she

did not go back to her nephew's.

"He seems an tip-standing man, my dear; well-fixed,

too; and I'm sure he'd take care of you nicely. Yoti look

so much older than you did, somehow."
The old lady felt faint. She took a little bite of the

bread, and a long slow sip of the sugarless tea. In her

creamy cup it looked glamorous, like fiery lacquer. It did

one good. Now her thoughts lied uneasily back to Miss
Macpherson. How could she ever explain to that piece of

Stolidity, the terror, the sickening distress of Walter's

home tor her? 1 low could she show to anyone Leonie's

great haunting eyes that looked past her day and night?

It was better merly to answer nothing.

Unwillingly her thoughts ran back to the time of her

arrival at Walter's house. She had been dressed in decor-

ous black muslin; boxes and bundles she remembered, all

about her. Walter had beamed hastily, and led her in. He
was subdued, thank the Lord, and could not for the moment
think what one said to a maiden aunt. She did not re-

in* nil jor him well; he had married his cousin Leonie, whom
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she had known much better. So she had said at once,

"Where is Leonie?" and Walter had grown quite red, and
muttered, "Leonie's not well; she's not here," and had then

shown her the best points of the house.

It was disappointment. Leonie had been an appealing

little girl with thick, curly, black hair, and great piteous

eyes. Her aunt had loved to look at her, although her

beauty almost pained one. She seldom spoke or moved;
only once in a long while she would smile slowly, and so

confidingly that it touched the heart. She had been given

everything, loved beyond words; and still she was as sad

as only few children can be. Her aunt had been shocked
by the news of her marriage to Walter. Who cared if he
was handsome and full of vitality? Her sensitive ear marked
deeper notes than that. "Yes, he's sown his wild oats; I

don't deny it," the father had laughed genially. "But he'll

settle down now. Leonie's all a man could want." The
old lady could not deny Walter his full-blooded handsome-
ness—and beyond that she did not know him—but vaguely
she sensed something wrong, something out of tune and
jarring, in this match.
Now Leonie was not here. She had looked appraisingly

at Walter. How heavy he was, how crudely-jawed and
full-lipped! His eyes were dull and almost hidden. Who
had said he was handsome? She felt herself shrinking away
from him. But he was about to introduce her to someone

—

to his housekeeper. She remembered nodding politely to a
large and stupidly unattractive woman.
Where was Leonie? The old lady had gone to her room

feeling ill and depressed. This house was so hideous with
its bulky over-stuffed furniture and its cheap reproductions

of as cheap pictures. Walter seemed to her horrible. The
housekeeper was almost as bad. For a long time she had
sat and read fragrant poems to herself, Comus, and Lycidas,

in an effort to regain her tranquillity.

How she had hated Walter's home—even before she

understood it! She remembered the long meals of heavy,
rich food, and the ill-assorted group sitting at the table for

hours, it seemed, afterwards. She remembered Walter's

domineering arguments when with his chin out-thrust he
had relegated all women to the position of animals. Mean-
while the housekeeper had sat passively opposite, her eyes

never leaving his face for a moment. She remembered the
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jokes, growing coarser day by day, and the long, boisterous

laughter of the men. She remembered the casual reference

to herself as "Christ-bitten" when all had thought she was
out of hearing. How could she have stood it so long, sitting

there tense and silent, and trembling within herself at all

tluir words? But she had thought that sometime Leonie
must be coming back.

All sorts of references there had been to Leonie, some
misleading, others quite beyond her feeble insight. Leonie
was at a place—a rest-cure—called Lindenmerc—someone
had been to see her—she was worse—she was impossible.

"No sense going up; too much of a strain," Walter had
grumbled. They certainly did not expect Leonie back.

Finally even the old lady herself did not want Leonie back.

The bald pleasantries, at first discreetly veiled, Walter's

casual affection for the housekeeper, her dog-like look at

him, were alike unbearable. How could the same man have
possessed this mass of dull devotion, and Leonie? she asked
herself miserably.

She must see Leonie. The longing for the child she had
known had grown greater in her day by day. She had
mentioned it hesitatingly to Walter but he roughly over-

rode her. "She's too ill to see you. She wouldn't remember
you anyway. Forget it." But she had been tenacious of

the idea. By subtle questioning, she had discovered where
Lindmere was, and one day when Walter was out of town
she had travelled there. If the child were so badly ill,

could she not be of some aid? She imagined herself bring-

ing medicines, singing softly, stroking Leonie's delicate

forehead with its widow's peak of dark silky hair. One had
always wanted to do so much for Leonie, and yet had
always been so baffled by her air of remote sadness. If

she could only come near her now, and help her, as she

had never been able to do before! The old lady had never
loved suffering. She acknowledged to herself that she was
a coward about unhappy people; she had always drawn
herself delicately away from them. Yet something had
now impelled her to search out Leonie.

She had told herself she would not think of it again.

And here her mind was, slipping smoothly, resistlessly

backwards, as a leaf is inexorably swirled over the brink

of a waterfall. She could not help thinking of it again

—

again and again. It had been terrible—what she had dis-
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covered. It had stayed with her night and day, stifling

her throat, burning her eyes. And yet the woman at first

had not seemed so different from the child Leonie, sitting

there in a corner, mute and motionless. She had gone up
to her with a little, almost embarrassed cry of affection;

she had held out her hands in longing. But then, and all

of a sudden, something about Leonie's face, about her

stillness and lack of recognition, had frightened her. She
became aware of the uncanny difference. This was not
Leonie. This was someone else. Here was not sadness,

but dullness and stupor. These eyes did not haunt one;
they wTere, rather, almost silly in their stupidity. She had
dropped her outstretched hands in bewilderment. Where
was the shadowed beauty, the melancholy and unforget-

able loveliness of Leonie? Where was her smile that had
been like a soft, slow fall of sunlight? Leonie was gone.

Only this dull-witted wreck was left one. As the old woman
travelled wearily, unhappily homeward, she could see noth-
ing before her but Leonie's white poignant face that now
had disappeared.

If only life respected our agonies! she thought to herself

much later. But instead it treats us as so much insignifi-

cant if amusing rubbish. There was the heavy, over-stuffed

furniture once more; there were the banal pictures, and
Walter's ruddy, satisfied face. She sat again at table and
bore his tirades; she bore his off-color jokes; and the dog-
like devotion of his housekeeper smote once more across

her nerves. All beauty had vanished with Leonie. Walter
had beaten out all beauty. If the place had made her ill

at heart before, how much worse was it now. Yet hers

was not the strength which faces others. Silently she had
packed her few things, taken her inadequate store of

money, and left. Thankfully she had put the china in the

corner of the dismal east room, and spread the Paisley

over the bed. Sometimes one forgets terrible things if one
comes far enough away from them. She was indeed hungry
and cold—but sometimes she had almost forgotten Leonie.

Perhaps she would quite forget her, if only Miss Macpherson
did not mention Walter's home again. And she broke her
bread with fingers a little unsteady as she waited for Miss
Macpherson 's approach.
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Finger Waving Marcel That Stays

SCHULTZ HAIRDRESSING PARLORS

Facials Manicuring

Oil Permanent Waving

Inquire about our special rate tickets

233 Main St. Up One Flight Tel. 567

Bicknell's Shoes and

Furnishings

have been the standard for

more than a quarter century

Special Silk Hose at

$1.00 $1.25 $2.00
The place where you get your Gym Shoes

HARRY E. BICKNELL
158 Main St.

Gowns and Wraps
for

Formal Wear

SPORT SHOPPE-EXINER

20 Green St.

Headquarters
for

Bicycles

and

Athletic Supplies

T. A. PURSEGLOVE CO,
15 State St.

CERRUTI'S
Jewelers

Official Railroad Watch
Inspectors

REPAIRING

4 Pleasant St.

THE PARK CO,

Opticians

219 Main Street
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Finger Waves Marcels

BELANGER ZESSIN
Nestle Circuline

Permanent Wave

277 Main St. Northampton

mrs. anne statler

invites you to visit

the eagleston shop
10 green st.

contains useful and beautiful gifts

THOMAS FJFLEMING
THE SHOE SHOP

Exceedingly Smart Models

• • and moderate prices • • •

Painstaking, Courteous Service

12 CRAFTS AVENUE

Japanese Rice Cake and Arare

Chinese Dry Ginger and Teas

Delicacies for Tea

JAPANESE ART STORE
16 Crafts Ave.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
a few stores below Hampshire Bookshop

THE FRANK I DAVIS STORE

Watches, diamonds, high class! gold
jewelry, silverware, clocks, fountain pens,

novelties, leather goods and an especially

good variety of costume jewelry. Some
of the most attractive being very moderately

priced. Watch and jewelry repairing

solicited.

FRANK E. DAVIS
164 Main St.

Students wishing photographs

call 2068

STUDK)

52 CENTER ST.
Opposite Telepho e Exchange

The Green Dragon

229 MAIN STREET

Gifts of Distinction

ROOM FURNISHINGS

1930

Calendars, Diaries

and

Line-a-days

at

BRIDGMAN & LYMAN
108 Main St.



\Y. O. KIRTLAND
Good Shoes

Main St., Northampton, Mass.

SMART FOOTWEAR
for

SPORT and DRESS

Wiring

Repair Work

Lamps and Appliances

E. H. ZUJEWSKI
30 Main St. Phone 2590W

BOSTON FRUIT STORE

The Pioneer Fruit House

of Northampton

Quality and Cleanliness
Safety in eating is assured by carefully

selected provisions that have been
properly cleansed, prepared

and cooked.

Cleanliness and Ouality are
our Watchwords

Sunshine Restaurant:
1 Main St. - - Amherst, Mass.

40 Pleasant St. Northampton, Mass.

FREDERICK A. ADAMS

Antiques and

Reproductions

40 CENTER STREET
Careful attention given to packing and

shipping Students' Furniture

Tel. 2867-M

WoodLUorth
LADIES' HAIRDRESSER

Permanent Wave a Specialty

O. J. BONNEAU, Prop.

245 Main Street Tel. 2390

Northampton, Mass.

WALSH'S
Cleaning, Dyeing

Pressing

It's New When We're Through

23 Green Ave. (Next to Scott Gym.)

Tel. 409-R

Credit extended

The

NEW HOTEL GARAGE

Storage, Washing, Supplies

Stephen S. Sullivan Phone 3050

OPP. HOTEL NORTHAMPTON



SMART FOOTWEAR JLLiA B. CAHiLL i

$5.00 and $6.00 4 Green St.

* ««gSg3S» **

DAVID BOOT SHOP
21 PLEASANT ST. LADIES' APPAREL

A DELE
BEAUTY SHOPPE The Gift's The Thing

A dele B. Poitras, Prop.

Scientific Beauty Culture at the

and Hairdressing
DOROTHY BROOKS SHOP

190 Main Street Tel. Conn.
18 GREEN ST.

Northampton, Mass.

THE
RED HOUSE SCHOOL

PAY US A VISIT

See our Antique - Semi-Antique
and Modern Rugs

GROTON, MASS. Tapestries, Brass Wares, Jewelry
and Indian Print

A Small School for young boys {A reliable store for many years)

ten to fourteen years of age S. BISTANY Tel. 754J

ORIENTAL SHOP
Address: Mr. Carleton A. Shaw

239 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

FLOWERS
The

Carefu"y selected

Properly arranged Ridge Shop
Speedily Delivered

Always Come from Dobbs Hats Sport Wear

Spau'ding - Sinclair Inc.
243 Main St.

192 Main St. TEL. 1290



Pressing, Dry Cleaning Tel. 1297-W

City Tailoring Co.
Custom Tailors

116 Main Street w. kurkul Northampton, Mass.

Photographs of Distinction

D
Tel. 1970-W Sittings by appointment

College Studio
215 Main St.

GREEN ST. LODGE
10 GREEN ST.

REASONABLE RATES

Comfortable Rooms
Conveniently situated

Permanent and overnight guests

Mrs. M. J. FOLEY, Mgr. Tel. 1962W

GLENN E. GROVER

Radio

Sa'es - Service

Main St. at Crafts Ave.

Phcne 1040

HILL BROTHERS

DRY GOODS
RUGS
and

DRAPERIES

^Allison Spence

Maker of fine photographs

Photographer to the Art Department

and several others

100 Main St. Phone 1919-M

W FLOWERS



Coffee Tea

Sandwiches Salads

Hot and Cold Drinks

"THE <DIVE"
GREEN ST.

All lines of Beauty Culture 21 yrs

269 Main Street Northampton, Mass
Tel. 954-M

Branch: Amherst, Mass., 731

BRASS KNOCKER
COFFEE HOUSE

Convenient for after chapel

breakfast

ROOMS FOR GUESTS

EDITH HAMILTON PARKER-Mgr.
84 Elm St. Tel. 761

GEORGE CRUIKSHANK

Repairing

Trunks and Suitcases

33 MASONIC STREET

THE FRANCIS HAT SHOPPE
Manufacturers and Designers of

Ladies' Straws, French Felt

and Velour Hats

We Clean, Block and Remodel

190 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Tel. Conn. 3069

What color do you choose?

Chop House
257 Main St.

Meals served from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m

Under the personal direction

Mrs. M. A. T. SCHOENECK

Black, brown, blue, green, bur-

gundy—whatever color a par-

ticular costume may require

—

there's a Fleming's Shoe
in the correct shade, the

correct materials to give the

final accent of smartness

FLEMING'S
BOOT SHOP^
189 Main Street



Pure Silk

Full

Fashioned

Hose

SJ.29

$4.98

WOMEN'S Black Suede
One-strap with Black Kid
trimming. Baby Loult
Heel. Same Style in Patent

$2-69

Women's Gaiters

Automatic
Fastener

All colors

See our Display of Comfort Slippers

OVER
3 65

STORES

28 Main St.
NORTHAM T ON, MASS









To i he manner born

A glimpse through doorways hung

with apricot velvet ... a glance

across a gleaming parquet floor . .

.

and one senses instantly, in this

person or that, something genuine,

something authentic, as indefina-

ble as it is apparent. . . . And it is

this quality in Camel Cigarettes

which M'ts them definitely apart in

the minds of discerning people.

. . . They are so evidently, so de-

lightfully, to the manner horn.

^Ifciier

C 1929. R. J. Reynolds Tohaoro
Company, Winston • Salon*, I*. C.
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VIGIL
Helen Noyes

T is exciting," answered the bride, "but I can't

say much for it as a honeymoon."
"Nor as a vacation for tired housewives,"

said Mrs. Potts. "I told Fred I wanted to go
to a nice restful place where nothing ever happened, and
he said nobody could hope for anything duller than an
old hotel in the White Mountains at the end of the season.

And look what happens." She turned her eyes toward the

window, where there was nothing to see but snow, swift,

thick, relentless, limitless—a darkness emptier than a
starless night, less merciful to the eyes.

"Of course, I appreciate George's heroism. I'd have
been awfully bored if he hadn't gone. But this is something
of a bore, too." The bride lit a cigarette, and threw the

match into the fire. A very pretty girl came down the

stairs scowling. Her mother looked up with accustomed
absent eyes from her book.
"What's the matter, Betty?"
"I'm just worrying," said the girl.

"What about?"
"Why, if they don't get a train through by tomorrow

noon, we won't get home in time for Toot's wedding, and
she'll only have five bridesmaids. That's all wrong."

"For God's sake!" A boy sat up on the long sofa—

a

boy who looked as though he had been having nightmares.
"Is that all you have to worry about? Poor kid! I pity

you."
"Oh, come on, Bill," the girl spoke impatiently. "Even

if it is your kid brother that's out there, it's Penelope's
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brand-new husband, and Mr>. Potts' nicely-trained one,

and Mama'- pet bridge-partner, and the only competent
bell-hop in the hotel, and two perfectly good boy-friends

of mine— all quite as freezable, breakable and valuable as

the kid—though you may not think bo."

"They haven't got busted ankles,
91

said the boy in a

higher voice. "And they're not alone alone out there

above the tree-line in that wind. And you can talk about
being a bridesmaid—you make me siek. Listen to that,

will you!" His voice rose to a yell, and the oil-lamps
flickered as the wind flattened itself against the long side

of the house, and every window rattled harshly in its

frame. There was a moment of sharp quiet inside the

room. None of the women spoke, but Penelope breathed
a little quickly and her eyes turned to the window. Noth-
ing but snow there.

"Pull yourself together, Bill," said Betty quietly.

He looked at her as she leaned easily by the mantle-
piece—looked long and hard with the contempt of the one
sane man in a lunatic asylum, or of the one lunatic in a
group of normal people.

"Listen," he said, "it's all very well to say that. Did
you come down Glen Boulder trail with the snow so thick

you couldn't see an inch before your face, and the wind
blowing your teeth out, and the trail lost in the snow

—

and—did you? I'll yell if I want to yell."

"Have another blanket," said Betty, her eyes hard and
calm. Penelope Hammond's fingers were twisting around
each other in an agonized pattern. Betty's mother had
looked up from her book, and Mrs. Potts was standing

doubtfully between the fire and the stairs. The room hung
silent over them, holding in solution their unspoken words.
The boy lay back on the sofa, grumbling a little.

"Isn't there something else we can do?" said Mrs. Potts.

"I don't think so," answered Betty. "The water's on
the stove, and the cook's looking after it. The room's

ready for the boy. There's nothing else to do but wait."

"We'll have plenty of that to do," said Mrs. Avery,
with a brisk cheerfulness that jarred every nerve in the

room. "It's not ten yet, is it?"

"Ten of—and they left at five after nine. They can't

ibly get back before morning."
"It took me five hours to get down from where I left
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the kid." Bill spoke in a brooding monotone. "Five
hours—in that wind—" Once again they were silent,

listening to the devastating yell of the blind voracious

monster outside.

"This is getting me," said Betty in a careful voice.

"Mummy, what did we ever want to come here for?"

"Two weeks rest, like all of us, I suppose," said Mrs.
Potts. "I ought to have started home today. The Ladies
Aid Fair is in two weeks, and I ought to be getting people

started on their work."
"And I don't even know if my dress fits," wailed Betty.

"What's the dress like?" asked Penelope, with a polite

effort.

"Burnt-orange georgette, with a fitted waist and tan
lace insets in the skirt—V neck and long tight sleeves.

The skirt's long in back, and there are tails that hang from
the back of the neck." Betty was explaining with the

traditional gestures of girls describing clothes, shaping the

dress out on her slim body with her hands. Her voice was
suddenly drowned out by the rising shout of the wind
which was echoed inside the house by an insane yell from
Bill. He had jumped to his feet and was standing with
his back to the fire, his hands clapped over his ears.

"Oh quiet—quiet—every time it blows—I can hear him

—

oh, God, stop it, stop it—my God, why can't it be quiet?"

He stared at them blindly.

"Hey Bill," Betty called to him suddenly and loudly,

"is Al Merrill still in Dartmouth?" Bill looked at her

with the eyes of a drowning man suddenly pulled to the

surface.

"Ye—yes, I guess so. Did you know him? And wha

—

what has that got to do
—

" She interrupted him.
"Sure I know him. I was up at fall house parties with

him last year. Don't you remember?"
"Oh—yes—I remember you—of course—I knew I'd

seen you somewhere. You had a yellow dress." His voice

fumbled for the habitual phrase.

"Did I ever! and what a dress! Al spilt punch all down
the front of it and ripped most of the net off, but other-

wise it's as good as ever. That was a week-end! What
ever became of that crazy Bernie person—Bernie—oh, you
know the boy I mean—the one who went to the game in a
top-hat."
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"Bosworth, you mean?" Bill sat down on the sofa.

"Why he got kicked out. Didn't Al tell you? That's the
big story of the year."

"No. I had a fight with Al that week-end, and I've

never heard from him since. Have a cigarette." She lit it

for him with steady hands as the wind smote on at the
door. The older women sat back in their chairs, seeing the
crisis passed for the time, and Penelope Hammond came
and sat on the arm of the sofa.

"I used to go to Dartmouth parties when I was younger,"
she said. "George was in the class of '25. He was an
Alpha Delt."

"I wonder if he knew my cousin Dick Osborne," said

Bill.

"Dick? Heavens, yes. He was George's room-mate."
"Tell me the story of Bernie's demise," said Betty, "if

it's proper."

"Oh, it's quite proper. It concerns a bottle of gin, a

cement-mixer and a hand-organ monkey—and I saw it all

happen."

"Lucky devil," interrupted Betty. "Why is it I never
get in at the good stories? The house next doors to ours

was raided by the police once, and I slept right through it.

Tell on, Bill, you mustn't mind if I talk all the time."

While the boy told the story—and it was a good story

—

Betty's smile was attentive, but her eyes were somewhere
else, harrying and hunting—her eyes were saying "What
can I talk about next?" Mrs. Potts and Mrs. Avery drew
together near the window, and talked in lowr tones.

"She's doing well," said Mrs. Potts. "Can she keep it

up?"

"She's a good talker," said the girl's mother. "Came by
it honestly, I guess. And she knows her subject. I never
said she couldn't handle boys."

"She's very clever. But she's got to hold on. The boy's

nerves arc shot to pieces."

Bill finished the saga of Bernie Bosworth's departure

from Hanover.

"Crazy!" cried Betty joyfully. "Completely crazy—it

can't be true—but it's wonderful."

"It is true," said Bill. "I was there, I tell you." Betty
laughed, and blew a long stream of smoke at the ceiling.
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"It's a good story, anyway. Now listen while I tell one.

This is educational, Bill. Give your attention. Once upon
a time there were some people—quiet nice people, but
nothing exceptional—who went dutifully to a hotel in the

mountains to get two weeks rest. It was a nice quiet

healthy place, with a good golf links and lots of bridge

tables and perfectly edible food. The gentlemen and the

children played golf, and the ladies played bridge and
talked. And all day long the Mountain sat and watched
them and never said a word. They forgot it was there

—

they lived in its shadow as they had lived everywhere
else—without thinking. And they were bored—very badly
bored. They didn't know why, because boredom is not
conducive to thought. They hated each other because
they only saw each other's flat stupid everyday faces.

Then one day the Mountain spoke to them, quite loudly

and definitely. But they didn't understand, though they
were a little afraid. So the Mountain sent them a messen-
ger to tell them what it meant. And for the first time their

everyday faces fell off, and they saw each other's real

faces, because the message the Mountain had sent them
was reality. They stopped their games and forgot their

hatreds. They stopped their mouthings and gestures and
acted the way they felt. They faced reality quite nicely,

the way reality must like to be faced. Perhaps it was only

because there was no other choice—perhaps because they
had always known how and forgotten that they knew. So
the men went off to do the work that was to be done, and
the women sat down to wait for them, and to scrabble

hard after their busted everyday faces."

She threw her cigarette into the fire and leaned back
in the sofa, lighting another.

"Exactly what is the point of that?" said Mrs. Potts.

"It has no point," said Betty crossly. "It's a parable

without a point. It has nothing to do with the subject

under discussion unless you want it to." She surrounded
herself like Zeus with a thundercloud of tobacco smoke.
Bill grinned pleasantly.

"Tell me another," he said. "I like to hear you talk."

"Thanks, Bill. Do you know the story of the Wolf who
cried Boy?"

"No." Betty didn't either, but she made it up as she

went along. Then she told the story of the Little Lost
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Highball, and then she told the story of the Worm in

Newton's Apple. At the end of the last she looked at Bill.

lli> face littered a small smile and collapsed into sleep.

Betty picked herself up carefully and went over to the
window.

"I knew I could be boring," she said hoarsely, "but I

didn't know I could be that boring. Lord, what an effort!"

"Now what can we do?" said her mother.

"Why do anything? We might as well try to get some
sleep," said Mrs. Potts, watching the weary annoyance in

Betty's eyes. They w-ere silent then. Mrs. Avery went
back to her book, and the others sat quietly in the shadows.
The room closed in around them, and they rested their

weariness on its welcoming twilight.

"This night will end," said Penelope, at the window.
"It's a long night, but day will come." Or perhaps she did

not say it—yet someone answered her.

"And unreality will come back," said Betty, hoarse and
low, from the shadows.

"And we shall forget," said Mrs. Potts, "that we knew
anything else."

"And be glad to forget," said Penelope. "Reality is too
unreal." When they were silent again, it seemed as though
they had not spoken. Perhaps they had not spoken—per-

haps they had only all three been thinking the same thing.

None of them knew how long the night was. From time
to time they slept and wroke again, and when each of them
woke, the others knew without speech that she was afraid.

Still the night did not change—still the wind wrenched and
snarled at the old house, still the snow whined by on the

wind. They had left the curtains undrawn, that the light

might shine out, but they could see nothing from the

windows—white and real and limitless nothing. The room
grew colder. The clock echoed the heavy, tramping hours.

Then the white darkness went grey, and they knew it

must be near morning. The wind had blown itself out to

a fatigued and querulous fierceness- there were long lapses

of quiet between the gusts. They turned to each other

white indomitable smiles. The boy stirred and sat up and
was afraid.

"Aren't they back yet?" he said, his voice thick with
sleep and fear.
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"They'll be back soon, son," said Mrs. Potts. Mrs.
Avery closed her book, and looked at the window. The
winter dawn hesitated somewhere above the curtain of

snow and cloud. Betty lit a cigarette. Her hands were not
steady. The clock struck six, and Penelope Hammond
crossed the room toward the stairs.

"I think I'll get the room ready," she said. "George will

be wanting to sleep when he gets back."
"That's an idea," said Mrs. Potts. "Let's see if their

rooms are warm and the beds turned down." They all

went upstairs, fired with the intimate necessity of doing
something for the men. While they called to each other

from room to room, the boy put wood on the dying fire,

and stood watching the slow flame gain speed and force

on the new fuel. The grey light gathered in the room.
Presently he put out the lamp, and walking painfully on
his frost-bitten feet went over to the window. Outside the

snow was coming thinner. He could see the forms of the

barns and outhouses. Trees stood strangely deformed by
their unaccustomed flowering. A dog leaped laboriously

through the drifts, followed by a man whose mouth opened
in a soundless shout. The boy pressed his cheek to the

cold glass, and looking in the direction he had come the

night before, he saw a procession of bent and slow-moving
men who carried between them a burden. For an instant

he stood unmoving, then he cried out, "Here they come!"
On the words, his tortured feet stumbled against a chair,

and he fell to his knees, sobbing.

In a few minutes, they were there—all talking at once,

all laughing. The men, numbed faces, blind with fatigue

and danger, were laughing deep short laughs as they drank
their coffee and told their story with boastful understate-

ment. The kid with his broken ankle was lying on the sofa,

with his brother sitting near him, and they were laughing

small breathless laughs of relief and pain. The women
were busied unstrapping snowshoes, taking off mackinaws,
stuffing sandwiches into tired men.
One of the young men fixed a patronizing eye on Betty.

"You should have come along, Bet—it was a picnic,"

said he. "What were you doing all night?"

She glanced at the window. It had stopped snowing

—

there would be a train running down by noon.

"Oh—playing tiddledy-winks," she told him.
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D. C. AL FINE
Lucia Weimer

\ summer nights we go to Gretna. Someone ealls

us up and says, "Are you doing anything to-

morrow night" and we say no and they say
"Would you like to go to the dance at

( ".retna" and
we say yes and the next night they come in a car and wait
half an hour and when we come downstairs say "We
could drive to Philly and back in the time it takes you to

get downstairs" and we get in the car and say, "Wo-deo-
do-do we're off" and there are so many of us that we have
to sit on laps and people sing and the boy next to us says,

"Cold?" and somebody calls to the driver, "Are you going

to let that lousy Nash beat you?" and we drive very fast

and slam on the brakes and skid a little and soon we are

at the dance floor and someone says park here and someone
says park there and we park somewhere else and go in and
the orchestra is playing "Ain't Misbeha> in' " and we dance
and the boy we are dancing with says "Swell band" and
"Get hot" and between dances we sit on benches and
people say "Have a Lucky" and "Who is the woman with

Pete Anderson?" and then we go back and dance more
and the boy we arc dancing with says, "Swell floor" and
"Get hot" and the orchestra plays "Good-night" and we
get in the car and the boy next to us says, "Cold?" and
someone in the back calls to the driver, "Arc you going to

let that lousy Dodge pass you?" and we drive very fast

and slam on the brakes and skid almost off the road and
we are home and a boy says, "What are you doing Satur-

day night?" and we say, "Nothing" and he says, "Do you
want to go to the dance at Gretna?" and we say yes and
Saturday night he comes in a car and waits half an hour. . .

On summer nights we go to Gretna. But why I cannot
say.
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AN EPISODE
Katherine Lackey

AROL got up from playing mud-pies under the

fig trees, first scraping her hands on the house
and then on the grass to get the mud off. The
sun felt very hot—spring had almost come. She

looked anxiously at the branches of the trees for any buds
and thought of the dining room, dark and cool on summer
mornings, and the silver bowl of purple figs splitting open
so that their red seeds shone like the polished mahogany of

the table. She remembered regretfully that the figs were
always specially for daddy so she couldn't eat as many of

them as she wanted. But now it was still April and per-

haps Edwards had got back from plowing. She thought of

running down the walk to meet the massive, grizzled

colored man who was her daily companion. Warren was
coming back from school in the summer. But now she had
to play with Edwards. Her relations with the two were
quite different—Warren was going to marry her when he
grew up and this summer he had promised to build her a
house down in the sun-flower patch where they could hide

on the hot days and eat warm red watermelons. But she

was Edwards' confidante, particularly about his wife who
"worked out" in Baltimore. He was always particularly

inclined to talk when she had just been to visit him because
she had to have such expensive food, like lamb chops.

Good pork didn't suit her. Carol accepted this gravely

and understandingly; though inside she treasured it up
with a smile. She often found herself remembering things

especially for her mother. Once she had tried to teach
him to write with a copy book and a pencil, while he
planted onions. He always sat down on a box to do this

and she would put one down beside his and together they
would hitch their way down the rows. But soon the book
and pencil would be left beside a furrow and they would
launch into serious conversation. Carol remembered dis-

tinctly how one time Edwards had turned to her saying,

"You know, that means just as much to me as if the

preacher had said it." She liked Edwards. She decided to

go and get a piece of cake and then look for him. He was
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ing to plant peas today and she must read him the

directions on the outside of the packet, "To be planted

when mild weather has set in, generally not before the

first of April, about six inches deep," and so on.

She went into the kitchen, stopping to look at the

tortoise shell cat asleep in the sun. She didn't disturb

him, but she watched the gold spots of his coat glistening

for a moment. She wished he would wake up and take a

hath—she loved to watch his slow, sure movements as he
polished off one paw. Then she went on to the cupboard
and, clambering up on it, unlocked the door and took down
the cake. It had been cut before, so she had no com-
punctions and even broke off a little piece, feeling that

she had not had her full share of crumbs. She laughed up
at the steward as he made some remark about the cat.

pretending to be angry—but she wasn't. It was a lovely

day, and steward was always kind to pussy.

Going down to the garden she met Edwards swinging
something in one hand, the other resting on another man's
shoulder. She asked Edwards what it was and smiling

kindly, he showred her a big rusty cage with a grey rat in

it. Instinctively she drewr back, knowing that the rat would
bite her finger if she got too near. It was an ugly rat,

gaunt and grey, and his hairless tail hung down between
the wires and his dirty fur stuck out in ridges as he crouched
against one corner. ''What are you going to do with it?"

she asked slowly. She felt unquiet, as though something
had happened or were about to, that was leaving her out.

"Come and see," replied Edwards, and somehow his smile

seemed to change as he included the Other man in his

imitation. The rat had begun to move uneasily; she

wished she could take hold of Edwards hand; but, still

leaning on the other man, he seemed to have forgotten

her. So she trotted along beside the rat. Now he was
running up and down the cage, nosing at the sides and
always returning to the door. His small teeth slid along

the wires and once- they m raped - making a sound like

Chalk scraping on a blackboard. His impotent claws

pawed at the door and balanced on the thin wire lloor.

Would one slip through and hang down as his tail had
done? Why didn't Edwards slop swinging the cage so?

Not yet comprehending exactly what was ^oing to happen,
she followed him into the cellar and watched him put the
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stopper in one of the wash tubs. Then he put the cage in

and turned on the water, and she realized his intention.

Dully she listened to the hard stream thud onto the bottom
of the tub and split on the cage. And the rat seemed to be
watching it too, his eyes were still and they glittered like

the water drops. "Edwards, let him out," she screamed,
"he'll drown. Let him out—turn off the water." The rat

was climbing up the sides of the cage and trying to hold

onto the roof. He fell—and when he got up his fur was
wet and sticking to him—she could see his ribs and the

pink skin over them. The water was cold. She took hold

of Edwards' arm and tried to get up to the faucet—her

feet slipped against the sloping sides of the tub and he
tossed her off and turned with a joke to the other man.
They both laughed. The din of the water filled her ears,

pierced by the maddened squeaks of the rat. His stomach
was going up and down jerkily and she felt her own breath
grow uncertain. She leaned against the cement wall and
for a moment the smell of yellow soap and the warmth of

the sun on a bit of heliotrope in a glass were all the world
for her. Then the men's laughter and the rushing water
broke in upon her. Suddenly she saw the door. She es-

caped past Edwards and rushed out shrieking, "mother,
mother." Up into the big room she ran, through the sleep-

ing porch—always the sound of the water and the rat's

futile clawing before her—and into the nursery where her

mother must be. Her sewing was on the chair, her gold

thimble put over the needle, but her mother had gone.

Later, the steward was able to comfort her with a piece

of hot whole wheat bread and butter and a joke about the
yellow cat.
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THE DOCTOR LOOKS AT CHAUNCEY
Myrtle Brady

is never a pleasant feeling to watch old flames
die down. An old ilame is never more than that,

for, despite all the stories, they rarely go can't-

we-bc-friends on you and continue to adhere.

No, uk v seem to vanish irretrievably, leaving you with an
insignificant pile of grey ash to be swept up and placed, if

you will, in a secret drawer, or thrown, if you wouldn't,
into the fire-place. For, to give vent to the superficialities

which form my sex philosophy, any normal girl dislikes to

see a good man go, especially if she is not very popular and
will be forced to relapse into former lethargic evenings
with a book from the nearest drugstore. But, say what
you will, it all melts down to just another example of the
ill-wind which in this case blows reminiscences to the be-

reaved and makes possible a tranquil perspective un-
marred by any merely physical presence. So it is now
with me. There was perhaps a week when I regretted the

final exit of poor dear Chauncey whom I had successfully

dangled for two years without committing myself to any
declaration of the divine passion and without disparaging

too completely all his hopes of my future seizure. But
now it is a few months since the ultimatum was delivered

and I am beginning to see Chauncey from the enviable

point of view of the disinterested spectator, and yet a

spectator who manages to maintain a certain amount of

sympathetic indulgence toward the figure in view. My
heart never leapt up when I regarded Chauncey in the

flesh but now that he is nothing more to me than a picture

fast dimming, it jogs along rather more pleasantly than
usual when 1 merely contemplate our past intimacy. Mis-
take me not, my friends, I have no regrets for what is

past, but I am happy in the knowledge that I have known
such a one.

lie was a nice type, was Chauncey; a huge boy with all

the broad shoulders and narrow hips you could ask for.

Boy, I say, but no mere- boy ever looked like our Chauncey,
for lie at his best resembled nothing less than the super-

cilious gentleman who advertises the Park Lane Hotel.
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His appearance, however, belied him, although at times
he committed the error of smiling too much and too frankly
so that you could see that at heart he was "nothing but an
overgrown boy," or to put it more bluntly, in mind, he
was nothing more than a borderline case. Also his eyes
were a little too sweet for actual villainy: dark blue and
candid and long-lashed, they were his one reassuring
feature. Perhaps it was the moustache which threw
people off—for that was the final Mephistophelian touch
on a never too angelic countenance. But interesting as
this question of physiognomy doubtless is, there are better
and mayhap more telling things to pass on to, and I shall

presently be boring you with a well-documented analysis
of his character as I have known it.

Chauncey was, I grieve to announce, nothing but another
paradox. For, according to himself, he was at least a
three-fold genius: he rode horseback, better than any one
in the country; he wrote, (indeed he had begun publishing
his efforts at the age of twelve) ; and he sang—in what he
called a basso profundo magnifique. And though I shall

deal with these three talents exclusively, it is only fair to

mention at this point that there were times when he aspired
also to being the middleweight champion of New York
State. "Is there anything I can't do?" he would ask me,
and usually I was so tired that I would answer, "Darling
Chauncey, there is indeed nothing which you can't do."

I remember distinctly the first horse show to which he
took me. It wasn't much of a horse show, in all truth. It

was very small and unimportant but for me it served as

an initiation into the sacred rites of riding in the show
ring. Chauncey was not riding any of his own horses that
day: he had taken a chance on another gentleman's horse.

Now this horse, unfortunately, refused every fence even
when a bull whip sped into fleeting but definite contact
with his posterior. He was, Chauncey said, a dog. Every
one else said he was a dog too. Anyhow it was all very
sad and it rather discouraged Chauncey, especially since

his father refused to let him ride in the steeplechase on
said dog. So Chauncey became excessively drunk. Thus
when it was time to turn homeward, it was almost im-
possible for his burly father and distressed mother to

transport him into the car, bully and plead as they would.
Finally, however, success crowned their efforts and Chaun-
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ccy hurled his torso onto the back seat and his extremities

out the window, while I insinuated my feminine fragility

into the remaining quarter of an inch. And so they drove
us home. "I suppose," said Chauncey in a belligerent

tone, "that you're through with me." (In those days I

was indeed more than likely to be through with a youth
who had insulted me by becoming intoxicated in my
serene presence.) But his mother in the front seat was
listening through her tears and I was loath to make things

any worse, and therefore I said we wouldn't discuss the

point just then. This wras as well since Chauncey chose
that moment to precipitate his incredible length out of the

car and I was left looking hurt and dignified at the recedine

bottom of a boot. When Chauncey was picked up his hand
was discovered to have been split open which necessitated

hurrying him to the nearest doctor. But it was a lovely

horse show and I am perfectly sure that Chauncey was a

lovely rider. . . He must have been or he would never
have considered seriously riding in the Madison Square
Garden as beyond question he did. Howt often did he
impersonate for me, gloriously experiencirg the combined
sensations of actor and audience, that future announcer
who would proclaim, without the slightest diminution of

effect, the advent of the Polish team, the French team, the

German team, and Mr. S. Chauncey B. Bird's team!
I have said that he wrote. He made me understand that

he wrote after leaving me of an evening. (He was tem-
peramental.) Also he showed me some of his work, nor

was I impressed. Too, too often this annoyed him, and
when I reproached him sadly for his lack of originality he
would retort patly that there were only twenty-three plots

in the world (or is it twenty-seven?) and twenty-four with

the R.U.R. or something of the sort.—This after I had
failed to see any novelty in the birth of a negro child into

a white family. Perhaps I am too sophisticated. But (see

above) Chauncey had had things published which, as he
often added, was more than I had. As to the whereabouts
of his publication, however, let us allow a gentle and dis-

creet silence to be apparent . Suffice it that he w7as occasion-

ally in funds as a result.

Being thus monied, he would now and again take me to

the opera. Opera, I may say, lias always been a source of

wonder and some pain to me since my love of music is not
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so great as to permit me to believe that a lady who has
just received a body blow will automatically burst into an
aria, which as any layman knows could do little or noth-

ing to remedy her condition. Chauncey, of course, was
exempt from any such doubts as arise from a nature too
practical to cope with the arts of this world, which exemp-
tion immediately and invariably tended to place him on a

considerably higher level than I, as far as musical appre-

ciation was the issue. Nor with each succeeding opera
that we heard together was I loath to cede him a few more
inches of superiority,—for, after all, a boy who could

whistle the motif (or motifs) of Tosca, the while our train

roared 'neath the Hudson River, a boy who could sum-
marize with musical illustrations the plot of an opera
within the few moments before the curtain rose, a boy
who could realize that Whitehall's frequent and absurd
mistake is to call Melisande by her name thirty seconds
before he has inquired it,—such a boy, I say, is not to be
estimated lightly. So during the opera season would I cast

up admiring glances at his unspeakable height, and,

opinionated as I am, dare not to venture an opinion. We
agreed on everything. I agreed that Chauncey was un-

doubtedly the greatest living basso. Even to this day I

would not actually deny it for a moment. And still can I

hear, pleasantly reverberating on my tympanum, the

strains of his own opera, his ever unfinished chef d'oeuvre,

the opera with a bass instead of a tenor in the leading role.

The Pied Piper it was, and who knows, reader, perhaps one
day you and I shall hear him thus, cajoling from the

mystic and unfathomable depths of his voice the children

of Hamlin to come with him.

Much as I would like to sing the praise of Chauncey
forevermore, I must in all intellectual honesty, show him
in less flattering lights, paint him with less glowing colors,

etc. For Chauncey, I am sorry to say it, was not a Good
Boy. Or, to revert to equestrian language, he seemed to

think of himself as something of a stud horse. This was,
I suppose, just another manifestation of Chauncey's in-

trinsic lack of self-esteem, for which, albeit I hate to be-

come psychological, I am sure he was continually trying

to compensate. Be this as it may, he appeared to take
infinite pleasure in the idea of flooding the world with
minute, moustached, inspired replicas of himself. Whether
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or not any of these figures actually materialized 1 am not
in a position to say, but on the whole, I rather doubt it.

since his partners in crime, when faced with the oppor-

tunity were not to all accounts inacth
Hut these little slips from grace did not in any way im-

pair Chauncey's inherent religiosity. For, believe it if you
can, we are indeed dealing with a pious figure, a devout
member of the old school, a spiritual pillar of the church.

Chauncey was all of these things and more: lie believed

in God, the Father Almighty and his only son Jesus Christ,

he believed literally that God created the earth and the

fullness thereof in six days and rested the th, and
he had never heard of Darwin. . . My rudimentary ex-

planations of his theories sent him off into of laughter

which helped nothing to soothe my ever precarious temper.
Soon lethal missives would fill the air, since argument
availed nothing, and Chauncey would end on the floor

roaring with pain induced by my infuriated kicks. (After

which the subject would be changed.) . . . But always have I

marvelled at Chauncey's faith; no martyr ever had a
more supreme faith, a more implicit trust in divine power
and divine forgiveness. As the sins of the world . died

away in the blood of the Lamb, so were Chaunc /ery

fourth Sunday. Then, purged of all wickedness, he would
return to me fresh and unspotted,— himself a veritable

Immaculate Conception. And again would I be ire.

to stories of "the riding," of "the writing," and of "the
singing," to the unbelievable enthusiasm which was his

alone, to the supreme and pathetic optimism which charac-

terized his every attempt. More than once have 1 heartily

regretted that those careless days £One forever, that

I shall never again smell the horsey fragrance of his riding

clothes, nor taste the exquisite pie; 1 had in scorning

his written word, nor hear the sound of his sweet voice

(1 in song. Never more shall 1 call him, in my shrewish

soprano, a dogmatic- ignoramus, nor, with one superb
'irr, kick him off the couch. Other tilings are in store

for me which as yet I know not; other incidents shall

fill my leisure hours, other youths shall make me smile

with pity and pleasure. But surely none such as thou,

Chauncey, flaming leader of a multitude of believers,

bright scion of a family of horsemen, lofty progenitor of

authors and singers. Thou art not for me, Chauncey,

—

,— I give thee to the great world.
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ABSALOM
A. Slocovich

ROKEN and trod under, the steel-borne banner
that we have followed, and had thought to follow

forever; and the wonder is that never
did we consider how the unheard thunder

of the dark hooves of death might in this manner
conquer the unconquered, how his breath

might rust that bright lance lifting in the sun
and crumble into dust the gallant standard
flown in the wind.

Now we believers stand
amazed and dumb above the fallen shadow
of our belief; able at last to touch
with the boot's toe the empty crumpled color

of our desire, to outline its contour.

Therefore we are perplexed. Shall we be led

by hollow wheeling dust, or by the pale

invisibly flaming dream of an extinguished

dreamer? We are in too great dark to find

the road that burned for him . . . and he stark blind.
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THE DOLL HOUSE
Barbara Briggs

|AYES of conversation flowed away on either side

of me, leaving me momentarily isolated. The
faces around the table slipped gradually out of

focus beyond the glow of the candle before me.
They drifted into the atmosphere, heavy with voices,

laughter, the smell of flowers and food
;
glinting reflections

of glass and silver, of jewels; dull patches of white and
black; a woman's arm reaching forward into the light to

tap out her cigarette. The flame of the candle was stream-
ing toward me, a smoking, orange banner. Crowded into

a darting stab of recollection I felt all the emotion of some
past experience that I could not grasp. Then there formed
before me a picture, of which I became more and more a
part.

The nursery was dark except for the light that shone out
from the doll house where tiny candles burned in every
room. It stood in one corner, a spacious six-room dwelling.

Here lived a family of bears: Winkie and Kress, his wife,

and their children, two brown velvet morsels. The family

were just arriving in their travelling-car, a clock-case. I

opened the glass door and helped them out. Winkie's
stick must go in the umbrella stand; the vase of flowers is

not straight on the table. They go up into the living-

room, Winkie by the stairs, the others by a simpler method,
directly from outside. They will not trouble to dine to-

night; so Kress must put the children to bed. The baby,
Warr, was too young to move her arms and legs, being only

an inch from ears to toes, but Darr was twice as big and
had perfect control of his limbs.

The middle room, the nursery, was furnished in white,

the walls bordered around the top with pictures from the

fairy stories. "Cinderella," "Hop-o-my-thumb," "Red
Riding Hood": all were there, but the favorite was "Goldi-

locks."

Darr must play with his toys while we put Warr to

bed. The bedroom looks so pretty with its yellow walls,

white curtains and the plain wooden furniture which has
replaced the ugly double bed of golden oak. The maid has
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forgotten to turn down the yellow coverlets. Never mind,
I will do it. We tuck the baby in her cradle. She is such

a darling little hump under the bed-clothes with the sheet

turned down around her chin! I pick up the cradle, and
hold it in my hand a moment, and set it down, rocking

gently.

There on the floor is the pillow that belongs on Darr's

crib. He goes to bed reluctantly, and we leave him with
rebellious arms sticking out, as we blow out the light.

We find Winkie still sitting in his easy chair in the living

room, his book fallen to the floor. He looks grey and worn.
Father always teased me, calling him an "old reprobate,"

declaring that Kress must have married him for his money,
but I knew it was not true. It was no wonder that he
looked tired, for life had led him through many vicissitudes.

Once buried alive in the sandpile for a whole agonizing
night, once carried off by a strange dog, and left under a
barberry bush, once lost in a distant city while the family
drove on without him, and found hours later patiently

sitting on the ledge outside a shop window; most of his

younger days were spent in my hand which he fitted so

comfortably. Now activity was his no more, but the life

of home and family. He seemed to be pondering these

things as he sat.

Kress wanted to go downstairs to see that everything
was settled for the night; she did this in spirit; in fact she
remained sitting on the floor in the living-room, while I

carried out the inspection.

The light burned low in the dining-room. The coal

scuttle and a silver soup spoon rested on the table. I put
the tiny spoon away in the sideboard drawer fitting it in

the row that nestled there, then peeked in the other drawers
at the fringed table napkins I had made for Kress. There
was a dish filled with large pieces of pink and white candy,
originally intended to be sprinkled on cake frosting; I

nibbled one of these.

The coal-scuttle was set down in its place beside the

stove, the tin doors of the kitchen cupboard opened and
closed several times for the pleasure of hearing them click.

The shelves were unfortunately empty except for a foolish

china turkey glued to its platter. But on the stove stood
a pot of honey that must be put away; then all would be
ready for the night.
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The candle in the living-room flamed up with a last

brilliance and Bputtered out. Through the bed-room door
the light lay streaked across the floor of the nursery. I

fell in the dark for the two little bear-, put them quickly
in their beds and blew out the candle.

Snow was drifting down in great Boft Bakes outside the
window, the room filled with lonely dusk.
"Come, what does this sudden silence mean?" The

joking words pierced sharply to my mind.
"I was thinking about my doll-house," I answered, in-

voluntarily. My voice fell on a momentary hush. Every-
one heard me. They were all laughing. I was laughing
too, painfully, on and on. Enquiring glances were directed

upon me.
"I must stop. Quick, something to say!" I turned to

my neighbor with some remark, and the moment was past.
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HER FATHER
Isabel Stearns

OW the shoe-shop was closed. Closed—closed.

The two words had been running through
Virginia's head for days, in a strange lifeless

little rhythm, always those two words. She
jerked herself up in anger. Surely two words, two repeti-

tions, were not going to make her into a sentimental fool.

Steadily she forced her gaze out of the electric car window.
But how could she help thinking of the shoe-shop? It

was the first thing she could remember. Her father had
taken her down there and lifted her 'way up on top of the
high stool from which the men used to hook down shoe-

boxes. She had clung to it, half-scared, half-laughing, while
he stood below, laughing back at her, with both hands in

his pockets. "Curly-head!" he had grinned.
'

'You're
taller than I am now!" And she had smiled a little un-
certainly, for she knew it wasn't true—it was just the

stool—and yet there he stood expecting her to be pleased

and to crow about it.

As time went on she had grown to love the place. The
long seat, almost like a pew, with one side for "ladies,"

one for "gentlemen," the fantastic rows of boxes on boxes,

the agreeable scent of leather, all entranced her. She had
wondered why it wasn't fuller of people. It seemed as if

everybody ought to come to sit down in the pew and find

out what was in those mysterious boxes, and chat and joke
with her father. But that was when she had been a little

girl. Later on she began to feel frightened and uneasy
when a suave "lady" or "gentleman" stepped inside. She
knew too well the story. "A pair of blonde kid with high
heels and rounded toes. I can't wear points; they make my
feet look terrible!" The girl would sit and simper while

Virginia's poor father scudded away, a worried look al-

ready on his face. Virginia herself knew he had no high
heels with rounded toes. Finally he would return with a
pair of high heels with points, and one of low heels with
rounded toes, and the girl would walk out in irritation.

Then Virginia always tried to sit as small and silent as

possible. But her father would laugh and jot down in his

wavering hand-writing, "High heels; no points."
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He usually laughed like that, but when he was not
laughing, the corners of his mouth sagged downwards. It

hurt lur to see them. They were so different from her
mother's corners, which were held tightly inward. And her
mother's voice was always just a little harsh—so different

from her father's easy rumble. Her mother's voice seemed
almost to saw through the air at her. It often sawed at

her father as well: "Haven't you fixed that screen door
yet? Do you want all the flies in here?" Or, "Have you
made the payment on the note? You haven't? For heaven's
sake, you only have two days more!" Or still again, "Why
do you insist on sending Virginia to dancing school? She
never has the right thing to wear. Why, she has to wear
the same dress Tuesday after Tuesday." Then her father

wrould answer in what she called a "dry tone of voice,"

"Oh, get her some more dresses— I'll manage it somehow.''
The corners of his mouth would sag worse than before.

But then he wrould make some inane quip or other at which
Virginia wrould laugh. That always restored his good
humor. It had happened this very morning, Virginia re-

membered. Her mother had asked her father if the coffee

were all right, and he had answered, "No grounds for com-
plaint, Julia." Virginia knew when he opened his mouth
there was going to be a pun, and she knew everything
which would happen—the mute appeal in his eye for

appreciation, her mother's obvious sigh, and her own too-

ready laugh. It always pleased her father—that dutiful

laugh of hers—he thought it genuine, and they twinkled at

each other as much as to say, "Only you and I realize the

full delight of this!" Virginia felt she would rather have
died than defraud her father of that laugh.

The car gave a desperate lurch, and she knew it was
turning the corner. Soon she wrould be able to see the

shoe-shop—rather, where the shoe-shop had been. It was
an ugly sight now, all plastered over with big black-and-

white signs. The place was in the creditor's hands, the

pews and stools and boxes would be auctioned; she would
never go there again. Another business failure! That was
why she was riding back from school on a street car, with

(rip ticket. Everyone said the city was having bad
times now. Ten failures a week, they said. She tried to

rationalize to herself, but she felt strangely weak and
tired— as though she must burst out crying at once—and
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a street car was no place to do that. She must concentrate
on something far away from the shoe-shop—on the two
business-like men beside her, for instance. For a while she

studied the florid, amiable face of the one and the aggressive

jaw of the other. But they reminded her of men she had
seen at one time or another in her father's shop—and the

car was coming nearer and nearer it. Instinctively she

turned to look out of the window—and then compelled
her eyes back to the faces of the two men. But they also

were looking out of the window—straight at her father's

shop. Everything, she thought miserably, carried her back
to it. And what was that they were saying—they were
speaking about it! "Moffatt"—that was her father's name.
She listened uneasily.

"Moffatt's closed, it seems," said the florid one. "In
the hands of a receiver! Well, that place was always be-

hind the times. Still, I hate to see it go. Moffatt went to

school with me—a good fellow he was. But times aren't

what they used to be."

"You're crazy if you think it's all on account of bad
times that that shop went out of business," returned the

other. "If that had been it, it would have failed ten years

ago. D'you mean to say you don't know the story? I

thought it was all over town by now."
Virginia's heart was agonizing her left side. She pre-

tended to stare at the newspaper of the woman across

from her. But the two men weren't even noticing.

"Yeah," the second continued, "Old Moffatt got sent up
for selling bogus stock on the sly. Seems his friends hushed
it up as much as possible, but he has to sell everything to

make good. He certainly carried people for an awful ride,

though. They trusted Ned Moffatt. No; I don't think his

family know. They'll find out sooner or later though;
those things always leak out. Horrible. I rather blame
Julia myself; the poor man probably thought he'd have to

do it or commit suicide."

Virginia felt herself trying to sit small and still as she
had used to do in the shoe-shop. She must not let them
know—she must not let them know. It was her father

they were talking about—Ned Moffatt—Julia—yes, her
father—but the names had a strange unreal sound. "Bogus
Stock!" What was Bogus Stock? She vaguely remem-
bered from a now far-away "Ec." class. "Cheating the
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public/'
—
"taking people's bard-earned money away from

them" "widows, old people." How could her Father do
such a thing? Her father, who joked with her, who sent

her to dancing-school on that very money. It seemed she

did not know her father; he must be someone different

from the father she had always known. He must be, or

how could he do a thing like- that? It was all over town
by now; only his family didn't know, sin- felt strangled

with darkness, far beyond the world she knew.
She got off the cur blindly. It was far past the city, but

this was a familiar road. It led up to the old quarry filled

with min water where they once used to go swimming.
Now it was fall, and no one came to the quarry any more.
She stumbled along, hating the sight of the few houses
which lined the road, the possibility of meeting people.

She must reach the ledge—she would not think again until

she was all alone.

She sat down shivering on an old bare log, and buried

her face in her hands. It wasn't true; it was all a dream;
she must not think of it. Yet—how could she ever look at

her father again? It would be impossible to see him and
not to remember this dreadful thing. How could he do it

—how could he do it? She stared with aching eyes at the

cold ledge-water. "I could almost hate him," the thought
leapt into her mind, "for letting this happen." Then she

was struck with terror. How could she have had such an

idea? It had come in spite of her, without her wanting it

or willing it. Everything was changing in spite of her;

nothing wotdd ever be the same again, no matter how hard

she tried. No matter how much she wanted to love her

father as she used to love him, this ugh thing would al-

ways flash into her mind to stop her. Her father was a

thief. IK- had stolen people's money away from them. He
had hoodwinked, deceived, cheated them. She smashed
the phras< s at herself with brutal cruelty. Then all at

once she began to sob.

It was dark when Virginia came plodding homeward.
Her eyes -mailed and burned-were they still red? She
powdered them carefully lest anyone should suspect. She
had to urge her Steps forward as she came near the door
of the house. Now COUld '-lie go in? I low could she act

naturally toward them? I low could she look at her father

ould he not see th.it she knew and become embarrassed,
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pitiful—and then she could not help despising him the

more. With an effort she laid her hand on the doorknob.
They were eating supper. The table-cloth hung farther

to the right than to the left—it had been that way at

breakfast, she remembered. Her mother's voice sounded
harshly in her ears.

"Where have you been? We're nearly ready for dessert.

Sit down at once. Tessy, go out and get the dessert—it's

chocolate mousse in the ice-box."

Virginia dashed by her father to take off her hat and
coat and wash her hands. She looked past him as she

went, and only caught a blur of black and grey. It seemed
to her that she could not bear to meet his eyes. She rouged
her cheeks frantically and rushed back again. How strange

that everything looked the same as at breakfast! That
table-cloth, still a little askew! Didn't they know how
things had changed? She sat down at the table awkwardly,
stiffly; it seemed that everyone must see how strangely

she was acting.

Her mother's voice came sawing through the distance.
1 'Where is Tessy? I never saw such a girl. Where can that

mousse be?"
Her father opened his mouth. "No doubt Tessy's out

shooting it," he remarked conversationally. His eye
sought Virginia's with that half-pleading familiar look she

knew so well, and from a great distance Virginia heard her
mother's impatient sigh.

He was looking at Virginia pleadingly. The silence filled

her ears, weighted them. Time seemed to flow past her

in an ever-swelling stream. Then suddenly, irresistably

her eye met his, twinkled back at him, and she heard her-

self laughing, laughing at the stupid pun. Her mother
looked at her in amazement but she did not care. For in

that moment she had known that just as the table-cloth

had not changed, so her feeling for her father had not
changed. Nothing could change it. She went on laughing

and laughing. Her whole body was filled with a passion

of reasonless love for her father.
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CHATEAUDUN
Marion Rice '31

HE staccato shriek of our klaxon was quickly

substituted by the dulcet hum of his second
klaxon, when the chauffeur of the great lumber-
ing Renault discovered a French gendarme pass-

ing him threateningly as he approached the entrance to

Chateaudun. The new tones sounded almost melodious to

the nervous family of tourists who had been listening to

the imperious command of a high shrill horn at every dirt

cross-road during the precarious flight from one chateau to

the next. Gendarmes were particular about the quality of

a klaxon, and a clever chauffeur would install at least four

with which to satisfy the most dyspeptic policeman in the

vicinity.

The family in the Renault was truly grateful for the

more subtle tonal qualities of the horn which was now
being exercised. They had been absorbing the meaning of

the variations in the architecture at the chateau of Blois;

they had proven the true existence of a double staircase

at Chambard; they had partially unravelled the com-
plexities of Chenonceaux. Now the less historically minded
in the family were willing to believe that they had reached
the saturation point of knowledge for one day, but alas,

there was one more chateau to be reviewed before the

activities of the day ceased. No one would have accused
them of indifference in regard to the history of Old France,
but at least one of the occupants of the antiquated Renault
was becoming skeptical of his once retentive mind. Mr.
B. for one, was thankful for a horn which did not jar the

insecure placement of facts in his revolving brain.
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The brakes of the automobile were applied rather

abruptly at the walls of Chateaudun. Mr. B., the father

of three children young enough to retain a renaissance

enthusiasm for kings, queens, and their entanglements,

overtly reached for his brief-case from which he drew one
of his several volumes of the Tauchnitz edition. One
might have concluded that he was commissioned to com-
plete all of these paper-covered volumes which were "not
to be introduced into the British Empire," before he re-

turned to the territory denied them. The truth of the
matter was that the books were mentally marked for him
by the substitute inscription "to be introduced while

family departs for cathedrals, chateaux, and other histori-

cal monuments."
At this movement of their husband and father, the

more conscientious members of the family rose in unani-

mous objection.

"Just try this one chateau. D. H. Lawrence may live

forever, but Chateaudun looks well along in its archi-

tectural existence."

Such tender pleas of his family softened the heart of

the hitherto obdurate man, and he consented to traverse

the corridors of one more historically-lined chateau. But
he muttered to himself, "I swear to God, this is my last

chateau."

The little batallion entered the rusty gates of Chateau-
dun. They sniffed the air which was laden with the fra-

grant odor of fermenting apples, an odor which was more
significant and prophetic than they could know. Anne of

Brittany, Francis I, and Charles VIII were to disengage
themselves from a confused series of associations with

neighboring chateaux to step back into oblivion. The
imbroglio of historic dissension was soon to be forgotten

in the tattered simplicity of this twelfth century remnant,
which the government had not deemed important enough
to fill with anachronistic furniture or a guide with an
ardour for facts.

It was the cider mill, to be sure, and not the government,
which was responsible for the simplification of history, for

beneath the ramparts of the disintegrated stone hulk, on
the banks of a small tributary of the Loire, was the cider

mill which kept the guardian of the chateau occupied
when no visitor entered the gates. Any history which he
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might have known was subordinated, with the aid of cider,

to his own more satisfactory fabrications. At the cider

mill apparently he corked a drop or two of history with
the cider, and when it became well seasoned, it was poured
forth, amber and effervescent. The old man was well

aware that history could scarcely compare with his beauti-

fully colored tales, any more than the flat, insipid apple
juice could compare with the beautiful, sparkling beverage
which he manufactured in his little mill under the very
walls of the chateau.

When the concierge told him that there were visitors,

he puffed up the steep embankment, in the wake of the

overpowering odor of apples which had impregnated his

clothes. He beamed broadly, for he had anticipated the
amazed expression which passed over the faces of the

family when he answered their impeccable French in

English. He had been in the war, and spoke so many
different languages that he was quite liable to add German
endings to his English verbs. His attempt was none the

less valiant.

At this point his fun was about to begin. He guided the

tourists to the entrance of the chateau and without a
word more, led them up the circular staircase, always on
the outer edge, so that the youngest member of the ex-

pedition was forced to take two steps to one of the broad
stone ones. At the top of the tedious climb he pointed to

the courtyard and immediately turned to descend the

stairs. He explained that there was nothing to see by going

up those particular steps, but the fact was that in the

past people had always used the narrow edge of the stairs,

and he felt strongly that it would be a service to posterity

to wear the outer edge down to a level with the inner one.

At the foot of the stairs he pointed threateningly at a
sign which said

"
Defense de fumer," and looked at Mr.

B., who was smoking his pipe. It was an account of the

tapestries the old man explained, so Mr. B. reluctantly

knocked the glowing tobacco of his pipe out against the

vestige of a storm window sill before he entered the long

gallery.
1

'These tapestries," the guide adopted the dramatic
tone of his brother-guides, "were made in the thirteenth

century." The tourists scanned the empty walls of the

gallery in vain for the sight of the tapestries in question.
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As a sly look stole over his face, he concluded, "And
these tapestries were destroyed by fire in the fourteenth
century."

At the end of this dismal gallery the guide opened a
heavy iron door and lighted a taper to guide his victims
down the narrow dark staircase.

"This staircase was made from the bones of the victims
of the French Revolution." His tones were reverent, so

the little group tactfully refrained from examining the

staircase closely, nor did they demand to know what took
the place of the bones from the twelfth to the eighteenth
century. Indeed they did not have the opportunity.

He slammed the door and blew out the taper as they
continued their rapid progression to a long, low-arched
room which resembled a mammoth, primitive oven. Then
without warning he emitted a blood-curdling shriek which
reverberated from side to side in the low arch. The tourists

clutched each other in wonder, even to Mr. B. the father,

until the crafty guide elucidated, "Good acoustics in here."

It was this act by which the old man cast a spell over
the visitors. He knew that from that time forth he would
have them under his power, that they would protest at

nothing. So he led them through another door, around a
series of rooms and back to the original one several times
until the unsuspecting people wondered if they had per-

haps been in the same room once before.

Then there was the kitchen. He always enjoyed divulg-

ing the secrets of the culinary art of the middle ages. It

was a bare rectangular room in which, he averred, the

chimneys had once been plastered up by the orders of

Our Lord, and the stoves had been carried away by some
thoughtless tourists. Thus the vast emptiness of the room
left everything to the imagination, which was sorely

tested for its fertility in this doubtful residence of shadowy
men and women. When the old guide began painting

pictures of the mediaeval menus of Gargantuan dimen-
sions which were cooked there, Mr. B. looked at Mrs. B.

and the children, and intimated by dilation of his nostrils

that the cider mill must be at the height of a very pro-

ductive season.

It was the dungeon, however, which held the greatest

possibilities. In fact it was the only part of the chateau

in which the old guide took a genuine interest. He first
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led the B's back through the rooms by the devious route

which they had already traversed, and then into the

courtyard. From there they entered the tall ivy-covered

tower, the sole emblem of dignity at Chateaudun, and the

old man opened a cumbersome wooden door. He requested

the young members of the expedition to step inside. They
did so hesitatingly and obediently. Thereupon he banged
the door shut with great ceremony, and rattled the keys

viciously, the while leaving his victims in total darkness.

Soon, but not too soon, he opened the little square of iron

grating and called in, ''Will you have coffee or chocolate

for breakfast, messieurs, mesdames?"
This he considered his coup d'etat. But he would not let

anyone escape until he freed them from their term of im-

prisonment and had taken them to the entrance of a

second dungeon. Knowing that the wary children would
not step into this one, he leaned toward them and shook

his finger in their faces. "Do you see that ray of light

through a crack in the stone?" The tourists nodded, and
he finished proudly, " Donjon de luxe. Six francs more
than the one you were just in. It is on account of the

light. No, there is no running water."

Here for the first time he mentioned several names in

connection with these unhealthy places of confinement,

names which were melodious, numerous, but unfamiliar.

Perhaps they were names of the railway stations in the

Loire valley. Then alas, he attempted to cite a date, until

his struggle to tie a fact to the particular date which he

had mentioned, faded into the benign appearance of his

uncontrollable drowsiness.

Here he longed silently to return to his comfortable cider

mill where he might catch forty winks and a bottle of clear

cold cider to quench his thirst. His tongue roamed around

his dry mouth, and he glanced beseechingly at the B's

through the heavy lids of his half-closed eyes.

Mr. B. understood. He looked at this old man who had
shut them in dungeons, screamed in the room that echoed,

and told strange tales about the bones of revolutionaries.

He thought that the children were still a little pale from

the fright of their recent confinement, and he knew that

Mrs. B. was relieved to be once again in the security of

out-of-doors. After fumbling in his pockets, he filled

generously the upturned palm of the old man. "Poor,
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sleepy, wonderful man," he thought, as they passed out
through the gates of Chateaudun.
As the chauffeur rounded the corner he pressed his

staccato klaxon with renewed vigor, but the only answer
was a long and unrestrained "Ron-ton-ton" from the very
depths of the old guide, who was shuffling around the

ramparts to his cider mill. Cold, clear cider and sleep.

Mr. B. lit his pipe with a smile of unmitigated satisfaction,

and said nothing, nothing at all.

INNUENDO
Aline Wechsler '32

The wise, protecting mountains
Stretched tall on every side,

And safe within their valley

She breathed a while, and died.

She never knew the ocean
From the moment of her birth.

How could she hear the untamed waves
Beat on the sandy earth?

Yet men, perhaps, may wonder
At how it came to be,

—

Her lips were wet with salt-spray

From a wild, uncharted seal
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ARGUMENT
Ella Louise Hume '30

Silent,

You looked at me.
Your eyes widened
In wonder.
Then your lids drew together

In a cold, blank stare.

Over your cheek bones
The white muscles twitched.

Silenced,

I bowed to you.
(So stupid to have thought
That I might have
Opinions worth the holding.)

Softening,

Your mouth wrinkled in the corners,

And we laughed at me
(Although I find it hard
Always to analyze my error.)
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FEU DE JOIE
Sallie S. Simons

|T was just dark, and below in all the churches
clappers halted between the ringing sides

of the old bells. The wind as it climbed by
the chalet was still reverberant with the

sound, but the full beating of the bell strokes was finished.

No one stirred, listening for the last trace in the wind
rising higher toward the peaks above them. When it had
done there was stillness, absence of sound so complete
that it held them speechless and motionless: the stillness

grew and grew in the night, far down in the valley, thick

all around the chalet, overhead where the wind had gone,

and beyond, across to the hidden Alps. Bound about by
the silence, hearing it almost, no one could have spoken.

But it could not last. With a roar like a blast furnace, a
fire burst red in the darkness along the mountain, and the

noise of it seemed to strike against the chalet, bringing

them all to their feet.

"Le feu de joie!"

They were gone, running fast through the clearing, jump-
ing over the break in the wall, running toward a big shape-

less bulk that showed a little darker than the sky. Tiny
and slim beside it, they pranced, shouting and fumbling
for matches. Small lights flamed and smothered around
the base of it.

"The wood's wet," a voice cried.

There was a yell, and they all began to make suggestions;

more matches flared, showing a few feet of heaped branches.

A little boy lit a sparkler, and, like a comet, went racing

across the field for a dry torch. Near the great pile, two
figures crouched over some leaves, worrying them with the

flame of a lighter.

"It is no use, John," a man called. His words came
Blowly, with an accent. "These lighters are too civilized.

We are far away and high up,—no amenities,—and see

what we do." The faint derisiveness in his tone was gone,

and it filled witli a run of excitement. "We build le feu de

joie, and it answers only to the torch." lie swung it flam-

ing over his head and then plunged it into the center of

the pile.
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It shone behind the branches for a second, and there

was a snapping sound before the pile caught with a roar

like that other down the mountain. They could see every-

thing now: the outline of the pile itself, over eight feet

high and immensely broad; and each other, small and
distinct in the sudden glare, stepping back from it; John
kicking his leaves into the flames, and the girl beside him
looking at Louis. Still standing in the place where he had
thrown the torch, Louis watched the flames springing out
toward him. He was confident that they would not reach
quite far enough; all day he had controlled the prepara-

tions for the fire, sure and adept in every detail of its

construction. Conscious of the girl, he met her eyes, and,

holding out his hand, pulled her up beside him. He pointed
toward the valley.

u
Seize dix-sept, very good this year, Kay. Last year on

the first of August I only counted fourteen of our feu de

joie. I am glad it is good, for you to see." Then that

change in his voice, not unlike the rising of a little flame,

as he showed her all the fires, high and low along the Jura
range, and in the valley at the end of the lake, and even
far up on the Jungfrau, orange and glittering. "We Swiss

celebrate our holiday,' ' he said simply.

She watched him as he moved away, talking to the

others, heard his voice above and then mingled with the

sound of the fire. At the same time she saw John, both of

them black outlines between her and the blazing pile.

Someone began to shout, "It's caught, it's caught!"
All heads tipped back to see the top of the heap of burn-

ing branches where an open black umbrella swayed and
tried to free itself, swelling wide with the gusts of heat

that rolled up from beneath. As it tugged and billowed, it

had taken fire, which was the signal to begin the singing;

and Louis had already gathered them on the side of the

hill. Shielding her face from the heat, Kay made a wide
circle around the blaze, and sat down next to him as they
began.

ilLe Feu, le Feu, de Joie" All of them, except herself and
John, had sung it together since they were children. It

had a triumphant sound. They poured their voices into

the very core of the fire, as it reached its most brilliant

burning strength. She could not hear Louis' voice for the

crackling and the roar, but she could feel his singing in his
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body. John, on her other side, was silent. A feeling of

contempt for him vanished as soon as she realized that he

did not know the song, but still, she thought, even if he
had known it all his life he would not be singing like Louis,

with his whole self. John stared at the fire with glazed

5, but Louis was singing to it: and John, she knew,
would feel foolish doing that. He had worked all morning
with the others to build it, dragging heavy pine branches
down the hill from the woods, hoisting them to Louis who
built on the top. She remembered how she had disliked

him, up there, ugly-faced, big and black in his canvas
shirt and short trousers, disliked the barely detectable

sarcasm in everything he said, and she remembered how
proud she had been of John, handsome and gay among
the others. After all, she thought a little sadly, perhaps

John was tired. He did not seem even to be looking at the

fire now, as it burned lower, and so quietly that the words
of the song rose above it. Sur- Nos Montagues le Soleil. It

was the last one. As the fire died, it grew slower and
slower. With Louis' voice in her ears, she saw him again

as he had stood between her and the huge flame. He wTas

a dark figure, all in outline, without expression of face, or

texture of skin, without,—what had he said,—amenities,

and seen that way he was brilliant and successful. John,
beside him, had been too small, too slight in outline. She
told herself that she had never really seen John before that

minute.
Nothing was left of the fire but a great circle of grey-red

coals, and beyond on the mountain sides all of them had
gone out or burned very low. They got up, and Kay found
herself at one end of a long line, arm linked to arm, in

step with Louis, and chanting the chorus of an endless

French song that she had never before heard. She walked
and sang without effort; it lightened her to be free of John.
She had never realized the weight that he had been.

She wanted to go on walking with Louis, but he stopped
with the others at the chalet, the line broke up, and they
went indoors. They lit all the lamps and brought in hot
grog and Swiss cakes with red crosses on the frosting.

Kxeryone talked, and the room was filled with the warm
odor of the rum and cakes. When she looked at John,
voluble against in the midst of an interested group, she

had for the first time in several weeks no twinge of feeling;
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she scarcely saw him, the scanty black outline against the

fire still persisting before her eyes. ''Louis showed me,"
she thought and turned toward him, silent above her. She
stared at him in astonishment. Under the low ceiling, in

the direct light of the lamps, he was not the same; he was
crude-looking and heavy in his canvas clothes, with building

shoulders, a thick neck and ugly face. He looked as he
had that morning, working on top of the pile.

"Louis!" she stammered.
When he spoke the richness, lent by the fire, had gone

out of his voice. It dragged, and it had a sharp edge in

it. "You are deceived, perhaps, by our feu de joief he
said. "We are all a little different in the fire light."

ANNIVERSARY
Lawrence Stapleton

There is no moon tonight,

(a year ago the moon laughed
with our unsteady laughing,

our shaken selves, tossed by love.

Now the round dark
curves and swells out
and secret tree rhythms
catch the fragmentary arc of motion
that repeats in the vast round
and shadows fold

around the curving night smell

thick new sweetness of the grass

and the low sound of the

wind curls through the waving
flowing black cool flame
of trees encircling me even as you
and your love hold me wrapped
in that swift meaning curve of light

that laughs all near you and around
place where your cool plying

body heats to consummation
in the mind that bends through
meaning with ease as the

curving rhythms of trees

flow through the night fire round.
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THE SUPERANNUATED SENIOR
Myrtle Brady

[ME was when I was content with everything in

college. Time \\cts when I took an infinite

though contrary delight in being uncollegiate in

a thoroughly collegiate atmosphere. 1 would
anticipate the yearly crop of freshmen as the Minotaur
must have those Athenian youths and maidens, and when
they had assembled together, I would play upon their tender
sensibilities as would another upon a harp. 1 would torment
them with accounts of delicious meals to be had for the
asking in the library, if one but knew its secret recesses as

did I ; I would cause to collapse all their illusions about the

freedom of college life and about all the wonderful, noble
girls who were to have been their bosom friends. As for

the sophomores, they too were my prey. Themselves prey-

ing upon the newcomers, trying out their gauche, second-
hand arts upon them, I would annihilate their youthful
joie de vivre with a sentence,—and no questions asked.

Even the supercilious juniors quailed before me, for well

they know that a look from me would render their blase

conversations like unto a fishwife's chit-chat. And these

things I realized with a vain and gloating heart and al-

ways I looked forward to the day when I should be a
senior.

I am a senior now, but it is not as I thought it would
be. All fall I have been discontented, listless, even languid,

relying solely upon my few friends for my amusement and
never upon my own efforts. No longer do I feel the quick,

rosy, inward glow of triumph wrhen I fell an antagonist;

no longer am I exhilarated by the tense, pregnant silence,

(more effective than any audible ovation) which envelops
iIk luncheon table in its chilly embrace when I have
dropped a caustic comment in its midst. The habit of

years is not easily cast aside—it compels me to continue
in my old Ways bill 1 enjoy them not, neither do 1 reap a

happy harvest from them. These joys are past—and often

lately have I pondered on the reason. And the other day
as I was walking up the street, my old buoyant step gone,

the ironic gleam in my all-observing eye quite glazed over,
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as I was walking thus lethargically, it came to me what
was the matter. I am superannuated. My day in this

college is over, and in this college I am fast becoming a
legendary figure, if indeed a figure at all.

Yet when I say I am superannuated, I do not speak in

terms of years. I am not antiquated: "this too short day
of frost and sun" has for me perhaps not yet reached its

noon, nor is "this (my) poor brief span of existence" yet
nearing its commonly allotted limits. But in experience of

a certain distinct sort I am superannuated. I speak of

collegiate experience, (and bitterly indeed could I speak,

were I to permit myself. For it is not my present purpose
to expose my torn heart, my wounded faith, my outraged
sense of justice to the jeering populace, but instead to

show a genial, weary, tolerant spirit caught in the toils of

a monster machine in which she knows she is no longer an
adequate cog. Dear, dear. . .) I speak merely as a tired,

demoded creature who has by some freak of fate become
an anachronism in a society in which her part has not yet
been fully played. The causes of this I am unable to dis-

cover,—perhaps in after years when I am sere and yellow
and without any occupation other than that of reminiscing,

I shall acquire a perspective of the case and thus be able

to detect signs and wonders to which I am now quite blind.

But at present being young and doubtless in no wise per-

ceptive, I must confine myself to the never disagreeable

task of detailing those symptoms which I seem to observe
in me.

First of all, let me break it to you gently that I no longer

have the slightest desire to "be any one" in this college.

And if you parry by saying that neither has anybody else,

I can only shake my head sadly and say, "Dear child, you
little know." Experience has taught me not only that I

am incapable of ever becoming anything more than a
slightly mad iconoclast,—which role, while pleasant, does
not make for true collegiate distinction,—but also it has
taught me that I really wouldn't want to be anything
more, so there. And I have seen too many great collegiate

figures not to know whereof I speak. I have seen those

gaunt, eccentric, erotic looking girls who love the arts,

one and all, and will tell you as much and more if you are

so foolish as to give them the smallest opportunity. "My
life is devoted to my art," they will say and smile beatifi-
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cally, blindingly down at you. And if you confine your

reply to one or two profane, or, still better, lewd mono-
syllables, you will never regret it. . . Likewise I have seen

those stocky, shiny, wholesome looking girls who love the

out-of-door life, the life of activity. Athletics are the

breath of their nostrils: they are perpetually to be seen

racing up and down some open field for no apparent rea-

son; they exude sweat shirts and shin guards as another

would exude Houbigant; and they talk about soccer over

the hors d'oeuvres. . . And I have seen those tranquil,

judicious, middle-aged looking girls who uphold the

standard of moral turpitude in this college. They speak

in clipped sentences of their Duty, and their eyes are steely

and lack comprehension. Sympathy and understanding

are words which they shudder at and they are haunted by
the fear that they may complete their college careers

without having caused any expulsions. All these girls have
I seen and each time that I have seen them, have I fainted

dead away.

There is yet a second indication which makes me believe

myself when I say that I am superannuated, and that is

that I have no desire to meet new people. When I entered

college I confess freely that I was anxious to make many
friends, to be constantly breaking in a new one, and even

as I progressed farther into the intricacies of college life,

I was not by any means averse to the process. But now, I

have reached the point of stagnation. I have become
settled in my ways and what you see in me now I believe

I will be to the ends of my days. Figuratively speaking I

am in a deep coma from which I am unwilling to be aroused.

Thus I desire to meet no one in this college whom I have

not already reckoned with. I am afraid new friends would

ruffle the calm of my surface, would try to insinuate new
ideas into my no longer open mind, would force new habits

upon me. And I am convinced that at this point such

things would have a disastrous effect upon my health.

Besides, I have no further curiosity about the strange

types whom one is to all accounts constantly running into

in college: my present friends are probably the strangest

types there are anywhere, and a burnt child fears the fire.

Also, as I have said before, I do not desire the stimulation

which comes from contacts with minds other than those
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continually about you. In a word, I am dead to all collegi-

ate advantages.

I have saved for the last the most telling mark of all,

—

the fact that I am no longer interested in local gossip.

Now I say unto you, verily when a girl finds that she can
no longer enjoy collegiate gossip, then should she betake
herself off to another land, or be banished thence per-

functorily. Not for mere crimes against the established

social order should girls be sent down from college, not
for mere failure to attain to a certain intellectual standard,
but for this deplorable inability to appreciate and to seize

upon that vague thing which we may call the
'

'stuff of the
people." To me, it either constitutes the gravest of faults

or it indicates a sheer, unutterable saturation with affairs

collegiate. Let us pray that I am to be considered as an
example of the latter alternative. In fact, let us take it

for granted. For it is true that I am no longer to be baited

by the casual yet well-worded hint of the newest doings
of the criminal classes in this college; there is no answering
flicker in my eyes, as in those of a lover who sees his love,

when I am asked if I have heard the story about so and
so; there is not even the slightest grinding of my teeth

when I am told of the latest petty embroilments of judicial

board. This marked lack of interest in daily happenings,
this insane failure to perceive about me all those affairs

which are making history, or, more important, those things

which are to become myths, legends, folk-lore,—this, I

say, is the kiss of Judas betraying the fact that I am super-

annuated; on my college career, this, I say, is the kiss of

death.

Assuredly after the last macabre touch upon the hitherto

fatal lightness of my subject, even the most serious-minded
reader will grant me the inherent truth of the proposition

which I have set forth. I must indeed be superannuated.
I must indeed be disqualified because of highly specialized

infirmities from benefitting by the extra-curricular aspects

of life in a large college. And yet I am wondering why I

am not so very anxious about my condition,—surely I

should be searching for some healing balm which would so

stimulate me that I could at least simulate an active part

in the social whirl hereabouts. For I am not. I find that

I am perfectly content to trail myself, as if by the hand,
through the remainder of this year, an incurable victim of
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my own peculiar variety of inertia, a willing recruit to the

ranks of the hypochondriacs. Perhaps, after all, in nega-
gation, there is the greatest happiness.

l£|3I>*

PENELOPE
Marion Bussang '32

'Is it for this, these twenty years,

That I, the true, the faithful spouse
Have wept and woven on a web:
To greet a stranger in my house?

A stranger who stalks through the halls

On silent feet; whose bearded lips

Smile strangely while his eyes seek out
The harbor and the narrow ships. .

."
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BROKEN BALL

ERDA spent the afternoon with the chauffeur

putting the tree up. Her two sisters were sleep-

ing. In the evening they would trim it but in

the meantime it must be put up. Every year
Gerda and the chauffeur did this. It was always a big

tree and sometimes its position in the corner had to be
changed so many times that the chauffeur became un-

pleasantly satiric but always he brightened when they
hung the angel. This afternoon he and Gerda had giggled

helplessly for fifteen minutes while he had stood on the

ladder giving the angel little spanks to induce her to face

the right way. Then he had strung the lights and fixed

them so that two purple ones were not together and left.

Gerda thought that he enjoyed doing it.

For supper, Gerda and her two sisters ate bread and
milk and guava jelly in red glass bowls. When they were
little their nervous excitement had made this a precau-

tionary measure on the part of their mother. Now, at

twenty, it was a magic formula to those old Christmases.

When Gerda looked into the swirling, pink-mottled depths
of her red bowl, when her spoon struck a clear cling like a
little church bell from it, she knew that it was Christmas
Eve again and she felt the same apprehensive ecstasy that

she had felt in her nursery over this same bowl. Even her
father's annual disgusted comment, "You three big babies,"

had become a tradition.

It was, of course, the moment in the morning, to which
all this led, that was really important; the moment when
she would descend the stairs and—Behold the tree! And
there would be the sweet pleasant smell of pine and coffee

and her presents all white and ribbonned on a chair. Then,
always, there returned from the darkness all the other

Christmases and she remembered everything, for an in-

stant being a little girl again and recapturing the delicate

intangible savour of a past emotion. All this feeling of

Christmas meant something to her—just what she was
not sure but once long ago she had prayed

—"Oh God

—

never let me get over being excited at Christmas."
She knew that she was not over it yet by the still potent

enchantment of her red bowl. By the eager fumbling of
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her fingers at the buttons of her smock she knew it. She
wanted to begin the tree but they could not until Roddy
came. Roddy had been the boy next door and he always
put the top balls on. Now he was a lawyer in Baltimore

but he came home at Christmas and she had had a tele-

m from him—"Don't touch the high branches till I get

there."

They sat then—three grown-up girls in smocks—until

the side door opened and Roddy came in
—

"Well—well

—

let's get started on this tree." And they cried, "Put this

pink one way up there," and Sarah offered Roddy her

hand for balance when he was on the top of the ladder and
was scornfully refused, while Irene hung a red and an
orange ball side by side to be howled at for her pains,

and Gerda reverently removed wrapping from ornaments
and handed them out.

After a while other people came, stamping their feet in

the doorway, shaking the snow from their shoulders, call-

ing banal pleasantries from the vestibule. When Gerda
let them in she saw the candles in the windows across the

street. Everyone who came put more on the tree and
after a time they all got very foolish. The men strung
tinsel from top to bottom, while someone hung a galosh

on the front, saying
—"Nobody knows what's on this tree

anyway." Church bells rang low and sweet through their

laughter, so that midnight mass was mentioned tentatively.

But of a sudden, cried Gerda—"Where is the ball?" Nor
did they, who had been there so many Christmases, ask

what ball but Sarah, her sister, answered
—

"It is drying.

I repainted the roses this afternoon. I'll get it." And by
the time they had cleared a high front branch for it, Sarah
had returned with the ball that had been on Daddy's tree

and was so beautiful, being a dull pale blue with angels

and rosebuds and clouds on it, that they had stood on
chairs to look at it when they were little. It was kept in

a special box of its own and had a special cap so that it

could not fall from the branch. And only Gerda, because

she was the oldest, ever attached it. She took it now in

her hand and with it ascended the ladder until she was
stopped by the doorbell's sudden demanding.

"Let them in, someone," she said and turned with all

the splendor of the old ball's angels and clouds and roses

resting in her hand.
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"Merry Christmas."
He stood inside the door—nonchalant and smile-crinkled.

"I thought you were in Chicago," she said.

"I got the idea to spend Christmas with good old Charlie

here."

She turned and went another step up the ladder. When
she reached out to fasten the ball it fell

—"Oh"—shattered

tarnished gold and silver in dull blue.

"I'm sorry," she said stupidly, and sat down on the top
step.

He picked up a red shiny ball. "Don't cry. Here's a big

red ball for you—red will look better there anyhow." He
handed it to her, his hand lingering. Her sister's voice

comforted, "It was just as well, Gerda. The old ball was
losing its looks."

He took her hands, helping her from the ladder.

"You are not very nice to your old parents, I do think,"

she said, "leaving them at this of all times. What made
you do it?"

"You," he told her.

The slant-sweep of his hair—the darkness of his eyes.

They sat down anywhere and talked, eyes aflame across

polite space.

"If you were ugly as a crocodile I should want no better

company and if you could not spell cat I should love you
for your face

—

"

Bob Chandler stood before her. He had a magnifying
glass and a stub pencil. "This glass does not only magnify
in illusion, but really increases size. Look at this pencil."

He held the stub pencil back of the glass. "Now, close

your eyes." She closed them. "See. This enormous calio-

graphic utensil." That big pencil. He had got it off

the library desk. She laughed happily. Funny, funny boy.
Her laughter ran off into space, limpid and easy. "Don't
look at me through that glass," she begged. He moved on
to the next room. "This glass

—
" she heard him say.

The lights on the tree were lit now, sending slim spears

of colored light into the dark corners of the room. There
was a lavender bulb next to a pink one, but she did not
notice it.

"I adore you. You are the only lovely thing in my
life
—

" His voice touched her slowly. After all these

months to hear it again—saying this.
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Her sister was at her shoulder.
'

'You're a fine girl

—

sitting in here all the time we were singing carols."

She bristled, "You might have told me—

"

"1 thought you could hear from the next room."
Sarcastic girl, her sister. But she didn't care—not with

her shoulder against his, not with the sweetly secret touch
of his hand on hers as he left.

She went to bed.

The morning sky was bright aromatic blue. He loves

me, she thought. Her sisters danced into her room. "Merry
Christmas—Merry Christmas—Merry Christmas" they
chanted. It was Christmas. She got up and dressed. They
all went downstairs arm in arm as was their custom. Over
in the corner there stood a tree with some ornaments on
it. A doll was perched atop the stocking she had hung up.

"He loves me," she thought and was happy, but it was a

different happiness. Vaguely she felt that it wTas not the

way to be happy on Christmas. It was simple and not

complex; nor did it have anything to do with the tree.

Nevertheless it was the tree which she stood in front of

now, waiting stubbornly and hopelessly.

Her mother slipped an arm through hers. "You're not

feeling badly about that old ball, Gerda?"
"Yes."
"But you mustn't be sentimental. It wasn't really

pretty any more, and you must admit that the red one
looks lovely on the branch and is much better with the

new tinsel."

"Yes," said Gerda, "it does look better. And anyway
the old one is broken."
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DEPARTURE
Elizabeth Shaw '30
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T is really a perfect day," she said, "it really is.

Perfect." From where she lay she could see
only a small square of sky framed by the white
edge of the open window, but that square was

so hne a blue, so deep, so radiant, so fairly singing with
sunshine that she could not doubt but that if the house
were suddenly lifted up and set down a little way away
she would still be lying on her back, seeing a great hemi-
sphere of the same pure blue all about her. There could
not be one cloud in a sky that showed a single square as
blue and bright as that. Only I should feel so naked with-
out a house around me just now, she thought and at the
mere idea she pulled the white sheet right up under her
chin and stretched her arms out wide under the counter-
pane. I must look rather nice like this, only my hair .

Her hands darted out from the covers and spread her hair
out on the pillow, and poked at the little curl on her temple.
Bother the thing, she hadn't slept on it wrong, had she?
No, there it was, her pet little curl. She patted it affection-

ately, then pushed her hands back under the covers, and,
on second thoughts, crossed her arms over her breasts.
Far down in the soft bed her ankles were crossed. She
closed her eyes and a delicious little stream of melancholy
flowed over her. How nice to die like this, so pure and
gentle. How lovely, they would say when they saw her,
she must have died in her sleep, her heart has just stopped
beating. How sad, how lovely and they would weep gentle
tears for her. And she thought of her soul like a white
gull flying up, no like a small bright gold-finch, fluttering

up and up into the deep pure blue of the summer sky.
Up and up.

Downstairs a door slammed somewhere and then in a
few minutes a car crunched slowly on the gravel outside.
Its brakes squealed softly, then with a sudden protest as
the car stopped. My God, she thought, it's Phil. Phil
always made her think in a loud explosive way, even if

she contained herself and did not say the things that came
into her head; things like My God, when she saw him
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coming or God damn when he had to go. He was such fun,

they always had fun together. Forgetting that a minute
before Bhe had been going to die, Catherine in two swift

moves, threw back the covers and jumped out of bed. She
ran to the window and looked out just in time to see Phil's

bright head disappearing under the porch roof. A warm
little breeze pounced suddenly in at her, ruffled her hair

and moulded her pyjamas close about her. She waited
there one minute. "A perfect day," she repeated, "too
perfect for words." Then she ran to the bathroom and
called through the splashing of the shower, 'Til be right

down, immediately and at once!" She would take a really

cold shower this morning, with only a speck, just a speck
of hot water in it.

Downstairs Phil was being very polite to old Mrs.
Pearce. She sat wTith her back to the sun wrhere he could

see only a frizzy little halo through which the bright light

shone around the dark oval he knew to be her face. She
was an alarming person for one so outwardly calm and
gentle. A conversation would flow on quite peaceably and
absent-mindedly, then pounce! and Mrs. Pearce would
make a dive after one's last remark, pull the poor thing

from the obscurity into which it had so gratefully slipped,

and hold it up by its figurative tail, revealing it in all the

nakedness of its inanity. "That" she seemed to say, "is

what you said just now. Look at it and be ashamed."
And invariably one was ashamed. That one could ever have
said anything quite so stupid! So Phil, having observed
this little habit of hers through long experience was now
exceedingly wary. He asked Mrs. Pearce questions about
the garden, the weather and the new people across the

street and she answered all his questions with exactly the

pleasant vagueness one expects from one's friends' grand-
mothers. The house was still warm with the fragrance of

coffee and bacon, the intimate smell of breakfast and early

morning. Phil stretched out his legs and lit a cigarette. He
felt suddenly very friendly towards old Mrs. Pearce and
an unexpected smile twisted his face right in the middle of

the conversation about bone meal for the long flower bed.

Mrs. Pearce stopped in the middle of her sentence and
stared at him quite hard. She seemed to be saying, I have
long thought you quite mad, young man; now I am sure

of it. And he could hardly explain that sudden feeling of
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cheerfulness that had flooded him with the smell of the

coffee and bacon and the brightness of the sunlight. So
he got up and stood with his back to her, pretending that

he was examining the flower beds, but really feeling very
masterful and pleased with himself for being able to stand
with both hands in his pockets and his cigarette hanging
loosely from the corner of his mouth. It was a trick he
had just learned to do without having the smoke leak up
into his eyes. Then, blessed relief, came Catherine's foot-

steps, clattering down the stairs. She came into the room
still pushing hair-pins into place.

"Morning, Granny! Phil! How bright and early. Now
you can watch me over the coffee-pot—how domestic!
But give me a cigarette." The words came tumbling out
of her mouth so fast that she could not tell what was
coming next. It was like listening to someone else, some
stranger one had just met. "I do love a butt before break-
fast. It's the only cigarette that makes one feel dizzy
any more. When I was young, every cigarette made me
feel tight. It was lovely." She sighed deeply at the thought
of her lost youth and only revived enough to take a cigarette

disdainfully and hold it for an instant at the bright flame
that leapt out of Phil's lighter. Bother the thing it hadn't
got lit. Stupid cigarette, stupid lighter. But after the
next deep breath she exhaled blue smoke, smiled radiantly

and said,

"Now coffee!" In the dining room she poured dark
coffee from the silver urn. Would he have a cup, or just

half a cup? No? Well, perhaps he was right. In her
opinion the sequence of tooth-paste, cigarette and coffee

should be rapid and continuous. A wait between spoiled

the next pleasure. The second cup of coffee was never quite

so good anyhow. She picked a pear out of the bowl in

the center of the table and began to peel it. The long pale

strips of skin curled like silver snakes in spirals between
her fingers and the bright fruit knife.

"It isn't ripe," she explained, "but I like them this way,
quite hard and firm. Granny says they'll give me colic.

Phil, are you really going today?"

"Honest and true," he answered. "Going over to New
York this morning on the twelve o'clock and sail at mid-
night." He fiddled with the little knob on the toaster,
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burnt his fingers, dropped it, opened it again and put in a

piece of bread.

"Light or dark?" he asked.

"Oh, light!" she cried. The mere thought of dark toast

made the shivers run up her back. Fancy it, burnt and
bitter. Horrible. "Phil, I envy you so much I could lie

down and die. On the spot. Imagine, Europe! Italy!

France! London, Paris! How heavenly!'
1 The map of

Europe floated past her eyes, blue and pink and red and
green, crossed with little black lines; people under awnings
drinking beer; people lying on dazzling white beaches
getting tanned and having their pictures taken for Vogue,
people walking about everywhere saying to each other, 'Oh,

do you like it? It's just a little thing I picked up on the

Rue de Rivoli.' "But not the Alps," she asked anxiously,

"You're not going to climb the Alps?"
"No," he answered sadly, "I'm not." Suddenly she was

very happy. "Oh, I'm so glad, so glad. I did want to be
the first—no, not that either, how silly—but I do want to

be able to tell somebody something they don't know all

about, when I go abroad. I want to climb Alps, on a day
like this." He laughed at her enthusiasm and she laughed
from pure joy at the idea. Wonderful—Alps on a day like

this. Old Mrs. Pearce, picking the dead buds from the

flowers in the next room heard them laughing. "Be sure

you find a ripe pear, Catherine," she called, "the hard
ones will make you sick." Oh, dear, oh dear, that was too

much. They laughed until they could hardly sit on their

chairs, until Phil said in a weak, hoarse voice, with the

tears wet on his cheeks, "She doesn't think it's lady-like

to say colic, when I'm here," and that set them off again

until a pale ribbon of smoke floated up from the toaster.

"Oh, Phil!" cried Catherine, "my toast!" Gingerly he

fished it out and he looked at it sorrowfully. There it lay

on a little blue plate between them burnt and black and
sad, looking reproachfully at them. They had laughed,

they had let it burn.

"How sad," sighed Catherine.

"I'm so sorry," said Phil, in a low voice. "Shall I make
another?"

"Oh, not" Then in another quick moment she smiled.

"Stupid! It doesn't make any difference. I didn't want
the toast anyhow. I've had heaps to eat, I couldn't have
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stood another thing. Let's go." And smiling they went
out of the dining room into the next room. Mrs. Pearce

had gone upstairs and they could hear her moving about
making the beds. Catherine went to the window.

"I can't stop loving this day. Let's have another ciga-

rette." He gave her one and lit it and the soft blue smoke
wandered uncertainly through the sunlit air.

"I must be going. I've got to see the Aunts and pack
one more bag and catch my train." Catherine did not at

once turn from the window. How stupid on a wonderful
day like this to have to pack and see Aunts. Phil's Aunts
were so dreadful, too. They would be sure to give one
addresses of the hotels they had stopped at when they had
gone abroad together as girls. They might even have
picture post cards saved to show one. On a day like this

one should not have to bother. One should just walk on
the steamer and go. The ocean would be blue, so blue.

She turned to Phil.

"Don't go yet."

"I must. The Aunts are going to give me a five dollar

gold piece. They showed it to Mother last night." He
laughed and Catherine cried,

"I can just see them. They will say, 'Here is a little

something, my dear boy. We want you to buy something
just for yourself at the place you like best. We liked

Venice best. We hope you will, it's so picturesque.' Now
I," Catherine laughed, "I advise you to blow that gold

piece in on Mothersill's the moment you get to New York.
You'll need it, I know." They laughed again together

but Phil said,

"Poor Aunts! Don't be too hard on them," and Catherine
was seeing the smooth yellow piece slipping from Aunt
May's fat white wrinkled hand into Phil's broad, hard
hand and lying there round and golden on his brown
palm. Phil moved over to her.

"I must, must go. Good-bye, Catherine." She held out
her hand.

"Good-bye."
"Don't forget me, Catherine." She laughed. Imagine

anyone forgetting Phil.

"Of course not. You must send us all post cards with,

'Having fine time, wish you were here,' on the backs.

Don't forget though you're not to climb the Alps, though,
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they're mine." But as she smiled Phil suddenly snatched

her other hand and bending over, kissed her once, quickly

and hard on the mouth. "Good-bye, Catherine," he said

and thru he was gone. The car crunched on the gravel,

and shifted into second gear. Upstairs her grandmother's
shoes creaked about here and there. Good-bye, Catherine,

Good-bye, Catherine. Catherine stood in the middle of

the room, exactly where he had left her, twisting her hands
in front of her. Phil had kissed her. Outside a cat-bird

mewed plaintively. Good-bye, Catherine, Good-bye,
Catherine. And Phil had kissed her, hard and on the

mouth and then he had gone away. She picked up her

cigarette from where it was burning a hole in the carpet,

and lit another from the stub. He had gone away, Phil

had gone away. He had kissed her and gone away. Right
now he would be stopping at the Aunts on Maple Avenue
and they would be nodding their round heads and talking

to him over their shelf-like bosoms, for all the world like

—

like, what? Catherine ran to the foot of the stairs.

"Granny," she called, "Granny!"
"Yes, my dear," came down the answer.

"Aren't the Misses Gray exactly like pouter pigeons the

way they bob their heads and talk?" A subdued sound
like a sneeze that was old Mrs. Pearce's laugh, then,

"Catherine, dear, do you think that's a very charitable

thing to say? They are excellent women." Catherine flew

upstairs and gave her grandmother a little pouncing hug.

"It's too lovely a day to be charitable on, Granny.
Give me the other corner of the blanket. Oh, sheets like

the driven snow!"



EDITORIAL

ANNOUNCING THE MONTHLY PRIZE CONTEST

HE second semester always brings with it a

spontaneous revival of energy which prepares

for and gives point to the era of rewards in the

late spring. Monthly has always benefited to

some extent by this change of spirit, but heretofore the

board has never gone so far as to offer some encourage-
ment to further literary efforts, and to bring to light those

which persist in remaining hidden. Now for the first time,

we are able to announce a prize contest with prizes of $15,
$10 and $5, to be held under the following rules:

The contributions may be essays, short stories or charac-

ter sketches. They must be submitted by March 15, and
must be signed by a fictitious name, the real name to be
enclosed, in a sealed envelope signed on the outside with
the fictitious name. From the contributions which are

submitted the Monthly board will select enough to fill

the April issue of Monthly. The rest is left for you to

decide. Each number of the April issue will have in it a
printed blank on which each subscriber may vote for first,

second and third choices. These blanks must be deposited
in the Monthly box in the Seelye Note Room before

May first. The winners of the contest will be announced
in the May issue of Monthly.
The characterization made by a former discouraged

editor of Monthly as "a mere clearing-house for themes"
has become increasingly apt during the fall and winter,

except for the fact that the clearing-house has been forced

to take a more active part than the phrase implies. In-

stead of merely clearing, we must also beg for the material

to work upon. However, we still manage to keep our faith

in the literary output of the college, although less and less
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of it has been brought to our notice; and we hope that this
cornet will Berve to bring to light those hypothetical
creations, the hope of which serves principally to keep
Monthly alive from year to year.



BOOK REVIEWS

THE MAN WITHIN
Graham Greene
The critical examination of a first novel is a difficult

task. One has the choice of either considering it in relation

to those works with which it is affiliated, or as an entity.

In looking at The Man Within by Graham Greene we
prefer to use the latter method because it may serve as

the source for comparison with Mr. Greene's later writing.

That there will be other novels we have no doubt. This
book has none of the ear-marks of those lamentable spo-

radic outbursts, which however excellent they may be, are

seldom surpassed or even sustained.

The Man Within is rather the first product of an author
who, as his work matures, will become increasingly im-
portant.

That this novel has faults which keep it from the class

of early works of the first water, cannot be denied.

The story in its externals is unbelievably conventional.

We do not object to conventionality in itself but there are

times when it is synonymous with monotony. It is the

tale of a man who has betrayed his friend—a smuggler.

He flees, and finding an isolated cottage sinks upon its

doorstep. The woman who owns it is holy in a way that
frightens the betrayer Andrews. She moves him in spite of

his cowardice to testify as an "informer." After many
adventures he returns to discover that he loves her. He
causes her death.

The plot, however, is not of first importance. It serves

as the background against which the people concerned in

it move.
Mr. Greene is occupied in showing Andrews as a man

always possessed by an overmastering fear. Every act is

colored by it. He faced a continual struggle against a
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desire to escape hurt, and that other self which looked on
mockingly. Early in the narrative the author writes:

"Andrews' character was built of superficial dreams, sen-

timentality, cowardice, and yet he was constantly made
aware beneath all these of an uncomfortable questioning

critic." Nor is Andrews ever shown in an inconsistent

light. As he stands waiting for his betrayer to discover

him, "he was torn between his fear, precipitate, unreason-

ing fear, and a friendship that was almost a grudging,

soured love." Even in the end, when he had acknowledged
his love for Elizabeth, his terror was so much stronger

than his love that when he saw one of his enemies enter

her cottage he cried out,
11
'O god help me. He'll find I'm not there and follow.'

Without waiting to see Joe enter the cottage, Andrews
ran. Only when he reached the wall did the prick of

conscience bring him to a halt. Elizabeth was alone in

the cottage. . . 'Go back, go back, go back' heart told the

flinching flesh, but that single reiterated message was in-

effective beside the host of reasons that the fearing body
had at its call."

Unfortunately the writer was too absorbed in making
Andrews' character clear. His other characters have a

coating of artificiality. They are puppets, fascinating to

watch, but scarcely real.

Of Carlyon, Andrews' former friend, we know only that,

"the face was a little swarthy and very angular. It would
have been a crude, almost criminal face, if divorced from
the quick but heavy body and eyes which seemed brood-

ing always on indefinable things, save when they lit with

a kind of contempt at the body which housed them. The
face had once been described as that of a chivalrous ape."

Of this remarkable man we see little more, yet we are

forced to look upon him as a smuggler with delicate sen-

sibilities and a highly sensitive appreciation. He resembles

too much the beast in Beauty and the Beast.

Elizabeth too, suffers from being a shadow—or rather,

we should say, from this air of being impossible.

When first seen she is unquestionably brave. Then she

is holy and so astoundingly peaceful that Carlyon says to

her:

"You don't belong to our world of noise, hate. Stay
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with peace." Elizabeth is a lovely figure but too remote

—

she lacks the warmth of humanity.
Where, then, is the value of this novel whose plot is

conventional, even sentimental, and only one of whose
chief characters can be absorbing in his complexities? Its

merit, paradoxically enough, is in this aura of remoteness.
The action gains a certain lustre, an intensity from being
unoppressed by these people. The fable-like quality makes
each struggle Andrew faces stand out clearly etched. There
is an increasing tautness of mood, which gradually piling

up to the climax, leaves one with a sense of horror.

This is due in part to Mr. Greene's style. The writing

goes along unerringly, surely to its end. There is nothing
halting about it. There are, however, faults which should
be erased. The author has not yet learned the art of

simplicity. His descriptions are ridiculously over-decorated.

Speaking of the blackberry twigs, he writes: "They
plucked at him and tried to hold him with small endear-
ments. . . He took no notice and plunged on. The fingers

grew angry and slashed at his face."

And again of a star: "Quenched and returning with an
almost even rhythm, the blow was like the revolving

lantern of a lighthouse."

Such description fails to fulfill its purpose. It achieves

the grotesque.

But in spite of this insistence on exaggerated similes,

and the lack of a well-rounded, carefully developed cantus,

we feel that Graham Greene has done more than the

common-place. His momentum of power pervades the

whole. His later work should be impressive.

DEAR JUDAS
Robinson Jeffers Horace Liveright, New York, 1929

The question, "What is the next stage in this artist's

development?" rises inevitably to the mind of one who
has read a finished piece of work by any author. So those

who have followed Robinson Jeffers' progress from The
Women at Point Stir to Cawdor are sure to criticize his

latest book, Dear Judas, in the light of past achievement.
And for this reader, at least, Dear Judas is a disappointing

retrogression.

The play which stands first in the book and gives to it
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a name is Jeffers' first attempt at direct dramatic writing.

His previous narrative poems have had the character and
motivation of plays, without being cast in the form of

the drama. Although Dear Judas does not seem to be
intended for presentation, it genre has necessitated some
change in Jeffers' story-telling technique, and perhaps put
him at a disadvantage.

Mr. Jeffers' interpretation departs entirely from the

tradition which has permeated western civilization. The
central idea of Dear Judas is that of the antithesis between
power and pity. Jesus is represented as a sweet-minded
prophet perverted by the lust for possessing the souls of

his people, for world power; the chief element in the

character of Judas is mercy. He is led, but his intention

of saving the people of Jerusalem from the destruction

Christ will bring upon them, to sell his master to the

priests. Mary and Lazarus move as complementary
characters; the former weak, the latter undeveloped. The
play as a whole assumes the shape of the eternal recollec-

tive enaction of the conflict between these ghosts whose
"passions life was not wide enough for."

In the earlier poems the lyrical passages come from the

narrator, who is always the chorus; here they are pro-

nounced by the characters, and only serve to clutter a
dialogue which is on the whole unsuccessful. Mr. Jeffers

has taken a Christian theme and given it his "Greek"
emotional tone; the result is unconvincing. Whether one
is Hebrew, Christian, or atheist, one has the rhythm of the

New Testament in one's ears, so that such lines as the

following spoken by Mary are only mawkish:

"Wee wanton brawler
Pommeling the breast

Baby if it's shrunken
Whose lips but yours?
I Night am your mother
Grow tall, wee bird,

And watch your shadow
Pointing you home."

The speeches of Jesus and Judas are ineffectual:

"
Jesus: Whether you ought to pay tribute to Caesar?

Whose name's on the coin? Caesar's?
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Judas: I think I have never been able in all the gray and
futile of my life

To stop one tear or staunch one man's wound,
but now I am able. I'll say to the priests," etc.

Jesus: . . . And to God the things that are God's. Some
of you know

That God is here. God dreamed a dream yester-

day for Israel but you were afraid. It is not
you

That reject God; it is God rejecting this people.

I dreamed a dream for the lion of Judah but
the lion's

Dwindled to a dog: it will not lick the wounds of

freedom and victory; it will lick the scab of its

mange
And snuffle for a bone under Caesar's table."

Toward the end of the play JefTers recovers for a moment.
Judas, gone almost mad with horror at his deed, speaks to

Mary and Lazarus in tones which are reminiscent in

quality of the mad speeches of Hamlet and Ophelia:
1

'Judas

:

Am I marked? God

Mary:
Judas:

Doy'
see a brand Madam,
On the mouth or brow?
marks them.

What is this creature?

That means innocent murders: but me:
The person that kills his. . .

(looking at Lazarus) Bluebottle, don't I know
you? And this one's . . . Oh! . . . This old

woman
Is the cave it came from."

But the author is not sure of himself, and slips into

rhetorical declamation about sorrow, anguish, and pain;

about the hawk, the dove, and the shining net. The play
ends with a peroration typical of JefTers:

'

"Lazarus: Let him go. He has done all he was made for;

the rest's his own. Let him and the other at

the poles of the wood, their pain drawn up
to burning points and cut off, praise God
after the monstrous manner of mankind.
While the white moon glides from the garden

;
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the glory of darkness returns a moment, on
the cliffs of dawn."

The Lovely Shepherdess is a return to the long narrative

poem. In it Jeffers recounts the tale of Clare Walker who,
being pregnant and knowing that she has to die, wanders
with her sheep through the Carmel valley, losing them one
by one, until, deserted by her lover, her father dead by
her own hand, her sheep all lost, she dies helpless in the
wood. The most that can be said for this poem is that it

is pathetic.

The minor poems have no separate existence; they are

all of a piece! Built on the same ideas as the long poems
and expressed in the same idiom. Here and there they
flash into poetry; for the most part they are but the raw
material of emotion.

Mark Van Doren calls Jeffers a "major" poet. Almost
all reviewers find "strange and tragic beauty" in his work,
(cf. Percy Hutchinson's review in the New York Times of

December 2nd!) And no matter what one feels about his

prose diction, which seems to stem more from Whitman
than from anyone else, one must admit that he gave us

keenness of imagery, intensity of feeling, and a certain

largeness of attitude in his earlier poems—in Tamar, for

instance. In Cawdor the diffused emotion of his appren-
ticeship was restrained, and utilized to build up a power-
ful and swiftly moving drama.
The common features in all these poems are obvious.

There is for one thing the use of the tragic flaw. In Cawdor
the direct downfall of the characters depends upon Fera's

lies; in Dear Judas it is Mary's sin and lie about Jesus'

parentage which result in his ruin and in that of Judas.
But, in a larger way, love of strength in Fera, power in

Cawdor, motivate the one play; mercy in Judas and love

of power in Christ, the other. These influences move in

all Jeffers' works.

The imagery of California which fills the pages of Cawdor,
Roan Stallion, etc., seems out of place in Palestine, and
only repetitive in The Lovely Shepherdess. In Cawdor this

sensuousness of Jeffers gave us lyric passages like:

"... At dawn a high sea-bird

If any had risen so high, watching the hoary light
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Creep down to the sea, under the cloud of streams, down
The many canyons the great sea-wall of coast

Is notched with like a murderer's gun-stock, would have
seen

Each canyon's creek-mouth smoke its mud-brown torrent

Into the shoring gray; and as the light gained

Have seen the whole wall gleam with a glaze of water."

His philosophy of despair found complete expression in:

"There the eagle's phantom perceived

Its prison and its wound were not its peculiar wretched-
ness

;

All that lives was maimed and bleeding, caged or in

blindness,

Lopped at the ends with death and conception, and
shrewd

Cautery of pain on the stumps to stifle the blood, but not
Refrains for all that; life was more than its functions

And accidents, more important than its pains and
pleasures,

A torch to burn in with pride, a necessary

Ecstasy in the run of cold substance
And scape-goat of the greater world. (But as for me,
I have heard the summer dust crying to be born
As much as ever flesh cried to be quiet.)

Pouring itself in fulfillment of the eagle's passion

Left life behind and flew at the sun, its father.

The great unreal talons took peace for prey
Exultantly, their death beyond death; stooped upward,
and struck

Peace like a white fawn in a dell of fire."

There is none of this fire in Dear Judas. It is as if Jeffers

had been wholly absorbed by the concept of balance and
the tragic consequence of human deviation from it. He
found for these people magnified by the strength of their

desires the ideal background, where they acted their

determined parts unhindered by the influence of society.

In Cawdor Jeffers gave his characters, his motives, and his

country a complete literary existence—rich in symbolism
and in lyricism; clear and restrained in motivation, attain-

ing a cumulative emotional effect and a finished expression.

This once done, he had nothing else to write.

So Dear Judas fails, not because of its play form, or its
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foolish attempt to contradict a philosophic and literary

convention too big for Jeffers to set aside, but for the

same reason that The Lovely Shepherdess fails—because it

is a makeshift cut from an old pattern, dressed in the left-

overs of thought, embellished with poetic phrases a little

worn. The jacket of the book quotes Mr. Jeffers' state-

ment that he is to leave California for a year, that this

was his reason for "lingering over his home hills." It is

to be hoped that he will find abroad a greater sensitivity

to words, a breadth of ideas, and, more than anything
else, the power of self-criticism.



THE STONE OF HEAVEN
44 ... An enemy to black

choler, frees the mind and
mends matters." Such was the
laconic commentary of Robert
Burton upon the occult power
of the star sapphire.

Yet history itself goes even
farther. For there has never
been an age which has not
deferred to amulet or talis-
man ... to altar, crown or
sceptre set with this mystic
gem . . . "The Stone of Heaven"
. . . "The Jewel of the Stars."

Such faith in the powers of
this mystic dome of strangest
grays or blues is easily under-
stood. For the exotic beauty of
the lovely star which shines in
its depths might almost per-
suade one that it is the endow-
ment of benign deities.

And today its charm is

evinced in exquisite bracelets,
rings and brooches . . . striking
ornaments admired and defer-
red to, but for more aesthetic
and sophisticated reasons . . .

for the subleties of cutting and
color, of line and design, so im-
portant to the woman of good
taste.

It is an understanding of such
considerations that has made
the Marcus collection of star
sapphires, in varied and origi-
nal settings, of even more than
usual interest to modern con-
noisseurs.

A distinguished collection of star sap-

phires in unusual settings from $15,000
to $250.

MARCUS & COMPANY
JEWELERS

Wm. Elder Marcus, Jr. Chapin Marcus
Fifth Avenue at Forty-fifth Street, New York; London; Paris; Palm Beach; Bombay
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ELIZABETH
Katherine S. Riley

HE Virgin Queen clung tenaciously to the last

threads of life, unwilling to let the splendid velvet

of the world slip forever out of the grasp of her

white and tapering fingers. Wracked with pain

and ague, she sat, propped in the middle of the floor against

a multitude of gaudy pillows. Her body was gradually

being eaten away by death. Her flesh was parched and
shriveled like lemon skin, dried in the sun. Her eyes were
sunken far under her heavy brows. Her mouth hung half

open, showing her toothless gums. She gasped for breath.

Her long nose, a bony protuberance, reflected the dim
light of the room. One would have believed that she was
already dead. But her being still smouldered within, re-

fusing to submit itself to the hands of the celestial messen-
gers who were eager to transport it for all times to a realm
devoid of matter. Elizabeth in heaven! The notion was
too ludicrous to conceive. Competition with the Gods
would be intolerable without her beauty, jewels, and
gowns. She must elude the appetite of death. Let him
devour her wasted body, her flesh, her eyes, her ugly nose,

but she herself would flee. Elizabeth would escape to

some region, where she might reign supreme. She would
burst forth in new vitality, amidst new minions, with new
laughter, loves, and lies. She would unloose once more
her capricious fancy, and she would indulge again in the

pleasure of lavish eccentricity.

Thus the Virgin Queen of England died. The dilapidated

shell of the last of the Tudors was conveyed with royal

mourning to the Abbey where it was stowed away beside

the bones of other outworn kings and queens. But Eliza-
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beth had fled and lay in hiding until a woman should be
made of dimensions sufficiently large to house her virulent

spirit.

That woman was created in 1891, and she was of such

tremendous proportions at birth that her mother was
unable to survive her arrival. Little Lizzie weighed twelve
pounds and she was an innovation in the family, being the

first female in the series of Murphy babies. Consequently
after the event of her father's death when she was eleven,

she immediately assumed the role of mother to her ten

brothers.

She was a clever child, quick-witted and intense. At
twelve she was extremely religious and insisted on the

strict observance of the demands of the Catholic church
by all of her brothers. She also maintained a high level of

education by forbidding the four youngest boys to give up
their schooling for the sake of earning a few pennies. She
was an industrious student herself, having managed the

ordering of the kitchen in such a way that the boys be-

lieved it was a great favor to be allowed to wash the dishes

and scrub the floors. She exacted a weekly sum of money
from the eldest members of the family, which she spent

with so much care in household matters that she was able

to store away a portion of it regularly in the toe of an old

stocking, though she never failed to supply the boys with

more than enough to eat. She regulated their lives and
hers according to her own notion of the order of things.

They were obliged to seek her advice and approval before

undertaking any adventure. She was their counsellor in

love and war. She was somewhat prone to encourage their

belligerent tendencies, having a particular fondness for

beholding and even for participating in a battle of any
sort. Her temper was easily excited and her flaming red

hair had been the cause of many a bite and scratch. In

regard to the matter of her brothers' affections, she was
extremely annoyed when she detected any signs of their

loving any woman other than herself. Upon hearing of

the betrothal of Patrick Murphy, Jr., she burst into a

frenzy of wrath. She shouted and screamed about the

fickleness of men and she wept for five frightful minutes.

Whereupon she subsided and assumed an air of icy dis-

approbation toward Patrick, which lasted for a week,

when he finally convinced her that he carried the same
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love in his heart for her but, he reminded her, he

could not marry her as the laws of the church forbade it.

At his wedding she was the most striking feature, clad

in a gorgeous dress of blue satin, half concealed by an
armful of calla-lilies, which quite eclipsed the modest
bouquet of the bride. Her splendid appearance made a

lasting impression on the best man who had always known
"little Lizzie" though he had never before realized the

full extent of her charms. He became an ardent aspirant

for her hand, much to the delight of the sixteen-year-old

maid, who gave him many reasons to think that he would
eventually satisfy his passion. Years passed, however,
without visible progress toward the goal and in despair,

the man, whose forehead grew higher each day, allowed

himself to be married to another young lady of determin-

ation. Lizzie was enraged. She obstinately rejected the

conciliatory advances of her former lover until she con-

ceived the plan of torturing him by keeping alive his old

affection for her. Fortunately, in the early stages of the

game, the unhappy man was run over by a trolley car, and
Lizzie was left to discover new fields for the disposal of

her energies.

It was not difficult. She had merely to nod her fine

red head and she was surrounded by a swarm of hopeful

youths. She had trained them all in the art of fighting

and she endeavoured now to teach them the art of love.

She succeeded too well. Her suitors were innumerable and
Lizzie excited in each a tantalizing amount of expectation.

She gave ambiguous answers to their desperate inquiries

about her emotions.

When she was twenty-five she almost succumbed to the

persistent attentions of one young man, whom she accepted
on an evening in spring. But that night in her bedroom,
she repented her decision. She concocted a supply of

excuses and approached her elated fiance, the next morn-
ing, with the disheartening news. He was dumbfounded
and haunted the house for days like a ghost of grief. At
length with the assistance of her brothers and, with her
customary tact, she prevailed upon him to accept a position

on the police force, so that his interests were eventually

absorbed in the crime of the city.

The other lovers fared as badly although few of them
were given the satisfaction of a definite refusal and they
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retaliated by contracting hasty marriages which never
failed to rouse Lizzie's indignation. She punished them by
months of estrangement, followed by a period of vituper-
ation, reduced by degrees to sarcasm which in turn
dwindled to friendly mockery.

Meanwhile the ten Murphy boys had become ten stal-

wart plumbers and nine of them had dared to fall in love,

though the last three had not ventured to inform their

sister of their crime. They hoped that Lizzie herself would
become permanently attached to her latest paramour who
had obviously aroused her enthusiasm. He was a gallant

gentleman, fresh from Ireland, somewhat younger than
Miss Murphy, but more quick tempered and equally
clever. His figure was tall and comely. His eyes wrere

jovial with a look of adoration, a quality which had a

powerful effect upon the girl. She wras charmed by his

boyish spirit and she did not hide her admiration for him.
She spent many hours before her mirror, combing her rich

red hair, so that it would be seen to its best advantage.
Each night she applied six kinds of cream to the obstinate
freckles across the bridge of her nose. She pulled her eye-

lashes almost out in her eagerness to make them long. She
tised an old tooth brush to train her eyebrows to grow in a
pointed arch. She put a little red on her lips at first, until

she feared that it might be smudged by an unexpected
kiss. Her costumes were the result of studied care and
infinite multiplication. She lay awake at night meditating
new color combinations. Her wardrobe was moderately
large and she wore as much of it as possible at once. About
her jewels she was never in doubt, since she arrayed herself

in all she owned whenever she was dressed for best.

She flirted so brazenly with the youth from Ireland that

her brothers were elated at the anticipation of four peace-

ful weddings in the family. They were doomed to dis-

appointment, however, as Lizzie failed to make the ex-

pected move. For twelve months and more they waited
in vain. By this time the youngest boy, having developed
a consuming passion for a pretty girl, and having observed
the unhappy fate of his brothers, had eloped. There was
immediate confusion in the Murphy household.

Lizzie realized that she must act. She sensed the amo-
rous state of the three remaining brothers and she knew
that they had a right to demand their freedom. Her
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procrastinating and prevarication about the future must
come to an end. She could no longer resort to her usual

habit of avoiding a decision until time had erased the need
for it. She was forced to make up her mind on the question
of marriage. The idea of yielding herself until death, to

the will of another was distasteful to her. She did not
wish to renounce her privilege of vacillation even though
her loss were compensated by the ecstacies of love. She
resolved that she should never marry. But she could not
resist the temptation of keeping this resolution to herself

and her lover was left dangling in suspense
Her brothers were given their liberty. Lizzie appeared

one morning in the kitchen, clad in her most elaborate

outfit. She marched with dignity into the center of the

room and, flinging the end of her feather boa over her

right shoulder, she posed herself in an attitude of oration.

The three brothers stared aghast, wondering if this were
to be the announcement of her matrimonial intentions. Their
sister talked to them for fifteen minutes, maintaining through-
out, the tension of the first moment. It was not until her

last breath was drawn in that she stated the purpose of

the speech. "And hereafter," she concluded, having spent
the previous fifteen minutes in declarations of her affections

for her brothers, "Hereafter, ye'll be visitin' me at a moity
foine place. For 'tis the chief cook I'm to be of the splendid

mansion on the hill."

So Lizzie was installed in the Breckonridge household,

and within a month she was the dictator of the establish-

ment. Poor Mrs. Piddlebury, the one time housekeeper
vanished from the horizon completely. Even Badget, the

butler, hitherto a figure of importance was reduced to a

second rate standing. The little maids lived in terror of

their red-crowned queen, and the gardener trembled when-
ever she approached him. for fear she might demand some
vegetable that he could not supply. Even the family felt

the effects of the new order in the kitchen. At first they
observed a marked improvement in the food. Mr. Breck-
onridge was delighted with the flavor of his soup and Mrs.
Breckonridge was charmed with the delicate aroma of the

"potatoes au gratin." But one evening Mr. Breckonridge
was late for dinner. His wife was out of town and he had
delayed over his pipe and paper at the club. It was five

minutes past half past seven when he came down stairs
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for dinner. He noticed the pallid shade on Badgct's face,

and as he entered the dining room, the maids were white
and whispering. Throughout the meal he felt the con-
straint of the atmosphere and at last he inquired the
cause. "Lizzie" was the only answer that he received. He
had heard of Lizzie, the new cook, so he decided that he
would pay her a formal call in the kitchen. He was greeted

with a blast of fury. The head of Medusa seemed to be
turning him to stone. Lizzie with a halo of red wisps around
her agitated face, stood before him shaking her fist, and
abusing him most horribly for his tardiness. The old

gentleman turned and fled. He was never late again and
he was rewarded by receiving special dishes of his favorite

snacks, w7hen the dinner did not suit him.

Mr. Breckonridge and Lizzie developed a profound ad-

miration for one another. He was the one person in the

establishment who was able to cope with her diabolical

nature. As she grew older her temper grew more ferocious

and the occasions for losing it, more frequent. Badget,
the butler, would come running to the master of the house
to bemoan the state of the kitchen and Mr. Breckonridge
would follow him to the lair of his beloved cook. With
flattery only could he draw her back to serenity. He
began by commending her strength, then he praised the

beauty of her form and face. He diverted her attention

with practiced skill to the subject of her clothes, her jewels

and eventually he would transform the conversation into

a discussion of her lovers—for she still had them.
She had never outgrowm the irrepressible amorousness

of her nature and she confided her heart secrets in Mr.
Breckonridge, who made the fatal mistake of advising her

to marry at the first opportunity,—for he sincerely be-

lieved that there would never be one.

A young delivery boy, however, by some inconceivable

means fell desperately in love with her. His infatuation

was so great that he sought to appease it by marriage.

Lizzie, weakened by the profusion of flattery, and by the

advice of Mr. Breckonridge which absolved her of the sole

responsibility of taking the step, agreed to elope with the

youth.

He ordered the arrangements for the clandestine marriage

with infinite care, but he made the error of disregarding

Lizzie's whims concerning the nature of the ceremony. He
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had decided that a legal procedure would be sufficient.

But when Elizabeth discovered herself and her magnificent

array, alighting from the car at the door of a notary public

she shouted in dismay. She turned upon her companion
with a vent of passion. She showered him with invectives

and imitation pearls. She spat the words in his face.

"'Tis niver the wife of a heathen, I'll be after bein'," she

shrieked, and she turned her back on her betrothed and
climbed into the car again, ordering the cabman to drive

her to the Breckonridge estate. "Tis niver the wife of a

heathen, I'll be," she muttered to herself, and she sat,

erect and regal as the car lunged up the street.
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MARBLE NUN
(Bust in the Corcoran Art Gallery)

Millicent Ward

I trace with a warm finger

Your hollowed eyes under a slender veil,

Your high cheeks wasted thin,

Your lips cut carefully

Praying a smile.

Sweet lady,

When he chiseled you,

Did not his tought
Moth-like in the twilight

Poise on your rosary,

Startling your fingers?

Could you not feel

His grave heart mold
The ivory to your nostril?

Did you not know
He longed to cup
His hand into those shadow wells

Where swim your eyes?

Were your thoughts of the Matin
And the evening bell,

Only,

Sweet lady?

I trace with a warm finger

Your face

So smooth, so white, so cold.
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SIXTEEN NEXT BIRTHDAY
Patty Wood

HE scratched a large mosquito bite on her elbow
and gazed through the window. Her nails made
little white rings around the lump of a bite.

Round and round they went, slowly, methodi-
cally. And as she scratched she stared—not at anything,
merely through the window. Her eyes were a pale, faded
blue, and her nose, flattened against the pane, was like a
triangle of pale wax. Now and then she yawned, shutting
her mouth with a snap. "God, this eternal rain!" She
stood up suddenly and began moving about among the

furniture, with short restless movements.

"Janey, I do wish you wouldn't talk like that." The
mother's voice was wheedlingly reproachful. "It's so—so

sort of vulgar." She slipped the darning egg through the

mended sock and picked up another with a large woolly
hole in the heel. Jane sighed mightily and drummed her

fingers on the mantelpiece, staring sullenly into the fire.

"Why don't you play something, dear?" the voice went on,

plaintive, anxiously gentle. It slid around words, evaded
them, as if it were afraid of them, or their effect. "You
haven't touched the piano for weeks."

"I don't feel like it." She threw herself into a chair,

slipped down until her head was almost in the seat, her

legs straight out before her. "I don't feel like it, I tell

you. I
—

" her voice broke off. She sat up. "O what's the

use! You wouldn't understand anyway."
"What is it, Janey? What's the matter?"
"Nothing." She glared, and left the room. "Nothing at

all," she shouted from the stairs.

The mother shook her head helplessly at the gray sock.

"Dear, dear," it said with gentle distress.

Jane scowled at the rain on the windows of the landing,

and went slowly up the stairs. "Nothing—nothing at all,"

she said to herself. " What's the matter, Janey?' Noth-
ing, nothing—O no!"

In her room she slipped her clothes off, and stood for a

long time before the mirror, looking at her body from all

angles. Then she pulled an old silk shawl from a bureau
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drawer and wound it tightly about her. She pinned it to-

gether under her left arm and pulled it down in the back
so that the fringe trailed on the Boor. From the closet she

Fetched a pair of satin pumps and a hat. She cut the

bunch of violets from the hat and fastened it at her waist,

and a crepe paper rose which was twisted over the top of

the mirror she disengaged and put in her hair. She re-

garded herself in the glas>. "My shoulders are nice," she

said aloud, and smoothed her hands over them. "I wish 1

had a lipstick." She rubbed her lips, bit them, then sud-

denly began rummaging through a bureau drawer. In a

manicure set she found some nail polish, a red greasy
paste, which she smeared over her lips with a finger. She
stepped back and surveyed herself, half-closing her eyes

that she might better take in the whole effect. Then she

began walking about, with slowr

, swaying steps, one hand
on her hip. She was in a room of people; men crowded
about her; women looked at her jealously; her mother and
father and friends stared awxstricken from the balcony.

She laughed and talked, flashing a smile here, a clever

word there, brilliant, fascinating. Newcomers in the door-

way asked, "Who is the stunning woman in white?" and
demanded introductions. Now a tall man was coming
toward her, a commodore in the Navy. No, a foreigner

—

a member of the Spanish embassy. They danced—gliding

and sweeping to the music of the tango. "Byu-tee-full,

byu- tee-full," he whispered, his dark handsome face close

to hers. They danced together perfectly, moved as one

—

long, slowr

, sweeping movements—and the music

—

The front door opened, and shut with a bang. Feet
stamped. Rubbers were kicked off. "Is that you, dear?"
the mother asked. There was a grunt from the hall.

The music faded. Jane stopped dancing, made a face in

the mirror, mimicked her mother's words in a whisper.

"Always, always," she said aloud, vehemently. "Will

nothing e\ er change?"

"Janey, O Janey, you can hull the strawberries now."
Jane made another face. ''Sure I can," she said, "and

after that I can set the table, and then carry supper in.

( ) sure!"

"Janey, did you hear?" the voice rebuked gently.

"I'm coming," Jane screamed. "O shut up," she said

under her breath, tearing off her finery. She pulled on her
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dress and banged down the back stairs. She kicked a leg

of the kitchen table viciously. "God, how I hate this

room!" The strawberries were full of sand. They stained

her fingers, and their dirt got under her nails. "God," she

said, shaking them around in the cullender, "how sordid!"

The father came to the door, the wood-basket in his

hand. "It's raining," he said, and went down to the cellar.

Jane laughed bitterly. "O really? 'It's raining.' Hm-m.
I thought the sun was shining." She turned her back as

he came up from the cellar, and shook the strawberries

around under the faucet, watching the pinkish stream of

water that came off them. Suddenly she dropped the

cullender in the sink. The rain drummed on the window,
the water splashed from the faucet onto the berries, she

looked at her fingers. "O how sordid!". She leaned against

the window frame. "Just like life." And wept. "O misery,"

she whispered, and the tears came in a flood. She pressed

her face to the cold pane. The rain drummed, the water
from the faucet splashed, and her tears slid down her

cheeks.

"I see by the paper
—

" the father's voice drifted in from
the sitting-room. "The coldest July since 1893. An average
rainfall of 2.5 inches a day."

Jane shuddered and dropped limply into a chair, burying
her head in her arms. "The paper, the paper," she sobbed.

"Lloyd George is still making a fuss about something.
You'd think he'd have learned to keep quiet by this time."

"I don't know," the mother's voice defended gently,

"he's probably a very good man."
Jane pulled herself to her feet, dried her face with a

dish towel, still shaking. She put the strawberries in a

bowl, and went softly up the back stairs. She was a great

tragedienne, climbing the stairs on a stage, a candle in her

hand. Black velvet trailed behind her, her hair gleamed
in the candlelight. She was going to her fate—an un-
known, unspeakable fate. "Her face was white, though
proud, in the darkness," she murmured, raising her chin.

Now she was Lady Macbeth, stealing through the night

with evil intent. She was in flowing white, a girdle knotted
about her waist, and her dark hair hung in two long heavy
braids. Again she carried a candle, in a tall iron candle-

stick, and her eyes glittered evilly in its light, her face was
grim.
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"1 don't know what's the matter with her," came the

mother's voice from the sitting-room. Lady Macbeth
vanished. Jane paused at the top of the stairs to listen.

"She acts so different -strange, somehow. Not a bit like

her old sweet self. She doesn't take any interest in the

things she used to like, just mopes around all day, and
never plays the piano or reads or sews any more. She
won't even go out with the girls. I've heard her on the

telephone when they've called up, and she's almost rude
to them. I can't understand it."

The father grunted. "How old is she now?"
"She'll be sixteen her next birthday. That's young, you

know. I've always been glad she wasn't old for her age.

I wonder if I'd better have Dr. Parks see her. Why, she's

developed a temper, and she even swears sometimes. She
used to be so happy and contented. I wonder if she isn't

feeling well. I wish you'd speak to her, Henry. I can't

understand
—

"

The new/spaper rustled. "She'll be all right. Just grow-
ing up."

Jane slammed the door of her room, and stood leaning

against it, her hands clenched. "Fools!" she said fiercely.

She went to her desk and took out the note-book diary.

"I'm going crazy," she WTOte, "this place is killing me."
The pen slipped from her fingers, she sat staring at the

rain through the window. She got up and flung herself

face down on the bed, where she lay for a long time, her

face smothered in the pillow. "Hell!" she said at length,

and rising, drew out a package of cigarettes carefully con-

cealed under the mattress. She lit one and sat down be-

fore the mirror, exhaling great draughts of smoke into the

glass as she watched the careful position of her lips.
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CARPET SWEEPINGS
S. P. R.

HE writing of essays has always seemed to me a
casual enough business. But whatever illusions of

ease I may have had are gone; I am no longer

confronted by delight but by discomfort.

For having determined to set down on paper a few of my
superfluous ideas (the essay being to its writer a kind of

carpet sweeper of the brain that gathers up in its pocket
those unattached thoughts that have no other rallying

place), I had a most professional inspiration: to start off

my first venture with a quotation. It came back to me
that once, in opening an old dictionary carelessly, I had
found one of those "quaint" bits so many of my predeces-

sors have discovered ; and I remembered to have preserved
this bit against future need.

I have been hunting for the scrap these two hours. The
original plan of quoting it has long since left me; but find-

ing it has become an issue between the desk and me—an
issue in which I come off the worse.

Thus the poise, the moment for breath, the aspect of

familiarity with my task which I might have gained from
such an introduction is gone. Not only that, but the

traditional calm is supplanted by that invidious irritation

which besets one who feels that conspiring material forces

have bested him and smirk in triumph.

So when a minute ago someone laughed to see a copy of

Is Five on my shelves I found it hard to stay possessed of

complacency. The occasion is not unusual. Many who
borrow my books pause to rant at modernism's represen-

tatives, and of those damned Cummings is best attended
by devils. There was a time when I would deliver im-

passioned if not too successful lectures to any of those

scorners who would hear me. I have learned restraint from
weariness. But my resentment is not overcome. And I

suppose I take to venting my disagreement publicly as the

small child who loses in an argument with the teacher takes

to chalk writing on the fence.

In my present role I am excused from being an expert

on anything. I can then confess without shame that of
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Mr. Cummings1

six volumes, I have read but three, namely
Is Five

t
Jim: and The Enormous Room. If Crokcr had

read but one book of Kndymion when he lampooned
Keats, 1 have at least half Cummings1 works from which
to praise him. I may lay myself open to the same charge
of unpreparedness; but I think I am playing a safer game.
And where Croker stopped from disinclination, I am only

held up for want of a fat purse—a pause which, I hope, will

be temporary.
Now I must concede to those who rail at Cummings

that he seems to me sometimes to play the fool too much.
In his disgust, in his amusement with himself, he limits

the scope of his poetry. This criticism is certainly applicable

to Is Five. The first few sections of the book exhibit a

talent for phrase-making, an ability to convey a variety

of moods with their original force and colour. They throw
at one a great irresistible humour; they prepare one for

the very individual rhetoric which fills Cummings' pages.

But they have, perhaps, a significance too strictly con-

temporary. And sometimes they alienate the impatient

reader.

I have, however, always felt that the impatient reader

deserves little pity. And so let the blame be wholly his if

he misses the lyrics which come at the end of the book,

if in his rabid dislike of "modernism" he misses poems
which justify its methods:

Paris; this April sunset completely utters

Utters serenely silently a cathedral.

Or the sonnet in disguise:

if i have made, my lady, intricate

imperfect various things chiefly which wrong
your eyes (frailer than most deep dreams are frail)

songs less firm than your body's whitest song
upon my mind— if i have failed to snare

the glance too shy—if through my singing slips

the very skilfull strangeness of your smile

the keen primeval silence of your hair

—let the world Bay "his most wise music stole

nothing from death
—

"

you only will create

'who are bo perfectly alive) my shame
lady through whose profound and fragile lips
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the sweet small clumsy feet of April come
into the ragged meadow of my soul.

The reader who has stayed with Is Five, who has learned

to appreciate its flavour and its idiom, will have acquired
a greater possession than at first appears. For if he pro-

gressed to Cummings' play, Him, he will recognize sign-

posts, he will be able to meet green mice or a wheelbarrow
full of eels without a murmur. In this play are compassed
all the elements of Cummings' imagination; his lyricism,

his hard, full humour, his splendid bombast, his trick of

rounding out fear and death, beauty and love with the
minutiae of sensation and the wealth of association of the
street corner or cafe. It is a mad play, a baffling play, a
sophisticated play and a tragic one. I confess I am still

puzzled by it. Him is proof enough for half a dozen
Cummings carpers. But I've never known anyone who
started it to put it down unread.

As I read Cummings more I like his style better; I feel

less inclined to object to his figures of speech, his juxta-

position of words, his repetitions. I can well appreciate the
criticism of some of these tricks; that I have admitted. But
at the same time the kind of intellectual rigidity which
would be so affected by Cummings' poetic and dramatic
as to keep one from reading his novel is fruitless. The
Enormous Room has to my mind only one counter-part—

a

more recent book, Look Homeward, Angel. The mind of

the man who wrote The Enormous Room is of a quality

too rare to merit minor cavilings. It is in this book that

Cummings declares his belief in "that vast and painful

process of Unthinking which may result in a minute bit

of personal feeling. Which minute bit is called Art." You
may agree with this or not, as you please. But if it is the
aesthetic principle on which Cummings' book is based, it

is right at least for him. And the result is productive of a
feeling more than minute, more than personal; the emotion
of this book possesses its reader, and leaves strength with
him.
For Surplice, Zulu, the Trick Raincoat and The Wander-

er have joined a great company, I think; in the future they
will live in the same minds with Tom Jones and Henry
Esmond, with Isabel Archer, Mr. Pickwick and Tristram
Shandy. Jean le Negre and the man who apostrophized
him are unforgettable:
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—Boy, Kid, Nigger, with the strutting muscles

—

take me up into your mind once or twice before I die

u know why; just because the eyes of me and you
will be full of dirt some day). Quickly take me up
into the bright child of your mind, before we both go
suddenly all loose and silly (you know how it will feel).

Take me Up (carefully as if 1 were a toy) and play

carefully with me, once or twice, before 1 and you go
suddenly all limp and foolish. Once or twice before you
go into great Jack roses and ivory—(once or twice,

Boy, before we together go wonderfully down into

the Big Dirt laughing, bumped with the last dark-
ness).

All the splendour and humour, all the generosity of The
Enormous Room sweeps back over me as I recall first

reading it. My indignation at the conscientious objectors

of literature is gone; I would answer a hundred questions

and take a hundred jibes; certainly I would endure the

most difficult of styles, if I could find another book that

would make me feel as this one has.

Thus in the end I am left without a grievance and with-

out a quotation; but if I have less than when I started, I

have enjoyed the losing. And if the fences be torn down,
or the rain erase the words, who shall say the chalk-writers

did not have enough in the saying of their say; who knows,
indeed, if some passing fellow truant has not seen and
believed?

S.P.R.
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AMOURETTE
Katherine Lackey

HE took out the last piece of the child's writing

paper that she used for her special friends.

There were two fierce looking marionettes in the
picture—Le Duel. She remembered that the

last time she had used it the picture had been peculiarly

appropriate. But during the past few weeks she had
nearly come to the conclusion that it had all been a case

of shadow-boxing. Still, it was not inconceivable that at

some time Phil had given her a moment's attention while

he tore up the little note, clearing out his desk. As a note
it had not been bad, she recalled it smiling

—

1 'Would it amuse or otherwise intrigue you to indulge

me in a strange necessity to see the ocean once more before

I leave forever (silly word, isn't it?)"—she was amused to

find that she still considered it silly. Was there no way of

killing hope? 'These faint spring days make the water
rather more beautiful than usual. If not—think nothing
of it. If so—will you call me about one on Monday. In

any event—Tear no more the heat of the sun!'
"

His fame had gone before him—a pianist, two years at

Oxford, four years between Vienna and Rome—by way of

Paris. She had been mildly interested, but when the tall,

blond-bearded man leaned over her hand and spoke with
a charming accent, she was won, and he was able to

monopolize her completely by talking French or Italian.

He came to her house to tea the next day and picked flaws

in a decorative map of Paris that hung on the wall. He
told her about the low crowd that inhabited the cafes in

Paris, advised her to read Count Bruga and The Sun
Also Rises, finally said he had an enormous respect for

American girls as opposed to French. This last she thought
rather foolish of him, but she remembered the names of

the books and drank in the stories he told her. She liked

the way he kissed her hand when he left, looking up with
a gleam in his eyes that might mean anything or nothing.

Finding each other the most interesting people in that

particular town was a great bond. And, she had to admit
on thinking it over later, it was natural that such a bond
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should break when they left, She suggested tohim once, "You
don't really think a great deal of me, I'm simply better than
most around here and you have to go out with someone.'

1 He
was silent, at tin- time she took it for granted that he was
ruminating. But later, all the comfort she could get out
of it was the fact that he had never lied to her. Not that

he was ever put to the necessity, she told herself, I had
enough imagination for two. But at the time she was
amused and flattered. He paid compliments pleasantly;

he would move his chair to get the best light on her hair;

he would run a few bars on the piano and say with in-

tentional abruptness, "you're like that. Now I wonder.
You are so extraordinary, I should never understand you."
He could talk about anything from sailing on the Medi-
terranean to why Princeton wore derbies or the tracing of

Proust's characters. His green eyes fascinated her.

On the way home from the movies one night, they had
been commenting on the still, hot night—on the shreds of

mist rising from the ground and the dullness of the stars.

"It's terribly hot," he remarked, "Wouldn't you like to go
swimming?"

"Of course I would."
"Well, let's go down to the end of the beach."
"All right," thinking that wading would be pleasant. It

had solved the problem of a dull date the night before

—

with Phil it would be delightful. They climbed over the

sand dunes hand in hand.
"Of course, we have no bathing suits," he remarked

negligently, "but it's not cold."

She gasped slightly, "Then you were serious?"

"Of course—won't you?— I am."
"Of course I want to."

"Then why not?"
Any reason she could bring to mind seemed completely

inadequate at the moment. They undressed making two
little piles of white underwear. The water was warm and
breaking quietly on the shore, full of phosphorus. She
picked up a handful and threw it at him gently. They
swam a little and splashed like two good children. Sudden-
ly they became silent, hearing voices along the beach. She

prayed that none of the other members of the Kairhavcn

social >et were planning to amuse themselves nearby.

Finally the voices died out, but her sense of freedom was
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gone. Embarrassed, she ran out saying something about

a crab biting her.

"I think I'll get dressed," she called to him, "I'm cold."

He stalked out leisurely and put on his trunks. "Do
you mind if I run a bit in these while I get dry?"

She watched him run up and down the beach—a dark,

lean figure against the mist and stars. He dressed and
they sat for a long time talking about psychology. "I

think that's rock bottom," he concluded, "some day I

shall write my master's thesis on it." She could never
remember what it was though she had listened attentively

and been persuaded that he had a good mind. She looked

up at the stars and told him Daudet's story of them,
beginning in French and lapsing into English. When she

had finished they clambered back over the dunes. Arm in

arm, they turned at the top—regarding the low-hanging
dipper. Mechanically his eyes followed up to the North
Star and "II faut penser aux etoiles," he murmured. That
was the first time she noticed his voice. It was deep and
low, caressing the odd accent. Surprised she looked up at

him and he leaned down quickly and kissed her. It

was an action she had never considered in connection with
him. A moment passed, then she said,

"Kiss me again, Phil."

On the way home she learned that he didn't like opera,

but thought Gershwin a fine man. Gide, apparently was
an awful reprobate, but a good writer. Phil hated Paris,

but he wasn't happy away from it. And they agreed that
the French psychology is completely incomprehensible and
alien.

She had known at the time that that was the place to

stop. Nevertheless, when they were leaning over the
victrola the next night she asked him,
"Do something for me?"
"Why, Cornelia, I should be delighted."

"Ask me for a date tomorrow night."

"With the greatest pleasure."

And they went on with their analysis of wines and liqueurs

and the peculiar quality of the Franco-American cocktail.

He stayed a moment after the others had left and sug-

gested an automobile ride.

"Do you think me very brazen?"
"Most charmingly so, I assure you."
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She held had no idea of how the evening would turn out
until she felt his fingers threading through her hair. Then
it had been more through indolence than anything else

that she had let matters proceed. After a few minutes she
remarked coolly,

"Do you realize that ymi arc the first man I have liked
whom 1 have allowed to kiss me?"

"That's an amazing thing to say to a person."
And on the way home

—

"I'm -lad you drive with both hands, as it were."
"Yes, I don't like the other way either."

They had said goodbye at tea a few days later and she
had gone north with the understanding that they were not
to write.

She had thought of him during the next two years,

especially in the summer, at the times when the huge ocean
moon was for some reason dark. Otherwise, different affairs

had taken her attention. Two years after she woke tip

one morning at four o'clock knowing that she would see

him soon. She told herself that it would be quite natural
a- she was going abroad the following summer. But she

knew it would be before then and she could think of noth-
ing else. A boy was taking her to a dance about a week
later and she dressed with especial care, telling herself all

tin- time that she was being ridiculous to expect to see him
that night.

But this foreknowledge did not mitigate the shock of

seeing him. Blond and bearded, he towered over the others

in the room. She sank against the wall, catching his eye
for a moment. She put all the sudden agony of her sold

into the look and waited for him. He pushed through the

crowd and urbanely asked her for supper— told her that

she was looking more beautiful than ever. She was speech-

less, she could not even control the expression in her eyes.

People were laughing and talking around them, someone
put confetti down her back, she could only look at him,

her mind in a turmoil. She realized that lie was talking

about what life had done to him since he had last seen her,

that he had grown ten years older

—

"Not even a nice love affair to keep you amused?" she

asked mechanically.

"That's just the trouble/' and the green eyes turned

ha/el. She remembered certain of her own experiences and
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mentioned that she too was wiser. But the weakness con-
tinued and the room was turning around, afraid that she
would not be able to stand up, she asked him to take her
to the cloak room,

"I'm not feeling very well, I think I'll go home."
"I'm sorry for that, I'll wait out here for you."
"Please don't, I can slip out without anyone seeing me,

and I live just across the street."

"I'd like to. I don't really want to stay."

They walked home in silence. At the door he looked down
at her and said tenderly,

"I'm sorry."

"Quite all right," she shrugged and tried to smile,

"Goodnight—thank you."

Then she had written the letter. They drove down to

the beach and sat on a log. He asked her about her life

—

talked a very little about himself.

"Yes," she said, "unhappiness becomes a small ball,

mortally heavy, but it seems that you can put it away
inside of yourself. You always know that it's there, but
most of the time you can carry it almost gracefully.'

"That's rather well put."

"Gide tells us to beware of ideas that are too easily

expressed."

"I don't think that came out too easily."

"No, I tried to put an artistic amount of spiritual diffi-

culty into my voice."

"Your words stir me—it's very little can do that now-
adays."
"Then you are not bored."

"Why do you ask?"
"Merely because it's the one thing I'm afraid of."

"I shouldn't imagine it happened to you very often."

Silence and then he

—

"You see I have put you where you can see the ocean."
Her eyes met his for an instant, then turned to look at

the wide sea over his shoulder. She laughed softly to

herself.

"Thank you—a refuge? But you have the water as an
excuse to turn away if I should look at you too eloquently!"

She watched him while he hunted for an answer, but he
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contented himself with a short laugh and made no demur
when she suggested leaving.

"May I walk on your left sick'? nearer your heart? if

there's any room."

"You would probably find it beastly uncomfortable."

He knew how she felt, why must he try to force her to

words.
"Is it so cold?"

"It has extremes."

Before they turned inland he stopped her by the shore

and they looked out at the brilliant sky and sea. A spring-

like breeze was playing through her hair and the sun was
warm on her face. She wanted to put her head on his

breast, to lean there for a completely happy moment.
Instead, she turned suddenly and they went back to the

car. When he left her at home,
"I did have a very good time, Cornelia, thank you."
"Goodbye," she interrupted, and gave him a brilliant

smile, anything to hide the abyss of loneliness that she had
had a glimpse of. Absolutely all. She ran into the house
and put a record on the gramophone—anything to keep
from thinking—All, all, definitive edition—last appearance.

And here she was being sentimental over a piece of

marionette writing paper. That last goodbye had been
six weeks ago, but she did not notice that her activities

had been particularly curtailed, a certain exaltation might
have gone out of them, but she was tired of parties any-
way. She had suddenly become less particular and more
popular. She remembered what he had said to her on the

beach, "When you have loved once and unhappily, it

leaves a scar. The scar makes you either more easily im-

pressed by everyone, more inflammable, or else it gives

you the feeling that no one makes any difference. No one
can ever stir you again."

Her answer had hardly been to the point, "You mustn't

speak to me so gently or I shall weep."
"How many calendar weeks can the thought of a person

hurt like the proverbial pains of hell," she wondered as she

I
>

i

j t back Le Duel and on another sheet of paper wrote her

acceptance to a house party. She smiled at the picture

—

Amourcux de Columbine. Omen?
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ODE TO WASHINGTON
Phoebe Jordan

The passing days and changing ways have blurred your
image to our sight

You toiled and made the blocks you laid to build a nation's

future might;
But Time has hid the work you did, and leaves your form

too vaguely bright.

Time has cast across the past a cloud of legend with the
real;

We gladly take, for romance' sake, the picture that the
tales reveal,

Nor pause to look beyond the book, and see the man in

the ideal.

For we have heard a famous word, "The Father of His
Native Land,"

And through that screen, we've dimly seen a shadowy
shape, unreal and grand,

We cannot find the man behind the ghostly form we under-
stand.

The march of Time has made sublime the object that you
strove to gain,

The land whose claim to power and fame, without your
efforts, would be vain

Has grown and spread till overhead, our Eagle guards a
wide domain.

You were the first our country nursed of all the great, her
noble sons,

And you were too, of those, who knew and watched her
birth among the guns

The greatest one, the eldest son among her later stalwart

ones.

We cry to you to help us through this day of power with-

out attaint.

We do not need, nor would we heed, a spectre shape, re-

mote and faint;

We need the man that really lived, ere we began to make
a saint.
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THE FUNERAL
{Catherine S. Lackey

T .D I is dead. There he lies in his coffin,

arrayed in a splendid His collar is white;
his tie is white; and his face is the same clean
color, turned yellow with age. One by one the

people, in their squeaking Sunday rch by him
and look gravely at his silent, sleeping smile. The children

stare wide-eyed and frightened. The women weep. The
men glower and turn away. They stand back in a circle

around the coffin. It is a handsome coffin, shaped to fit

the small worn body of the dead man. It is covered with
purple cloth, trimmed on the edges with a gold paper
filigree. The lid, lying nearby on the floor, is more elabo-

ratly decorated with gold patterns and a picture of Mary,
fixed in the center.

The organ wheezes a few chords. Then there is silence,

broken only by the sound of heavy breathing. A short

prayer is muttered and the hymn is announced by the

mist and customs agent, the only official of the Harbor
village. Old Geor as a personage of importance and
the laymen have honored him by arranging an additional

service in the mission hall.

"We will sing number four hundred and eleven." The
organ moans again and the voices of the men and women
moan with it, faintly at first, but redoubling their force

with each new verse, until the last line is a dreary wail,

"Leave we now thy servant sleeping."

After shutting up his instrument, the organist rises and
summons the pall bearers from the assembly. Six stalwart

men approach the coffin. Scraps of cloth are tied on their

arms and around their hats, which they clutch in their

long-wristed h i he foremost of them carries a hammer
and, with the help of the others, he nails on the lid of the

coffin. The first clang of the hammer startles the onlook< rs,

but by tl i ncl blow they have resumed their rigid

at lit tides and only blink their (
;.

Raising the coffin to their shoulders, tile bearers proceed
out of the mission hall onto the gravel pathway toward
the church. They are followed by the chief mourners, who
are marked by black rags wound, like the white ones,
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around their arms and hats. After them come the towns-

people in mass. There is no word among them. They
scrape their feet over the dirt. Slowly they walk, and
solemnly, behind the body of their friend. The church

bell tolls, and there, at the door, one can see the minister

with his white robes blown out by the wind. He leads the

procession up the aisle of the church to the altar. There
are more minor hymns, more prayers and another progress

to the burial ground. The graveyard is up on the hill

with no road or path leading to it. The minister goes

ahead, across the stubble grass field and across a brooklet

with no bridge. It is difficult to carry the coffin over it,

but more difficult to lift it up the steep slanting hill. There
are rocks to stumble upon and slippery footing in the

berry vines. The men are eager to help and their wives
clamber after them, dragging the children by their belts

and coatsleeves. At last they have all reached the ridge

of the hill. They walk along it, like shaggy, panting ani-

mals, speechless and breathless from the exertion of the

climb.

The graveyard lies below them in a shallow hollow of

the hill. It is a small square of ground, divided into smaller

squares by frail, half fallen wooden fences. There is a

new grave ready for Georgie, with the dirt and rocks piled

up beside it. Gradually the mute procession slides down
into the valley. The people gather around the new white
fence, and the minister and the pallbearers go within.

Awkwardly, they lower the purple box, with its glittering

ornaments, into the rocky ground. They stand glumly
gazing down upon it. They mumble the "Aniens" to the

prayers, and chant the dreary hymns.
The voice of the minister drones on alone, "Man. . .

born . . . full of misery." His words are smothered in the

wind and the pound of the sea in the distance. "Lord . . .

spare ... oh holy . . . judge for any pain of death to fall

from thee." He motions to the men to cast the earth upon
the body. It is stony earth and makes an irreverent clatter

on the wooden box. But all sound is blown away by the

wind save only the patches of the last prayers. "God . . .

commit his body . . . earth . . . ashes . . . dust . . . The
souls of the faithful . . . delivered, . . . faith . . . faith . . .

and everlasting glory, Amen."
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PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY
A. S. Slocovich

SING of delirious April and cannot prevent my
singing of rain running gutters and mist dripping
trees although all of the urchins puddle her
praises in mud and romancers state that the

wind is back of her stars. See I the aristocrat, skeptic,

finger with personal hands the damp new hair of a baby
and liken it even to new damp grass. I find my bald head
in the rain and unwillingly gaze at the wash and tide of

the sky. I write poems. I share the ridiculous rapture of

jazz from the houses blooming at night in the streets I

pass down. A man steps on my feet in a crowd. I adore
his face. I blunder. I laugh. I, hater of whimsy, stare at

a pool in the pavement and wonder if just jumping in

would one drop to the mirrored cloud. The wind flatters

my hair very much and the sun enters into my back. My
ears hear of the sap and O by the mollusc an unintentional

god leaps out of my mouth.
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ESCAPE
Helen Norton Coleman

Pip
HE'S coming."

"When?"
'This morning at ten—if the train isn't late.

Will you come with me—or wait here?"
"Oh—wait here, I think, dear. I'll put roses in her

room."
"Bless you—goodbye

—

"

The man hung up the receiver and replaced the telephone
on the bedside table. He tapped his cigarette nervously
and spoke to the picture of his daughter on the opposite

wall. "Jan, when you see her, try to understand, try to

like her for my sake."

The girl's face looked back at him with unchanged ex-

pression. He turned his back on it and gathered up gloves,

handkerchief, keys, wallet—adjusted his tie to its usual

nicety, and pulling a blue bachelor button out of a vase
inserted it in his lapel. He looked in the mirror. Well,

there he was—aged fifty—slightly bald—immaculate. The
adjective "charming" was usually applied to him. He had
the knack of understanding misunderstood women. He
could talk so brilliantly to a husband that that deluded
gentleman would say to his wife as they were going to bed
that night, "Dear, let's have Charlie Winston in often

—

he's a charming fellow
—

" And the woman would pretend
to forget certain adoring looks and reply "Certainly, John
—if you wish

—

"

He did have a way with him. Even when he didn't pay
his bills the iceman and grocer would restrain themselves
admirably. Smooth references to past illness, unfortunate
deals on the Stock Exchange—the general cultured aura
surrounding this man dazed their honest souls. Half un-
willingly their answer would be dragged out, "Sure, Mr.
Winston, we'll let her run another month." And out he
would walk, free again. The point was, he couldn't be
happy if people didn't think him a charming fellow—not
only Shirley whom he was going to marry—but Mrs.
Kassebaum, his cleaning woman. He was considerate of

her, telling her not to work too hard—but if she could just
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clean the silver as he was planning a little dinner for Miss
Janet What was that? Should she send over some good
wine Mr. Kassebaum had made? Oh no, not for the world
was she to bother—but if she really insisted, she might
send a bit of cracked ice along with it. And his smile
would reduce the bewildered creature to a state of beaming
perspiration.

Well, everything seemed to be all right. If only Jan
would see it his way. Lord! She was due in ten minutes.
He rose, snatched his walking stick and soft grey hat from
the chair and left the apartment hurriedly.

The station was crowded. He finally located Jan talking

to a group of boys. By George—she was a pretty girl.

She must have a damned good time at college—but now
she had seen him, was waving gailv

—

"Hullo, Father!"

"How are you, Jan?"
Something in her upturned face made him go on, say it

before he had intended to. Stupid of him with red caps
jostling him and the roar of the station almost drowning
his voice. Why didn't he ask her about her trip instead

—

he'd pictured himself saying it in a different setting—at

home. While Jan was unpacking he would sit on the edge
of the bed and smoke; then tell her very beautifully thai

he was giving her the most precious thing in the world

—

a mother,—that there wouldn't be much money so perhaps
she'd like to do something at home for a little while—not
go back to college—just now—And Jan would come over
to him and say, "Why, Father! how—" But there he
always stopped. He never could decide just what Jan
would say. At any rate here he was tailing her in a rough
uneven voice, not his own. He kept on telling her as they
rode up in the taxi.

"Jan, I'm getting married. You can't go back to college

—not enough money."
Well, why didn't she say it, "Win, lather! How—"

Bu t she was silent. He tried to elaborate it a little when
they reached the apartment.

"Honey, 1 know Shirley will be crazy about you. She
has a little girl too, named Barbara quite a cute child

—

and Shirley has rearranged your room."
Now they were in the room. Heavy red roses filled it,

with (ards placed here and there, "Welcome to my new
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baby from Shirley." "Much love from Shirley." Suddenly
the door opened and Shirley came in. The girl noticed

that her arms were white and fat—they shook a little as

she put out her hand. She started to embrace the girl.

"This is Janet, isn't it? Your Daddy has told me so

much about you. Now I shan't stay— I'll just run along
and let you two have a cosy chat. Then you're to come
right over and see Barbie. She's so excited she doesn't

know what to do. I've just sent her to wash her little

face."

The door closed. He looked at Janet. She was pale.

"Father! How

—

beastly of you—that woman—do you
dare try marriage again? Am I to wake up again to quarrel-

ing in the middle of the night? To bills, bills, bills. Isn't

once enough for you? Aren't Mrs. Farrar and Mrs. Jones
and Margot Smith enough for you?"

"Jan!"
"Does she know you? I'd like to tell her what you're

like when you're not charming!"

"Jan, for God's sake don't shout so. Stay here— I'll be
back."
He hurried out of the apartment for the second time

that morning. He knocked on the opposite door—an
eager voice greeted him.

"Does she like me, do you think, dearest?"

"Of course she does! She's just as happy about it as

we are—but she wonders if you would mind terribly if she

doesn't come to dinner. She feels so tired after that long

trip. The last thing she said to me was "Give her my love,

won't you, Father." So everything's going to be all right."

Arms pulled him down on the couch. He relaxed, dimly
aware of their softness. Of course, everything would turn
out all right in the end—it always did.
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ECSTASY
Aline Wechsler

Let me wheel
On the point of my mind
Through the maze of a sharp, steep night.

(My body
Thrown behind,

Quiescent
In a little heap.)

Oh, bright

Quicksilver

Are the spears of thought,

—

Mad figures, frantic lines,

That leap

In clean-cut, dazzling patterns

Through the sky.

Fierce, intricate designs!

The frigid spears

With keen and blazing edges,

Wildly pierce,

Disseminate
The essence that is I.

Their cold, white barb-ends
Penetrate,

And burn!

Below,
My body lies insensate,

Lost.

I must return.
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THE DREAM
Elizabeth Shaw

||S she followed the stream which flowed quietly

between its banks of over hanging ice and snow,
she was glad that she was alone. Behind her,

voices that had been insistent and clamorous had
faded until they mingled indistinguishably with the myriad
soft sounds she heard about her: with the chuckle of the

black water under the shelves of ice; with the fragile rustle

of little showers of snow which fell from time to time from
the hemlocks that grew in a cloudy profusion on either

hand; with the thin sound of the wind as it blew along
the surface of the snow; and with the soft sliding noises of

her own leisurely movements. The sunlight which poured
from a metallic blue sky was devoid of any softening quali-

ties, imparting only a hard gem-like radiance to the snow,
and being utterly repulsed from the dark opaque surface

of the swift water. It had transformed the tiny icicles that

hung from the banks into brilliant crystals of blue, red,

orange, green, that shot sparks of light into her eyes.

As she walked other and different sounds were becoming
audible, at first faint and difficult to perceive, but growing
rapidly louder and louder until, like the breaking of a
small dam, their significance flooded the consciousness of

the walker and she accelerated her pace. For the sounds
she heard were of the rushing of water over a fall of rocks,

and it was this which she wished most to see. There were
soon distinguishable all the sounds of a waterfall, the

downward sweeping of water, the pattering of drops of

water, the scraping of rocks, all these and many more she
heard, deadened and diffused by the impassive snow and
ice that everywhere surrounded the stream. An eagerness
to see the falls hurried her, and soon she emerged from the

woods, to find herself overlooking the downward leap of

water, now at last broken from its black imprisonment,
into something living and crystal which writhed and
tossed among the rocks and ice, and threw forth blinding

drops to the sun.

As soon as she saw the falls thus, she knew that she had
been there before. At first she considered the manifest
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impossibilities of any former visit to the stream, but soon
she remembered that it had been in a dream that she had
first seen these falls, and as she stood above them, and
watched them quivering and leaping under the hard light

it seemed that she was in her dream again.

It was a cold day of some strange and indeterminate
season of the year. The sky was a clear transparency of

no colour, from which came light without the necessity of

a sun. 'Frees there were none, neither were there any bushes
or grass, only the hard ground which seemed like a reflec-

tion of the sky. Over this ground poured a stream, until

it came to an edge over which it fell; and she was standing
on this edge watching. The stream was a luminous bright-

ness of which it was continually absorbing more and more
from the sky, the ground, and the vague masses of light

at the near lines of the horizon. As it shot from the brink,

the water was like a tortured snake from which branched
a hundred heads, wTith a hundred tongues, all strangely

bright which lashed in the air always breaking into frag-

ments of disintegrated light. It was a waterfall with a
pattern of translucent rocks. A large white one at the top

over which the water spread, flatly, shining, and swift; a

pile of rocks at the side, some smooth as the cheek of a shell,

others distorted into jagged forms from which the water
leapt, mysteriously alive; and at the bottom like a firm

crystal lay the largest rock of all which, as the stream
descended upon it sent up a jet of bright water into the

motionless air. As she stood watching, this jet grew taller,

reaching forth into space. The water was neither silver

nor gold, nor had it the quiet clarity of crystal. Its only

quality was light without the modification of colour. And,
although it had at first seemed impossible, this brightness

was increasing in pulsating throbs as the fountain at the

foot grew taller. Unconsciously as she had stood watching
a feeling of terror had stolen upon her, until suddenly she

felt more afraid than she had imagined possible. The water
crept higher. Soon it would touch her. Soon she would be

overwhelmed by its brightness. Now the stream was
absorbed in the twisting stalk of the living tree of water

that grew in the still air. Higher and yet higher, the next

drop would touch her, would stun her with its super-

natural light. . .
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The dream was over. The brilliant, tangible rays of the

sun fell on her again. A little wind, blowing along the

snow, had covered her with a white powder, and she seemed
a being emerged from another world.



BOOK REVIEWS

THE HIDDEN CITY
Philip Gibbs

In spite of our feeling that we are satiated with books
about the war and still more so with novels about that

much discussed problem, adjustment to life after the war,

it is with reawakened interest that we finish Sir Philip

Gibbs
1 new book. This is in part due to the great advance

over previous works that he makes in the presentation of

his subject matter. Through the eyes of his main character,

a doctor with a smattering of psychology, he explores the

minds of individuals in post-war London; The Hidden
City. This happy idea of portraying a heterogeneous group
of characters and incidents as viewed through the eyes of

an intelligent physician allows him great range. Moreover
using a character as a medium for expressing his views
makes his observations pleasantly convincing, for no
reader is reluctant to credit the testimony of a man so

balanced as Dr. Jevons. Similar books have failed to con-

vince either because they use only one or two neurotic

characters to represent the population of a city or because
the effect of life is shown as acting on an abnormal indi-

vidual which does not agitate a reader confident of his

own sanity. By thus eliminating the touch of skepticism
and incredulity which had tinged the reading of other
-Indies Gibbs succeeds in making his book plausible and
perturbing.

Unfortunately this device, though excellent in itself, in-

volves the use oi a character. The preferable procedure
would be to allow the doctor to fulfill his function; that

is, to be a satisfying wooden peg on which to hang the

patterned story, and no more. But Gibbs evidently feels

himself constrained to evolve a special plot in which to

place him and thus fully justify his existence. He there-
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fore endows him with a sister, an uninteresting replica, of

all sympathetic and courageous post-war sisters, an im-

probable love affair, and a one-phase character. Had
Gibbs left him in the role of a Greek chorus his one-

dimensional character would not be disturbing, but as it

is, he is aggressively reminiscent of the traditionally good-
hearted village curate. He is "filled with bitterness" be-

cause life which should be such "glorious sport" finds his

fellow beings standing suspicious and armed against them-
selves with raw, self-probing distrust. Although the tone

of his personality is unpleasant his observations are relevant

and worthy of attention on the whole when they voice

Gibbs' opinion. The notable exception is his final italicised

diagnosis which should be a climax. His conclusion is that

"civilization is the disease." This remark besides being
banal and unqualified is not proved. From Gibbs' book
it would seem more probable that the turmoil illustrated

was occasioned by the great war or by the widespread
absorption in psychology.

Aside from this partial mishandling of a good policy the

book is praiseworthy. The panorama of characters unrolls

rapidly: "golden" Cynthia afraid of her parents' de-

bauchery, Gilbert Blake writing unsuccessful plays and
wavering between suicide and departure from wife and
home, Nina Ziborova, a heroic Russian who shocks her

audience with too vivid tales of the revolution, a lady
spiritualist who devotes her life to proving the British to

be descended from the lost tribes of Israel, a shop girl

bothered by an exhibition complex, and so on. These
sketches are well drawn together and relevant to the

theme. Moreover their being related in a contemplative
tone helps to persuade the reader that Sir Philip is por-

traying London without prejudice and discriminating only
enough to be interesting.

This book, though not momentous in itself, is important
for its provocative quality. It offers no solution for the
turmoil discussed. Gibbs evidently agrees with Tchekov
that an artist's aim should be not to solve a problem but
to state it correctly, and this he has adequately done.

Eileen McGrath
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THE STREAMSIDE MANNER
Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish

WAS sitting one night on a train, my mind a
mass of the vague ideas always called up in me
by soothing yet stimulating travel. I felt sus-

pended between past and future in a detached
present from which alone I could gain true perspective.

When I looked out on seemingly motionless darkness I felt

completely separated from the life I had just been leading

and the life I was presently to lead. Thus, as I whirled

through unmoving, unlimited space, coming from a past as

unreal as the rapidly approaching future, my mind was
curiously stirred. Many ideas, uncrystallized, and so as

yet, only potentially useful, seethed beneath the surface of

my consciousness. However, I felt that one idea was
struggling to define itself, to rise. So, in the best stream-
side manner of a certain authoress, I cast a line into the

stream of my thoughts and trolled busily up and down.
Suddenly, the line grew taut. Ah, I thought, at last I

have caught something. It resisted at first, but, after a
really sporting battle, I was able to land this restive thought.
It was still shapeless and unformed, but by turning it over
and examining it hopefully, I realized it was the germ of

several embryonic thoughts concerning subjective literary

criticism.

Whereupon, there rose to my mind the picture of Vir-

ginia Woolf who sits fishing industriously into the stream
of her thoughts until she finds one which she considers

sufficiently susceptible to further development, to be
hauled up, spread out on the grass, and written about.

Fishing into a well-stocked mind, she is the modern
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"Compleaf Angler." But her latest critical writing, "A
Room of One's Own," has become a detailed, almost
technical discussion of her mental processes when fishing.

For, to use another metaphor, Mrs. Woolf takes the reader
firmly by the hand and together they assist at the birth

pangs and subsequent bringing up of her ideas. She seems
quite unable to keep secret these coming additions to her
family of thoughts and letting the reader into her complete
confidence, minutely informs him of all the difficulties of

creation. Not only must he be present at these first stir-

rings, but he must also watch the careful nourishing of her

little children during the early years of their growth until

they finally become full-fledged ideas.

Of course, Mrs. Woolf is quite conscious of her delightful

frankness when she confides, "I am going to develop in

your presence as freely and fully as I can the train of

thought which led me to think that a woman must have
money and a room of her own to write." And she is as

good as her word, for she does not spare her reader a single

cogitation. She describes her technique in casting for an
idea thus: "Thought—to call it by a better name than it

deserved—had let its line into the stream. It swayed
minute after minute, hither and thither among the re-

flections and weeds, letting the wrater lift it and sink it,

until—you know the little tug—the sudden conglomeration
of an idea at the end of one's line—and then the cautious

hauling of it in, and the careful laying of it out?" So she

starts "A Room of One's Own"; but this first thought so

cautiously hauled in is chased away by an irate beadle
who objects to her straying from the proper path. She
continues her mental ramble, however, for "as chance
would have it some stray memory of some old essay about
revisiting Oxbridge in the long vacation brought Charles
Lamb to mind." Charles Lamb starts a train of thought
concerning Max Beerbohm, Lycidas, Thackeray. The
thought of Thackeray brings on, in turn, a desire to see

the manuscript of Henry Esmond in the library where
Mrs. Woolf in the course of her physical peregrinations

has now arrived. A worthy desire, but one which can
only result in frustration for a mere woman. Next, she

leads the reader a merry dance, as her thoughts skip

lightly over a chapel, its congregation, construction, men
with trays on their heads, gramophones, and, finally, a
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luncheon party. Here, her tireless mind flits from the

consideration of a Manx cat, to prewar luncheon parties,

to Tennyson and Christina Rossetti. No doubt, that is

very logical and flowing, yet a worried look has come into

the reader's eye, and he has begun to pant a little.

But a far more strenuous time is yet in store for him, as

he must suffer with Mrs. Woolf all the pains of initiation

into the complexities of the British Museum. For she says
''that a visit to Oxbridge and the luncheon and dinner had
started a swarm of questions. Why did men drink wine
and women water? Why was one sex so prosperous and
the other so poor? What effect has poverty on fiction?

What conditions are necessary for the creation of works
of art?" Here even the most well meaning reader becomes
rather distressed, for he had thought Mrs. Woolf was
going to answer questions herself, not throw them at him.
However, she insists on co-operation, so hand in hand
they start out. He is told exactly what is done, "One went
to the counter; one took a slip of paper; one opened a
volume of the catalog." Now, however, comes complete
bewilderment. Mrs. Woolf cries aloud, "How shall I ever

find the grains of truth imbedded in all this mass of paper?
I asked myself and in despair began running my eye up
and down the long lists of titles." The reader wishes
frantically that he could help and is reduced to helplessly

muttering, oh dear, oh dear, while Mrs. Woolf twists her

mind this way and that, takes some incoherent notes,

draws a picture of an old German doctor, wonders whether
his wife's lover wore astrakhan. At last, however, after

some fifteen pages, she discovers that "Anger had snatched
my pencil while I dreamt. But what was anger doing
there?" Here the reader's hithertofore well-controlled

mutter rises to a pained cry. Fortunately for him, how-
ever, Mrs. Woolf goes on to inform him that "interest,

confusion, boredom, all these emotions I could trace and
name as they had succeeded each other throughout the

morning. My heart had leapt. My cheeks had burnt. I

had flushed with anger." The reader is so fascinated that

he wishes she had disclosed further physiological data on
blood pressure, gland action, lung power. Nevertheless,

he breathes a sigh of relief, glad that Mrs. Woolf has
finally alighted on a definite idea.

Still he wishes she had done some of that tracking down
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of an idea by herself. For this method may be very charm-
ing and mellow and give an interesting insight into the
questions which arise in attacking a problem, but it is too
exposed. Mrs. Woolf occupies a great deal of her reader's
time pretending that he and she are discovering, for the
first time, these interesting things about her mental pro-
cesses. It is a preoccupation in a subjective which is often
so personal as to be more interesting to the author than to
the reader. It is, of course, very kind of Mrs. Woolf to

allow the reader to be present while the children growT up,
but it is difficult for those who like their authors to create
a carefully bred idea well on its way to maturity before
introducing it to the public. For these latter authors have
a sense of modesty, priggish, no doubt, which leads them
to bring forth and raise up their ideas behind closed doors,

at least, on unpublished pages. Their perverted sense of

decency causes them to conceal the interesting obstetrics.

Now, however, all that is changed, thanks to a literary

age which sees the true lights of self-analysis. Thanks to

authors, such as Mrs. Woolf, the public is being let in on
the fun, and its tremendous curiosity as to where books
come from is being rapidly satisfied.

Another authoress who is much interested in this task

of satisfying the public's curiosity is Miss Rebecca West.
She licks a sensitive forefinger and holds it anxiously aloft

to see which way the literary winds are blowing. Having
thus ascertained the exact spot toward which the weather-

vane is pointing, she runs brightly thither still holding

aloft this all significant finger. So she is a devotee of that

popular sport of making any novel mean exactly what the

critic wishes it to mean. The players of this game regard

the work of a creative writer as a rough shell into which
they pour all the really important filling. This critical

service, which Miss West has been performing for Andr6
Gide, for example, in a letter to the Bookman, is all to the

benefit of the critic because he, or she, is able to appreciate

the real significance of a book far more deeply than the

unseeing layman who is only too apt to call a spade a

spade, letting it go at that. But a spade is most certainly

not a spade; to any really conscious critic such a confession

would be a hopeless admission of lack of perception. Thus
she writes the following when describing Gide's novel,

'Tsabelle", "He found her sitting in the park sewing a
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new ribbon on a battered old hat, (here the laughter of

those familiar with Freudian symbols becomes almost too

knowing), and directing the workmen who were cutting

down the magnificent old trees, (here the laughter of those

versed in Freudian symbols becomes deafening)." For
just let Miss West's active self play with a seemingly un-
important description of a woman sewing a hat and having
some trees cut down, and she will be able to make some-
thing out of it. The hat is the symbol of the female, the

tree that of the male, and, departing from this Freudian
impetus, she goes on to elaborate the passage into an
allegory containing everything but Green's

'

'Short History
of the English People."

But not only does Miss West introduce her favorite

psychopathical theories into her criticism, she is the high
priestess of the feel-your-pulse-hold-your-tongue school of

criticism. She sits by the hour, or rather writes by the

page, anxiously holding her pulse, thrilled by its seventy
odd pulsations; she becomes cross-eyed in her attempts to

recount to a no doubt breathless audience the many strik-

ing aspects of her tongue. She starts 'The Strange Neces-
sity," "I shut the bookshop behind me and walked slowly

down the street that leads from the Odeon to the Boulevard
Saint-Germain in the best of all cities, reading in the little

volume which had there been sold to me, not exactly pre-

tentiously, indeed with a matter-of-fact briskness yet with
a sense of there being something on hand different from
an ordinary commercial transaction: as they sell pious

what-nots in a cathedral porch. Presently I stopped. I

said 'Ah!' and smiled up into the clear French light." Ah,
says Rebecca West, watch Rebecca West saying, ah, and
smiling up into the clear French light. Then she launches
into a discussion of "Ulysses." A most convenient and
adaptable book, for it seems to be all things to all people.

It is the storage house of every critic's pet theories; it

will fit any interpretation. Miss West thinks many com-
plicated things about it, as she walks down the Rue de
Rivoli. Miss West shares with Mrs. Woolf a remarkable
ability to lead a strenuous mental life co-existent with yet
remarkably detached from an equally active physical life.

For with her mind, as she proudly admits, still "pounding
away at the matter of 'Ulysses,' she takes the reader on
a shopping expedition, buying a black lace dress, three
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hats, (here the laughter of those . . ..), to luncheon and
on several other errands. In the course of their ramble,

they arrive at this profound passage. "Yet there is a
bridge built between the emotions which are caused in me
by the Prune panels, the dress, 'Ulysses.' But there can
be no such bridge. There IS, however, there is a bridge
which is to say that in the world of my feelings that bridge
exists. It must have been built by my soul because my
soul felt the need of it. Now I begin to be reminded of

something: of a realization that came to me once when I

was reading in the mystical writings of St. Therese of Arial."

Later, "For I was saying to myself, 'If you go to Versailles

tomorrow you will not have time to see the Ingres.' And
although Versailles is one of the places in which of all the

world I like most to be, I decided to stay and see the

Ingres: and then I remembered that when I had been in

Paris four months before I had had to make the same
choice and that then I had chosen to go to Versailles, but
that the time before the choice had been as it was now;
and I recognized that in noting these alterations of atti-

tude I had detected my organism recognizing its necessi-

ties by the state of its appetite, as it does when it feels

hunger half an hour before dinner and not at all half an
hour after it."

"As it does when it feels hunger," I muttered thought-
fully to myself, for in the words of Miss West "I had
begun to be reminded of something." What was, I asked,

this realization that was coming to me? I felt my tongue

—

it was dry; I pressed my forehead—it was hot; there was
a certain feeling in my stomach. What possible connection

could there be between my tongue, my stomach, and
Rebecca West? I ran my mind frantically through all

possibilities. Suddenly there swept over me a wave of

recognition. "Ah," I cried, I "have detected my organism
recognizing its necessities," so I arose and went into the

dining car.
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Faute de Mieux

was a late summer afternoon in Tours. The
air was warm, but with that peculiar mountain-
ous freshness of Touraine. Silent bicycles were
drowsing home down the Esplanade. A hurdy-

gurdy was playing "La Fille du Bedouin" with cracked
insistence. Upstairs in a small pension on the Boulevard
Beranger, pleasantly and familiarly conscious of all these

things, Esther Scott was dressing for dinner. She was pre-

paring to go out with a young Frenchman whose acquaint-

ance she had made the day before on the train from Paris.

Her manner of dressing was quite indicative of her

frame of mind. If she had been one sort of girl, she would
have been scowling defiance at an imaginary maiden aunt
in the mirror. In another sort, you might have observed
an adventurous and breathless sparkle, as of one about to

do something exquisitely perilous. A third sort might have
been hesitating—putting on her slippers and taking them
off again; wondering, was it quite— ? Esther's manner was
none of these. She was almost brutally calm. She had
been left to her own devices so young that she hardly
knew what it was to feel defiant. She had had enough of

this sort of adventure to know that they were rarely even
remotely thrilling or remotely dangerous. Jean-Jacques
had talked music with seeming intelligence on the Paris

Express, and it was perfectly natural that he should invite

her out to dinner. They would eat, dance, talk music, and
walk home when stars were bright over Touraine. It was
all quite simple and dull. However, a meal is always a
meal, she decided philosophically, and powdered her nose.

Her pulse was quite normal as she went downstairs to

find Jean-Jacques waiting in the hall. He was a tall, thin

young man with startlingly black hair, a rather anaemic
complexion, the features of a naive satyr, and a charming
smile. But then, thought Esther, all Frenchmen have
charming smiles, just as all French women have flat feet.

It's part of their equipment for life.

"My friends are waiting at the cafe," he was explaining.

"I hope you don't mind their dining with us."
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"Not at all. I'm sorry to have been so long. I'm afraid

I'\ e made you all wait." Esther's French, though excellent,

was a trifle stiff with people she did not know well. Where
she shone was at listening. "I outdo Moltke any day," she
once said. "He could only be silent in seven languages.

I can listen sympathetically in any language."

She and Jean-Jacques were walking down the Boulevard
in the evening shadow of the chestnut trees. More bicycles,

with orange lanterns swinging on the handle-bars, passed

them like will-o'-the-wisps in the dusk. Jean-Jacques was
laughing at the chestnut trees.

"They're so bourgeois and provincial," he said. "Now
the chestnut trees in the Luxembourg are perfect Pa-
siennes, don't you think? A little faded, a little thin and
worn, but what an air."

"They're not so clean as these," said Esther.

"That's another bourgeois trait. These trees are plump
and shiny, just like the girls in this part of the country.

Estaire, I must show you the poem I wrote about you this

morning, when we get to the cafe. You know, I would be
a great poet if people liked my poems."

"Can't you be one anyway?"
"Oh no— I need approval to do my best. Perhaps if

you like my poems I will be a great poet. Here we are

—

upstairs."

They climbed the narrow stairway to the smoky dining-

room where a large, enthusiastic but ill-organized orchestra

was playing "La Fille du Bedouin." From a table in the

corner, a young man waved to Jean-Jacques, and they
crossed the room to sit down.

Introductions were accomplished. Louis looked at Esther
once thoroughly, and she decided she didn't care if he never

did again. He was short and excessively ugly in the greasy

Btyle of southern France. The girl with him was a sur-

prising contrast. She was slim, frail and blonde, quiet and
aloof-looking, better dressed than any other woman in the

cafe. She bowed without smiling when Esther was intro-

duced to her, then turned again to listen to Louis. He was
leaning close to her, talking in low tones with a particularly

salacious grin. Simone's smile was a masterpiece of indul-

gent boredom.

Jean-Jacques was ordering the meal, with occasional

inquiries in Esther's direction. She agreed with everything
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he said, more from inertia than from faith in his judgment.
But she found that she had done well to agree. Jean-

Jacques took his food seriously, and what he selected was
decidedly worth eating.

When the details were settled and they were waiting for

the hors d'oeuvres, he produced with a flourish a sheet of

paper which he handed to Esther. As she deciphered the

decorative handwriting, she marvelled at his anxious face

watching her. It was an amusing sonnet, celebrating the

good fortune which had thrown into the same railway

carriage two congenial souls from opposite sides of the

Atlantic. Jean-Jacques actually glowed at her appreciative

comments.

"If everybody was as kind as you, I would be a great

poet," he cried. "But I need people to be kind to me

—

you don't know how I need them. And you're going away
soon, and then nobody will appreciate my talents." Esther
laughed.

"I'm sure you'll always find someone to appreciate your
talents," she said. His great talent, she decided, lay in his

infinite sensitiveness to the moods of people with him. He
seemed to know instinctively exactly how they wanted him
to act—which was perhaps why, at this moment, he was
asking her to dance.

They danced. They returned to the table and ate and
drank clear golden Vouvray. They talked about music and
Paris. And Esther continued to wonder about Louis and
Simone. The man was repulsive; there was no doubt about
that. The girl was—well, what was she? Lovely, and re-

fined-looking, but not evidently shocked or pained by Louis'

hot hand on her shoulder, his nasty face close to hers.

Esther felt slightly ill.

Louis asked her to dance, and without exactly meaning
to, she did. The orchestra was playing a tango. Louis
danced very well, but his hands were unpleasant, and his

conversation, she presently realized, ambiguous. She was
glad to get back to the table and the cool Vouvray and
Jean-Jacques' absurdities.

The evening progressed with a strange blankness. Esther
supposed that a conversation was being held, but she was
not at all sure what it was about. She was too concerned
with being bewildered at her own bewilderment. When,
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suddenly, the evening was over, she pulled herself together

sharply, and told herself to be at least polite.

The other two wished them good-night, Louis with a
leer, Simone with cool equanimity. She and Jean-Jacques
were standing on the sidewalk under the chestnut trees,

and stars were cool over Touraine.
"I'm afraid you didn't like my friends," began Jean-

Jacques doubtfully.

"I'm afraid I didn't," she agreed.

"I admit Louis isn't very attractive. And as for

Simone
—

" he shrugged his shoulders
—

"she is what she is.

She has to earn her living."

"It's not the sort of company I'm used to," said Esther.

"Why didn't you get one of her sort if you knew the party
was in that order?"

"I was broke," said Jean-Jacques simply.

"That was your only reason?"
"Oh, no— I found you to my liking." Esther laughed

shortly.

"In any case, I think you owe me an apology."
"I don't," said Jean-Jacques. "I think you owe me one."

"What on earth do you mean?" Esther was used to

Frenchmen, or thought she was, but she had never met
one quite so hard to cow as this Jean-Jacques who had
seemed so eager to please.

"Either you are being needlessly stupid," he said, "or

you do not realize what is expected of you."
"I'm afraid I don't," said Esther coldly, and lived to

regret it. For Jean-Jacques told her, and added, gratis, a
lecture on the subject. Esther listened, her mind growing
blanker by the minute. It was all so logical. The French
are such a reasonable nation. Epitaph: Here lies an
American Virgin, deflowered by French Logic. God!
What arguments! Answer that if you can! On the other

hand, leave it unanswered if you care to.

"I don't see it that way," she said, as firmly as she

could.

"Don't you? It's so simple," said Jean-Jacques.
"I'm afraid I must leave you," said Esther. He looked

at her in amazement.

"I don't understand. Don't you see what I mean?"
"Perfectly. It's quite obvious."
"But Estaire, I'm disappointed in you. You're charm-
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ing—it's ridiculous of you to throw away your chances

—

and mine."

"I'm afraid I'm too old to convert to your point of

view," said Esther.

"Something's wrong, certainly," he agreed dubiously,

and sank his hands in his pockets.

Suddenly he cried aloud in anguish. "Sapeli-popette!

two kilometres from home, and three sous is all I have.

What shall I do?"
"Walk," suggested Esther.

"Estaire! two kilometres of cobble-stones—and I'm
tired. Can you lend me five francs? Just for tram fare.

I'll pay you tomorrow."
"You can mail it to me," she said, picking out the

dirtiest note in her purse to give him.

"May I walk home with you?" he asked.

"No, thank you. I'll leave you here."

"Well—good-night, Estaire." He gave her a last re-

proachful look.

"Good-bye, Jean Jacques." She turned her back de-

cisively on that episode, and walked off up the boulevard.

The night was cool, and she walked fast. A belated bicycle

passed her, and the rider of it whistled "La Fille du Bedouin"
at her.

She was still angry as she climbed the stairs of her
pension, but when she was alone in her room, she sat down
on the bed, and laughed till she was quite helpless.
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AN ICONOCLASTIC CRY FROM A MEMBER
OF THE OLD SCHOOL

Mata Hari

•NIGHT as I sit on my strangely hard chair,

leaning with dejected mien on my strangely dis-

ordered desk, 1 feel creeping over me a mood
which I had believed for the last year or so to

have wel lost. Evidently it is not so, for tonight again I

know that ancient, perverse desire to break idols. But
not, unhappily, idols in general,—that would be a fairly

innocuous procedure, and one, indeed, hallowed by time-

honored traditions. No, there is a particular idol wrhich I

must have known secretly for a long time I would some
day have to attack. The day is come and it is the evening
of the day and surely I can no longer restrain myself. I

would tear down from the impregnable superiority of its

pedestal an image that has long been derisively grinning

at me. People call it the Sense of Humor. For how many
generations, Lord, have they worshipped it,—blindly,

—

hardly daring to glance upwrard at its complacent smile

continually widening? How many years have they served

in its temple, ardent acolytes with a view to becoming
high priests? Proximity and adoration they believe will

gradually, though certainly, wear down the idol's snob-

bishness so that they too, shall be instilled wTith some
portion of its sacred and all-desirable qualities. Possibly

they are right, possibly their desires are indeed granted,

—

for certainly, on the face of too many of my contemporaries
have I remarked a curious affliction of the eye and mouth:
a convulsive narrowing of the lids—so that slight wrinkles

are slowly provoked at the corners of the eyes,—and an
uncertain twitching of the lips. The effect may be com-
pared, for purposes of convenience at least, to that of a

graven image which has suddenly seen the point of a

consummate joke. On the faces about me, I suppose that

these rather astonishing inabilities may be considered as

an outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual

readiness to laugh at something which might, however
ultimately, be humorous. The whole is not, I think, an
attractive phenomenon to observe. Surely it fosters self-
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consciousness of the most unfortunate sort not only in the

person thus afflicted, but also in the person who looks on
even casually. There is built up an atmosphere of sus-

pense, strained to the most intense degree, and when
finally the awaited witticism comes forth, the laughter
which too, too immediately greets it is distinctly high-

strung, almost hysterical—as of sheer relief at the fortui-

tous ending of a national crisis. May I say mildly that
this state of affairs annoys me, even affects me so much
that at this point any mention of humor or the sense of it

is to me as the mention of Sacco and Vanzetti to any good
Socialist? In a word, my adrenal glands secrete within me,
and I hunger and thirst after battle. A war between
Humor and Gravity: that would indeed be a battle of the

giants. The earth would rock with the laughter of the
legions of Humor and tremble to the awful, steady tread

of the cohorts of Gravity. And shafts of ribaldry would
clash against shafts of sweet seriousness and electric sparks
of wit would mingle with the vague grey smoke of sobrie-

ty. . . And yet I could never for a moment be in doubt
about the outcome of it all. Unfortunately, I know a
fairly representative group of people, and of these perhaps
five percent are sincere, organic devotees of that grimacing
idol. The rest likewise, with few exceptions, are devotees,

I grant you, but socially, not temperamentally, for I am
told that everyone must move with the trend of the times
and the present time would exact of us all the acquisition

of a larger and a superior sense of humor. We are to be a
social lot, seeing the funny side of the saddest things,

smiling broadly at tragedy. We are not to be content to

wait patiently for the silver lining: we are to laugh im-
mediately at the cloud itself. The very babes in arms,
when their nurses have dropped them or when pins have
been introduced into the flaccid fatness of their extremi-

ties, the very babes in arms are being taught to say with
the speed of a native reflex action, "If it weren't for my
sense of humor, I should certainly have cried myself to

sleep."

But all this notwithstanding, it is obvious to me and I

trust to many another, that the heart of the masses is not
really in it. They wish in their innermost beings to weep
at their sorrows as I do, and to laugh, when they do,

spontaneously and in spite of themselves at aged, hearty
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jests: surely they must be sore and tired of baring their

teeth and throwing a gleam into their eyes at almost every
spoken \\<>rd. But 1 fear the moment tor revolt is not yet

come: i see them Mill scraping and bowing in front of

their idol, casting furtive glanres about them, not to miss

any humorous word or gesture-. Pharisees, hypocrites! And
1 see myself yet lost, outnumbered when I dare to cast

the first stone at that sneering effigy. But I say unto you
that the day shall come when facial muscles shall grow
tired, vocal cords sore and stiff, and there shall be many
a deserter to the serene ranks of Gravity. And Humor
shall be beaten down and stamped out by that very calm,

impenetrability which it now mocks at, and Gravity shall

rule supreme over "this green earth." Nevertheless, 1

know with a great sadness in my heart that I shall never
see this splendid world; I know that I shall live out my
life declassee, a solitary woman with one all-consuming

hatred. And yet shall I start this very morrowT to fight

the good fight; nothing daunted I shall retain an im-

passive and possibly a chill countenance in the face of the

most daring quips of my waggish friends and I shall stare

bitterly, and sadly at all offenders,—at least, until I have
had my coffee.
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THE NIGHT WATCHMAN
Greta Garbo

E was night watchman on the country estate of

Eduardo Rasputio, Conte di Grospigrole. It

was his first experience in this capacity. He had
been out of a job for weeks and finally he had

heard of this opportunity, and seized upon it, although he
had never been outside of the crowd and bustle of the
city, and the constant companionability of its busy streets.

The quiet of the country, the peace and solitude of the
rural atmosphere, the loneliness of deserted landscapes,

were new to him. He was used to the jostling and elbowing
of the markets, the quays and the wharves. Here he
jostled only against the creatures of his own imagining,

and elbowed the sombre throngs of antiquity, with whom
his suddenly aroused fancy peopled the shadowed path-
ways and sagging terraces.

His watch began at seven, and that first evening Guilio,

the old caretaker, had gone the rounds with him, so that

he might see, before the dark came on, what ground he
would have to cover, and into what forgotten nooks the
rays of his watchman's light should penetrate. It was a
long patrol, and two hours had elapsed before they traversed
the whole property.

They had gone first from the terrace in front of the cold

high villa, to the Emperors' Walk, a wide, bare, flagged

oval below the house, its arched niches affording lonely

shelter to the busts of stern Roman emperors, whose
laureled heads decayed on their pedestals. A flight of

cracked marble steps led away from the right of the
Emperors' Walk to the olive terraces and the fruit trees

which stood now, twisted and leafless in the grey of the
descending twilight. Once through these orchards, the

watch retraced his path, traversed again the staring, empty
spaces of the Emperors' Walk, descended the flight of

steps to the left, into the subtle obscurities of the grotto,

—

stiff and conventional in the Rococo tradition, but, for all

that, dusky and winding and irregular to the unaccustomed
eye.

Once more on the desolate terrace of the emperors, the
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Rococo grotto assumed a grotesque and childish aspect,

rather like an obvious bogy to frighten little children, but
it was the long, narrow urn-lined stretch of greensward
which lay directly in front of the Emperors' Walk that

seemed the more forbidding of the two. It stretched like a

tapering black ribbon between dark trees down to a little

artificial lake in the distance, and on the edge of this tree-

banked alley, at lonely intervals, stood yawning vases as

tall as a man.
With the increasing dusk, the watchman and Guilio

paraded the long alley, walked around the little lake, with

its deserted summer-house, and came around to the back
of the villa by way of the woods flanking the greensward.

It was almost nine when they reached the kitchen gardens,

the stables and the servants' quarters, and the purple

night was already upon them. "You had best be off on
your rounds again," said the caretaker. "You must go
once around the villa each time besides, but I will do it

for you now, so that you can start at once on the grounds."

The night watchman thanked him with an air of jauntiness,

lit his lantern, and went around to the w7ind-swept terrace

in front of the house.
* * *

It was damp and bleak in the shadow of the bare, lifeless

wall of the villa, and as he descended the stone steps to

the Emperors' Walk, the night wratchman shuddered a

little at the hollow click of his boots on the cold flagging.

His lantern shed a dull yellow circle of light on the stones,

and if he looked over his shoulder, he could catch a glimpse

of the immensity of his own shadow, which obscured the

light behind him. He held the lantern high above his head,

and peered about him at the chipped and wreather-beaten

faces of the emperors on tip-tilted pedestals. He smiled a
little grimly to himself at the thought of the night watch-
incn before him, who must have had their ardour for mid-
night prowling dampened by the sight. Hut he could feel

tolerant of them in a way, when he realized what fancies

those death-like faces must have evoked. He could see

that for a more timorous man, the head of Nero might

gradually appear to be smiling,—coldly ironic,—indeed if a

fanciful man should stare at it long, it might seem even to

1)1 sneering. The night watchman cast a deprecating glance

at the motionless face of the sombre Nero, and echoed his
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way down the cracked marble steps to the olive orchard.

Here his light played fitfully on the gnarled and ancient

olive branches, which danced and flickered in his path. He
moved swiftly among the trees, his fertile imagination

again conjuring up before him reproductions of those

fanciful images which must have haunted the less bold

watchers of the night who had been his predecessors. He
saw with a snort of supercilious pleasure, the kind of

tortuous and angular grotesques that the branches of the

old olives would become to the fearful man, and he could

imagine the horror that might possess some at sight of the

ghost green trees against the yellow moon for a man who
did not have his feet firmly planted on the ground. The
branches might almost take on the shapes of living, breath-

ing, swaying bodies,—beckoning, —entwining. . . . And he
rapped the tree trunks loudly with the stick he carried,

and took a lonely pleasure in the hollowness of the crack.

As he passed over the Emperors' Walk to the grotto, he
cast a defiant look at the stony-faced Nero, but he was in

haste to continue on his rounds, and did not pause to see

if Nero's expression were actually unsmiling, or scornful

and leering.

The grotto, now that night had enveloped it, was blue-

black and cavernous, a dark and infinite pit, in which,

—

for the imaginative,—might lurk bandits, conspirators,

murderers. It was just the place, reasoned the night

watchman, where fright would overcome the coward, and
where each new bend in the rock-bound paths, would
conceal a fresh terror. As he walked through the grotto,

his light dancing and twisting in queer arabesques on the

stony walls, his mind danced crazily with the conceits of

that fearful watchman whom he fancied to himself. He
could picture the horror that would seize him at sight of

that sudden hideous figure, hunched over in the middle of

the path, its eyes fixed and vacant, its nose hooked and
flaring, its lips bared on angry fangs,—when in reality it

was only a fallen gargoyle. And that white wraith-like

apparition writhing across the rocks up there above him!
That would unman another; it would set his hair on end
and send the thrills of terror vibrating through his body,
when it was only—why! it was just a clump of bluettes!

He hurried a little through the grotto for he did not
wish to be late on his rounds, and once again he ascended
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to the Emperors' Walk. He had been thinking of that

bust of the emperor Nero, and just to prove to himself

that anyone who thought the face leered was simply

fabricating, he strode noisily across the broken flagstones

with the light before him, and ascertained that the ex-

pression was stolid, serious. And as he stood gazing at

the statue, he thought, with some perspicacity it seemed
to him, of how any one else might have suddenly wheeled
around and flashed the light on the rest of that unknown
pavilion. They would have backed up to the Emperor
Nero, knowing him to be nothing but stone, and waited
to hear the breathing of some more animate object.

As he moved away, and came to the steps that led down
the urn-lined alley to the lake, he remembered ha\ ing redd

of watchmen wTho whistled on their rounds, but he was
made of sterner stuff, and was not obliged to shatter the

stilly silence of the night with his tune. As he walked
dowrn the alley made by trees and vases, the mist, rising

from the lake, rolled up over the grass and veiled the

landscape in a translucent haze. It hung white and spectral

about the urns, and trailed in vagrant wisps oxer the tips

of the cypresses. As the night watchman threaded his

way down the alley, past the urns, taller than himself, he
thought how small and powerless other watchmen must
have felt, how deeply and subtly engulfed in delicate and
ephemeral shadows, and as he looked he could almost see

the flicker of the marsh light that wrould have lured others

to destruction. The fearful man would have fancied it

capricing to and fro, lighting on first one vase and then

another, dancing wildly and more wildly with a seductive
fascination until finally the man would have gone mad.
And the watchman shifted his lantern to the other hand,

and walked around the lake.

The boards in the summer-house were broken and
warped. Here and there a jagged gap showed in the

foundation or the roof, where the wood had been hacked
off for kindling, and the mist streamed fantastically in and
out of the chinks, like baby ghosts. The ideal spot for

murder or suicide the night watchman thought, and with

what vividness and gruesome detail a terrified man would
further terrorize himself with such a story. It was easy to

see how the murder could be visualized, there on the half-

derayed floor, or perhaps under the floor, with possibly
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one blood-stained glove in the tangled weeds by the house

to give witness.

The night watchman played his light on the tall grasses

by the summer-house, and congratulated himself that he
was free from such thoughts. If one were the prey of one's

imagination, what might one not think of that boot shape
rising out of the boards of the rotten floor, and that white-

ness, like satin breeches, lying akimbo in the floor-gap?

Of course, if one looked closely it was plain there was only

—

a stump,—and an old paper,—but there would be those

who would not have the courage to look.

As the night watchman strode into the woods that

flanked the alley and led in roundabout fashion to the

stables and gardens, his mind dwelt ever more scornfully

on that other fancied watchman, for whom the lonely

woods at night would be peopled by sinister figures, dim
and indistinct, by angry and unsatisfied spirits whose
twisting wraith forms would hover menacingly over the

low brush, and in the branches of the trees. Phantoms of

long-ago owners who had died or been killed with some
ancient grudge unreckoned. Phantoms of harsh noblemen,
tortured by thoughts of their own cruelties, until they had
become crazed. And their crazed spirits would inhabit the

woods, foolishly stumbling from thicket to thicket, search-

ing wildly for the minds they had lost. Insanity,—with
long cruel fingers and flashing wild eyes; insanity,—with
tangled hair and foaming lips; insanity,—with hideous,

cunning brain, contriving demon atrocities; insanity,

—

ready to pounce and strangle with twisted, vice-like fingers.

The wind moaned and creaked in the bare branches of the

trees, and gathering up the dead leaves from the floor of

the wood, sent them spiralling and careening in the wild

night. The watchman laughed out loud at the fantastic

exaggeration of his imagination, and he laughed again
when he thought how the echo of his own hollow, mirth-

less shout would have sounded to that other watchman.
Frenzied—cracked—lifeless.

He hurried on through the woods and came out on the

court-yard, where the black glistening eyes of the stable's

bare windows stared down at him, and the huge, empty
arch in the court-yard wall reminded him that he had still

to make the rounds of the house. It was here, he thought,
in the vast and stony silence of overhanging walls, in the
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Military, metallic click of boot against flagging, in the

sombre spaciousness of uninhabited rooms that that other
watchman would have gone mad. He could not have
Bashed his light into the dusky recesses of the outer walls,

he could not have crept into the dark cellar ways, the

half-roofed passages, the arched entrances. He could not
have put his hands in among the dead vines that twisted

into forgotten corners, he could not have torn down that

withered branch on which an owl sat staring with un-
blinking eyes. He would not have been able to strangle

the owl's crazy hooting. He could never have wiped the

moisture from his lips and slunk the whole way around the

house, clinging to the frame-work of the windows them-
selves, which stretched long and empty to the very ground.
He would never have dared flash his light into those

windows, dimly illuminating the ghostly covered chairs and
tables. He would never have dared hold the lantern high

as his head, and gape through the long French window
into the empty hall.

Suddenly the night watchman stood riveted to the

ground, his eyes frozen to the wild eyes of a lighted head
back in the dark emptiness of that hall. His frenzied stare

met the hideous leering of a sunken-eyed, frothing face,

hanging trunkless in a yellow glow of light, its wTild stare

challenging his own writh fixed intensity. With a strangled

shriek, and the startled crashing of splintering glass, he
hurled his lantern through the window and the face vanished
in the night.

* * *

In the morning when the old caretaker came to relieve

him, he found the night watchman sitting foolishly on the

flagging, plucking the feathers from a lifeless owl, and
through the smashed window beside him, the caretaker

saw the night watchman's burned-out lantern lying at the

bottom of a broken mirror.
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SONG OF SONGS
Gale Karen

ADAME X kept an exclusive pension. Its ex-

pensive rates attracted patrons out of the
ordinary run of people. The most interesting

person there, I thought, was Madame Scheitlin.

She inhabited the suite of rooms next to mine, and I used
to observe, fascinated, her comings and goings. Such a
poor, thin, emaciated little old woman. She was so thin

that the bones seemed just ready to pierce the transparent

sheath of her skin, yet it was a skin kept always meticu-
lously powdered and rouged; her scant pearly hair was
only a carefully spread film over the wrinkled pink ball of

the little round head beneath, yet regularly twice every
week she ordered her car to visit the coiffeur; her shrunken
figure was too bent for her ever to be tall again, yet she

walked with an air, even a swagger, tapping her little

ebony cane aggressively, and leaving a trail of expensive

scent behind her; her dresses were always sport models of

the latest fashion. "Always blue, and gray, my dear," she

once told me in her cultivated, Swiss-inflected French.
"None of your gauche American colors of bright red and
green and yellow. Bah! You Americans make me sick.

The Parisiennes choose quiet, subtle tones. It is chic,

that!" She was right. In her simple sport clothes of blue

and gray she was undeniably chic. But upon her rare

appearances at dinner when she wore a low evening gown

—

although she was dressed in perfect taste—she appeared
fantastically horrible. The rouge and powder stared like a
painted circus woman's on her translucent furrowed cheeks.

The pink skin tightly stretched over her skull gleamed
under her few white hairs. Her magnificent rings and
bracelets seemed to weigh down cruelly the skin and
bones of her arms, largest at the elbow and at the wrist.

But she rarely appeared at dinner, thank God.

Madame Scheitlin did not appear friendly at first. Her
darting little black eyes surrounded by pathetic wrinkles,

and her impatient plucking old hands, blade-like at wrists

and knuckles, discouraged friendly advances. But she
appeared so busy, always so occupied—with nothing

—
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that I knew she must be desperately lonely. She made a

hundred trips into the "ville" in her high-powered car

with its smart chauffeur. I used to run to my window to

watch lu-r descend the stone steps, aided by a phalanx of

chauffeur, maid, and black ebony cane. Usually the maid
must run back for something forgotten, while Madame
would stand tapping her little cane viciously, a bitter

expression drawing her puckered lips into a thin straight

line. Then the maid would reappear hurriedly, and Madame
would be bundled into the car, disappearing into its cavern-

ous depths like a little old witch into a monstrous cave.

The maid's alert attitude would relax as she dragged her-

self wearily back into the house. Madame must have
kept her on the run.

Later, when I was becoming more and more acquainted
with Madame Scheitlin, I discovered what her various

little occupations were. She loved to sew and mend her

own personal effects; she loved to arrange flowers which
she kept in profusion; she drew fine embroidery; she read

delicate literature; she fed her disgustingly fat and apa-

thetic poodle, and she had a canary, too; she loved to

shop, and patronize the confectioners, beauty salons, and
tin theatre. Hence her innumerable trips downtown; she

trumped up innumerable little duties for the maid, merely
for the pleasure of having someone wait on her.

I never saw Madame entertain visitors or write letters

except to two persons, the one entirely unknown to me,
the other her daughter. When I discovered she had a

daughter, I questioned her with assumed eagerness, hoping
to please the little old lady. But Madame Scheitlin shocked
me by replying in a harsh, unlovely tone,

"My daughter, Jeanne! Bah! She is like all the rest

—

selfish, selfish—deathly 'ennuyante.' She is at boarding

school/'- -lie named an expensive but very inefficient

school. "A fat, gauche, disgusting little thing. She can

never be chic, but I hope to God that she will marry soon.

I will give her a big, fat dot, let me tell you, to rid me of

her. Some silly man will probably want her—for the

money, at least. Nasty little thing. 1 quite detest her."

Startled and intrigued at such language from a parent

about an only child, I tried to draw Madame out as to

her past life. She was very reticent and amusingly insult-

ing on the subject, and I could ascertain a few bare facts.
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She had married young and spent all her life in Switzerland,

doing nothing, nothing at all, but playing housewife in her
menage. Of her husband she would divulge nothing but a
wry face, and "He was terrible, my dear, too terrible to

think about. I do not care to speak of him." She had two
children—Jeanne, and an older son, Ninon, who was killed

in the war. When she pronounced his name—Ninon—it

was easy to see that he had been the light of her life. A
terrific tragedy lay behind her simple statement, "My son,

Ninon . . . killed ... in the war."
Now she was here, and I could not fill the gap between.

She was lonely, terribly lonely, and now that I had broken
the ice of her sharpness and shyness, she was almost
smothering me with her interest. She begged me to accom-
pany her on her innumerable trips to town; she asked my
advice about her clothes, and then laughed at my bad
taste; she was as solicitous about my health as a jealous

mother, and almost succeeded in making an invalid of me;
the maid was eternally being ordered to concoct tempting
dainties for me, but she seemed grateful at this new diver-

sion for her mistress. I was on my way toward being
killed by kindness, when one day another diversion arrived

to relieve me.
Madame Scheitlin had a visitor. An old gentleman had

come in an old fashioned carriage to take Madame out
driving. I met her as she was coming out of her room.
She kissed me goodbye in a great flurry, and her face was
quite transfigured. I watched her tap quickly down the

steps, the old man hastened forward to offer her his arm.
They made a smart couple—she in her simple tasteful

sportsuit, he quietly and impeccably dressed, as a man of

leisure. They stepped eagerly into the carriage, and were
off in soft, smiling gaiety. Like—a pair of lovers.

I ran to the big hall window to catch a last vanishing
glimpse of them, and upon turning around I bumped into

the fat concierge. Her eyes were shining, and she seemed
ready to burst with suppressed speech. I relieved her by
demanding, "Do you know the gentleman?"

"Ah, and do I know him, you ask, Mademoiselle? La,

la, what a question! Why the whole town knows him, and
why should they not? He is of the richest and oldest

family in it. It is Monsieur Chenevier. Is he not charming,
so courtly and beautifully dressed? So kind and lovely,
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Before he went away, he took old Madame Scheitlin

for a drive every day—every afternoon at four o'clock

exactly. And now, you see, as he is returned, he comes
in. He is so kind. He would not forget even an old

woman like that. He throws about his money as if it

were water, but so quietly. .
." She was off on an im-

passioned eulogy but I succeeded in stopping her with a

series of questions which she was nothing loath to answer.

In effect, I gained the following information.

Monsieur Chenevier came from the very oldest and
most exclusive family of the town. He had been the quiet

center of the inmost inner circle from his youth up. He
had had a wife of ideal Spanish beauty. She had died long

ago, but her daughter Wanda, had grown up to look just

like her, had taken her rightful position as leader of society,

and was now brilliantly leading it about by the nose,

making it sparkle and flash in the light of her own dazzling

personality. Although Monsieur Chenevier was still a

great power in the civic atmosphere, he had retired from
actual affairs to do exactly as he pleased—which meant to

dream life away by being kind to people. According to

the concierge Madame Scheitlin was only one of many of

his beneficents.

But I had seen their faces when he helped Madame into

the carriage. . .

That night Madame repeated to me practically the

same story as that of the concierge. But she presented

the relationship between her and monsieur as a very old

friendship, not a mere act of kindness on his part, and she

spoke of Wanda even a little contemptuously as if she led

a life too fast for Madame's taste. Madame would not

allow her daughter—Madame stopped abruptly. Her
daughter. . . She hurried on to tell me how Monsieur
Chenevier had been away for his health, and how he had
written her regularly, which explained the other corre-

spondence, and how she was so happy that he had returned.

He came regularly every day, now, and Madame's
assiduous care lor me, eased considerably. She took even
more infinite pains in her dress. She seemed to live only

for the hour four o'clock. In the morning, time hung in-

tolerably heavy on her hands. She fussed and fumed and
fidgeted, and came tapping into my room very often indeed,

talking incessantly, criticising my pictures, my clothes, my
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work, my late hours, anything, everything, only to pass

the time away. Her love affair, if such it was, seemed to

have soured instead of sweetened her disposition—except

when she thought of Monsieur. I tried as often as possible

to make her speak of him, but there was really little to

say—in words. She never audibly expressed any marked
affection for him, but a glow would suffuse her dead face,

and transform it into a living thing, with lights and shad-

ows, changing tints, and burning eyes. When Monsieur
looked at her, a shadow of the same expression flitted

over his more controlled features.

They were in love ... in love . . . But it was a beautiful

spiritual love between this old man and this old woman

—

a winged, transcendant love, not of this earth at all, fragile

as a lily petal but imperishable as steel. Why, I wondered,
did it not transfigure Madame's whole life? Why did it

not raise her far above this mortal world, make her a being

apart, calm, serene in her love untouched by petty earthly

struggle, goddess-like in her knowledge of their eternal

happiness together?

But Madame grew more and more worldly. She clutched

at life with her bony, beautifully manicured fingers. She
pulled in her withered cheeks in a sucking fashion, as if

she were ever vigilant to draw the last drop of vitality

from every living thing she touched. Now she tottered

with a renewed vigor, and at times she appeared incredibly

rejuvenated, but these moments were always followed by
a relapse into incredible ugliness.

One day she informed me that Monsieur was bringing

Wanda to dinner and that I was invited to make a fourth

at table. It was with active curiosity that I awaited the

sight of Wanda. She burst upon me, a glorious thing

—

tall, lithe, Spanish. She wore a low black gown and her

hair was piled high. She was powdered outrageously
white, over burning dark rouge spots on her cheeks. The
effect was startling, smart, alluring, dangerous. One's gaze
was drawn inevitably and repeatedly upward to the in-

scrutable dark mystery of her eyes.

We made a strange party, sitting there around the table.

Monsieur looked as he always did. Madame had never
seemed so grotesque, so caderous as now, set off as she was
against the glowing dark beauty of Wanda. Wanda was
bored, but gracious and kind, sparkling and entertaining
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from habit. She had evidently been dragged there by her

father, and must have been making the best of a dull

evening. I knew that she was utterly unaware of the love

of Madame and Monsieur. If she had known, would she

have eared, would she have been glad, indulgent? Was
she capable of ever perceiving such a thing?

My inward reflection over the cigarettes and coffee were
interrupted by Madame's shrill laughter. I looked at her.

She, too, was smoking with a practised air. To watch
Madame smoke was a ghastly sight. It looked dangerous,
as if the tinder of her old body had caught fire and must be

put out at once to save her. Wanda smoked gracefully,

languidly, and the slender cylinder between her long

fingers became a taper of fragrant incense.

Monsieur was leaning over Madame offering her her fan.

"Marianne . . .
," he said and the word was exquisite

music. "Thy name is as ointment poured forth." I

dreamed. "Love . . . my love is as a garden enclosed . . .

a spring shut up, a fountain sealed . . . many waters can
not quench love, neither can the floods drown it."

Love folded us about softly. It murmured in our ears.

I looked at Madame, and suddenly she was beautiful,

more beautiful than Wanda. . .
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THESIS ON THE USE OF THE
PLUPERFECT TENSE IN ENGLISH LITERATURE

Aimee Semple Macpherson

T is sometimes a source of wonder to me, but
more often a source of annoyance, to become
conscious of changes in style. I speak of style

in writing, and I speak thereof hesitatingly,—as

one who would be prepared at any moment to withdraw
her words and give them forth again couched in a different

manner. For I think it is true that, inside that final,

stable periphery which is universally great style, there is

endless emotion, endless confusion, endless tryings on and
castings off of new fashions. Writers, feverish as women
buying new clothes, dash around on one orbit only to

make breath-taking cross jumps to another more popular,

and hence to yet another, until ultimately they slip and
are well lost in the chartless wastes between orbits. But
do not think that I am taking it upon myself to direct the

struggling young author by an easy but infallible route to

that outermost circumference,—far be it from me. No,

—

but since you bring the point to mind, what I am planning

to do is merely this: I would give verbal wings to my
irritation at the direction taken by a certain one of these

orbits which is, at present, very much the vogue. Dear
me, yes, very much the vogue. Simply and in a word, I

would speak vindictively against the continued use by
modern writers of the pluperfect tense.

Now I have often asked myself what there can be in the

pluperfect tense which is so very, very attractive. For
attractive it undeniably is. When I was a little younger
and would occasionally read a little, I remember I was
tremendously struck by a certain type of writing that was
just then beginning to make itself noticeable: a type of

writing which, starting in a very innocuous simple past

tense, would suddenly turn upon the reader and catapult

him irretrievably into the past in the past and yet in the

past, whence there is usually no escape. Far from per-

ceiving the blatant, shameless machinery of the thing, I

was somehow quite unreasoningly pleased by it. Perhaps
at that time it soothed me, just as it irks me now. Why it
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does irk me now, I know not, unless it be that I soon grow
dizzy if I am forced to go forward with a book whose
story is just as rapidly going backward. Also now at last

I think 1 see reasons for the unwonted popularity of the

pluperfect tense and to my mind they are ignoble reasons.

The first is that the continual repetition of the mere word
"had" tised in conjunction with a past participle manages
almost without exception to give the effect of style where
I am inclined to believe there would otherwise be little.

The second is that it eliminates the necessity for plot since

the very form of the tense implies reminiscing and there is

no one, especially is there no writer, who does not love to

sit down and reminisce,—and what is more delightful than
to reminisce through an entire book? The third reason is

that the pluperfect tense appeals to the sentimental streak

in all of us. Somehow, wThen the eye lights upon the word
"had," there is called up something poignant, something
far away and misty, something dangerously bitter-sweet.

The snows of yesteryear descend again upon us and, laying

our book aside, we give ourselves up to their revivifying

influences. Now perhaps I am a crank,—nay, no doubt I

am a crank, but I think, as I have said before, that these

reasons are base. And so, for my part, I am annoyed when,
reaching out a languid white hand for intermomentary
intellectual amusement I am invariably the recipient of a

graceful well-margined volume whose pages are scattered

with "hads" as if in an attempt at a formal design,—and
instantly I am dyspeptic.

Thus the other day sitting on my window seat in pleas-

antly comatose attitude, suddenly I felt something hard in

the small of my back and hitching nervously to one side,

I discovered a very pale blue book. "Sickening," thought
I, "but I suppose now is the moment to look into this

pale blue book." As through a glass darkly I saw that it

was a book by a Martin Armstrong and that for some
reason, theological or otherwise, it was calling itself "St.

Christopher's Day." "St. Christopher's Day it is," thought
I foolishly, and Sipped it open. I read,—lethargically.

Then I read the following and my hitherto scarcely per-

ceptible breathing became deeper and harder and 1 felt a
dull Hush slowly reddening my pallor. "He had looked
forward," my blazing eye told me, "to a full and complete
life with Rosamund, a life that satisfied both mind and
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body. He had hoped, too, for children, but Rosamund had
denied him children, as she so soon denied him love.

What a stagnation his life had become." Coarse epithets

flooded my mind, the derogatory slang of the ages mounted
to my lips and I choked. But in a moment, passing a
feverish hand over my brow, I managed to control myself
and, fearfully, I went on reading. Then I came to this:

"His father, who had been away all day fishing, had not
returned when he had been put to bed. Then he had heard
quiet steps on the stairs and the door had opened softly

and slowly." Reader, you will surely realize my state of

mind and sympathize with me when I tell you that I took
that book and with an unusual display of energy I closed

it and laid it on the table.

When things like this happen it is a long while before I

can really face anything at all with equanimity. And so it

was at least two or three weeks after this before I could
think calmly of the pluperfect tense and its manifold pur-

poses. Now the pluperfect tense is a tense to be reckoned
with; it is not to be taken lightly. I realized with a certain

dismay that the best people make free use of it and delight

therein. I thought of Virginia Woolf. ' 'Virginia Woolf
loves the pluperfect tense," I told myself nervously and
picked up a copy of Mrs. Dalloway from the tea-table

where it was lying under a number of things which, happily,

I shall leave nameless. Before I opened it, I steeled myself.

And there was need to, for I did not have to read very
long before I found myself bumping wretchedly along that

interminable corduroy road of "hads" which leads but to

the womb. And Lucrezia's thoughts went on: "But for

herself she had done nothing wrong; she had loved Septi-

mus; she had been happy; she had had a beautiful hour."

Alas, Virginia, how you betray me; how you betray your-

self. It grieves me much to see that you too, are not loath

to descend to the tricks of the trade; it grieves me more to

think that it was probably you whose no doubt genuine
love of things past and whose sensitiveness to sound effects

started the fashion. Yet almost can I forgive it in you
when I remember that the lot of women in a literary world
is hard unless they accentuate their very femininity and
develop new femininisms. The use of the pluperfect tense

to the exclusion of other tenses is, I am willing to say, a
femininism of the first water.
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But think nut for a moment that I am becoming soft,

that pride and sympathy for my Bex are beating down my
atrabiliousness. Would they could. Life would be sweeter,

I am thinking. 1 am also thinking of Sherwood Anderson
and I am wondering why and how it is that so professedly

a n-d-blooded strong man as he allows himself to use so

feminine a tense. (And now I suppose some one will say

querulously, "What about Martin Armstrong?" Well,

what about him? For I must confess that concerning his

virility I know nothing,—but let me add wistfully that it

would be very nice to know something. A very nice point

I could make of it, maybe.) Consider "Dark Laughter."
Being in essence a manifestation of the masculine point of

view, "Dark Laughter" is, according to my standpoint,

(and I hope by this time to have won over a fewr supporters),

ruined, ruined by the insistent use of the "had" tense,

which with its insidious on-creep breaks down the moral
tissue of any book and renders it the nostalgic murmurings
of an Old Black Joe. Mr. Anderson tells us that "Bruce
had had a feeling of having butted in where he wasn't
wanted and had been embarrassed. It had been an awk-
ward moment and Bruce had wanted to back out after

putting his head in at the studio door, but had not known
how to do it without embarrassing them. He had been
compelled to do some fast thinking." Sherwood, my
Sherwood, you remind me of a lonely lady. And when you
say, "Afterwards he wondered about the picture. He had
wanted to ask Bernice about it but hadn't dared. W7

hat

he had wanted to ask was why she had stood for it to be
made to look as the portrait had made her look." When
you say that, any other than I could cry from sheer home-
sickness. As it is and being who I am, I could cry from
sheer nerves.

And what is to be done about all this? As is usual with

me, my criticism is, thank God, purely destructive. Also
let me remind you that in my preamble I have cursed

changes ill style and I am not one so to repudiate what I

have once let Blip from my pen by suggesting a new course

of action. Were it not for that, mayhap I could throw
myself into a fine eulogy of the dangling participle which I

have long loved in vain, but 1 think it would not, in any
case, be taken kindly. And yet in a way, if not so gram-
matical it is surely as plaintive in its connotation and I
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think even more plaintive in its sound than is the pensive

cadence of the pluperfect. Nor is it nearly so vexatious.

But I can clearly see that this is nothing but a whim and
a whimsical one at best and I shall not force your attention

to it. What I shall do, however, and what I think I can
do with comparative impunity is to damn wholeheartedly
this blood-sucking about-face to the past, this anaemic
love of things which having been can never be again, this

elegiac praise of yesterday's rose,—for this, of course, is

the crux of it all. To listen to the mournful backsliding

tread of modern writers as they pass is to wring one's

hands as in an agony. Is all hope then gone? Is antici-

pation dead? Is there no longer a future? Or even a
present save as a spring-board for the past? It is far, far

too long that we have been bound to the past, earthbound,
telling only of what we have known, killing imagination
with accounts of what we are sure of. The stream of

consciousness, flowing back as it does into days of yore,

will soon end in a tarn, has already perhaps. Is there

nothing beautiful in the present, nothing fascinatingly ugly
in the future? I for one am loath to believe it and indeed
I can not. Turn then, Martin, turn, Virginia,—Sherwood,
turn to where the "shalls" and "wills" are calling, where
even now their 'Ts" are falling liquid-like upon your
heedless ears. Can't you hear the piper's song?



EDITORIAL

The Monthly prize contest has been, on the whole, a
success. The number of contributions it brought forth has
shown that it succeeded in arousing some interest; it has
brought to our notice some new contributors, and a still

greater number of potential ones; and, although the results

of such a contest must always in a measure disappoint the

high hopes it has raised, we feel that the contributions are

of a fit quality to compete for the prizes.

For us the most important result of the contest is the

second one, the new contributors it has produced. Many
of the contributions were rejected only because of some
essential change, which could be made very easily. The
number of such contributions was too great for us to give

these suggestions personally, but we will be very glad to

discuss their papers with those of the contributors who are

interested.

For the subscribers and the competitors, however, the

thing of most importance is the contest itself. We have
selected the papers which we believe to be the best of those

submitted, and we leave the final decision to the college.

Printed blanks for voting have been placed in the back of

each number of this issue. The votes must be placed in

the Monthly box in the Seelye Note Room by May ist.

The winners of the prizes will be announced in the May
issue of Monthly.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Monthly wishes to apologize for an error in its statement of last month

concerning the authorship of the book reviews in the February issue.

The review of The Man Within by Graham Greene was written by Eloise

Johnson '32, not Margaret Johnson
y

jo, as was incorrectly stated.

AUSTRALIA FELIX
Henry Handel Richardson W. W. Norton & Co.

A malignant and ever vigilant environment has played a

heavy role in many lives and many books. Life and fiction

are full of the hand to hand struggle of a man with his

environment; a struggle in which the man has only too

often been slowly and grimly throttled. Such a struggle is

the subject of Australia Felix with the environment per-

sonified at the hands of Henry Handel Richardson in a

protagonist as alive, as real and far more powerful and
insidious than any character. Australia becomes in the

author's hands a living personality, cruel, omnipresent, yet
fiercely beautiful, a country "where, under the bare, blue

skies, the sun frizzled you alive; where it couldn't rain

without at once being a flood; where the very winds blew
contrarily, hot from the north, bitter chill from the south;

where, no matter how great the heat by day, the night

would likely as not be nipping cold." And this Australia

holds gold, a prize for which men pour in from all over
the world, many of whom, ignorant of the adversary they
are to face, are slowly broken on the rack of the country's

almost human resistance to their robbery. But once there

the enchantment of the gold becomes a spell they can not
break. "It was like a form of revenge taken on them, for

their loveless schemes of robbing and fleeing; a revenge
contrived by the ancient, barbaric country they had so

lightly invaded. Now, she held them captive—without
chains; ensorcelled—without witchcraft ; and, lying stretched

in the sun like some primeval monster, her breasts freely
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bared, she watched with malignant eye, the efforts made
by these puny, mortals to tear their lips away."

Into this crude, cruel, young country with a colony of

heterogeneous people whose one desire is immediate
wraith, Miss Richardson introduces Dr. Richard Town-
shend Mahony, Irish gentleman, with all an Irishman's

pride and poverty. It is to be Richard Mahony versus this

Australia. And, as the story is slowly built up, one gradu-
ally perceives the tragic inability to adjust of this Dr.
Richard Townshend Mahony, educated at Edinburgh; a

man of an intellectual turn of mind with the scholar's

need for leisure; a finely strung man with a strong sense
of privacy; a gentleman with the Irish gentleman's touchi-

ness, sensitive honor, and strong feeling for the proper
barriers of reserve and privacy between classes and indi-

viduals.

He is a man of many fine qualities which are slowly,

almost imperceptibly pared awTay, thinned by the steady
nagging of an unfavorable environment. So much of his

mental energy is spent in resisting the uncongenial. First

of all, this sensitive, rather scholarly man is forced to live

continually under the yoke of a necessity to earn his daily

bread in an extremely money-conscious community. And
with Richard it is often an actual question of daily bread,

for he never learns to save, and, even when success comes,
he still often lives literally hand-to-mouth. At first, he runs

a tent store on the edge of the great gold field of Ballaret;

but he is not a business man. "For one thing he was too

squeamish. From the outset he had declined to soil his

hands writh surreptitious grog-selling." It is a charac-

teristic squeamishness which is a hindrance to him in

Australia. Again "he had not been enterprising enough.
Having once got a roof over his head, he had remained
sitfast." Finally he decides to return to his old profession

of doctor; so he borrows a thousand pounds, buys a house,

sets out his shingle. Then, at a time when he should

be busily attracting customers, he suddenly becomes so

absorbed in study which newfound privacy and leisure

have made possible that he completely forgets financial

obligations. A week before a payment is due he suddenly
,i wakes to his situation and is a prey to incessant remorse,

disgust, and anxiety until a sufficient amount is somehow
scraped together.
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< Mahony is a born doctor, but his desire to help suffer-

ing and his intellectual interest in medicine as a science

are both slowly submerged in the difficulties, the obliga-

tions of a doctor in such a community. It is necessary

that he make it a successful profession, yet his old world
reserve, his dislike of holding out the professional palm
keep him from conducting it in the business-like way de-

manded by Australia. Gradually, however, business grows,

and, with the passing of the years, he loses all leisure, all

time to call his soul his own, all chance to follow his pro-

fession disinterestedly. The doctor cannot refuse his ser-

vice; his time and energy belong to the community. So
"what was left of him after the day's work was done was
a kind of shell; the work was the meaty contents." And,
as a doctor, he must keep as showy a front as his wealth-
desirous neighbors or his business will fall off.

Mahoney is a man of innate reserve, yet he is forced

by his profession to keep open house not only of his house-
hold, but of himself. "As a doctor, he was continually

being forced to see behind the scene of his patients' lives.

Himself he never made a confidence, but it seemed as

though just this buttoned-upness on his part egged people
on, loosened their tongues."

"Certain it was that he did not become a better colonist.

He had learned to hate the famous climate—the dust, and
drought, and brazen skies; the drenching rains and bottom-
less mud—to rebel against the interminable hours he was
forced to spend in his buggy. By nature he was a recluse

not an outdoor man at all. He was tired, too, of the general

rampage, the promiscuous connections, the slap-dash fa-

miliarity of colonial life; sick to death of the all absorbing
struggle to grow richer than his neighbors. And what was
the good of money if he had no leisure to enjoy it?" He
is, in short, a man of fine though unworldly wisdom in

an exceedingly worldly environment. He can not make
the concessions to the slap-dash familiarity and struggle

for money which Australia demand. So Australia takes
advantage of the fineness of his qualities and picks away
at him until the sensitive, kindly, eager, young man be-

comes the irritable, restless, dissatisfied middle-aged one.

And as the sun of Australia beats hotter and the contact
of the crude, hearty colonials becomes more wearing, "the
greenness of the greenest country in the world" becomes
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intensified, the settled conventionality more desirable!

England tonus the background for all Mahony's thoughts;

one feels that there he would not be constantly fighting

an uncongenial environment. But, as the book progresses

Miss Richardson slowly adds to the picture of Mahony's
character by almost imperceptible brush strokes of small

incidents, and, suddenly, one is amazed at the tone the
whole picture has taken on. One realizes that it is not so

entirely merely Australia which has destined Richard to

unhappiness; it is this unworldly wisdom of his which
makes him at once so appealing and so tragic a figure.

For there is great tragedy in Richard when with charac-

teristic fineness and lack of judgment, he throws up his

nowr flourishing business and returns to England there to

live his life according to his young ideals of intellectual

sport and graciousness which have been quite submerged in

Australia. But one feels that this inherent weakness of

his unworldly wisdom is but to lead him again to frustra-

tion.



TALISMAN
"Amor vincit omnia." . . .

on the hands of Roman ma-
trons, of almond-eyed women
of Alexandria, on the fingers of
Bourbon princesses and beauties
of old Madrid . . . quaintly car-
ved rings with magic powers glit-

tered . . . warrants of love, and
grace that would not die.

They believed in them, those
dim, proud ladies of another
day. They believed in their
talismans and their love-
charms, their mystically in-
scribed amulets and rings. . . .

And there was a virtue in them,
too, more potent than they
knew . . . the spell of beauty,
the age-old power of bright and
precious things.

That power endures today.
And it is one of which the well-

dressed woman avails herself
continually . . . For even the
most carefully cared-for hand
gains something of delicacy and
freshness from a lovely ring . . .

the most subdued gesture ac-
quires new interest and mean-
ing.

It is our belief that the ring
as an institution deserves the
most discerning study, and that
it should be selected with due
regard for the personality of the
wearer .... A belief which may
account, in part, for the contin-
ued confidence reposed by many
well-known women in the art-
istic resource of this house.

A distinguished collection of rings,

in exclusive mountings, from $35,000
to $15.

MARCUS & COMPANY
JEWELERS

Wm. elder Marcus, Jr. Chapin Marcus
Fifth Avenue at Forty-fifth Street, New York; London; Paris; Palm Beach; Bombay
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in travel it's GLAMOUR/

...in a cigarette it'sTASTE/
Everywhere you go it's Chesterfield—
everywhere the same refreshing mildness, the
same fragrant richness, the same sheer good-
ness . . . derived from fine tobaccos, thoroughly
aged and mellowed, smoothly blended and
cross-blended.

And all over the world you'll find instant

appreciation of Chesterfield's unchanging
standard:

"TASTE above everything"a^lKlty MILD, yes . . . end^^
yetTHEY SATISFY

esterfield
SUCH POPULARITY MUST BE DESERVED
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Charming

No one has ever successfully

analyzed the quality of charm

in a woman . . . and no one can

adequately describe the deep

satisfaction to be found in a

really good cigarette. And it

may well be that the two have

something in common, since so

often they occur together . • .

{or in surprising proportion

>V y°u W*H find Camels the

'$Si acknowledged favorite of

women of poise and charm.

•jj^^s^^SSSE^^

(pi 1930, R. J. Reynold* Tobacco
Company, Wimton-Salem, N. C
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THE YOUTHFUL JUNIOR
Elizabeth A. Olmsted

N article published recently in The Smith Col-
ege Monthly interested me,— a senior's intro-

spective account of her attitude towards college.

It was a clever piece of writing, vibrant with the

author's personality. Her attitude was well taken, and I

imagine that she is not alone in it, though I cannot believe

another could portray it as well. She was the exponent of

the truly blase attitude—not the pseudo-sophisticate, but
the girl who is really bored with college life. Even her

devoted circle of friends she said, could no longer amuse
her. She had long since passed the stage where gossip

could arouse her dormant interest. College, to her, was too

old a story.

As I read the article, I was tickled into identifying my
attitude with hers. I possibly took exception to her idea

of the steely-eyed administrators of college justice, some
of whom I have found quite charming at times;—because

I have never passed within their clutches?—perhaps. At
any rate, I too thought college a tale worn with retelling.

But when enough time had elapsed to give me perspective,

and freedom from the enchanting powers of its writer, I

realized that my temperament was really diametrically

opposed to hers. Where she represents the blase, I repre-

sent the naive. Though there are moods and times when
my attitude might approach hers, there is also a good
piece of my existence that is enchanted with life—even at

college. Whether or not this is because I am a junior, I

am not prepared to say, but the crux of the matter is that

having discovered how very different I am from the girl
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who expressed herself so nicely, I cannot resist blundering
into an explanation, in my own less pleasing fashion, of
how I feel about college.

I may have been misleading when I said that I was
naive. There are naive persons who throw themselves

heartily into the established regime and are rewarded by
accomplishment and recognition. They come forth glow-
ing with self-satisfaction which is, nevertheless, pardonable
and well-controlled. Every year a new hoard of them dis-

cover, for the first time, the joys of fellowship and co-

operation, which they express in girlish blushes before a

cheering mob of their comrades. These are the wholesome
girls described so scathingly by my urbane co-collegian. I

could not be scathing about them. Everything new and
wonderful—self expression in the recognized channels

—

these are blessings not to be made light of, and often is

the time I have wished I could enjoy them!

But my naivete is of a different sort. I think I have
enjoyed college because I have never known it—enjoyed
it for what it might have been. I am what is known as a

failure. I haven't a leg to stand on. I have not succeeded
in being anything, academically or socially, and yet I can't

even boast that I haven't tried. Oh, to be able to brag
with some of my acquaintances, "Oh, well, I don't believe

in extra-curricular activities. I think it's a waste of time!"
or, " Of course I don't study!"

I must make a clean breast of it. I came to college

really hoping to be somebody. I vibrated with youthful

enthusiasm. It was inevitable. I had been a precocious

child, and although I had not lived up to that promise at

preparatory school, I hoped to do so at college. (In such
cases one is apt to pin an inordinate amount of faith to

intelligence tests!) Similarly, in a social way, I had almost
been president of my class—almost that is, but for a few
little freakish quirks of character which I overlooked in

my glowing ardor. I came to college with all the absurd

hopes and aspirations that any freshman could hope to

have. Pond parents were watching me at home, and
older sisters as it were—at college. Was not my mother,

an alumna of the college, counting on me to fulfil the

thwarted ambitions of her own girlhood? I would do my
best.
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How amusing it is to remember what a pert, young
thing I was. How carefully I watched all the weathervanes

for signs of my coming greatness. And it is amazing, the

force of imagination I brought to bear on the subject. I

was like a man alone in a house at night who imagines

every creak to be the sound of the burglar that he knows
is there. Somebody had told somebody else that she

thought I was attractive. Surely an obvious remark!

—

and yet it is strange how very significant it seemed to me
then. An upper classman had chosen me to be the butt of

an Amherst blind date. That too was a red letter day in

my romantic calendar.

But I have not begun to number my aspirations. Under
the influence of that Amherst date and similar adventures,

I was to have been a "prom-trotter." The mental gym-
nastics required to transform me were remarkably easy. I,

too, would become one of the dazzling throng of fashion-

plates-come-true, which actually passed me by on the

campus. Surely my features did not compare unfavorably
with some I had seen. Of course, in a place as provincial

as my home town, such a really noble type of beauty
could never have been appreciated. But here !

Then at other times I was to have been an artist. My
talents in that direction had long been recognized. Had
not an artist once told my father, quite unmindful that I

was within earshot, of the very good likeness in my portrait

of Aunt Edith? Yes, indeed; all my talent needed was de-

velopment. Accordingly I signed up for Art 15. And
sometimes even, when I had leisure, I went on to imagine
the capricious creature that I would be when I had attained

a name for myself. I glowed inwardly as I heaped up the

latent possibilities for such a future. I loved to be uncon-
ventional, different. I was really erratic, too, and quite,

quite, charming. In those days, how I loved the sound of

that word on my tongue!

There were other possibilities which I can only begin to

mention—the scholar, the authoress—myriads of visionary

personalities, all floating about this enchanted girl, and all

crying to be claimed. The only question was which one to

choose. What, indeed, was she? This she found out in her

sophomore year. But, lest you be over curious, I will tell

you at once that it was—nothing. That was the trouble.

Instead of becoming an artist, she dragged through a
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second year art course with a bare pass grade; instead of

becoming a prom-trotter, she received fewer and less in-

triguing invitations; instead of becoming a scholar, she
dragged through some more courses with mediocre credit.

it went. At this stage the personnel director should
have stepped in, but she didn't, and consequently Mother
Nature had the task to perform all alone.

The change was accomplished by Rally Day, sophomore
year. On that day I tolled the knell of my ambitions by
remarking haughtily that I considered extra-curricular

activities to be an awful bore. It was a blow to my poor
dear visiting Mother. But at the same time, it was the

blow that set me free. Now, whatever I did was to the

good. In the completest way possible, whatever I should
contrive to do in the future would be entirely to my credit.

Nothing was expected of me.
That has been the beauty of this past year. I have not

been worried about living up to anything. And conse-

quently I have learned to find pleasure in the strangest

things. People, for instance. Oddly, I am a hater of

people—a trait which I inherit. But at the same time, I

am a lover of them. One finds here many different sorts

of girls. I take pleasure in associating with all of them

—

or nearly all— but in a superficial way. Certain of them
I enjoy simply looking at. I believe the Smith girl is

rightly called attractive. I can think of one particular

example of well-built, handsome-faced girl, who sits a row
in front of me in one of my classes. Her eyes are frank,

her nose straight and freckled, her mouth gorgeously
curved. Her skin is always a smooth, creamy tan, some-
times shown off to advantage by a white necklace. Her
teeth, too, gleam when she smiles. And when I have sur-

feited my hungry glance with these details, I notice then

the soft tan wool of her sport coat and the pastel shades of

her sweaters. It is an aesthetic pleasure of which I would
not readily deprive myself.

With others, I have more than a mere viewing acquaint-

ance. Many of them I enjoy nodding to on the strength

of some past chance connection. They are always very
cordial. This manner of exchanging greetings seems to

have in it a peculiar intrinsic pleasure of its own, quite

apart from any personal relationship it might denote.

Then there are the groups with whom I disport myself
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now and then. Quite often I see them by chance, and
spend a pleasurable few minutes, and, on very rare occasions,
join them in some bit of relaxation planned beforehand.
These people I really approve of. They are, I suppose,
my "friends"; for I am apparently incapable of those
deeper affinities which are so often heralded as the foun-
dation of undergraduate life—a fact which worries me not
a little. I am at times inclined by it to a deterministic
philosophy of life. But there are other times when I regard
it only as a temporary phase in my development.

I derive pleasure, too, from being alone—a result of my
hatred of people. I can illustrate it best by saying that
when I start out on a walk into the country, no matter
which one of my friends I put in imagination at my side,

I come always to the conclusion that no one is the best
company. It is no intellectual pleasure that I get from
this being alone. Rather it is one of sentimental romance,
or pure relief. Any attempts at reasoning are carried on
in a highly dramatic fashion. One can lose one's self in a

romantic way when one is alone. A bit of acting or vain

—

glorious impersonation is pardonable when there is no one
to criticise. On such occasions I am always reminded of
Hazlitt's account of the freedom one feels to be what one
chooses, among strangers. Only by being alone can I now
capture that feeling of complete freedom and potentiality

that I knew as a freshman.

To me, athletics, also, have been a source of keen enjoy-
ment. There is a certain kind of cold, whistling day in the

Fall, when the sun, shining down through the last clinging

leaves, faintly warms the wind and sets the blood a-boil-

ing. Then is the time when I have stripped bare my legs

from the kilt-like, tucked-up edge of my bloomers to the

sturdy binding of my square-toed shoes. Then, with noth-
ing between me and the air but an expanse of sweat-shirt

tugged on over neck and arms, I have started forth running,

to buffet the sun and wind on the soccer field. Soccer is

not at all a futile chasing up and down. When the ball

suddenly bounds forth into the open, and there is nothing
to prevent one from attaining it, if one only ran fast

enough, how quickly one's feet fly over the ground! There
is no thought of fatigue then. I cannot remember a time
when I was not reluctant to leave the field, as the early,

setting sun forced us homeward.
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As for my classes, I share a common feeling—namely,
that I have learned approximately nothing from them.
Like the majority of the student body, I possess large

bundles of dead notes tied up in strings. But whereas
some may be tempted to look theirs over at a future date,

I am sure I never shall, because of the hodge-podge manner
in which they are taken. Even in three years' time I have
not been able to bully myself into any kind of consistency

in this matter. Different professors affect me differently,

and even the same ones at different times. For this reason

I suppose my notes might be of value some day to a student
of psychology. And yet, classes have had an important
place in my pleasure, if in nothing else. Though the matter
of a lecture is quickly forgotten, one gets a pleasant mental
stimulation similar to that found in an evening lecture.

The enjoyment is also of course closely bound up in the

personality of the professor. A delightful array of pro-

fessors is to be had by any Smith student for the taking.

In my own choice I have been peculiarly lucky. That I am
not alone in my appreciation of them is attested to by the

amount of professorial gossip I have found current among
the student body. " Names make news" at Smith—when
the names are those of the faculty; and I confess that I

am one of the majority among whom this is true. Were
the glamour removed from professors, I should bemoan the

loss of a very important spring of enjoyment.

From my account which I have given above of my naive

pleasures in college, it is sufficiently evident how much I

differ in point of view from the sophisticated senior I have
mentioned, who had outlived her proper stay at college.

I am highly envious of the maturity of intellect possessed

by that writer, but at the same time I cannot help pitying

her for having missed some of the fun which I have had.
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SHADOWS
Helen Norton Coleman

LIZABETH ran up the front steps whistling.

She was home from school early today. Mother
would be pleased. She started to ring the bell

three times (her signal) then decided to surprise

her instead. As she quietly turned the door-knob her
mother's voice sprang out to meet her. She was talking

to someone on the telephone. It sounded as if she were
crying.

"I can't go on much longer, Mary. Yes—divorce . . .

but when I think of Elizabeth, I . .
.

"

Elizabeth closed the door hurriedly. She stood perfectly

still on the porch, her hands and cheeks growing hot.

"Divorce." Should she go in and pretend she hadn't
heard? But she never could. Mother would find out. Oh,
what should she do? Perhaps she ought to go away again,

perhaps go down to the arroyo to think about it and decide

what she should do. She turned and went down the steps,

stopping to hide her arithmetic book beneath the white
camellia tree. As she walked toward the arroyo the word
she had just heard drummed in her head. "Divorce." It

had an ugly sound. She had often seen it in the newspapers
and always it was connected with words like "cruelty"
and "desertion." This couldn't have any connection with
Mother and Father. Still, there were those times. . .

She was walking down the canon path now. It was
matted with pine needles fallen from the trees nodding
high above her head. The air was cool and moist and spicy.

As she thrust a wild-rose bush out of her way her fingers

caught in its prickly branches. Bright drops of blood fell

on her middy; she rubbed them and ran down the rest of

the way. Last week's storm had filled the creek bed with
swiftly running water. Elizabeth found the stepping stones

with difficulty and hopped across them to the big rock in

the middle of the stream. It was hot out there. The sun,

slanting through the trees on the opposite bank made the

starch in her collar prickle against her neck. Dragon-flies

darted at her, now away from her, now straight up into

the blue sky. Elizabeth wished she dared take off her
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shoes and stockings and dabble her feet in the clear brown-
ish water. But the last time she had done that she had
caught bronchitis. That meant staying in bed, steaming

with eucalyptus in a tepee of blankets; worst of all it

meant being held down by Father while the nurse spread

her hack with a fiery hot paste. She had screamed as

loudly as she could and had stopped only when Father
spoke sharply to her. She always remembered that night.

Mother was worse than usual. The nurse telephoned for

Father but he was not at the office. Suddenly he had walked
into the house. He was coughing in his quick, jerky way.
("Philip's cigarette cough," Aunt Mary called it in a cross

voice.) Elizabeth coughed, too. He came into her room
and sat down on the edge of her bed, taking her hands in

one of his while he smoothed back her hair with the other.

"Well, Muffin, you're beating me at my own game. I've

never heard such a bark!"

It was his usual teasing tone, but Elizabeth saw that he

was frowning and the little vein on his right temple was
pulsating furiously.

Later on that night she woke up suddenly. The compress
on her chest was slipping and she tossed back and forth on
the hot sheets unable to sleep. Once she thought she

heard her father's voice. He was shouting angrily.

"No! Damn you—I—"

Then her mother's soft tones.

"Please, Phil—

"

A door banged and Elizabeth opened her eyes. Moon-
light was shining through the French doors and she saw
her father standing on the garden path outside. He had
on his overcoat and was looking up at the stars, his hands
clasped behind his back. Elizabeth felt frightened. She
wanted to cough and swallowed desperately. She must not

let him know she was awake and had heard. She shut her

eyes and began to count sheep. The last one she remem-
bered was number two hundred and one, a lagging, fierce-

eyed ram. . .

Suddenly Elizabeth felt something touch her shoe. She
leaned down and saw an orange water dog blinking at her

from the edge of the water. He stayed a full minute, his

stocky little legs holding on to the smooth stone, then he

flicked away, leaving her alone on the rock. She began to

think about divorce again.
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It would make Mother sicker. Probably Father didn't

realize that. He didn't seem to realize that it made her

worse every time he didn't come home at night. She would
be ready by six o'clock, sometimes in blue negligees, some-
times in pink ones. She would lie on the chaise longue pre-

tending to read but really waiting for Father's key to click

in the latch. Elizabeth, practising in the library, could see

her in the mirror above the piano. Her eyes were always
turned expectantly toward the door, never on the book by
her pillow. Now and then she would call to Elizabeth.

"Not quite so loudly, dear."

At seven o'clock she would ring for the nurse.

"Miss Vaughn, Mr. Winston will not be home for dinner.

Will you please tell the cook that Miss Elizabeth may have
a tray in here by the fire with me."

Elizabeth enjoyed those suppers alone with her mother.
It gave her a chance to tell her things she couldn't in front

of Father, and sometimes she could make Mother laugh
until her cheeks grew pink and her eyes full of twinkles.

Last night it had been like that. Father had not come
home and Mother had read "Pickwick Papers" aloud after

supper. Both of them had laughed until they thought they
never could stop, over Mr. Pickwick's encounter with the

middle-aged lady in curl papers. They were still breathless

when the doorbell rang. Elizabeth ran to open it.

"Special delivery, Miss."
Her mother reached for it eagerly. Elizabeth saw that

it was from Father. It wasn't very long but, after her

mother finished reading it, she seemed tired and asked
Elizabeth to ring for the nurse.

That night the wind whistled about the corners of the

house and up and down the chimney. Elizabeth's window
blew open and she sat up in bed with a jerk. She put on
her slippers and got out of bed. A cold draught was blowing
through her room and she thought of the fire in the living

room. Quietly she tip-toed past her mother's door and
through the library. The fire had burned down to a heap
of coals. They looked hot and red in the darkness. She
felt her way over to the chaise longue and lay down, putting
her head in the little hollow place on the pillow. It was
very quiet—the wind had died down and now there was
no sound beyond the ticking of the grandfather clock in

the library and the soft sizzing of the burning coals on the
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hearth. Elizabeth put up her hand to straighten the

pillows and felt a piece of paper crackle against her fingers.

Father's special delivery! She held it for a moment, her
heart thumping uncomfortably, then she got up and
walked over to hold it in the dim light of the fire. Yes, it

was his handwriting, big, black letters that splashed all

across the envelope. She wanted to open it. She wanted
to read it more than she had ever wanted anything ever

before. But what if Miss Vaughn should come in? or

Father. Sometimes he did come home as late as this.

What if he told Mother, her eyes would suddenly turn very
serious and sad. . . Elizabeth shook her head violently and
threw the letter on the heap of coals. She watched until

the edges turned brown and fell apart in ashes, then she
tip-toed back to bed.

" I wish I had read it now!"
Elizabeth heard her voice above the soft roar of the

water. She looked at the opposite bank. It was in shadow
now and the trees looked black and gloomy. High above
the sun was shining brightly, but down in the canon it was
chilly and dark. Elizabeth stretched out her cramped legs

and stood up on the rock. She looked at her watch. Good-
ness, six o'clock! She had been sitting there all afternoon.

Quickly she climbed down and hurried across the stepping

stones, up the path. When she reached her house she

didn't wait to find her arithmetic book underneath the

camellia tree but ran right up the steps.

The nurse answered her ring.

"Why, Elizabeth, where have you been ? Your mother has

been worried about you."
"I'm sorry, Miss Vaughn. I had to stay after school."

'The lie came easily. "Is Mother in her room?"

"Yes. She isn't feeling well today; so try to be quiet."

Elizabeth knocked softly on the door and went in. Her
mother was in bed, her eyes closed. Elizabeth noticed what
a small mound she made beneath the bed clothes. Every
day she grew thinner. Elizabeth averted her eyes and
spoke loudly.

"Hullo, Mother."
The eyelids quivered, opened.
"Why, darling, where have you been? and look at the

front of your middy!"
"J fell down."
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" Well, I'd go and wash my hands now if I were you. It's

way past dinner time."

"Will Father be here?"
Elizabeth turned her back and leaned over her shoe

laces. Feverishly she untied them and retied them. She
knew, she knew what the answer would be. It came hesi-

tantly from the bed.
".

. . No—and Elizabeth—"
"Yes, Mother."
"He is going away for a little while, dear."

Elizabeth clutched the shoe lace harder.

"... But he will be back soon. I shouldn't be surprised

if he were back in time for your birthday
—

"

The tired voice went on, making up careful lies one after

another until Elizabeth suddenly stood up and interrupted

with a brilliant smile.

"Well, we'll have lots of fun while he's gone, Mother,
won't we? Let's read 'Pickwick Papers' every night. Why,
we won't miss him at all!"

She turned and ran out of the room, down the hall, into

her bathroom. "Divorce, divorce," her lips repeated with-

out making a sound. She put the stopper in the bowl and
turned on her hot water. It came with an angry rush of

steam. "Divorce, divorce," it sang. "Divorce!"

WAITING
Ella Hume

I watched the door
Each time it swung
I thought to see your face

Each time
Above my disappointment
Leapt the thought,

"Thank God that face

Is not the one I'm waiting for."
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TIME AND TIDE—
Eleanor Barry

IN a little, crooked town high up in the Swiss Alps
lived a famous clockmaker named Hans. All day
he toiled in his shop, a queer, dark house with a

great roof that slumped over the street. All day
old Hans worked with his eyes close to delicate, round
wheels, his hands gripped about tiny, shining tools. All

day he cut and polished and twirled and tinkered. His
ringers moved quickly, deftly. Their motion and his breath-
ing were rhythmical—always in time with the tick tock,

tick tock of the hundreds of clocks hanging on the wall.

Little, hurried clocks, great important clocks, medium
kitchen clocks, frivolous clocks, demure clocks—they all

ticked, ticked not together—yet all in rhythm with the
heavy, dark father of all clocks that stood in the corner.

Its ponderous tick, tock, tick, tock reverberated—calmed
all the nervous tickings, drew all the sounds into one great

steady beating in time with Hans' breathing. Tick-tock.

The room sometimes seemed to sway back and forth. Tick
tock, tick tock. The townspeople whispered to each other
that one of old Hans' servants had gone mad from the

tick tock—tick tock. Sometimes at night when they had
peered in the window, they had seen Hans, just a pair of
gleaming eyes polishing a wheel in a steady sweeping

—

stoke—stroke—tick tock. Even the very shadows swayed.
One day old Hans slid a tiny, tiny wheel into its place

and fastened it with the smallest sliver of a jeweled screw.

His hands trembled with eagerness. One more turn of his

tool and the smallest clock in the world would be his. He
gave a final touch and listened. A hardly perceptible tick,

tick, tick, tick softly slipped into the steady rhythm of the

room. Hans gasped in wonderous relief and thought, "I
am the most wonderful clock maker in the world. All my
clocks are perfect. They tick, tock, tick, tock. They ail

are different. Big ones, little ones—beautiful ones, useful

ones. The hours have no trouble at all slipping into exist-

ence. It is because of me that time glides by so smoothly.
People live by my time machines. Without me there would
be no time! Hut wait," and a cunning look crept over
I Jans' face, "

I am master of time. I could keep the hours
from being born if I wished. I could even stop time!"
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Hans thought and thought while working on his shining,

little wheels. More and more every day he became obsessed

with his sense of power. He was the only man in the world
who could stop time. Why not? Tick-tock, tick-tock.

Why not? Why not indeed! For days Hans cut and
polished and twirled and tinkered to the rhythmical beat-

ing from the walls. Each clock was cleaned and oiled and
regulated and set. Each clock was timed exactly so that

its tick and its strike beat exactly with the great father of

all clocks that stood in the corner. When Hans finished,

not the tiniest click was allowed to mar the harmony of
the steady hushed tick-tock, rise and fall, rise and fall,

tick-tock.

Hans listened intently swaying back and forth, back and
forth. All was well. At midnight he would stop all his

clocks with one motion of his hand and then—time would
cease. Not an hour could enter the world after he had
given his command. The hour of midnight approached

—

swung nearer with each tick tock, tick tock. At the first

clang of midnight from the great father of all clocks that

stood in the corner, he raised his hand. "Hal ten Sie an,"

he breathed softly. A dead silence fell upon the room. Not
a sound came to his ears. Hans' silent exultation knew no
bounds. For three hours he sat in his chair swaying back
and forth—back and forth, drink with the knowledge that

he had stopped the world. Time was no more! Then his

brow furrowed as he noticed a light patch on the floor

beneath the window, as though the dawn were breaking.

"The dawn!" he thought, "How can it come? I have
stopped time. There will be no more dawn or any world
of time until I give the word."
But the patch on the floor grew lighter and lighter.

Hans raged in his thoughts. "What can be the matter?
There is not a tick anywhere, yet somehow, somehow the

hours are coming, coming, slipping, gliding, going! Why?
How? Why? How? Wait! I hear them sliding."

Hans stood in the middle of the room swaying to a

faint, faint sound of slipping that he heard. His eyes

searched the walls, the ceiling, the floor. The rustle slipped

and slid—elusive to his ears.

Hans was drawn to a corner of the room where stood an
old cabinet. From behind the closed doors came a slight

sound. Enraged he tore at the handle and threw open the
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cabinet. There on the shelf was an old, old hour-glass with
those sands the hours were rustling, gliding, sliding, slipping

into the world of men. An hour-glass— the sacred possession

of Father lime himself—the first maker of the hours. An
hour-glass whose eternal inevitable, indestructible sands

aid give birth to the hours till the end of time.

In the morning, old Hans was found quite mad. With a

ange gleam in his eyes he rocked quietly back and forth

—back and forth—in the silence. In one hand he held the

crushed fragments of the tiniest clock in the world.
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CONCERT
Patricia Fowler

HE young man at the door paused to arrange the
tie of his dress suit, glanced at his shadowy re-

flection in the plate-glass, and rang the bell.

Upstairs, a girl hastily dabbed powder on her
ran a comb through her short black hair, pulled her

stockings up and her dress down, and ran downstairs to

open the door. "I wonder if I look all right," she thought.
" Polly !" said the young man with undisguised enthus-

iasm. "You're looking awfully well.
,,

"How are you, Peter ?" she asked and held his hand for

quite a while. "I'm so glad you thought of the concert.

I've never heard SokolofT, and they say he's awfully good."
"I thought you'd want to go," said Peter.

As they drove off in the roadster, Polly's private senti-

ments were that it was really too perfect an evening to

waste on a symphony orchestra. Not that she did not like

good music, but evenings with Peter were precious. She
would have preferred to ride like this indefinitely with the

wind blowing the hair from her face and Peter bending
down to speak to her and sometimes letting his hand fall

from the wheel to hers. But Peter loved symphony orches-

tras. He appreciated all the arts. It was one of the things

she admired about him.

The auditorium buzzed with people. Polly, with a pro-

gram clutched in her hand, slid into her seat beside Peter,

conscious of pride in her companion. The room blazed with
light. Blonde, dark, and grayish heads, and a few pink
bald ones, nodded and swayed about them; and up on the

platform stretched the Cleveland symphony orchestra, a

hundred strong, all absorbed in various shining instruments.

Audience trickled in; ushers hurried back and forth; the

wail of undisciplined instruments pierced the surrounding
chatter. Polly surveyed her program rapidly. "No Bach
tonight; thank God," she thought. Bach always gave her

a headache.

"No Bach," said Peter beside her, with obvious dis-

appointment. "I always like to hear symphonies play

Bach."
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So do I," said Polly.

"Bach, you know," began Peter, "has an amazingly
original technique. .

." Polly listened with deep attention.

"What a lovely dimple he has in his chin," she thought,

"and lovely white teeth, and lovely wax ey hair." A burst

of applause drew her attention from Peter's dimple to the

stage. Mr. Sokoloff stalked through a row of violinists and
made his way to the front of the platform. He bowed three

times, turned his back to the audience, and launced his

orchestra into Schubert's Unfinished Symphony. Polly

glanced at the text conveniently printed in the program.
'The first movement," she read, ''allegro moderato,

begins softly as a hushed whisper. It is a foreboding,

ominous theme. Presently a second melody is suggested

by the violins in a wavering figure which but dimly reveals

its melodic content. This soon becomes the accompaniment
to a calmly flowing, serene melody begun by the oboe.

Abruptly the mood changes to a sharp struggle. Incisive

chords pile up to a climax, only to give way to fragments
of the second theme. Another onslaught of fiercely accented

chords introduces an arresting theme. The exposition ends

with a plaintive dialogue on a small section of Theme II."

"Very good description," thought Polly. "Especially

the onslaught of fiercely accented chords." She stared

curiously at the rows of musicians whose solemn faces

bulged absurdly over the collars of their dress-suits. They
were all intent either upon their music or upon the ener-

getic figure of Nicolai Sokoloff whose arms and sometimes
\ were waving wildly about.

"Watch the oboe," muttered Peter in her ear; and Polly,

who did not know an oboe from a flute, nodded intelli-

gently. After five minutes of concentration on what was
really a clarinet, Polly dropped her eyes to the program in

her lap.

"Why Schubert left this work unfinished is not definitely

known, romantic legends to the contrary notwithstanding."

"Anyway I'm glad he did," she thought as she joined in

the applause and smiled at Peter.

Polly enjoyed the next number. It was Anitras Dance
from Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite. She thrilled to the rhythm
and felt a deep sympathy for Anitra as her silver-clad feet

tapped imperceptibly to the rhythm.
'That's not real music," commented Peter afterwards.
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"I must really listen to these things," thought Polly in

panic, "so that I can talk about them afterwards." She
studied the program carefully. The orchestra had plunged
into Rimsky-Korsakoff's Scheherazade. "An important or-

chestral suite written in the nineteenth century. Its roman-
tic melodies are tinged with Oriental color; its orchestra-

tion is brilliant yet deft." During the "brilliant orchestra-

tion" Polly suffered intensely. Having an ear for melody,
she was pained by the repetition of discords which marked
the Scheherazade. A sudden hearty clash of cymbals made
her clutch the arms of her chair. "That must be the

Oriental tinge," she thought.

After an interval in which the Cleveland symphony
orchestra grew redder and redder, and Polly more and more
nervous, the Scheherazade concluded in a sudden burst from
the brass instruments. Sokoloff dashed from the stage.

Intermission!

"Shall we go out for a whiff?" asked Peter, but Polly

was already on her feet. Leaning against a chilly wall in

the crowded lobby and adding a bit more to the haze of

cigarette smoke, Polly listened to the general comments on
the music. "Interesting—great stuff—Sokoloff sure can
draw it out of 'em." She must make Peter think she was
intelligent about these things. She drew a breath and took
the plunge.

"Don't you think Schubert has an inexhaustible melodic
gift, Peter?"
"Half over!" she thought exultantly as they returned to

their places. It was really not so bad when one got into

the mood. By straining her eyeballs to one side, she could

watch Peter's handsome profile unobserved. "He's so dis-

tinguished," she thought, "and so sweet to me. I've never
known a nicer man"; and Polly clapped warmly at the

orchestra's rendition of Schumann's Symphony No. 1.

After that she lost all sense of time and place; for Peter

had leaned a bit closer until his arm touched hers lightly.

She kept reading the program over and over, "like a dash-

ing brook in early Spring, with the delicacy of gentlest

rain.". Her mind was a series of spring and Peter and rain

and love; and she was happy and confused. When she

looked at Peter, he seemed confused, too.

The concert was over. Peter and Polly walked out into

the cool night and exchanged bright stars for bright lights
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and the blare of the city streets for the blare of the Cleve-

land symphony orchestra. Polly's heart was beating

rapidly. "Now for home/' she thought, "and a cigarette

with Peter on the divan in front of the fire."

They sat together in front of the fire, relaxing in cushions

and soft leather.

"Oh! this is heavenly," thought Polly, slipping her hand
through Peter's. "It was such a nice concert, Peter," she
smiled at him.

Peter smiled down at her.

"It was a horrible concert," he said. And they both
began to laugh.

iQgf&9»

LOW TIDE
Ella Hume

The waves have ceased

Their pounding of the shore,

And softly sway
The long festoons of shimmering seaweed
Left by their stronger selves

Not long ago.

Malevolent crabs

Scratch in the crevices;

Under dark rocks

Shadowy goldfish

Mash bright and vanish.

After them,
Futilely,

Pale arms outstretched,

Anemones suck at the water;

Best of all,

Luck being with you,
In some shallow, sun-warmed pool

You may see

I )efensive squid

Flinging their purple screens

Against the world.
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AARDWOLF
Millicent Ward

*"The Aardwolf is a carniverous animal . . . with very

weak teeth."

—

Funk and WagnalVs Dictionary.

LFRED was a shoe-clerk. He lived in Jersey
City and commuted to New York on the

Chambers Street Ferry. He started on week-
days at 7:45, and returned at 5:30. He ate at

the Exchange Buffet near Whitehall Street. He bought a

morning paper to read on the ferry, and he got a tabloid

to read in the subway at night. He worked Saturday
afternoons until 6:30. He earned $25 a week, of which he
paid $12 for his room and board, leaving the remainder for

recreation and incidental expenses. He had straight hair

and usual eyes. His overcoat was somewhat worn; but
his shoes were carefully shined. He was just under medium
height.

We could have seen Alfred in the ferry, walking down
the street, buying his paper. Perhaps he was the one we
bumped against in the elevated. It may have been his

back disappearing into that small shoe-shop, two doors
from the corner. We would not have seen him in the

Exchange Buffet, because we do not go there; but we
might well have seen him walk very quickly past the tea-

room window. Surely we have seen Alfred somewhere. His
particular embodiment of statistics sounds so familiar.

However, if we had seen him, we would not have noticed

him especially. It is not probable that we would have
wondered what he was thinking about. He would have
looked quite blank and unimportant. Yet he would have
been thinking about something—he would have been
thinking about poetry.

If we pretend there are no such things as walls of brick

and mortar, we can observe Alfred more closely; and if we
perform a simple trepanation, we can see what he is think-

ing about. If we are careful, Alfred will never know.

To begin with, the foghorns woke Alfred Saturday morn-
ing, and the rumbling of the trucks down the hill. He got
up, washed, shaved expeditiously, and dressed, having
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ancd his tie the night before. He ate breakfast; then

dapping on his hat, and pulling on his overcoat, ran down
the front steps, swallowing his last bit of toast. He bought
his paper, and dodged among the busses to the ferry, where
he gained the outside deck. It was deserted, since the

early morning was cold, and the fog damp. But Alfred sat

out there in all weathers, glorying in the storms, and par-

ticularly loving fogs. He felt quite alone, then, in many-
layered, busy New York; while the sirens screamed like

tormented souls at the ends of the world. He never read

his paper there, except when someone strolled by, at which
time he absorbed himself in it to avoid the appearance of

idleness.

When the boat bumped and ground against the dock, he
jostled with the others down the stairs and out to the

street. He walked across cobble stones whose crevices held

old banana skins and piled dirt. On the opposite sidewalk

he passed along the wholesale food houses, where crates of

round oranges were stacked, and settled brown sacks of

potatoes. He breathed in the smell of stale vegetables and
caught the color in slatted boxes. Two sleek cats inter-

rupted his footsteps, and he almost whistled. He climbed
the iron steps and waited for the elevated. He looked at

the smoke flying from lean chimneys, and thought of a tin

flag he had once owned, similiarly stiff and jagged; he saw
a defining line around each detail of building, to the rag

stuffed in a window pane. Alfred tensed his fist in a quick
impulse to feel the knotted hand of the old man next him.

He wondered why he had such thoughts. The car grated

to a stop, and he swung on to the platform. He looked out

of the window, glancing occasionally at his paper. He was
astonished again at the clear line of definition around each
brick, each milk-bottle, each out-flung sheet. The build-

ings went by like composite pictures, superimposed one on
the other. A friend of Alfred's slapped his shoulder, and
said,

"Hello, Boy! What you thinking about
?"

"Nothing," smiled Alfred truthfully; for he had no
words to express his thought. So Alfred stopped looking

out of the window and listened to his friend describe what
he had go! on his radio last night.

Alfred not off at the next station and walked three blocks

the shop, where he greeted the cashier, punched the
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time-clock, and combed his hair in front of a little mirror.

He tried shoes on four fat women, and one young girl, and
made two sales. Then he put on his hat and coat and went
out to lunch. He turned in at the Exchange Buffet, a

block and a half up the street. The mushroom table where
he stood to eat amused him in a secret fashion. He liked

to see grave faces leaning precariously over gigantic stool-

tables. It reminded him of lying in bed and looking at the

ceiling as if it were a floor, with the gas-jet and the chande-
lier flowering upward. He never voiced this idea; he be-

lieved that he ate there because it was so much faster. In
the afternoon he made one sale and, after some spirited

repartee, made a date with the cashier for a trip to Coney
Island that night.

The subway shortly swallowed them up. Alfred stood in

the dark tunnel, and watched lights flash by, and listened

to the advancing and receding roar of cars. The cashier

was talking; she was pretty, but he paid little attention.

He felt strangely dissatisfied—and without reason. The
roars excited him. The masses of people seemed questions

he needed to answer. He could not formulate his thought,
so he ceased trying. He listened to the cashier, who was
still talking. They pushed their way in and sat side by
side staring across the lighed aisle. Alfred felt heaviness

here. Morning in the elevated had bordered his day with
light; night in the subway smothered him. But his mind
crashed with the roar and the darkness; and he smiled at

the cashier, who smiled back and squeezed his hand.
At Coney Island the ferris wheel was pricking a circle

of stars on the sky. Luna Park was a congealed display of

fire-works. Alfred and his cashier were gay. They ate hot-

dogs. They held hands in the Old Mill. They clung to

each other in the steeple chase. They laughed delightedly

at the victims of the fun-maker. They sat on a bench and
looked at the moon, while the amusements blared, like a

bugle, Alfred thought, behind them. Alfred let the dark-

ness smooth his forehead. He felt plunged into the near-

ness of the sky.

"Gosh," said Alfred, "the moon's just like a round hole."

"Gee, you're funny!" said the cashier admiringly, "I
could laugh at your jokes forever."

Alfred guessed he was funny. He had different ideas

from most people, he thought. But then, he didn't often

have time to think. He liked the cashier. He kissed her.
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TIME WASTED
Lucia Weimer

|UDITH and Anna left college for two days each
.semester and went to New York. "One gets to

the point of stagnation/' they said. Certainly in

New Y
r

ork they did not stagnate. They were the

sort of girls who make good use of every second of their

time. When they were not at the opera, they were doing

the art galleries; and they spent time and money locating

various exotic restaurants of which they had heard or read,

in a secret hope of dining across the room from George
Arliss or Katharine Cornell. Judith knew a man in New
York, but she never called him up. "He would only insist

on musical comedies and night clubs," she said, "and we
haven't time to waste on them."

It was Judith who knew Mrs. Anderson and was now
making the question of whether or not to call her up a serious

one. For she would ask them to tea. Would it, or would it

not, be a waste of time? Judith and Anna discussed it, sitting

in the little room overlooking the court of the Student's

Club. In the time it would take them to go to tea, they

could cover an art gallery or two; on the other hand, as

Judith pointed out, there was the mirror which had be-

longed to Sothern and Marlowe and the signed Whistler

etching, both of which might be seen at Mrs. Anderson's.

"It is really," Judith assured her friend, "an experience

to go there."

Having agreed that it was an experience, they budgeted
two hours of their time for it and Judith telephoned.

She came back from the telephone, — "My dear, we
have run into the most wonderful piece of luck. She
asked us to tea and her father's going to be there. I've

never met him but I've heard about him all my life. He
left Mrs. Anderson's mother long ago and ran away with a

red-headed newspaper woman. His first wife wouldn't
divorce him— thought it would be a stain on the children

or something—so in a burst of imaginative rage, he adopted
the red-haired person. They toured the continent for

years— to the fury of his frustrated family—then the

woman died and he returned more or less penitent. Mrs.
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Anderson is the only one of the children who will receive

him at all. But they say he is charming—erudite and what
not. Knows all sorts of artistic people—wears a gardenia
in his buttonhole. You know the type. Do hurry. We
can't go over our two hours and we mustn't miss him. It

will be a real experience."

Conscious of the fleeting two hours, they took a taxi and
arrived a little early. The room was dusky as New York
apartments are likely to be. The convex surface of the

Sothern and Marlowe mirror caught the light from the

window and gleamed jewel-like on the wall. On the piano
American Beauty roses stuffed a pink vase, lit up from the

bottom by a tiny electric bulb.

"There is the
—

" said Judith and stopped at the entrance
of Mrs. Anderson, black hair swept around white face,

trailing chiffon flat blue and black, like colors in a dark
Chinese print. She kissed Judith coolly, smiled at Anna

—

"Anna—of course—I've heard about you. Sit down, won't
you? I don't know what can be keeping father. Are you
enjoying your spree in New York?" Around the room her

voice drifted smokily, a little harassed, a little preoccupied,

but always kind.

Leaning back correctly, easily, Judith said, "Yes, in-

deed—a spree—the opera—art galleries
—

"

The maid, big and slow, trundled in a tea cart, while the

door bell cut shrilly through the warm-tea-and-lemon
scented dusk. Mrs. Anderson left them faintly murmuring
an excuse. They heard her voice in the hall. "Father—so

glad—sweet
—

"

Judith said to Anna, "That's the Sothern and Marlowe
mirror. And that is the Whistler. Lovely, isn't it?"

"Where?" asked Anna frantically.

Before Judith could point, Mrs. Anderson was back, her

arm linked in that of a tall old man.
"Girls, this is my father. Father, this is Catherine Hill's

daughter. You remember Catherine? And this is her

friend, Miss Fiske."

He bowed gravely. There was a vertical effect about his

long face with its upright wrinkles and dropping moustache.

Even his eyes seemed elongated in a kind of Alice in Wonder-
land way. He wore a well-bred gray suit and spats. His

tie pin and cuff-links were star sapphires and his handker-
chief was blue.
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'The girls are having a little spree in New York/' his

daughter told him.
"Well—we call it a spree," Judith qualified modestly.

"Opera—art galleries. We heard 'Tristan and Isolde' last

night. We had terrific seats—in the family circle. Got a

sort of Cezanne perspective on the stage." She looked
around a little after that, but Mrs. Anderson was pouring
tea, inquiring softly about lemon and sugar. Her father

looked attentively at both of them. Judith went on

—

" But the music made up. When they were singing on
the hilltop, I was ecstatic. Such music— I could die listen-

ing to it."

The old man broke in suddenly
—

"Tristan—Tristan
—

"

he said, "Isn't that the one where the fellow takes so long

to die? Heard it in Bayreuth last summer. Left during
the last act. I'd forgotten how long it took him to die

—

awful bore."

Mrs. Anderson handed him his tea. "Father—the music
is lovely—you know very well. Girls—you like brioche

—

don't you?" She waved a plate at them.
Anna said, "I love it—too delectable. In France last

summer—

"

She went on. Nobody seemed to listen to her.
" Father—brioche ?

"

"No thank you, my dear."

"But father, I had it especially because you like it so."

"I don't want any. Just tea."

"But father—"
Judith caught suddenly in the act of pointing at the

Whistler, explained, "I was showing Anna your etching.

She majors in Art."

Mrs. Anderson smiled. "I think it is a lovely one. Do
go look at it closer if you care to."

They got up and peered intelligently. "Beautiful
chiaroscuro—so restful after this modern stuff."

"We've been doing the art exhibits," they explained, re-

turning to their seats. "They have some exciting things at

the Museum of Modern Art. Picasso, Dufresne, Matisse.

Anna titters in front of the Matisse— and in a mink coat,

although the New Yorker decries the combination.
I like him, though. Then we went down to see the early

I hitch exhibit."

Mrs. Anderson said, "J haven't been. I'm falling so
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behind. There is a very interesting exhibition at the

Metropolitan this week. Have you been there?"

The star sapphires moved uneasily and elongated blue

eyes turned on them. "Have you ever been to the Museum
of Natural History?" he asked them.

Judith answered easily, "Dear, no! I thought that was
a place to meet people." Anna laughed.

Mrs. Anderson smiled. "The only time I have ever been
there, John Briggs took me. All I can remember are the

horrible pictures of typhoid germs and how sick they made
me. Have you heard about John, father? He and his wife

are getting a divorce because John wants children and there

haven't been any. They gave a party to announce the

divorce. Fancy that, girls? They both received. It was a

funny party."

"That reminds me," her father said, "of a play I saw
once. In which a couple had no children and

—

"

"I believe I saw it, too," his daughter interrupted.

"Some English actor was in it."

"Yes—I can't think of the name. But it concerned a

couple who had no children
—

"

"Might the English actor have been Cyril Maude?"
Judith offered suddenly.

"I don't think so," he said gravely. "But the point of

the play was that the couple had no children and he divorced
her. She married some other man then and had a whole
raft of children." He laughed. "Very funny."

Mrs. Anderson swirled her hand around her hair. "I
was thinking of another play," she said. " It was a mystery
play about

—

"

She went on.

Judith looked dejectedly at Anna's wrist-watch. The
two hours were up except for fifteen minutes which would
be taken up in getting back to their rooms. When the

mystery story was finished she rose.

"This has been so kind of you, Mrs. Anderson. You
don't know how we have enjoyed it." She moved on;

murmured polite farewells to the old man.
In the taxi she apologized. "I am so sorry, Anna. It

was my idea. And our time was wasted. How can people

call that stupid, ordinary, old man charming! And now
we're not going to have time to find that Arabian restaurant

before the opera. And they say Alfred Lunt and Lynn
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itaine eat there. Kill me it you want to—it's all my

k in the apartment Mrs. Anderson stood under the
Whistler etching and regarded her father sternly. "How
could ) on ?

M
she said.



Announcement

of the

Monthly Prize Contest

Monthly takes pleasure in announcing the winning

contributions to the Prize Contest. They are:

First Prize

An Iconoclastic Cry Mata Hari or Myrtle Brady

Second Prize

International Relations Faute de Mieux or Helen R. Noyes

Third Prize

Song of Songs Gale Karen or Harriet Gilfillan

A Thesis on the Pluperfect

Aimee Semple Macpherson or Myrtle Brady



BOOK REVIEWS

IN THE SOUTH SEAS

Hot Countries: by Alec Waugh
Farrar and Rhinehart, New York

y
1930

Alec Waugh, the distinguished young author of Three

Score and Ten has written a book of his travels in the

South Seas. He describes these hot countries with the

coolly balanced eye of an Englishman. The reader is

leisurely conducted on a journey to Tahiti, Siam, Ceylon,
Martinique, Haiti, and the other lesser known islands of

the West Indies and the Pacific. The reality of the reader's

active participation is emphasized by the superb illustra-

tions, for they are wood-cuts from the hand of Lynd Ward,
who is the author of the recently published God's Man.
The sketch of Tahiti is by far the most successful in the

book. Waugh found the Tahiti of Somerset Maugham and
Rupert Brooke at Papette, and then journeyed inland, and
to the remoter islands, to seek out the fast-disappearing

Polynesian civilization that Stevenson and Loti wrote of

sixty years ago. Waugh has the faculty of emphasizing
the dramatic in color and personality.

1 You drive out into the districts past Papara through
that long sequence of haphazard gardens where the

bougainvillia and the hibiscus drift lazily over the

wooden bungalows, and you see laid out along their

mats on the verandahs the dark-skinned brooding
women of Taravao, their black hair falling down to

their knees over the white and red of the pareo that is

about their hips. .
."

Waugh portrays Tahiti as surely as Gauguin. The most
striking thing about this sketch is the way in which the

author incorporates the plot of a novel about Tahiti which
always had intended writing. Conventionally enough,
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it is occupied with the love of a white man for an island

woman; but Waugh's discourse on the differences between
continental love and Polynesian love is one of the high

spots of the book. In the end we realize why a month in

the tropics is too long and a year is too short.

Waugh explores the interior of the Siamese jungles; he
discovers that the beachcomber is a man of the past in

Ceylong, and that there are Europeans who do not wear
dinner clothes every evening and yet manage to refrain

from "going native." We attend the carnival at Domin-
ica, we dive into the Bal Lou-Lou in La Martinique, we
are confronted with the prospect of using pigs for money
in the New Hebrides, and we realize that all Australia is

not made up of penal colonies and that Sydney is a cul-

tured delightful city. The definite description of the

tropics Waugh give us removes his book from the class of

picture post-card travelogues.

The only inadequate chapter is the one about Haiti,

but it is quite satisfactory if one has not read Vandercook's
Black Majesty or W. B. Seabrook's The Magic Island.

Waugh retells the story of the Haitian fight for indepen-
dence, and makes it a background for the customs and
manners of Port-au-Prince, a city that blends so perfectly

the South Sea and the Parisian atmosphere. The sketch
does not leave us with a grim black feeling; it does not
capitalize the beating of the voo-doo tom-toms or the

stories of tragedy behind the ruins of colonial French
plantations. Waugh contributes no new material about
Haiti; but he writes of it with a refreshing vigor that we
appreciate because he enables us to feel that we know
Haiti.

The only fault of the book is perhaps the undue sub-
jectivity of the writer. The trivialities that at first charmed
us, have, by the end of the book, grown a bit monotonous.
Nevertheless, the book has distinct virtues. It is on the

whole truthful, with just enough fiction to give it a pleas-

ingly dramatic flavor; it has none of the super-glamour of
one of Richard Halliburton's royal roads; and it has none
of the distasteful practicality of a book that might have
been called "So You're Going to the South Seas!"

M. N. S. Johnson
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I SING THE SOFA

The Stricken Deer: by David Cecil

stable is: Co., London > 192 (>

"1 sinur the sofa!" is the opening phrase of Cowper's
v. In The Stricken Deer, David Cecil has given an

authentic account of the charmingly formal sofa of the

eighteenth century that, with its implied atmosphere of

Bohea and powder, might be taken as one symbol of

Cowper's life. More than that, Cecil has contrasted very

sympathetically the tea-table existence of Cowper's day-
time life and his demon-haunted nights. He has shown a

gentleman of scholarly habits who loves his garden and a

domestic kind of society; he has shown a poet like Sterne

of The Sentimental Journey; a Sterne mad, not with the

erratic fancy of Yorick, but with a real and terrible mad-
ness more akin to that which beset Hamlet.

When a young man, Cowper had one attack of madness
and found release in religion, the religion of Wesley, so

strangely at variance with most of the expressions of the

eighteenth century, and so strangely at variance with

Cowper as a product of that century. Later in life, religion

failed him, and he turned seriously to writing to keep his

sanity. The will that had made him cleave to a God with
whom he had little sympathy helped him keep to this task,

but in a different way. He had clung to Wesleyism by
strenuously neglecting his other interests; he had turned
all his imagination and faith into an alien channel. In

writing he was able to express himself naturally. But this

led to the danger of expressing those thoughts and emotions
that occurred most strongly to him, the very ones he must
avoid if he would preserve the delicate balance of his

kind. With an uncompromising decision not generally

recognized in a man who entertains his friends with stories

ot his flowers and hares, Cowper avoided both horns of

the dilemma by usinur only that part of his brain which
was health)' and which would not lead him into tragic

imaginings and despair. After considering his life in con-
nection with his poetry, one is brought to the conclusion
that it is a poetry of escape -but escape to this world
rather thun from it. lie could indulge in no mental ex-

plorations; hence his poetry is unusually external. He
allowed himself to express only the humour, the deep love
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of nature, the tender affection for friends—only the more
journaliere experiences that were the saving elements of
his life. This self-imposed limitation is what makes his

work neither an intellectual nor an emotional poetry: his

normal life was neither intellectual nor emotional. Had
he possessed literally the strength of mind to contemplate
the terrible logic of his eternal damnation and the fiends

that demonstrated it to him, we might, for he had a poetic

gift, have had a far richer and more subtle poetry; but in

what ways is farther beyond conjecture than the name
Achilles took when he hid himself among women.
The fact that one is led unconsciously to a contemplation

of Cowper's poetry after reading this biography is to Mr.
Cecil's credit. It is a compliment to his restraint in keep-
ing to the facts and in a large measure compensates for

what is, after all, merely another of Arnold Constable's
"Literary Biographies." This superficial quality is im-
plied in the name. One feels it more strongly after reading
the preface in which Cecil speaks of Cowper as an "extra-
ordinary man." He has given the extraordinary life of a

man who, for all Cecil says explicitly, might be a completely
ordinary person. An appreciation of Cowper's almost
superhuman strength in dealing with his life is left to the
imagination of the reader. Furthermore, a very serious

superficiality is shown by the lack of documentation.
Cecil has tried to forestall this criticism in his preface.

But, because of the great importance given to Cowper's
social relationships, and the nebulous quality of most of

the people involved, one still feels that for his own pro-

tection, Mr. Cecil should have added a bibliography at

least. Had he done this the reader could decide how much
these faults are due to a lack of facts and how much to a

lack of ability on the part of the author whose book, in

other respects, seems quite adequate.

K. deM. L.



Rahar's Inn
Kl< HARD J. KAI1AR, Proprietor

;

place to sleep.

Quiet, dean and homelike.

ROOMS: $1.60 and up

JULIA B. CAHILL

4 Green St.

LADIES' APPAREL

Coffee Tea

Sandwiches Salads

Hot and Cold Drinks

"THE "DIVE"
GREEN ST.

FURNITURE

UPHOLSTERING

BLIP COVERS and CUSHIONS

Visit our Sample Room

CIIILSON'S

UPHOLSTERY SHOP
U C ntcr St. Tel. 1822

DRAPER GARAGE
Masonic St. Opposite Fire Station

Storage for 100 Cars

Cars Called for and Delivered

WASHING— REPAIRING

White Entrance Tel. 831W

The Green Dragon

229 MAIN STREET

Gifts of Distinction

ROOM FURNISHINGS

BOSTON FRUIT STORE

—E 3—

The Pioneer Fruit House

of Northampton

WALSH'S
Cleaning, Dyeing

Pressing

It's New When We're Through

23 Green Ave. (Next to Scott Gym.)

Tel. 409-R

Credit extended



A MATTER OF MOMENT
What a perplexing task it is

. . . this matter of keeping the
unpredictable young woman of
today not only precisely on the
moment, but (what of course
will always be of more import)
just as precisely of it. Yet what
a stimulating one it is . . . chal-
lenging the imagination of the
artist and craftsman, the inge-
nuity of the scientist.

As for dividing and redividing
the moments by which we live

...this for generations has been
the recognized forte of Swiss
watchmakers. But to encase
their handiwork of unquestion-
able precision in settings as pre-
cisely of the mode . . . that has
long been the craft of Marcus &
Company. Their art lies in

capturing the exact line, the col-
or, the design that will best ac-
cent the costume . . . that per-
tinent detail which is of such
moment to those women whose
preferences become tomorrow's
vogue.

It is notable that these wo-
men do honor to Marcus & Com-
pany by accepting their watch-
es with the same confidence in
the timeliness of their design
that they feel in the timeliness
of their performances.

A wide selection of bracelet watches

of unusual design from $7500 to $50.

Men who have achieved an enviable re-

putation for their superior skill will al-

ways service them and keep them in re-

pair for you.

MARCUS & COMPANY
JEWELERS

Wm. elder Marcus, Jr. Chapin Marcus
Fifth Avenue at Forty-fifth Street, New York; London; Paris; Palm Beach; Bombay



PLYMOUTH INN
TEA ROOM REOPENED
Freshmen: Rat Where Smith

Cirls !la\o Katen for Years

College Orchestras Weekends

Piano Solos Tuesdays

and Fridays

Mrs. M. A. T. SCHOENECK

Have you tried our new
Hot Chocolate DeLuxe?

IT IS DELICIOUS!

COLLEGE FRUIT SHOPPE
Home of

Fancy Fruits - Groceries - Ice Cream

GLENN E. GROVER

Radio

Sales Service

Main St. at Crafts Ave.

Phone 1040

^Allison Spence

Maker of fine photographs

Photographer to the Art Department

and several others

100 Main St. Phone 1919-M

HILL BROTHERS

DRY GOODS
RUGS
and

DRAPERIES

W. Li. HIGGI^S
249 Main St.

Genuine Rajah and Calcutta

Lizard Skin Pumps in

Black and Brown

Better Shoes Moderate in Price

CLEANING DYEING

VIOLET ANGOTTI
Dressmaker

20 Green St. TEL. 2958M

FLOWERS



Finger Waves Marcels

BELANGER ZESSIN
Nestle Circuline

Permanent Wave

277 Main St. Northampton

The

Fireside
TEA ROOM

16 ARNOLD AVE.

THOMAS R_FLEMING
THE SHOE SHOP

Exceedingly Smart Models

• • • and moderate prices •
•

Painstaking, Courteous Service

Japanese Rice Cake and Arare

Chinese Dry Ginger and Teas

Delicacies for Tea

JAPANESE ART STORE
16 Crafts Ave.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
a few stores below Hampshire Bookshop

THE FRANK E. DAVIS STORE

Watches, diamonds, high class gold
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SEQUENCE
Priscilla Fairchild

The Apple-Tree, the Singing, and the Gold"

COLD wind fluttered across my cheek, a breath
sweeping valley-wards from the snow-patches,
and out of the quiet grew a rustle of trees re-

newing an old and lengthy conversation. The
toy waterfall clinked over its pebbles with a sound of foot-

steps, lightly, surely. There was no one near. Each star

disappeared as a hand wipes chalk from a blackboard, in-

consequentially, and the three mountains dissolved their

three dark outlines into a single uniform blackness. Clotho,

Lachesis, Atropos, spinner, weaver, and shearer, they had
sat impersonally over us; now another presence, whose
moving I had felt in the chill breeze and heard in the

waterfall, blotted them out with a negligent gesture. The
Cyprian shrugged them into non-existence, but we, arro-

gantly ignorant, took no warning. "See," Stephen said,

"with the palm of my hand I can obliterate her." We
laughed at our omnipotence, for the stars shone brightly a

minute later, but the wind grew insinuatingly colder, and
the river gurgled.

The fire in my bed-room burned out quickly that night.

The logs crumpled to white ash long before I had finished

analyzing the day. No customary crackle and glow re-

mained the last impression in a heavy brain as sleep crept

slowly over my body, lying sodden and receptive. In cold

blackness I turned to the window but the three mountains
had vanished again into a devouring shadow. Just outside

a pony cropped the grass with a tearing sound. "Mefiez-
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vous de Venus," said a little voice in my mind, "ses ven-

geances sont terribles." The last black wave of the rising

tide of sleep silently flowed over my helpless groping, lick-

ing me down into the depths of unconsciousness, piling its

heavy waters over me, waters rich in fantastic life.

The next day I rode early. At five in the morning the

cold air thrust a point like an icicle against any spot of

bare skin. I found John, the wrangler, in the men's cook-

house and we made coffee quickly over the ricketty iron

stove, warming our shins while the bacon spat in its pan.

He rolled himself a cigarette, gave me one, then sucked
two deep draughts of smoke into his lungs before he spoke.

'Time to get 'em," he said. My horse, a grey, with a scar

from a barbed-wire fence on his neck into wrhich you could

lay two fingers, and his, a grey also, drooped at the hitch-

ing-rail; cinches tested and tightened, we swung off towards
the upper corral where the ponies grazed at night. Our
horses bucked a little, to set their blood running after the

cold stand. John chirped a phrase under his breath, and
they settled to a trot. A white mist curled up off the river

as the topmost peaks of the mountains turned to a brassy

gold. "Like something to chew?" he asked, and handed me
a wintergreen twig. His horse stumbled, and mechanically
he jerked him up. "God damn fool," he remarked pleasant-

ly, and a minute later, "there they are," and kicked up his

horse to a canter. A hot ray of sunlight hit me between the

shoulder-blades; already the dust was aromatic and white
on the little path between the sage-brush. "Get up," I said

and kicked my horse to chase a runaway that had broken
through a gap in the fence. The grey pricked up his ears

and broke into a lope. I settled down easily in the middle
of the saddle. The day had begun.

It was one o'clock and we had ridden since nine up over
the backs of the mountains, down into their sudden valleys,

brilliant with wild flowers, over a slippery surface of pine-

needles, up to the timberline and the last few stuttering,

crouching pine-trees. They had been haying at Frenchy's
place, we could see behind a clump of trees the open space
about the size of a penny in the valley, that signified the

broad hay fields. The river wriggled down there like a

metallic worm. The horses smelled sal til >' of sweat; and
twisting in the saddle, one leg hooked over the pommel, I

saw our long line twisting down the path that crawled
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zig-zag up the face of the mountain. The grey puffed out a

tired breath and snorted, smelling water ahead. Finding a

sudden open space, a gradual slope and a little brook, we
stopped to eat. The horses drank, sucking the water in

with a hissing sound, clinking their bits lightly, shuffling

and stamping while the saddle leathers creaked. The smoke
from the fire veered around, stinging my eyes. Tall clouds
swung lazily overhead, and the grasses crushed beneath me
smelled pungently. I pillowed my head on the cantle of the

saddle.

My heart swelled unbearably to a crystal bubble, that

would burst and set to chiming a thousand silver bells

with intolerable tongues. My heart melted to liquid fire,

and running through the brittle glass pipes of my veins

shook me like a breath of smoke, and shook the earth about
me till it trembled like a hair. What was this country that

it should stamp me thus with its seal? What were these

mountains to me, that their ghost should pierce my skin,

and cleave my flesh, and wrap itself so snugly about my
bones? to be forever "a bracelet of bright hair about the

bone"?
I could not move for the intolerable tinkling of bells, for

the swelling of the earth, from a toy balloon to infinity. I

could not move, time was arrested in this moment, the

planets clashed no more through the blind abysses of space,

the sun was a cindery husk, burned out an eternity ago.

Not a world swayed in the ether, not a star shivered in its

night, that the ultimate drop might be poured into my cup
without spilling its essence. Only the stiff creak of bough
rubbing on bough disturbed my whirling over the track of

the earth, only the restless stamping of horses noted the

passing of the ages. Someone had picked up the broken
pieces of the years, fitting them together so that the pattern

was whole, completed, meaningful. The childhood of the
world reappeared from behind its gates of horn and silver.

* * *

"You don't time it properly," Stephen said, "hold it a

little longer on the back-cast, then give it a flick with your
wrist. Look." He jerked his wrist and arm, slurring the line

out with a clean hiss, the fly sliding noiselessly into a far-

off pool. A fish jumped exasperatingly behind us. "I see

what you mean," I said feebly, and hooked a tree on my
next attempt. The leader broke in my efforts to release it
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aiul left my last fly high up among the green leaves. My
rocs felt clammy in their rubber boots, and the sun burned
me through my flannel shirt. Stephen wandered off to fish

the next pool. I sat down on a slippery boulder to clean my
trout, whose colors had dulled already as they dangled
stiffly from a stick. The earthy cliff opposite slid down
away from the sky with an abrupt gesture. That sky of an
inconceivably cruel blue had watched me swim here yester-

day, seen me sprawl naked for hours on the little strip of

ground where the brilliant sand stung the flesh with its

heat, and a haze shimmered over the long stretches of

sage-brush throughout the eternity of the morning. That
same sky would see me lie there for other eternities in an
unthinking animal enjoyment of nakedness and heat.

A sudden realization swept over me like the long hard
thud of a crashing wave. As one looks at the face of a

person, long well-known, and sees there by some extra-

ordinary flash of intuition an expression that gives the key
to an utterly unsuspected train of thought in that person's

mind, so I looked at the sky, and saw through its apparent
complacency. Here was the end, since I already foresaw

the fact that an end was possible. Here was no arrested

time, no halted moment. The world had not even caught
its breath into a semblance of a pause. I had begun to

think, and the former thoughtless existence was impossible.

All this would pass, as all other moments passed. But there

was something I could keep, however many years stretched

out ahead, whoever died and dissolved to dust, whatever
else might be forgotten and turn to a shadowy ghost in the

locked closets of my mind. These mountains that had be-

come one with my flesh and crept close to my bones, the

smell of sage-brush and the wind winnowing the dust, the

bitter blue of the sky and the brown bank falling away
from it, the prickle of hot sand on my body, I would lie

down with these at night and walk with them during the

day. Consciously, irretrievably, I stamped myself with their

flaming actuality. "They shall be a symbol to me," I

thought, "'If I forget thee, O Jerusalem/—a symbol

—

'The mystery, the sign you must not touch."

Stephen came splashing downstream. "I caught three

little ones up there above the bend, but the big grandpa
below the falls got away from me. Where have you been?
I thought I'd lost you, for a minute."
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Was I a million years old, or still a child? The mountains
burned to a slow dull bronze. Already the shadows crawled
over the plain in purple flocks, and the darkness leaked out
in an inky flood, lapping up the hinges of the foot-hills.
" Mefiez-vous de Venus," I thought, and understood, sud-
denly, what it meant.

//

Afternoon Tea

"It's a funny thing," she said, and putting down the tea-

cup she absently ran a finger along the edge of a red book,
and looked curiously at the tip. "It's an awfully funny
thing. I'd forgotten it till something this morning— I don't
know what exactly—But you know this heavy autumn
smoke—

"

Her words trailed off into wisps like the smoke, floating

into the upper air of the room, hanging there, ominous and
heavy. Two flies buzzed over the chrysanthemums in the

corner, and pools of sunlight lay thick and yellow like

strained honey.
The voice droned on. "It was a long time ago. I must

have forgotten; we were both so young. He didn't really

mean it, but of course I thought he meant it."

I had lost the drift of the conversation and rattling the

tea-cups was an excuse for absorption—something about
an old love-affair, something commonplace about a man's
desertion of her, stupid. The kettle rumbled smoothly over
the flame and, watching it, I made a parable. Should my
heart be ringed with ivory to ward off heat, to turn away
the intensity, and remain cool, detached, separated from
passion by two ivory rings? Or should it cling close to the

blue flame and burn with it?

I smiled at the absurdity of the analogy and looked up
again. "It was no laughing matter then, my dear. I was so

young. He didn't care of course. I don't know why it hurt

me so then, I'm sure he was no better than most."

She was still engrossed in her story, dropping crumbs on
the floor in her haste to finish one cake and have another.

She pushed a loose wisp of greyish-yellow hair up over the

gold bar of her glasses.

What was this dull story to me who carried a blue flam-

ing soul, and a heart bubbling like the silver tea-kettle?

Upstairs Stephen walked across the room and sat down
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at the piano. He played Debussy and Ravel. The room was
a swirl of golden lights and silver dropping notes. Light as

air, as smoke, as flame, I swung through shadows, without
a soul, without a body. The room was glass and held

trembling in the palm of my hand. Time was a drop of

water suspended at my command. In a moment now I

would have the answer; the riddle would be solved.

"He was a nice boy. I wonder—He must be the father

of a family now."
Stephen was playing Stravinsky. There were crashing

red lights and rhythms and fire and anger. He would play

that till I went upstairs, till the insistence and the beating

dragged me there and the flame was very blue.

Why didn't this fool, this ginger-colored bleating fool go
home, so that I could stop the insistent blare of brazen
trumpets all around me?

"I must have been about your age. Oh! well. It's over

and done with now."
She brushed off the final crumbs, scraped together gloves,

bag, fur, handkerchief, and disappeared out of the door in

a mist of half sentences and awkward phrases.

She was gone. The room was empty and very cold. I

drank slowly the little bitter tea which remained in the

bottom of the tea-pot while the daylight faded out of its

polished pools on the floor.

Suddenly I saw everything plainly, just as it had taken
place. The past and the present had had tea together. The
present and the future had been talking over sandwiches.

She had chatted with her youth, I had replied casually to

my coming age. The blue flame turns into the cool silver

ringed with ivory.

The wood-smoke drifted in through the open windows
and my ring clinked against the tea-cups. Chill darkness

was standing beyond the range of my touch and thought.

Then I went up-stairs because Stephen was still playing

Stravinsky.

///

'7/ the Salt have Lost Its Savour"

Like polo ponies girls darted about the dressing-room,

smooth-haired, thin-shanked, with hard muscular backs,

and a flashing agility. They spoke a jargon peculiar to

themselves, suitable to their thin straight noses, and finely
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turned eyelids. Purely decorative, they had been fashioned
from a metallic substance partially changed to flesh.

Possessed of some slight powers of thinking, they had no
capacity for feeling; arrogant in a physical perfection and
social success, their security and self-assurance surpassed
that of any other class.

I stood before the mirror and an inevitable image of
what the evening would be flashed before my mind. As
"all Gaul is divided into three parts," so every dance re-

solved itself into three different moods. Like the extrava-
gant maps of fairyland pinned up on nursery walls, a

picture of the evening spread out before me. In the left

hand corner lay the first phase. Dancers moved along,

borne up by jazz and champagne, chins tilted, eyelids

half-closed, talking and laughing easily. No thought
troubled their faces, as they moved through the garden
unconsciously, dancing endlessly under the lanterns, play-

ing bridge with a rapt concentration. A little gate in the

brick wall that bound them in to their unsuspected arti-

ficiality opened onto the next division, and only a short

distance away from the pavilion the gate led to a desert

lighted by a red and flattened moon. The wind, having
twisted the sand dunes to extraordinary shapes, had long

since forgotten to trouble this tortured country, since now
no breath of air stirred the heavy mists of heat. The sand
burned with a metallic lustre, saturating the atmosphere,
collecting even with the ashy bitterness of alkali on the

tongue. But this country had to be crossed before the

traveller could reach the last section on the map, low down
on the right where a river cut through plains of sage-brush,

drawing a tribute from the snow-water streams it passed.

Here a brown cliff fell away from a brilliantly blue sky, and
a pool formed where the trout leaped after sunset. Here
three mountains ranged themselves in a semi-circle, around
a valley of fragrant hay.

With incredible distinctness and rapidity this imaginary
chart appeared before me, for long ago I had divided my
moods, placing each one in the little section in which it

belonged, so that every contour and characteristic of the

map was photographed on my mind as is the wall-paper of

a room to its sick occupant.
The hostess and her daughter, however, must be smirked

at politely. Gallantly supported by a week-end of inter-
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national polo, she has tried to outdo the parties of all the

other debutantes. The music on that account will blare

more raucously, the champagne flow more lavishly, the

pavilion be more over-decorated than ever before. All the

better, however, since in that case the first division of the

map assumes all the more convincing proportions.

For hours that dance glared the usual kaleidoscope of

noise and colour and light. The music whined and yelled

indescribably. Knough, that motion drugged the brain, and
the exchange of commonplace remarks atrophied the feel-

ings. There have been innumerable such nights, and will

be as many more, differing one from the other only in the

dress one wears, or the rare benefit of an unknown dinner

partner.

At four o'clock the cold dampness of September filtered

even into my noise-saturated consciousness. We went in-

doors for a half-hour of bridge in front of the fire. In this

same room, whose white plastered walls rose above the

brown panelling that caught and flung back the ripple of

the fire-light. Stephen had looked at me startlingly, when
we came in from riding, one morning long ago. A flavor of

soap and leather and tobacco hung around him. His hands
dangling between his knees, his boots clotted with mud
sticking out before him, lolling back on the sofa, he ex-

plained the symbolism in "Pelleas et Melisande," and we
compared notes on our French governesses, and the books
we had read. That rush of sympathy which flares up be-

tween two people when they find that in their childhood
they have both read "L'Auberge de l'Ange Guardien,"
played the same jokes on the servants, and hated spiders

with an identical loathing, whirled us together. He stuck

his chin out, and slanted his eye-lids looking like a hideous
gargoyle or a wooden Priapus. His brown hands, very
broad in the palm, with strong fingers and a tremendous
stretch, played scales on the shiny table-top, the uncon-
scious limbering exercises of the musician. He told improper
stories with incredible amusement and wit, quick to catch

a gleam of responsive appreciation and enjoyment. The
muscles of his short, thick-set back wrinkled his thin shirt,

ami when we played " Did you ever read. . .
?" and "Who

wrote. . .
?" and "In what book is this. . .

?" his eyes

glowed and changed color.

What a deliciously ironic situation to be playing bridge
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years later in this same room, at his sister's party! What an
unspeakable mockery! Whichever of the gods had planned
this little episode in my life had achieved a marvelous
success. I could almost hear satirical laughter in the room,
though it might have been my own. The joke, even on me,
was so good that I must savor it down to the last dregs. If

he comes, the circle will be completed. Clotho, Lachesis,

Atropos, I salute you!
"I'm sorry partner, I didn't hear you. There is so much

noise."

Noise had sparkled and leaped always from the most un-
responsive people in his presence. His spirit flashed like the

scales of a fish in sunlight, his witticisms raced over Long
Island almost before they had left his mouth. Another roar

of laughter rocked out in the hall.

Something drained slowly, irredeemably, away from my
heart; a lump of dead flesh sat in my chair, dealing cards.

Steadily, subtly, water ran through my veins, drowning me
in a black despair. I had lost the garden, the music, the

momentary intoxication of forgetfullness. The sandy grit

of the desert rubbed familiarly against my feet, the despair-

ing ashiness closed about my throat, and as I walked the

moon cast a red glow over my shoulder.

Stephen stood in the door, and our glances slid past each
other like parallel grooves in ice. A little current of mutual
hate leaked out, setting up a mist of discomfort and loath-

ing as noticeable as smoke filling the room, or an over-

powering perfume. We hated each other, hated each other
so violently that I wanted to be sick, from the very exer-

tion of my emotion, hated each other so completely that

the force of our feelings ignited a spark, as our love had,
and kindled a flame indistinguishable from love.

I knew instinctively that a time would come when the

chain would drag us together, link by slow link, in its heavy
grasp, winding about us. I knew beforehand the old rush,

the flare of high white exultation that would leap through
me, the slow draining away of earthy matter, till we stood
together, two flames of pure spirit, intermingling into one
soaring breath of cold fire. I knew it would happen, al-

though now some wall had reared up between us, cemented
by our hatred. I sat back in the chair.

"Downed them two, doubled and vulnerable, good for

you, partner."
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He cut in on me, later, when we were dancing outside.

Amazing, how calm you can be at the actual moment, how
elaborately casual, how non-committal, what gossip can
pass between you, what cynical comments can be exchanged.
How you can laugh at yourself, inside, great gusts of

laughter that shake you intolerably, buffeting you till

there is nothing left but a very thin husk; the rest has

laughed itself away, laughed itself to nothingness, laughed
till you are a thin glass pipe with no liquid fire running
through it, nothing left of your body but a brittle glass

pipe that another laugh will shiver to a few bright fragments.

In some amazing way I had split up into three parts,

each with a definite life, like a scorpion dividing itself into

pieces that saunter off in different directions. Each separate

part lived in a section of the imaginary map. The top-most
layer of me walked in the superficial division, laughing,

dancing, talking, while my eyes elaborately avoided his.

That part that walked in the desert laughed bitterly,

snarlingly, at the rest of me, knowing that the acrid dust

would soon permeate everything. Secretly, far underneath
the rest, I placed my hope and my longing in the promise
of the mountains and the valleys.

Without speaking we left the dance-floor after a little,

and wandered off through the garden. Already the faint

stirring of air that precedes the dawn broke the drugged
outlines of the trees. Candles flickered low in the brilliant

lanterns. The earth moved soddenly in its sleep but the sky
showed no response. A numbness crept up through my
veins as if my blood had turned to lead. Still speechless we
sat, finally, in a car. Stephen kissed me twice, on the

mouth. I shivered horribly.

Silence drowned us in a pool made bottomless by our
hate. An intolerable loathing transmuted itself to an in-

tolerable desire. There was nothing to say. Disconnected
phrases fidgeted about in my mind, "and agony's forgot,

and hushed the crying," "a naked thinking heart that

makes no show," "and two mouths, thirsty each for each,

find slaking." There was nothing to say that had not been
said before. It was inevitable, this whirlpool that enveloped
us, sucking us down like two leaves that the wind has
blown together, tossing us to the surface to drift off in

opposite directions, and I, in the idiotic childishness of my
delusion, thought that everything was to be exactly as be-
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fore. I saw the stars wheeling overhead between the points

of three dark mountains, the river chuckling over the

beaver dam, the satiny sweep of the current parting for

boulders behind which the backwash collected in yellow

froth. Even the golden arrows of the sun stung my flesh,

the crystal bowl of the sky tilted and poured itself out for

me.
Stephen kissed me, but no longer did the slope of a hill

tilt us upward. The garden of the Hesperides had shut
irretrievably behind us on that day when I realized the

possibility of an end. We had picked the golden apples,

eating them greedily, and now the cores rotted in our
hands. No longer did two demi-gods walk innocently,

blindly, in the garden of the world's childhood. The en-

chantment, the rapt, blind-eyed excitement, had tarnished

and fled away. In suspended animation, not daring to

speak, or breathe, or feel, we had passed softly through
the eternity of each summer day, and that eternity had
clattered to pieces at our passing.

Now two very commonplace people sat in a car, and
kissing each other were no different from the other people
who kissed each other in cars that night. A little different,

perhaps, in that they hated one another with a cold loath-

ing, hated each other because the enchantment had dis-

appeared like early-morning mist, and the dazed, blind-

eyed, self-sacrificing love left behind only a very earthy,

common, lust.

A servant girl's story, I thought, after it was over, and
I was dancing with someone else, the banal story of a

miserable servant. Loved, deserted, forgotten, and left

whining with dream and illusion gone. What a splendid
situation; this is commonly called "an affair," I suppose.
It is such a pretty gesture to scramble abjectly for the
crumbs of love dropped by a man who hates you!
The music screamed on like a nightmare. Colors whirled

about resolving themselves into human figures that the

coloured lights changed to flashing pieces of glass. More
noise, more dancing, more nonsense, and always every hair

on the back of my neck conscious of his presence behind
me, or across the room, or standing in a corner. Always
our eyes slid smoothly by each other, and the current of

hate leaked out about us. Despising myself so utterly

forced me to include him, selfishly, in my contempt, and
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the sti:
:

f mj self-loathing built a chalky wall in my
"You fool, you ass, you bloody fool, tricked by a

r) a shop-girl would laugh at." Whatever beauty had
lingered on, a taint afterglow in the west after the sun has

1 had destroyed and sullied this evening, muddied and
the few pour remaining shreds of ecstasy. By trying

to regain the irretrievable past, I had spotted the present

and the future. My eager grasping after a dream had left

me only doubt as to the very existence of the dream.
In one swift glimpse I saw the blue sky arching over the

river bank, three mountains clutching their purple shadows
about them, the slope of a little hill, wild-flowers and pine-

needles, the slow stamping and brushing of tethered horses.

I felt the transcendental mystical passion, the utter nega-

tion of self, the absolute conviction that our souls inter-

mingled, that our understanding, one of the other, was
complete, that the world had evolved from jelly in order

that our communion be completed throughout one lengthen-

ing, unending afternoon, while Stephen pillowed his head
on my breast, and time stood still for the flowering and
blossoming of one perfect moment.

I hail stamped myself, consciously, desirously, with the

memory of that day, now in greediness I had broken the

perfection of the seal.

Two people had grubbed at each other brutishly, because
of the desire between them, and the memories, and the

love that soured and turned to hate. Two people clung

desperately one to another, not through love, but a blind-

ing need that had its birth somewhere in other ages. Two
people clinging together in the hideous blackness of the

night, destroyed the greenness, the fertility, the glory, of

their old dream, leaving in its place a desert, a sandy waste.

m the journal of Edouard in "Les Faux-Monnayeurs"
Andre Gide, Pans 1^27.

"Une sort de tragique a jusqu'a present, me semble-t-il,
<' liappe presqui k la litterature. Le roman s'est occupe des

travel du sort, de la fortune bonne ou mauvaise, des
rapports sociaux, du conflit des passions, des caracteres,

nuns point de I'essence meme die 1'etre. . . Le tragique
moral qui, par exemple, fait si formidable la parole evan-

iue; 'Si le sel pcrd sa saveur, avec quoi la lui rendre-t-

tragique-ld qui lrTimporte."
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THE FIRST HUNT
Barbara Briggs

HE sun burned its brightest through the clear air,

fighting against the autumn crispness of the

morning. A long row of cars lined the country
road, and expectant groups of people gathered

together, talking quickly in the exhiliration of the day,
each with the refrain: "Could there be a more perfect day
for the first hunt?"

Young Dr. MacNiell was smoking nervously.

"I think it's a crime that you can't stay to ride today,
Harry," said the young woman next to him. "Couldn't the

old hospital wait?"

"I am afraid not," he answered. "It seems that a doctor's

life is not an easy one."

"What are you going to do with that beauty of a horse,

now that you are leaving?"
"I may keep him at the club stables, or at the Peterson's.

Helena wants me to do that, so that she can see that he
gets the best of care. She is riding him today, you know.
He was a bit frisky this morning. Oh, I am sure it is all

right," he added, grinding his cigarette between his fingers.

"Well, I told my husband that I shouldn't be responsible

if he really did break his neck this time," she said cheer-

fully. "Hark! Was that the hounds?"
All talking ceased for a moment and the faint cry of the

pack was heard. Through an opening in the trees, far across

the field a flash of scarlet coats showed, then the hounds
burst into the open and across the field. First a man on a

large gray hunter, and then a girl on a bright black horse.

They took the fence at its highest point, almost together,

and were ofT, and over the brook.

"Why it's Helena!" everyone was saying. "Didn't she

take that beautifully?"

"Didn't Helena take that beautifully, Harry! Oh, I do
get so excited!"

One car after another started up with a rush of gears,

and again they were lined up at the next field. This was
smaller, and almost entirely surrounded by trees. The first

jump was constructed opposite the road, at the edge of the
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a wide path led uphill to the clearing, hidden

by the fence, which was topped with brush.

"Oh, that looks wicked, uphill like that. I wish we could

the other side," said an excited voice.

There was more waiting, and then the hounds appeared.

The man on the gray wras over first, again.

"Gay is bound to be in at the death of the drag this

time," called a joking voice.

"Where are the others? He certainly has a lead now."
"Where is Helena? Oh there is Jack, he hasn't broken

his neck after all," cried the girl beside Dr. MacNiell.
"Why is he pulling up over there?" Tensely: "What is the

matter?"
As though electrically transmitted, the question was in

the mind of everyone. "Where is Helena?"
The answer came as a black horse cantered across the

held, riderless.

In an instant Dr. MacNiell ran out, caught the bridle of

his horse and was away, back over the course, looking oddly
incongruous in his dark business suit, his feet in the short-

ened stirrups.

Other riders came up soberly.

"She is unconscious. Get a car and try to take it around
there. Someone follow with Harry's car."

This was done, leaving the spectators talking anxiously

in low tones. A little girl was crying in fright. The bright-

ness was gone from the day, the women drew their coats

about them as they waited, fearing to hear the report.

At last the car was heard coming slowly over the rough
road. There was Helena herself, looking very white, but
smiling a little and waving a small hand. "How plucky of

her!"
"Nothing more than a bad fracture, I think," called Dr.

MacNiell, in a voice that sounded husky.

Iweryone sighed. Then it was all right, after all. Such
bad luck though, the first hunt of the season. And now
they might as well go to the breakfast.
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EPICUREAN
Lucia Weimer

|T was a hot evening. Charlotte, sitting at dinner,

wondered why on hot evenings everything looked
so wilted—the flowers reclining languidly against

the sides of the vase in the center of the table,

her father's tie, her mother's heat-washed face, the beans
lying exhausted on the limp warm lettuce. For there were
beans again. The fact that they were now in salad form,
she reflected, did not make it any easier to eat them for

the fifth time in the last three days. Her wide mouth
broadened into a smile, pleasantly satiric

—"Ah— " she

observed, "we have with us, I see, the ubiquitous bean."

There was a silence while she saw her father, a thin

petulant little man, look up testily and her mother's white
face take on a hurt sneer as she asked with the air of one
dutifully making a consciously expected reply, "Well

—

what does 'ubiquitous' mean?"
Good God! Another break! Charlotte pulled herself up

and answered girlishly, "Ever-present. Isn't it a sweet
word? I found it in Vogue, looked it up, and had to use it."

Safely over that. Her mother's hurt sneer melted into

amused tolerance and her father attacked his dinner again.

She picked up her glass and gulped some of the luke-warm
water. Just the same, she thought, what right have they
to send me to college and then forbid me to use a four

syllable word? What right have they to give me an educa-
tion and forbid me to integrate it? What right have they

to make me keep that part of myself put away in a box
for no one but myself to see?

Like an echo her mother's oft-repeated words sounded in

her ears
—"The really clever woman never allows herself to

seem more intelligent than the person whom she is with."

Righto. Platitudinous but good stuff. She pushed her

chair back. "Excuse me?" Her father looked up. His hair

hung in wet black strands across his forehead. "Why such
a hurry? It's a pity you can't even sit a meal out with your
parents."

Softly there Charlotte. No temper. Too hot—no good
either.
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coming early—we're going canoeing."

Thar made it all right. It would? She was going canoeing
with a man- a man who perhaps might marry her. One
would almost think her parents wanted to get rid of her.

Hut that wasn't it—she was leaving as soon as she gradu-
ated anyway. No—they merely judged worth in terms of

admirers. God!— their only criterion! But it was too hot to

get excited. She rose.

" If he comes before I'm dressed, don't let him get away."

Upstairs she confronted herself in the mirror—nice brown
hair—candid grey eyes under level eyebrows—a nose—and
a mouth, wide, thin and humorous. Cold, she thought
hardly, but we'll fix that. The eyes are easy enough—blue

and grease. Too much lipstick and a pout does the mouth.
And now the curling iron. Carefully she manufactured
ringlets. It was hard to get that one to fall in her eye. "A
studied carelessness in dress," or was it "careful disarray"?
Never mind—it didn't matter. The polish—the polish

—

where in the — ?—there! It was silly to put this rosy stuff

on little bitten off nails. It was feminine too, though

—

always feminine—always dumb—no, not dumb, clever.

'The really clever women— '" What to wear? That pink

thing? Insipid! No—feminine.

When she came downstairs her parents were reading the

papers and Stuart had not arrived, so she sat at the piano.

The heat from the curling-iron lingered in her hair—was
held there by the sultry stillness. Her hands, trifling over

the keys fell into the Adagio of the Moonlight Sonata. Her
music teacher had given it to her years ago because she had
liked it and it had been easy. "Bum-dedum—Bum-dedum."
The bass sang out, beating like the heat against her.

Through the window she saw Stuart ascending the path
and swung easily into "I Can't Give You Anything But
Love, Baby." It wouldn't do for him to hear the other—he
would think she was high-hatting him. Mustn't be high-hat.

And there he was in the doorway, golden-haired and
clean-tut. For all his white flannels very like Donatello's

St. George. Too bad she couldn't tell him that.

"Hello," she said gaily, pushing out of her eyes a curl

which sprang immediately back, "But you look cool. How
dare you on a night like this?"

lie laughed—a fine laugh he had—hearty and swash.
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buckling. "Come on—the drive to the lake will cool you
off. And it's always cool canoeing."

It was not cool in the car. The air blew in warm suffocat-

ing gusts. It was as though a great hand had closed over
her face. She stuck to the hot leather seat. What right had
Stuart to look cool and beautiful the way he did? His
profile made her want to cry. If only he would never talk.

For instance now. What was all this he was saying?—about
sunsets—and God. Sunsets proved God. "Oh—God," she
laughed. Mean ! Mean—and college girlish, too.

"Charlotte—are you a Christian?"
"I'm an agnostic." Why was he forcing her into saying

these collegiate things?

"But last summer you told me you were an Epicurean.
How can you be both?" He was smiling triumphantly,
goldenly, like a young god. She wanted to say, "How can
you be a Christian and an Episcopalian?" but choked it

down. "The clever woman never allows herself
—

" "Why
must you be so mean to me, Stuart? You ought to be a

lawyer."
Laughing largely he ran his hand, his beautiful smooth

brown hand, through her curls. "You're too pretty to talk

that way," he said. She wished he wouldn't touch her. It

was too hot.

When they got to the lake, the sun had nearly set and he
sprang from the car. "Hurry," he called back to her

stumbling prettily behind. He did like sunsets. Something
aesthetically false about his enjoyment though. What was
it? That he insisted upon drawing inferences about the

Supreme Being? He was sliding his canoe into the water,

leaning over it in the position of the Discabolus. Beautiful

boy! The canoe, slim and yellow, bobbed on the water like

the reflection of a crescent moon. She got in. There were
pillows. Too hot for pillows. Too hot to move. How could
he paddle steadily like that? "Don't paddle," she said

lazily, "it's too hot to work."
He put the dripping paddle up. "All right. I'll come down

and sit with you."
"No—it's too hot."

"If you should ask me I should say that the atmosphere
was distinctly cool."

That pun—that awful pun

!

He was smiling at her now—one of those rare sweet
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smiles that she so loved. Back of him the sky was red.

"The Man Against the Sky." But she mustn't say it.

Hell! Couldn't she ever say what she wanted to. Forget

it—it had been a weak witticism at best. Just the same,
she decided crossly, it was too hot to discipline oneself

like this. "The next thing I want to say I'm going to say,"

she told herself. Perhaps he would like her better after he
knew another side of her. In the meantime he was looking

at her, smiling. His shoulders outlined themselves against

the sky in a lovely line. But she was going to tell him

—

'Your shoulders against the sky," she began shyly,

"look nice—a great singing swoop—like the lines of a

lekythos."

'Nice phrase that," she mouthed it appreciatively, "like

the lines of a lekythos." And "lekythos-lined," she mused.
"Could that be an epithet? Anyway it would sound darned
well in a poem. Too bad I can't write poetry. For I've

always theorized to the effect that women can't write good
prose. They care too much about form—are too self-

conscious about being criticized. Let them stick to lyrics

and pattern poetry—villanelles and things. Prose needs
something more vigorous than their pretty fancies, their

sensitive subtleties. Compare Elinor Wylie or Virginia

Woolf with Hemingway or James Joyce. It's the men that

have the power—the real originality." "I like Heming-
way," she added, "so objective and healthy he is. So un-
introspective."

There was a pause. It had gotten darker and cooler. A
wind springing up over the water whipped the curl from
her hair and blew it back from her face, leaving it straight-

forward and shining.

"I often think," she said, "that introspection is the

great national fad—that, and preoccupation with sex. For
they are fads and I'm getting sick of them. Who cares

about your reactions except yourself? And if you pay
attention to them you spoil them. As for sex, it seems of

chief importance as a topic of conversation. And you never
get anywhere—least of all with the opposite sex. For if a

man sits across the room from you and discusses it, you
doubt his qualifications and if he sits beside you, you
doubt his motives. But you needn't doubt either. He prob-
ably doesn't know what he's talking about and cares less.
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It's just the fashionable thing to talk about—the smart
thing to do. Frankly it bores me.

''The trouble with all of us is that we ought to be out
doing things instead of thinking and playing around college.

We're grown-up. It's a horrible, horrible waste— all these

young people at the height of their vitality and youth and
fineness playing around in automobiles and drinking and
dancing and talking about sex. They ought to be out
making the world."

Through the darkness her mouth was a wide cut across

the whiteness of her face and her eyes blazed wide and
earnest. She picked nervously at a splinter on the side of

the boat for a minute, then laughed shortly, "And who am
I—a self-confessed Epicurean—to talk? Yet I can't help

feeling that they aren't really happy and that if they
thought—really thought, not just mused in the direction

of the prevailing fads—they wouldn't do these foolish ugly
things. That's silly, though—because of course they do
think—and think. I've always said that the difference be-

tween an intelligent and an unintelligent person lies in the

acts they've thought about. Perhaps we are an unintelligent

generation."

"And how I've run on," she said. Her hair was straight

and she had scratched the polish from her nails on the

splinter but she felt relieved—a little sleepy. In front of

her Stuart sat in the attitude of Le Penseur, a sullen black

bulk against the sky. Suddenly a misgiving crept into her

peace. "And now I've been natural, you don't like me,"
she said, but it was a question.

At last he spoke. "I don't think you've been natural,"

he said levelly, "I think you've been trying to be damn
smart."

Smart—she wanted to laugh—smart! That drivel—that

out-pouring of personal whim, so devoid of real intellectual

worth. He flattered her! She wanted to tell him that. But
she would lose him—this young, beautiful, gay person
whose touch did things to her. However, it was not yet

too late.

"I think I adore you most, Stuart," she said, "when you
see through me."

The lake lay flat and metallic under the moon, its black

shore-line curving with a lilting precision. A little thrill ran
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up her spine and she was very happy. After all, that sort

01 thine was all that mattered.

He was smiling now. Funny—the way she had shrivelled

up inside when he had said that. What was that theory in

psychology?—organism contracts for unpleasant things;

expands tor pleasant. Accurate, these expressions. And she'd

written in her diary
—
"something in me goes out to some-

thing in him across a room full of people." That would be
expansion. Interesting. But she mustn't tell him. Too
technical—high-hat. With her two hands she pushed her
hair about her face. Her mouth was a tiny round blot.

"Come sit by me now

—

it's cooler," she said.

"A really clever woman. .
."
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ISLAND SEQUENCE
Sallie S. Simons

/. Conflict

You hear but do not listen to my voice,

Persistently alone in some expanse
Of mind I cannot penetrate. This choice
Of stubborn stillness is an arrogance
Demanding sound to give it shape and end.

Constrained, I have no spontaneity,
But if I thought that bitter words could bend
This silence, I would hurt you ruthlessly.

I know by some electric path of sense

You hide deep in your deepest self a thing

That speaks, asking for love, possessive, tense,

But bound to hidden, quiet whispering.

Am I intent to have this thing set free,

Or is it merely stillness, goading me?

II. Protest

My mind is worn and hurt, this mind that seeks

To understand your heavy-shadowed face.

I learn how light lies darkly on your cheeks,

How lines of pain, suddenly cut, retrace

And change your lips, and how that insolence,

So much a part of you, is justified;

Then if sharp comment strikes down your defense

I find, confused and young, the other side.

As last I think I see a symmetry
And wholeness in you. But, insensitive,

You must destroy this personality,

Cheapening the things that only you can give.

When you pretend that you are common clay

I want to turn my head and look away.
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///. Shackled

Still I have never told you how your face

Is white before my midnight brain,—for free

Unvisioned sleep is gone,—and how I trace

Its high contours, its dark mobility.

Nor, daytimes, have I more than watched and smiled
When fingers ached to bury in your hair;

I have not felt your lips, fine-cut and filed

To perfect thinness, firm, inturned, aware.

But I have given you affection's trade

(Parenthesis for all the things I said)

For when I might have told you truth I played
On your satiric sense of life instead.

Now you expect this substitute; above
Its plane we're lost. How can we mention love?

IV. Myself in You

At last we walked apart that island night

And talked about ourselves most soberly,

Feeling so soon the need of holding tight

To permanence, to rationality.

We said we would be careful, we would ground
All future intercourse on slow-built thought,
And if our senses, straining, ever found
Release, it would be when our reason taught.

Elaborate, unnecessary theme!
We laughed at it before a week had passed
For saying that we had to find a scheme
To guide our separate lives and bind them fast.

Our separate lives? I never lived until

I saw my own will mirrored in your will.
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V. After an Absence

Unseen behind high-rising cliffs, your boat
Draws in, its engine beating through light mists
That stretch the distance, holding you remote.
Confused before my fog-strained eyes, spray twists

In spiral falling, island sounds grow numb,
A crumbling takes the edges of the rock.

Surging, my heart cries, "Will you never come?"

—

Sudden the launch has whistled for the dock,

And you walk up the road, looking for me.
Longing is gone. At last I show you these

White shapes of foam I found for you to see,

And bring you pools of sea anemones.
My dear, these things are ours; so let us own
We cannot find this happiness alone.
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THE ACTIVE LIFE

Dorothy Buchanan

ipf™|g^VERY aspect of thought, it seems to me, tends

£j« £^>J$ to culminate in the life of one person,—thereby

"yfiol achieving a curious kind of perfection, as poetry

5J3Jj| secures perfection through the realisation of its

images. The person may be famous, or, like Gray's "mute,
inglorious Milton" may waste his "sweetness on the desert

air." So Lodge, novelist, sailor, playwright and doctor of

medicine reflected the bright lights of the Renaissance
spirit in his many-sided existence, just as Newman, the

child of the Romantic movement, realised the spiritual

aspects of that movement through his entrance into the

Catholic Church. Many famous examples could be given,

but it is an unsung one that I wish to present. Ida will

never be known to posterity, but her life, begun in the

middle of the nineteenth century and lasting well on into

the twentieth, represented the culmination of the American
philosophy of action. She was the example of the strenuous

life before it became decadent, wrung to its last sterile

drop by a group of business men to whom action was a

matter of numbers rather than of individual, physical

energy.

In May, when Ida was sixteen, her older sister, Eva,
eloped with the town drunkard. During the morning after

that event, Ida and her younger brother, Charles, could

hear their step-mother wailing even from the remotest part

of the garden where they sat, enveloped in a thin haze of

contemplative silence. They hated their step-mother. She
wept in the spasmodic, sobbing way of very intense women,
a sobbing that ultimately breaks down any sympathetic
relation between them and the outside world. All morning
long, Ida listened to the sound of weeping and sucked lilac

clusters, draining them of their tiny bit of sweetness and
spitting them out, limp, lavender fragments upon the
mossy ground. Finally, after several, tentative, impersonal

comments, Charles shattered the spell of quiet that held
them in its grip: "I'm glad she did. Serves her right,"

pointing to the house,
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After a little, Ida answered: "I doubt if she thought
about her when she did. I doubt if she thought about any-

thing/' And later, somewhat wistfully: "I think I'll do it

too.

"What you?" Charles jeered. "She says you're too much
of a tomboy to get a husband." He ran his thin fingers

through his hair and stared at her with the frank inquisi-

tiveness of an eleven-year-old. "She's right, too. You're too

wild-looking. Eva's hair was smooth and pretty, and she

looked like a pink and white flower. You're dark as a

nigger," he said with a mischievous swagger.

Ida shook him angrily, hot tears in her eyes. "You nasty
little brat!" she said. Charles was sorry.

"Well, whom would you marry?" he asked, his tone

more deferential.

"Mr. Crane likes me," she replied.

Charles picked up a blade of grass, placed it between his

thumbs and blew a long, piercing whistle that scared away
a robin digging for worms. "Mr. Crane," he teased. "I
like that. He's old as Methusaleh. Besides, he's papa's
friend."

"Well," Ida answered, "I guess I can marry papa's
friend, if I want to."

"Mrs. Lucien Crane," chanted Charles. "Wouldn't papa
be surprised?"

"If you tell," Ida screamed, "I'll kill you." She twisted

his thin arm behind him until he looked white and then,

scared and ashamed, she dropped it. "I guess you'd better

have your lunch," she said.

Inside the house was dark and cool. None of the bright

heat of a May morning penetrated its mulberry fasts.

Papa had arrived and sat eating patiently, his napkin tied

around his tall neck.

"You are late again, children," his wife said. "Kiss
papa and eat your lunch." Ida kissed her father's hand.
He was quite a person in Iowa Falls because he ran a

music shop with the result that he combined culture and
success. Ida was proud of him, and she liked the dramatic
gesture of kissing his hand.

"Don't be silly, Ida," her step-mother said. Ida stared

at her. How, thought Ida, could her step-mother look as

hard as if she had never cried? Her eyes were not softened

by tears; they were small eyes of a blazing blue, eyes that
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stared at people and catalogued them in intense, little

flashes. Her cheek bones were prominent and red, and her

fair Straight hair was done in a tight knot high on the

crown of her head. She gave Ida four cold pancakes on a

plate and some sugar to put on top of them.
"We had these pancakes for breakfast," commented

Charles.

"Certainly," said his mother. "You can't expect me to

cook when Eva has disgraced your father in this manner,
can you ?

"

Ida ate four pancakes, then four more, and again four

more. "You've had enough," her mother said. Charles
would not touch his food.

"Eat your pancakes, son," his father said. Charles

flushed red, swallowed a piece of one and looked sick.

"Charles hates cold pancakes," Ida told her mother.
She would marry a rich man and take care of Charles. He
was so thin, and he hated ugly food.

"Charles must learn," his mother said, "that he can't

always do as he pleases."

"I don't see why," Ida said, but her mother did not hear
her. She had taken their plates out to the kitchen.

"Is it true," Ida asked her father, "that you are dis-

graced?"
"Uuum," he said. "I don't care about that. I wish Eva

could have married a better man." At the sound of his

calm, slow voice and at the sense of his secure passivity,

Ida felt warm with pleasure. But her pleasure turned to a

chill of fear when her mother entered with four huge slices

of watermelon. Out of the corner of her eye, Ida could see

Charles' wiry, thin body straighten like an arrow, full of

a kind of joyous purpose. Ida winced. He'll be whipped,
she thought, and he's not strong. In a minute it was over.

Charles had taken a hard, black seed between his thumb
and forefinger and snapped it. It landed with a little plop

right on the end of his mother's snub nose.

"Charles!'
1

his step-mother said, her voice icy with fury.

But Charles had disappeared out of doors.
"

I think, Ida," she continued, "that I have had enough
trouble with your sister. You might at least help me by
keeping an eye on Charles. I shall have to whip him, as if

I weren't sick enough over the way Eva has disgraced us
and ruined her life."
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"I'm glad," said Ida. So they were going to whip Charles.

"I'm awfully glad."

''Glad!" screamed her step-mother. "You little vixen!

Do you know what you're saying?"
"Yes," said Ida. "It's fun for Eva."
"Go to your room," her mother commanded. "I'll have

none of your impudence." Ida took a last bite of water-
melon and slipped out of her chair. She ran up the stairs

and stopped, leaning over the banisters so that her short
brown curls fell over her face. "I'm glad, glad, glad," she
chanted, "glad, glad, glad."

That night, Ida stood on a chair and stared at herself in

the mirror. She was very small and plump with a round
dark face. Her hair was short and curly of an auburn brown
that Charles called "red," teasing her. "I am homely,"
said Ida disconsolately. Her eyes were the worst of all.

They were green in the light. Thank heavens, he would see

her at night. At least, her dress was pretty. It was wine
colored with hundreds of ruffles from her tiny waist to the

floor. She jumped off" the chair, landing softly like a cat,

and picked up a big white bundle which she swung over
her shoulders. Then she crept down the stairs and out of

doors.

The night was cool and full of light. The trees cast great

silver shadows along the even sea of grass. To Ida, the world
seemed to be turning to molten lead, shifting and changing,
warmed to a huge softness by a mysterious light that pene-
trated the whole. It was like another planet, awful and
airless, waiting for life to effect a crisis out of its somnolent,
chaotic state. As she stood there, gasping a little for breath,

Ida was thrilled by a sense of her own smallness and the

amazing fluctuating beauty of this strange world. Sudden-
ly, Mr. Crane emerged, taller than usual and partially in-

sible in the silver light. He bowed, a half-humorous, exag-

gerated bow. "If your father knew that I was meeting
you here every night," he said, "I have a feeling he would
not like me so well." Then he noticed her dress and bag.

"What!" he exclaimed.

Ida straightened herself proudly and looked up at him.
"Mr. Crane," she said, and her voice was taut with anxiety,

"I think you like me. Eva eloped yesterday, and I want
some fun." She stopped suddenly, afraid of what she would
say next.
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My dear child," he said. "I am going to California in a

month, and I shall he travelling for a year."

"Oh!" whispered Ida excitedly, her eyes bright with

vision. "Oh!" He smiled at her, and then, with the same
exaggerated, humorous tenderness, he knelt down in the

damp grass and proposed to her in such a flowery vein

that she never remembered afterwards that she had asked
him first.

Ida was the only woman on the train, and she was six-

teen and very excited. She wore a long tweed coat to her

ankles and a sailor hat tied down with veils. They were the

newest thing for travelling, purchased for her by Lucien
while they were in Chicago. She was thoroughly happy.
Her husband knew so many people, and, at the hotel in

Chicago, they had received callers all the day long, gentle-

men callers for the most part, but Ida preferred gentlemen.
Often, they would stay long into the night, playing cards

with little stacks of chips and money on the table and a

hushed silence enfolding them. They would place Ida on a

chair piled up with books so that she could watch them,
but the smoke and silence always made her sleepy, and
they teased her about it. "You're droppin' off," they would
call to her. And she would fling her head in indignant denial,

open her eyes wide and stare at them with painful concen-
tration. Then her head would begin to swing, and she would
pull herself up again with a start.

Now they were playing cards on the train. There were
eight persons on the entire train, including Ida, but she

usually left the others and made her way out to the plat-

form. There, crouched against the car door, her veils flying

in the wind, dust in her eyes and dust in her mouth, she

watched the country roll by. The constant motion and the

vastness of the land thrilled her so that she could not bear

to leave it. Even at night, chilled to the marrow by the

damp winds, she would crouch there and watch the stars

come out and stare into the impenetrable darknesses of

space. One day, she had the great moment of her life. None
of her experiences afterwards were to have such vigor, such
immensity, such heightened reality as this vision. It was
about noon, and the train was bustling through the prairies,

uttering strident screams and spitting out swift gusts of

smoke. Suddenly, out in the distance, Ida saw a small

cloud of dust that resolved itself into great, formless shapes
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hurling through space. On and on they came, nearer and
nearer to the train, great animals stampeding, following
their leader blindly, raising their hoofs in mad defiance and
laboring on with tremendous power, snorting and bellowing
so that they sounded like an immense thunder miraculously
rolling in the bluest of summer skies. "The buffalo," cried
Ida excitedly, and she stood up, holding tight to the car
door. Nearer they came to her so that she could see their

great black nostrils and the whites of their eyes suffused
with blood. Then, suddenly, the leader stopped, reared up
to his full height, massive and ugly, and turned coming
down with a thud as he rushed from the train off across
the prairies. Immediately, they all turned and stampeded
across the prairies, trampling upon one another and rearing
up with tremendous power and with a noise as of the
rumbling of thunder throughout the world.
That night, her husband came out on the platform and

sat down by her. She was so tiny and so deserted looking
on the train platform that he felt ashamed of himself for

marrying her. "I'm afraid," he said, "that it isn't quite as

exciting as you imagined."
"Oh!" she cried, and he could see her eyes flashing

through the darkness. "It's more exciting than I ever
dreamt it could be." And after that, her eyes had a curious
light in them as if she were forever seeing vast spaces.

In later years, the only things Ida could remember about
the trip West were the buffalo stampede, the mission,

Chinatown and Salt Lake City. The mission was a tre-

mendous revelation to her of a kind of beauty she had
never known. And she always thought of it a little wist-

fully. She felt that there was something there that she had
been unable to grasp, some spiritual reality outside of her
life so full of present realities that she was incapable of

comprehending or of embodying this quality into her

existence. She had gone into the little Spanish mission at

noon alone, and had knelt to pray, filled with a sense of its

peculiar beauty,—the candles and the hammered silver

cross, the ceiling stained a dull red by vegetable colorings

and the earth floor pressed as hard as wood by the knees of

many worshippers in the little mission. As she was praying,

she heard laughter near the altar and looked up. There, by
the altar, was a young man lighting the candles with a

match. A girl with him was pulling at him playfully to
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p him, and they were both laughing in little giggles at

their own daring. Ida stood up: "Stop it!" she said.

They turned and stared at her, surprised to see such a

small, young person daring to command them. And to

avoid their glances, Ida was forced to leave the mission.

She had almost captured some elusive quality on that day,

but she had been forced into action by a stranger's con-

tempt, and that action had shattered whatever it was.

Chinatown was quite a different experience. Foreigners

were unknown to her, and she saw Chinatown in the early

days when it was sinister. The strange, impassive faces

fascinated her with a fascination different than that in-

spired by the stampede of the buffalo. Here, she felt power
again, but it was not so much physical power as a kind of

mental power. She felt its intensity, and she was shocked
as she had never been shocked before by the quality of

patient waiting in this power. It was seeking something to

feed on, and it lay like a great sea beast, formless and quiet,

ready to surround its ultimate food with its own mass and
to digest it by a process of inclusion that was to Ida singu-

larly repulsive. The other thing she noticed about China-
town was the contrast in the beauty of the silk shops and
the filthy ugliness of the butcher shops. Long, dried pieces

of meat of uncertain origin were displayed in every win-
dow, and strange, oily substances were popular. "What is

that?" she would ask her husband, and he would tease her

by answering "rats' eggs" or "snakes' nests."

In Salt Lake City, there came upon Ida for the first

time, the realisation of how far, in six months, she had
come from being her old self. There, in that strangely un-
attractive city with its tremendous, barren ugliness and
great salt marshes, giving forth a penetratingly rank odor,

she came to a realisation of her own independence. She
was the only woman on the streets all the time she was
there. There, the news of Charles' death reached her, and
she bore it alone. It was a bitter sorrow to her that she

had been unable to give him any of her happiness before

he died. All her dreams of her return home had centered

upon Charles and the splendid life he should live with

Lucien and her. Hut he had died. She told no one, not even
her husband for many months, lest he feel that he had in

some way brought this suffering upon her.

After the trip West, they made their home in Chicago
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at the Palmer House. They lived there in the days when
the Palmer House was the hotel of Chicago, and the barber
shop was paved with silver dollars. Chicago was a city of

wonder to Ida. It was impressed with itself, sure of its

power and of its future, and she was sure of it. It was for

her the perfect environment. She lived there for thirty

years until Lucien died, shot in a gambling quarrel of some
sort, and she was perfectly happy. Eva made her home in

Chicago, and she had many children whom Ida cared for,

taking them to the doctors and to the dentists and sending
them to good schools. Lucien and she had no children; so

they kept a kind of continual Christmas for their nieces

and nephews. Lucien would take the oldest boy with him
when he went to get a glass of beer, and he would swing
the child up on a high stool proudly. "See," he would tell

everyone, "this is my nephew. " Ida spent her days plan-

ning surprises for the children. She kept a special jar of

cookies for them in the pantry, just in case they should
come to see her, and she hid little gifts for them in her

rooms. She loved to hear their screams of excitement when
they found a tissue paper package tied with pink ribbon,

hidden in the cushion of a chair or behind the clock on the

mantel. "How you spoil those children!" Eva exclaimed
every time she saw her sister.

Lucien still played billiards or poker all night long, his

coat off, his sleeves rolled up. He won and won and won.
He always wanted Ida near him; he called her his mascot,
and he had a superstition that he won because she was
there. The men liked her. She served their beer with her

own hands, and she joked with them when they were be-

coming angry about the cards. One night, they dared her

to smoke a cigar, and she was very ill. x^fter that episode,

her husband bought her rubies, and she had her portrait

painted in them. The great crimson drops hanging from
her ears and a huge crimson splash against her white

throat! She had become a beautiful woman in the Rubens
manner, with round curves, full lips and a high coloring.

People commented on her wherever she went as "that Mrs.
Lucien Crane." She had everything she wanted, but she

still liked to do things, to travel, go to the theater, rather

than to sit chatting with a group of women. Lucien she

loved devotedly, but, when he died, she felt no sense of

loss as such. He was so much a part of her life, almost of
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the philosophy of her Life, that he could never be gone from

her while she lived. She was only sorry that she had had

no children by him. She had a strong family feeling, and

she would have enjoyed a large family of her own.

\ pear after Lucien's death, she married again, a Vir-

pnij tleman with polished manners and ill health,

R bert Devay. They were both middle aged, and her hus-

band liked her as a companion. She cared for him and gave

him all her money and sympathy. They lived in the old

home where he had spent his life, a beautiful, secure place,

full o( quietness, but she disliked it. She was always play-

a role in the south. Although she supported Robert and

ed for him day and night, he preferred to give the

appearance of being the master. He passed judgment on

her clothes and on her occupations. She wore cool pastel

dresses with flounces that made her look dumpy, and every

day she spent in being gracious to his relatives who passed

in and out of the old house at any hour of the day or night.

"How is Robert, my dear?" they would drawl, and she

would answer: "Quite comfortable" or "Not so well to-

day," as the case might be. She gradually lost her vigour.

The continual struggle against the silver peace of the land

wearied her. A kind of crystal atmosphere pervaded
everything, outlining the green leaves with light. She
felt like a piece of steel in the midst of the silver world of

the south, a piece of steel by some mysterious, alchemic

process being transformed into silver, too.

To her gradual distaste for this life was added a tragic

experience, of such intense pain for her that she never ad-

mitted the pain to herself afterwards. One day when she

ended the stairs, she found Peter waiting at the foot

to greet her. It was a curious day, full of strange noises

anil great
|

I wind that howled through the open doors

and windows and shook the pictures on the walls. As she

descended the stairs, her skirts rustling in the breeze, she

of tlu ugliest man she had ever seen in her life.

II *ra oi tocky build, with bushy black hair, a crooked
nd a shockingly white face. "Ida, my clear," called

her husband from his chair in the library, "this is my
in, Peter/'

Peter bowed. "You would look very well in rubies," he

I, Btaring at her. And then he smiled, still staring in a
wav that embarrassed Iter and made her ill at ease.
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He came to tea the next afternoon. She found that he
was twenty-five, with too much money, and that he wrote
poetry. "May I see it?" she asked.

"No," Peter answered, "I show my poetry to no one."
"How am I to believe that you write it, then?" she

asked.

He looked surprised. "I don't care whether you believe

it or not," he said. He was amazingly rude, and he stared

at her all the time. Robert did most of the talking, and
Peter was quiet, except for a few, very personal remarks
which he addressed to Ida.

The next morning he came over for breakfast. She
poured his coffee for him and, as she handed him his cup,

she discovered a very disconcerting thing about him. She
could not look him in the eye. There was something so

naked about his eyes, that stared and stared at her, that

she had a peculiar feeling that it was indecent for her to

return his glance. He drank his coffee, and then he said to

her with an almost childishly defensive air: "In case you
care to know it, I am in love with you."

After that, he appeared at the house morning, noon and
night, usually with a book or flower for her. She never
knew what to do with his gifts or with him. He fascinated

her because he was so different from anyone she had ever

known, but his devotion embarrassed her. "What shall I

do with your love?" she asked him once.

"Nothing," he said. "Why do you always want to put
things to some active use?"
But he changed suddenly. "I want you to run away from

here with me," he said. "I want to be with you always."

And he repeated it again and again. In vain, she told him
that she could not leave Robert, that Robert was sick any-
way, that she was much too old for so young a man. She
talked to him in a brutally frank manner and, when she

was through, she had an intuitive feeling that he had not
heard a word. He had been staring at her all the time with
his strange grey eyes, whose gaze she could not fathom,
but he had not heard.

The situation continued for about a month, and then
Peter disappeared. Before he left, she knew that she must
tell him to go. But she was unable to say the decisive word.
He was complete master of the situation. She reached the

stage where she argued with herself: "You are an old
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woman of fifty and susceptible to flattery,'' she said. And
Still, she could not control the desire to run away with

him to one of his fantastic and poetic lands. He settled the

matter by disappearing one day when the wind was strong

and the sky a strange tawny color. Nobody knew where he

went nor what became of him ever after.

It caused her the most intense pain. For days, she felt

unable to move. Her whole body seemed taut, compressed
by burning wires bound tighter and tighter about her

scorched flesh. Peter's disappearance caused a scandal in

the town. It penetrated to the negro settlement, and they

had a macabre song about it. On windy nights, the croon-

ing chant would reach her ears, and she would jump up,

lock her windows and pull the sheets over her face to shut

out the horror of the words. When Robert died of cancer

four years later, she left the south forever. The thought of

Peter was never allowed to enter her mind, and she had
an almost insane hatred of the wind.

When she left the south, she left it for good. If she

thought of her second marriage, she thought of it as an

interlude in which she had played a role, action assumed
rather than natural. Langourous weather always made her

nervous. As an older woman, she became, by right, some-
what of a dictator. Having no children of her own, she

managed her sister's children and their offspring. That was
her main interest in life, but she had minor occupations.

P'or a time, she was housekeeper for a millionaire in New
York. She enjoyed running his household, and she enjoyed
the independence her income gave her, but she hated the

separation from her family. During the first few months,
the size of New York fascinated her. She loved to walk
down Fifth Avenue in the winter and hear the footsteps of

hundreds of people muffled into quiet by the hushed falling

of the snow. She loved the opera. Something about the

combination of music and drama and color, the tremendous
symphony of sound and the size of the Metropolitan
moved her to quick, hot tears. But, eventually, she re-

turned to Chicago.

There, she acquired a kind of control over the lives of a

group Oi business women. How, no one ever knew. Before
this time, she had never cared for women, but her age

C her the right to manage them, and she enjoyed their

society. Some of them she met because she was forced to
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take boarders. Others she met through the first small group
until she had a large and somewhat motley array of femi-

nine friends. Little and very plump, she told them what
they were to do and what they were not to do in crisp,

brusque tones. Some of them were so depressed that they
talked of suicide continually. They walked in an atmosphere
of fog; they exuded a foggy despair, and they clung desper-

ately to Ida as the one concrete object in an unreal world.

When they were morbid, she would scold them vigorously

and instil some of her old power into them. She was very
fond of her girls, but they were weak creatures. She loved
her family with far greater intensity.

In her family she met resistance. Her nephews and nieces

inherited some of her energy, and they were quite as inde-

pendent as she. They lived in the suburbs, and when she

went to see them, she would walk as far as possible before

she condescended to enter a train and progress the rest of

the journey in comfort. In the early evening, she would
walk out, filled with joy at the noises and life of the Chicago
streets. The coolness of the early twilight, the strange

people walking with her across the city, with her and yet

miles apart from her, the buildings close to each other, full

of human life, the elevated trains screaming overhead,
carrying hundreds of people hither and yon, all of it, the

bustle, the crowdedness and the activity of it renewed her

power just as the sight of Lake Michigan, storm-held and
mighty, filled her with an intense almost mad joy. By the

time she reached the home of whatever niece or nephew
she was dining with, she was in high good spirits. Despite
indignant protests, she would always pull an apron out of

her huge black purse, tie it around her plump waist and
bustle out into the kitchen to tell the cook exactly what
was wrong with her cooking. By way of an example, she

would prepare a dish with her own hands and humiliate
everyone at dinner by declaring that it was the only dish

on the table fit to eat. She became a connoisseur of foods.

Finally, however, she left her girls and her family to go
to California. Her first trip there called her back again.

She sent her grand-nephews hundreds of brightly tinted

post-cards. She went everywhere—to Chinatown, shopping,
along the coast. What money she had, she wasted in buy-
ing swampy property. She went to State picnics because
the people were so funny. She knew all about the movie
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Stars. Her life was full of action, and she was perfectly

happy until she broke her hip on Christmas Eve. She was
raking some tows to the children of a neighbor across the

street from her and she caught her heel on the top step of

her porch and fell into a concrete driveway. As it was dark,

no one saw her, and she lay for almost an hour, her senses

numbed by pain, her voice gone. She never lost conscious-

ness. After a time, she managed to attract the attention of

a policeman passing by on his beat, and he called the

ambulance.

Then it was that the family assumed control. For a long

time they were quite worried about her. She was old, and
too heavy to have her hip set without extreme difficulty,

but she lived. She left the hospital as soon as possible, and
she insisted on keeping her apartment alone, hobbling from
room to room with painful slowness. Every morning the

postman brought her the gossip of his route. She had great

stacks of books on travel which she read and criticized

fiercely. But her chief source of interest was her radio.

Sitting in her leather arm chair, her crutches by her side,

and a book in her lap, she would listen for two minutes to:

'This is Walter Jones speaking. Sand's Baking Powder
makes you glow with health. All society women use
Sand's." And then, she would scream: "The fool!" and
hurl her crutches across the room at it. The radio bore the

scars of many a fierce attack, and it was a source of intense

joy to her.

But she was losing her hold upon the family. They sup-

ported her and sent her new books; occasionally, they in-

quired solicitously about her health, but she knew nothing
of what they were doing. The grand-nieces and nephews
were growing up and she wondered what they were like.

Were the girls pretty, and were the boys a little wild? She
rather hoped they were difficult children like the younger
generation pictured in the magazines. No one told her any-
thing. But one day, a letter came to her from her eldest

grand-niece, a letter asking for advice. Her heart was filled

with joy; her power reasserted itself. Her niece was about
to accept a teaching position in a kindergarten. What did
Aunt [da think about it? It was a problem, and the woman
01 seventy one, iron grey and crippled, tackled it in the
longest letter she had ever written in her life. Part of it ran
thus, in her heavy black handwriting:
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"It is dear of you to ask me for an idea, for a woman of
seventy-one is popularly supposed to have lived beyond
having any ideas so far as the younger generation is con-
cerned and is hopelessly behind the times. I will agree that
I belong to the 'horse and buggy age' when it comes to

something I do not like, but you may pronounce the verdict

on ideas after I tell you what I have in mind.
''First of all, I should not like to see you teaching be-

cause, having known many teachers, I find that, almost
without exception, they become very one-sided. They are

so used to instructing that it is carried into every phase of

their life, and they spend so much time in 'hen parties'

that they grow narrow, critical of men without reason be-

cause they do not know men. You must acquire experience
in some way, and from my own life, I can tell you that

marriage is the most interesting career for you. I should
advise you to marry a diplomat so that you would travel

and meet many interesting men. Your life would be full of

experience, and your intellect enriched rather than drained
of its original vigor.''

She wrote more in this same strain, and then stopped
suddenly. She was so far away. How could she influence a

young niece in Chicago? It was useless. The letter had a

beggarly air, and yet she must give her something of what
she had known, something that was lacking in the lives of

the men and women who were growing up, weak people

indulging in excitement for excitement's sake, afraid to

live their lives as they desired.

She concluded with an illegible scrawl: "I know you will

pay no attention to me because I am an old lady and be-

cause this stationery is ugly and you will have to look at

eight pages of it. Damn modern stationery anyhow!" And
she tore the letter into little bits, put the fragments in an
envelope and sent them to her niece, who pieced them to-

gether again with feminine curiosity. . . She laughed at her

aunt's advice.
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FATHER
Katharine S. Riley

f~ »

|ATHER Kad great hands, firm, and smooth, and
clean. He took your hand whenever you walked
with him and he squeezed all your fingers when-
ever he saw a horse. When you saw the horse

too, you squeezed one finger of his, for that was all that

\oii could reach around.

Father's steps were so big that you had to take two to

keep up to one. On cold days you ran all the time for there

was never a second to tell him to wait. He chose to walk up
steep hills. There were two ways home from down town;

one straight along Main Street, by the windows and police-

men and trolley cars, until it turned around a curve and
was your street with your house further up on the curve.

The other way was by Nottingham Road which was such

a steep street that there was a railing on the widewalk to

help pull yourself up to the top. Father always went this

way. He let you walk by the railing and he pulled you up
on the other side. Other people did not go on Nottingham
Road, but there were sometimes horses and rattley carts

that went up. They could never come down because they

would surely start an avalanche of stones and dirt. It was
a struggle to climb to the top but once you were there it

was ten times easier to walk along a smooth street again.

On Sundays father walked up Newton Hill. There were
only trees on the hill, and grass, and in the middle of the

top, a flagpole that father called a man. The mother was a

tall pine tree that had branches down to the ground, and
their children were one-legged maples which stood every-

where on the hill. The wind blew the mother's skirts and
it blew your hats away. One time father's hat popped off

his head and went around in circles on the grass. Just as

he was i^oing to pick it up another breeze would puff it

away. It was funny to see father fooled by the wind.

Father hated to ride in automobiles. Even in the rain he
\\ould lather walk. He put on rubbers that were huge, and
if it were hard rain he carried an umbrella with a handle
bent out of a whole little tree with the branches cut off.

He really liked to get wet though, and if it hadn't been
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for the wrinkles in his suits he would never have carried

an umbrella.

He always rode whether it rained or not. His horse was
better than any of the ones that you saw on the street. He
was shiny and when he went out of the driveway with
father he kicked up his hind feet like a goat. You could
watch father galloping around the tower on the hill behind
the house. He went around and around and around, until

the sun had turned into red streaks instead of a circle.

Then father came trotting home. Sometimes he jumped
over the hurdles in the park and one time he got mother
to put the tea table out in the yard so that he could jump
over that.

In the winter he rode even on the coldest days. He had
queer clothes to put on. His breeches were lined with an
old red blanket that he had found in the store room. He
wore three pairs of socks with boots that would lace over
them and a hunting jacket and a cap that covered all of

his white, curly hair and unfolded over his ears. When he
came in, he brought back cold air in every wrinkle of his

clothes and his nose was like an icicle. He always rubbed
noses with you when he came home instead of kissing you.

At dinner at night he was still cold. He had changed his

clothes and the drafts made his trouser legs flap, he said.

He called for a robe and you crawled under the table to

wrap it around him so that no breeze would sneak in.

At dinner if you talked too much he "put the watch on
you." He laid his watch on the table in front of you and
you were not allowed to speak for a minute and a half.

Then he would tell important things to mother. Sometimes
he was very serious but other times he would tell stories

about sailing around the world. There were three particu-

larly good ones that you begged him to tell whenever you
had a friend to dinner.

He took you to church every Sunday, but during the

sermon he drew pictures of machines on the edges of the

calendar, and he gave you a pencil to draw with, too.

Afterwards if you wanted to drive home in your grand-
mother's car, he called you a "mollycoddle," so you usually

walked.

He traveled a great deal because of his business. He kept
some of his things permanently packed in his suitcase. He
always carried a jar of dried prunes and he had a little bag
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of odds and ends that he thought he might need for some
.ted reason. In it were old shoestrings, nuts, screws,

bits of wire, pins, buttons, and threads and needles. Once
he visited in England, where a valet unpacked his bag.

When father came into his room in the evening, he found
his secret treasures spread in a row across the bureau. Even
the prunes were there, in the very middle.

bather returned from a trip to Detroit with a cane and
a limp. He had sciatica. You could see in his face when the

pain went through his back. But after a while it stopped
coming and he rode his horse again. He rode with you that

summer and he talked seriously about happiness and
pleasure.

In the fall he was sick you saw him only in bed in the

hospital. His white hair had grown longer and fell in smooth
waves over the tops of his ears. His hands were too clean.

They were soft except where you could feel the bones when
you pressed them. He kissed you now instead of rubbing
your nose. You told him what happened away at school

but his watch was on the table beside the bed and you
didn't feel much like talking.

At Christmas time you saw him again. They had brought
him home from the hospital. Everything around him was
white except the colored flowers and mother's cheeks which
were flaming red. You could see the bones in his hands now.
You kissed his whiskers which could only be shaved one
day a week.
During vacation in March he was better. They hung his

long woolly bathrobe on his shoulders and he walked into

another room. He took slow, slow steps. He went down-
stairs in the elevator and one day he walked out to the

stables. His horse neighed and rubbed his shoulder with
his nose.

In May everyone came home from school. The door to

father's room was closed. He was not dead, but you knew
that he would die. That was why you were there. It was
strange to think about. Half the time you felt like laugh-
ing. But most of the time you wanted to cry. It didn't

ible for your father to die. Other people's fathers,

if they were not living had always been dead. But yours
was always alive. You could hear his gasping breathing
through the door. You whispered to your brothers and
sisters about him. It would be awful not to have a father.
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You wondered who would ride his horse and what would
happen to his riding boots. And what would they keep in

his chiffonier? Then mother came and took you away.
Father wasn't suffering she said. They had given him
morphine. But she didn't want you to see him. So you
waited together all night long until he died. Then flowers

came and hundreds of things to do so you didn't have to

think about father any more.
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AFTERNOON AND EVENING
Elizabeth Shaw——

,

AM going out, Mother," Helen called softly up
the stairs. No answer came and she breathed
deeply. Her mother was asleep. She went back
into the living room and straightened the pillows

on the sofa, and stooping, picked up and folded the news-
paper that had slipped to the floor from the over-crowded
magazine table. She read the pages idly, then, noticing

the date, crammed it into the waste-paper basket.

Then, leaning her head on the mantel-piece, she stood look-

ing into the fire-place. There had been a brisk fire burning
at lunch time when her mother had come downstairs for

the first time after a three days' cold, but now the logs had
burned through and fallen apart, leaving only a core of red

embers that was dusty and cold in the afternoon sun that

streamed in through the west windows. The little clock on
the mantel-piece struck three; and Helen raised her head
and shrugged her shoulders. Then she knelt and piled the

logs neatly in the middle of the fire-place, covering the

embers, and blew the dust of the ashes off the tops of the

andirons. She went out into the dining-room and from
there to the kitchen, inspecting each with the annoyed
worry of an inexperienced and inept housekeeper. The table

had been cleared and re-set for her solitary supper, and her

mother's tray had been laid. Not looking at the crumbs
that lay fallen under the table she passed hurriedly into

the kitchen. All was as it should be: dishes washed and put
away, dish-towels washed and hung up over the stove to

dry. A glance at the ice-box: eggs for supper and chops for

tomorrow's lunch. Coming out, she wrote "more ice" in

large letters on the paper cover of a cook book that lay

on the dresser shelf. Going out of the kitchen she put on a

heavy jacket and overshoes and picked up a pair of mit-

from the radiator top where they had been drying.

"Mother/
1

she called once more under her breath, but
there was no answer, so she opened the door and went out.

The bright sun on the snow struck her like a blow and
the clean, bitter cold of the still air made her catch her

breath. For a long moment she stood on the porch, waiting
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until she could see in the blinding light, then she crossed

to a little shed. Underfoot, the hard-packed snow in the
yard creaked loudly, and it was hard work to open the shed
door against the snow that had been piled against it by
the milk-man's and grocer's trucks. Emerging presently,

however, with a pair of skiis she strapped them swiftly

and efficiently to her overshoes, and hurrying across the
hard snow in the yard, she opened a gate in the little

picket-fence, and came out into a long sloping meadow,
dotted here and there with small, brittle peach trees. They
looked too stiff and fragile, as though the continual cold

winds of that winter had blown all the life out of them,
and they could never again put forth small leaves and
bloom pink and tender against the tremulous, liquid, green
of the first orchard grass. For a moment she paused, and
then with a few quick strides began to glide down the

gradual descent, and as she went she listened to the music
of her skiis.

There is a sound of perfect lightness; a sound that is

rarely heard and even more rarely appreciated. It was that

sound she heard, for it is the sound that rises to the ears

of the successful skier gliding over a long, slow slope of

very cold, crisp and unmarked snow. It is never heard by
the watcher nor by the headlong skier who hurls himself

precipitately down steep banks. Neither does it come when
the sun is high in the sky, and the texture of the snow is

softened and the skiis stick and clog as they move; nor
when the snow is tracked and marked from former days.

It is the sound of well-waxed spruce or maple moving
steadily and very swiftly, without pause and without
rhythm over a soft multitude of separate snow-flakes. It is

as though each flake, being pressed gently down, murmured
and sang beneath the sky, until, together, a silver sound
of infinite fragility and lightness rises steadily to the ears

of the skier. It is the complex sound of each flake digging

microscopic elbows into its neighbour beneath the light

resisting pressure of the ski. A sound switt and tense,

sibilant and light, a silver arrow shot from the path of the

ski, and made strong by the vast, unimaginable multitude

of flakes upon which the pressure of the ski settles slowly

through some three feet of snow.
It was this sound that she heard in the breathless, time-

less moments while she passed down the slope guiding her
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way between the little peach trees. The stale air of the

house which had been in her nostrils all the morning was
now utterly gone from her. The cold air, impregnated with

snow dust, stung her lungs like some fiery cleansing elixir.

I ler cheeks burned and she could feel the cold wind on her

bare head, lifting her hair ever so slightly from her scalp.

Not pausing at the bottom she urged her feet onward, in

order not to waste the remaining impetus of the descent.

She swiftly skirted the curve at the foot, emerged onto a

little lane where only a double sleigh-track had preceded
her, and without a pause to look at the ski-tracks that lay

like curving blue lines of tape along the hillside, she went
quickly along the way.
By the time she arrived at a lumbering yellow farm,

huddled under the curve of another, larger, orchard-planted

hill she was very much out of breath. She stopped, panting,

in the yard, and watched a blue streamer of smoke floating

from the fat, red chimney. Then she slapped her ears, which
felt brittle and numb in the cold air, with her two mittened
hands, and knelt down to unfasten her skiis. The house
would be stuffy and close with Mrs. Johnson's gossip and
frying doughnuts; so she made her way directly to the barn
and let herself in at a little, yellow door at the side. The
air within was heavy with hay dust and the smell of the

horses and cows, but it was a pleasantly musty fragrance.

It was very dark, too, after the glaring light outside and
she stood blinking and called uncertainly, "Mr. Johnson,
or Fred?" A lusty voice called from somewhere, "Right
here, milking," and Helen followed it to where four cows
stood in their half-stalls. A big blond man was milking
with his head pressed close against the flank of the nearest

cow. He looked up as she came in, and smiled broadly.

"Miss Penny! It's a cold day to come over here. What
can I do for you?"

"I'd like an extra pint of cream tomorrow morning,
please, if you can let me have it."

1

Yes, 1 think I can do that all right. How is your mother
today? It's bad for colds, this weather." Mr. Johnson spoke
slowly and carefully. He was rather ashamed of the accent
that had earned him the nick-name of "The Swede" in the

village, and if he did not watch his speech he was apt to

pronounce his p's like/'s and miss his M's altogether.

"Oh, Bhe's much better today, thank you." Watching the
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thin streams of milk shooting downwards at the foamy pail,

Helen waited idly, hoping that Mr. Johnson would talk to

her some more.
"How is Mrs. Johnson ?" she asked finally.

"Oh, she is well, always, but this weather—it makes it

hard for us farmers. When is your father coming home?
Soon?"

"Quite soon. He's at Panama now and ought to be home
for a few weeks next month.

"

"Warm enough where he is, I guess." Mr. Johnson picked
up his stool. "Kind of lonesome up your way now?" He
moved on to another cow who stamped angrily and flicked

her tail about while Mr. Johnson made soothing noises in

the back of his throat.

"Oh—I don't know. There's a lot to be done around the

house, and I'm doing some studying this winter. There's
always plenty to do."
"Here too," he said and grinned and dug his head

against the cow's dun-coloured flank. She waited for a few
minutes but he volunteered nothing more, so she sighed a

little and said,

"I must be getting home. I skiied over."

"Did you now?" he asked, pushing the brown tail out
of his way again. "Good skiing weather, I guess."

c<

Yes;" she agreed rather listlessly, "don't forget the

cream tomorrow."

"No, Miss Penny. You shall have it." He smiled again

as she left him. When she emerged into the farmyard the

sun was just going behind the hill that humped itself like

a huge white inverted bowl behind the farm. Mrs. Johnson
had lighted one lamp in her kitchen. An added chill had
come into the air with the disappearance of the sun, a chill

that is always associated with a faint, cold loneliness that

creeps about the late winter afternoons, when the first

lights are beginning to shine in the windows and few are

out on the long smooth stretches of snow or the curving

snow-blocked country lanes. Helen took a few steps towards
the lighted kitchen, but changed her mind and took her

skiis from where she had stood them in a snow bank beside

the barn door. She strapped them on and started back
following in the tracks she had already made. It was much
quicker skiing home in smoothly made tracks, but she did

not hurry for the early winter evening was beautiful.
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There is a colour on the slow slopes of snow when the

red wing of the sunset has disappeared behind the wall

the horizon, that is of all the colours of winter the most
beautiful. It lies in shadows sliding along the hillsides, from

a violet, tenuous and almost unperceived, to a deep and
beneficent purple. The first fingers of night have lightly

brushed the fragility of the snowrlakes, bringing to them a

ness of colour they never know under the sun. It lies

in fantastic, purple patterns scattered under the dark
trunks and branches 01 trees. Footprints have become deep

violet wells of it. It is the colour of wisdom and age, rich

yet delicate, translucent yet impenetrable. In a few minutes,

two or three, this colour has deepened and disappeared.

Night has come. But while it lasts, shadowed faintly down
the hills, stencilled deeply under trees, lying everywhere in

ample restful folds, it is always the most beautiful colour

of winter. And it lay before her in her ski tracks and in

every curve and mark on the hills, in the sleigh ruts and
under the little peach trees. While presently a little sighing

wind arose, and the darkness grew and the sharp edges of

her tracks were blurred in the dusk with a fine sifting of

snow.

When she opened the little picket gate once more she

saw a light in her mother's window. She hurried to put
away her skiis, for it was now very cold, and she ran into

the house and upstairs without pausing to take off her

heavy things. Her mother was lying on the couch, wrapped
in a bright rose blanket, propped up with pillows, reading

a detective story. The air of the house that had been thick

and close before was now warm and welcoming, and the

lights were cheerful and reassuring after the wide darken-
ing spaces of snow. Her mother spoke happily,

"Hello, darling, where have you been? I thought you
must have gone out, since I couldn't hear you moving down-
stairs. Let me have a frozen rose." Helen laughed and in

answer to the formula offered a cold bright cheek to be
kissed.

"Oh, I skiied over to the Johnson's for a pint of cream
for tomorrow morning. I think I'll try a Charlotte Russe
for lunch."

" I'm glad you skiied -it looks very good."
'Yes—awfully smooth and nice. How's the new book?"
"Oh—very nice, only I'm afraid that the detective is
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going to be the murderer again, and that would be annoying
because he is really an awfully nice and attractive detective

for once." Helen laughed. " Don't you ever like attractive

villains, Mumsy?" Without answering, her mother smiled
again. Helen was only nineteen, but Mrs. Penney already

looked quite old, for she had perfectly white hair and eyes
that were perhaps a little too blue and utterly placid.

"I might come down for supper," she remarked tenta-

tively.

"Oh, no, Mumsy. You stay right where you are until I

bring up the tray. I've got it all set. And then after you've
had your supper you must go right to bed and I prophesy
that the cold will be entirely gone in the morning."

"Well, perhaps. You are such a good nurse and take
such good care of the invalid, but I hate to have you carry-

ing trays for me. What time is it, dearest?"

"After five. I must fly and take off my things. Supper
will be served at six exactly, Madam Mother." Mrs. Penney
returned to her detective story and Helen went downstairs.

After drawing the curtains and pulling on the lights in the

living room, she hung her jacket in the hall closet and went
into the kitchen. Outside the wind had risen and the house
stirred occasionally under its tearing strength as it swept
down the hillside behind it. Every few minutes a gust
would catch itself in the corner gutter with a high, thin

singing note. And a thin line of fine snow showed itself

under the sill of the window. The kitchen was cold except
in a small circle around the stove.

Helen opened the draughts of the stove and shook down
the ashes until there was a deep bed of glowing coals. Then
she made toast and heating some water in a small pan,
poached two eggs. She sliced an orange into a glass saucer,

fetched a glass of milk from the ice box and put them all

on the tray. She sat with her mother while she ate her

supper.

"How were the Johnsons, dear?"

"They were fine. At least I didn't see Mrs. Johnson. I

didn't think I had time to go in, and it's always so hot in

there."

"Quite right, dear. I was glad you came home when you
did. I was beginning to wonder where you were."

"You didn't/worry, did you?" Helen asked. "I'd have
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left you a note, only I thought you would know that I'd

just gone out for some exercise."

>, darling, I didn't worry, just wondered a little, you
know," and Mrs. Penne\ smiled over her tray. "Are you
going to study tonight, Helen?"

>, I think I'll just read. I got some new books from

the library yesterday, and I never can study again until

V\ e got them all read."

"Don't stay up too late, dear," her mother advised.

'There now, you can take the tray and I think I will go

to bed." Helen opened the bed and laid out a nightgown
and slippers.

"Do you want me to run you a bath before I go down,
Mother?"
"That would be very nice, dear, if you'd just start it

for me," and when she had done that, they kissed gravely

and said good-night.

Downstairs Helen cooked herself an egg and made some
tea and toast, but she disregarded the neatly set table in

the chilly dining room, and pulled a chair close beside the

warm stove and ate her supper hunched over a book,

stopping to listen occasionally to the growing strength of

the wind outside. When she had finished she cleared her

mother's tray and put all of the dishes in the sink. She
looked at them for a long minute and then turning abruptly

she pulled off the light and went into the living room.
Kneeling, she pushed some newspapers under the logs in

the fire-place and watched the fierce blaze of the paper
grow into the steady flames of the birch logs. Then she

settled herself before the fire in a big chair and resumed
her reading. She read for several hours while the wind
pounded unmercifully against the house, now shaking the

window-panes and rattling the loose shutters, now singing

loud and high in the gutters. Little jets of cold air shot

across the floor and above her head the beams in the ceiling

creaked. Twice, at her elbow, a mouse ran through the

wainscotting with little trembling footsteps. The room was
dark except for her one light and the creeping glow of the

fire on the floor and ceiling, ever sinking lower and lower.

When the clock struck nine Helen closed her book, put
out the light, locked the front door and went up to her

m, pausing first for a moment outside her mother's
door to listen to the regular breathing. It was very cold
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indeed in the bedroom and she slid quickly out of her

clothes into a nightgown, opened the window and hopped
between the cold sheets. For a while she lay there shivering

listening to the wind and the occasional loud snap of the

elm trees in the icy air, like a pistol shot through the

tumult of the wind. Once she saw a faint white line of

drifting snow appear like a wraith for a moment above the

black window sill and then disappear with the veering

wind. Presently she grew warm again and fell asleep.

I^^?SSP^9I
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GRANITE BASIN LAKE
Ella Louise Hume

I have a book of Russian fairy tales

In which enchanted lakes appear so blue

That cloth, once dipped, takes on the water's hue;
And fish swim safely, hid by bluish scales.

Each hero's boat glides swiftly without sails;

Each island, bored with looking at a view,

Can rise on duck-legs, whirl, and seek anew.
The atmosphere of magic never fails.

The lake at Granite Basin seems this way:
The squatting islands are prepared to swing
About, shiver, and settle down in spray;

The slender red-finned trout, alert to spring

At any circle on the water, play
In shadows bluer than a bluebird's wing.
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OBLIVION COVERS HER
Sallie S. Simons

HE was "one of the learned daughters of Sir

Anthony Cooke," she was "an accomplished
lady," and she was the mother of Francis Bacon.
So it is that she has been known, if indeed

known at all, until, with the appearance of Elizabeth and
Essex, her character was limned with one more phrase. In

Mr. Strachey's book she emerges from the dusty leaves of

a long finished correspondence as the "terrific dowager" of

Gorhambury. During her many years, Ann Bacon came to

be all of these things. Like the daughters of Sir Thomas
More, and thanks to the eager, English-Renaissance men-
tality of her father, she received an education that was
deep, extensive and pious; but unlike the Mores she has
had no biographer except the author of a brief notice in

the Dictionary of National Biography. Writers on her son's

life have been content with pointing out, somewhat fatu-

ously, that she must have exercised considerable influence

upon his young expanding intellect: here their interest dies,

and here, aside from scattered references, she drops from
sight. All indications left by her observers, every trace pre-

served of her show a personality of distinction and strength,

and still certain pages in the records of the ancient Cooke
lineage lie unread somewhere in the record house of Essex
County, and Ann Bacon has no biographer.

Such neglect may be explained in part at least by recall-

ing that in the early years of her life she did not make so

unusual a figure as might be imagined. She suffered from
being the immediate duplicate product of a method which
had already proved brilliantly successful. When in the

early sixteenth century men discussed the learned women
they spoke of the Pirckheimers in Germany, of Dona Maria
de Mendoza in Spain, and in England of the daughters of

Sir Thomas More. Margaret More was just twenty years
older than Ann Cooke. In all probability, Ann's talents

were no less varied than her predecessor's, but Ann's Latin
verses and Greek declamation were not the first in England
to be written by a young noblewoman. Excluding the learned

nuns of the Middle Ages, Margaret More, or Margaret
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Roper as she is generally known, was the first English

woman to earn the name of a distinguished scholar, but

she was not quite the first to be given the advantage of a

higher education.

Interest in this experiment came into England at the

beginning of the century with Henry VIII's first wife, the

Spanish Catherine. She procured for her daughter, Princess

Mary, the best possible tutors, even importing them from
her own country as in the case of Juan Luis Vives. How
much Mary profited by this instruction became well known.
Sir Thomas More, convinced by this example and by the

evidence before his eyes among the members of his own
family, wrote to Gunnel, the prospective tutor, "I do not

see why learning in like manner may not equally agree

with both sexes; for by it, reason is cultivated, and (as a

fielde) sowed with wholesome precepts, it bringeth excell-

ent fruit." Sir Anthony Cooke, no less alert than Sir

Thomas, adapted to his daughters the methods practiced

upon the Princess and the children of the amiable house-

hold at Chelsea. That the result was equally happy may
be seen from Fuller's words in his History of the Worthies of

England: " Indeed," he says, "they were all most eminent
scholars, (the honour of their own and the shame of our
sex), both in prose and poetry." Undoubtedly the scholarly

distinction of Ann Cooke and her sisters was recognized,

but not with the same outburst of admiration and surprise

that met Margaret Roper on all sides, enduring, in the

critics, even as late as the mid-eighteenth century.

Ann Cooke, then, had an active and intelligent father,

filled with the Renaissance enthusiasm for learning. She
was born at his country house, Giddy Hall, Essex, in 1528,

the second of five daughters, all of whom found a place in

Ballard's Memoirs of learned ladies. Of the actual details

of their education, no information is available, save that

their father, a man skilled in the languages and science,

taught them. It is said that his manifest success with his

own children counted for him heavily in the choice of him
as tutor of the young Prince of Wales, afterward Edward
VI. It is probable that since there were also four sons, he
brought, like Sir Thomas, other men of parts to help him
in their education. Judging from the father's aptitudes as

well as from the subjects known to have been given to the

Mores, it seems likely that the Cooke children grew up
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with a daily increasing knowledge of Latin, Greek, Italian,

Astronomy, Physics, Philosophy, Mathematics and possi-

bly Music. At the age of twelve even the dullest of them
would be able to execute a creditable translation from the
Latin sermons of any eminent Scholastic, or compose a
simple letter in Greek.

It is not at all fantastic to reconstruct their schooling
after the model of the More's Accidentia, since we have no
other clues. A visitor to their schoolroom at Giddy Hall
probably would see a very similar picture to that Erasmus
saw in Chelsea,—the workroom, rather bare except for its

green curtains, and flowers, and their desks "each in its

own little Retirement ... so pleasantly situated." Substi-
tuting the names of her sisters for Bess and Daisy, Ann
Cooke might have written of this visitor in her diary, "He
glanced, too, at the Books on our Desks; Bessy's being
Livy; Daisy's Sallust; and mine St. Augustine, with Father's
Marks where I was to read, and where desist."

If the little Cookes had a love of animals like the Mores',
they undoubtedly must have named their own owls Duns
Scotis or Venerable Bede, for at the age of twelve these

were very learned ladies. And at times certainly they must
have been as pompous as young Margaret More who took
her book one morning "into the Nuttery, to be beyond the

wrath of far-darting Phoebus Apollo," where, forgetting

her dignity, she admits, "I clomb into my favorite Filbert

Seat." In the midst of these academic exercises would come
for Mildred or for Ann the week of housekeeping, when
they would dispatch, no doubt competently and deftly, the

more usual duties of their sex. Morning and evening there

were prayers, certainly in the Cooke household of a mark-
edly Reformed character, and Sir Anthony would discourse

to them as to his somewhat younger equals on the godly

and virtuous life. Learning, though it occupied them during

many hours of the day, was never separate from devotion;

religious purity and wifely aptitudes were still preeminent.

It was the age in which a man dreamt of a wife, " May she

be learned, if possible, or at least capable of being made
so," but it was also the age in which the trio of desirable

qualities in the female was "piety, virtue, and learning,"

with piety and virtue always leading. We have far to go

before we reach Mile, de Gournay, and i\phra Behn is

nearly beyond the rim of vision.
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The sixteenth century had come to its mid years and the

kes were young women in the twenties. Ann had spent

many quiet months at Giddy Hall, studying under her

hither. At some point during this period, having attained

to more than proficiency in her work, she became associ-

ated with her father in tutoring the young prince, a posi-

tion of trust which, though common enough to women in

Spain, was unique under the Tudors. It was in 1550 that

Ann made her first public venture. More courageous, and
as censorious whispers had it in some quarters, less womanly
than her predecessor Margaret, she sought an audience

beyond the members of her family, and by translating

twenty-five sermons out of the Italian of Bernardine
Ochino, she made "an illustrious appearance among the

literati at that time." Her next effort was more elaborate,

and peculiarly suited to her temperamental enthusiasm.

Bishop Jewel had written An Apology for the Church of

England in the learned tongue, to the glory of the Re-
formed Church and confusion of the papists; it was this

which Ann translated so competently that neither the

author nor the Archbishop desired to change a word of it.

The ambitiousness of such an undertaking gives a key to

her principal interest, which was and continued to be the

Reformed Religion, an interest which mounted in her age

to frenzy. This translation of the Apology was commended
especially for being a piece of "useful learning." The
phrase is a significant one. It speaks for the attitude of

mind that Ann shared with the strong growing party of

her generation, the one which held stoutly that any work,
irrespective of other more aesthetic qualities, had validity

and merit if it contributed to the support of the new
Protestant church.

Of Ann's appearance as a girl we know nothing, but,

like nearly all the learned ladies, grace and charm are

attributed to her. One of a family of nine, which, though
noble and well descended, was not overly opulent, Ann's
dowry probably was small. So when in 1557 she married

Sir Thomas Bacon, whose own fortune was none too lavish,

she must have seemed to him a truly "accomplished lady,"

attractive as well as capable of filling one of the patrician

ial positions. Though her first son, Anthony, born the

following year, was disfigured by illness, there is a fine-cut,
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delicate, rather feminine quality discernible in the portraits

of Francis which may easily have been hers.

With the birth of her sons, Ann's character acquires an
expanding importance. No explanation of biographers'

neglect, particularly of this period of her life, suggests itself

beyond the fact that pertinent material is very meagre.
There are probabilities, however, which no one has pointed
out. It is known that she never lost interest in learning,

and it is a safe assumption that she devoted much personal
care to the education of her two sons, modeling it on that

of her own. Like Margaret Roper, she may have combined
her own instruction with that of tutors, or, drawing on her

experience with Edward VI, she may have taught them
entirely alone.

Gorhambury in the sixties was very similar to Giddy
Hall in the thirties, and Francis, the precocious "young
Lord Keeper" early began to discuss with his mother
immense plans for the advancement of learning. Certainly

during the years before they matriculated at twelve and
fourteen in Trinity College, Cambridge, Lady Bacon did

her utmost to implant in her sons the two principles by
which she had learned to guide her life: the first of these

was an active faith in the Reformed Church, and the

second is contained in another meaning of the phrase,

"useful learning." The influence of his mother's belief in

the practicality of learning shows in Francis' unfailing in-

terest in the "benefit and use of knowledge." This charac-

teristic is clearly enough seen by referring to his essays,

—

on how to construct buildings, on gardens, on what are the

best and worst ways of conversing.

Some years after Francis and Anthony left Cambridge,
Sir Nicholas Bacon died, leaving Gorhambury to Ann, and
what little patrimony there was to Anthony and his sons

by his first wife. The brothers took lodgings in Gray's Inn,

where Francis was reading law. From this time forward

there is a comparatively distinct picture of Lady Bacon to

be found in her correspondence with them, a large part of

which is preserved, lying in the Tennyson collection at

Lambeth Palace Library. Her letters are, for the most part,

directed to Anthony, but this does not necessarily imply,

as Mr. Strachey suggests, that she had lost her influence

over Francis. From the seclusion of Gorhambury she kept

her wary eye on both, but she had much greater trouble
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with Anthony than Francis, even though the latter, to her

maj and mortification, was more negligent in his prayers.

The elder brother had gone abroad for a few years, years

which lengthened into ten. He lived royally and spent well,

so well in fact that his mother was forced to acknowledge
that she had "sold her jewels to supply him, and had
borrowed the last money (she had) sent him of seven

different persons." Anthony stayed on, went to visit the

King o\ Navarre, and borrowed money from him. Finally,

in desperation old Lady Bacon's spirit rose, all angry de-

termination, and she had Anthony's servant, Lawson,
thrown in prison for suspected Popery. Anthony wrote

frantic letters to no avail; then he sent an emissary, one
Captain Allen, as a mediator. Captain Allen visited her in

the country and wrote the following letter to his friend

then entertaining at Montauban: "Upon my arrival at

Godombury, my Lady used me courteously, until such time

I began to move her for Mr. Lawson; and to say the truth

for yourself. . . She is resolved to procure her Majesty's

letter to force you to return. . . It is as impossible to per-

suade my Lady to send him as for myself to send you Paul's

steeple. . . Mr. Lawson is in great necessity, and your
brother (Francis) dares not help him, in respect of my
Lady's displeasure. . . When you have received your pro-

vision make your repair home again, lest you be a means
to shorten her days, for she told me the grief of mind re-

ceived daily by your stay will be her end. . . Thus much I

confess unto you for conclusion, that I have never seen nor

never shall see a wise lady, an honorable woman, a mother,
more perplexed for her son's absence than I have seen that

honorable dame of yours."

Aside from the expense, Lady Bacon was fearful that the

company of certain notorious Catholics would sully or de-

stroy her son's religious faith,—a thing which to her was
horrible calamity. She had much advice to give him, and
she obviously was on the defensive, dreading his continued
disregard. "This one chiefest counsel your Christian and
natural Mother doth give you even before the Lord, that

above all worldly respects you carry yourself. . . as one
that doth unfeignedly profess the true religion of Christ,

and hath the love or the truth now by long continuance
fast settled in your heart. . . Be not speedy of speech nor
talk suddenly, but where discretion requireth, and that
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soberly then. For the property of our world is to sound out
at first coming, and after to contain. Courtesy is necessary,

but too common familiarity in talking and words is very
unprofitable, and not without hurt-taking, ut nunc sunt

tempora. Remember you have no father. And you have
little enough, if not too little, regarded your kind and no
simple mother's wholesome advice from time to time and
as I do impute all most humbly to the grace of God what-
soever He hath bestowed upon me, so dare I affirm that

it had been good for you everyway if you had followed it

long ere this. . .

"Let not Lawson, that fox, be acquainted with my
letters. I disdain both it and him. . . So fare you well, and
the Lord bless you and keep you forever.

"Your Mother,
"A. Bacon"

When Anthony returned two years later, Lawson was still

in prison. Lady Bacon had not disdained to be stubborn.

Her days and nights at Gorhambury were disquieted by
another fear: servants and companions "with their Welsh
wiles" were preying upon her sons, especially on Francis

who was inclined to be forgetful of the inessentials. Ac-
cordingly when he wrote her, describing the disease of his

finances, and begging her permission to sell a piece of land

to which she had the title, she replied promptly that she

would like a statement of all his debts, on the receipt of

which she would negotiate the sale for him, since surely he
was very busy. In spite of her continued interest, vigorous

as it had ever been, in the movements of the time, religious,

political, or social, she was growing old and set, a little

shrewish, and, filled with the deep affection for her sons

which shows unmistakeably behind her letters, she had
been hurt by their preference for other ways than hers.

Still in 1594 her approval was dear enough to Anthony to

cause his changing lodgings because Ann had been offended

by the idea of his living next door to the Bull Inn, a play-

house. Lady Bacon even undertook to scold Anthony's
friend, the young Lord Essex, for his scandalous behaviour
with certain ladies of the court. The Earl replied with per-

fect courtesy and an excellent air of innocence. One quality

that Lady Bacon lacked, and in respect to which her sons

were not much happier, is the quality of humor. Sir
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Anthony Cooke had been a "vir antiqua severitate," and
Ann was in many ways her father's daughter.

Her last years are obscure and sad. Traces of fanaticism

in the letters give warning of the ultimate collapse of her

broad, well furnished mind. Mr. Strachey has drawn the

pathetic and terrible picture of her from the last years of

the century until she died in 1610. "Only a strange cackle

disturbed the silence of Gorhambury. For old Lady Bacon's
wits had finally turned. Gibbering of the Lord and the

Earl, of her sons and her nephew, of hell-fire and wanton-
ness, she passed the futile days in a confusion of prayers

and rages. Frantic, she tottered on into extreme senility.

Oblivion covers her." It is kinder that oblivion should cover

the last ten years of her life. But her son Francis at least

was not forgetful of the younger Lady Bacon who had
talked with him and taught him in the days when he
dimly planned the Great Instauration. It was his desire to

be buried by his mother in St. Michael's Church, near St.

Albans.
Sallie S. Simons
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"NOUS AVONS SU TOUJOURS NOUS AIMER,
ET NOUS TAIRE"

Priscilla Fairchild

HERE the strong roots of the oak tree thrust up
under the turf she sprawled naked, her body
dappled by the sun that squinted through the
leaves. Lazily she admired the long line of her

legs pared down to the ankle-bone, the arch of her ribs

spreading over the smooth diaphragm, the flattened curve
of her stomach, which she punched gently to test the muscle.
She yawned like a cat, flicking the tip of her tongue out
and up. Even under the smooth shiny leaves the sun shone
hotly on her, until she rolled over to let the heat burn its

way through her back. Down the slope the brook took a

wide meander, sunning itself too, spreading out in a shallow
curve where rocks shone green at the bottom. Under the

grassy eaves of the bank speckled trout spent leisurely

noon hours, leaving the flies to plunge reckless and undis-

turbed in the turgid current, which barely tampered with
their ripples. Two red dragon-flies hummed companionably
from side to side, disappearing in the coarse green grass.

The flash of their wings caught a spark now and then in

imitation of the flattened curls of water that ruffled the

stream's surface. A vague smell of pine-needles drew out of

the earth from a hillock not far away where the grey mare
was tethered. Her chumping of grass, the faintly metallic

tinkling of her bridle, the shuffle of hoofs in long grass, and
the whirr of her tail as she swished it to and fro, combined
in a low pleasant sound to lull the woman, already languid

and relaxed.

She thought of her life, of its pattern like a tapestry

hung up between her and that particular sun ray that drove

a straight shaft through a leafless cranny. This strand of

colour matching and meeting that one. Here a contrast,

there a blend. In one corner an evenness, almost a dullness

of tone; in another a decisive struggle for domination, a

clashing, leading to the victory of one. She picked one

thread after another, unraveled each and followed it to the

conclusion of the design, as far as it had progressed in the

present. So hours passed, droning by like insects' wings in
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mft flash, and still she saved the brightest figure, loath

to begin for knowledge of the swiftness of its end, yet not
willing to postpone the moment, for pleasure of recol-

lection, and the plumbing of its depths.

This was a pleasant place to hang with the embroidery

of his name. A place he would have loved, for its cool quiet

waters, and sun-heated rocks. His body would have been
beautiful among the sweet grasses under the oak tree, his

hair a brown-yellow coal on the green turf. More suitable

for his imagined presence was this spot than the other

places she had ghost-haunted with his memory. A shadow,
he roamed so many regions where she had taken her recol-

lections.

In railway carriages plunging across France at olive-

coloured dawn, through which white houses, hayricks, little

fields, flashed unexpectedly; or swaying through tunnels in

Switzerland, at whose conclusion lakes waited; or over the

red-brown Roman Campagna, he had accompanied her.

Inaudible conversations with him had drowned out the

crickets under the cypresses at Fiesole. His breath had
wavered the candles in Milan Cathedral, and blown dust
from the old books on the stalls of Paris quais. Her hand
had clung impalpably to his in their London wanderings,

and always in the curled lip of foam following the boat she

caught the flash of his eyes. Nowhere had she abandoned
him, as people carelessly neglect the ghosts they have for-

gotten to love, but side by side they haunted places they

had not visited before, she happy in his never failing com-
panionship, he rejoicing in this relationship that kept him
close to the earth he loved.

Here while the sun slid over to the west they murmured
silently under the dropping branches. His face grew vivid

between her hands, his mouth warmed in that pleasant

shade. As nowhere else his presence flowered into an actual

being. Sun-torpid she lay quietly, as the past happiness
flowed through and around her, approaching a peace she

had thought gone forever.

When the sun dove finally behind the mountains, she

and dressed. The trout stirred out of their lethargy,

leaping splashily for flies. She saddled the gray mare whose
greed had cleared as wide a range as she could reach. The
dragon-flies had disappeared on some important errand,

for their going coincided with the sun's. Coolness rose from
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the pine-needles on the hillock, and mounting the slowly

padding horse, she turned for a final look.

She thought that under the oak tree the grass seemed
flattened down, as if two people had lain there, side by side.

B^^is^r^o



EDITORIAL ©

Somehow the task of naming a new magazine calls

forth all the hitherto unknown facetiousness in one's

nature. One may have the best intentions in the world,

but, instead of dignity, flippant sacrilege bursts full-born

from one's lips. Most of the suggestions offered to us and
all of our own ideas have been actuated by this apparently

irresistible impulse.

Many of the suggested names held deep, deep meanings;

and all of them were apt. By far the most comprehensive
in its scope was the title: The Official Organ for the Publi-

cation of Undergraduate Literary Effort. This was a serious

temptation; but the objections to it were insuperable.

There was barely room on the cover even for half of it,

and the combined initials, upon research, formed a word
which was not striking in its euphony. With regret, we
discarded it, and turned to one even more everwhelming
in its implications: The New Amazon. We felt that this set

a standard which could never be maintained. The Gal's

Hornbook offered an indisputable advantage, in that any
attempt at parody would not need a new title. The Hamp-
shire Hornbook was too perfect an example of alliteration

at all costs; The John M. Greene (suggested by the parallel

relationship of the Reverend Mr. Greene to Sophia Smith
and the magazine to the college) was not euphonious
enough, while The Sounding Brass was perhaps too much
so. Ozymandias (Look on our works, ye mighty, and
despair) was perhaps too grandiose; and so it went.

Unfortunately, we were forced to choose a meaning to

which nobody could possibly object; and this, at the start,

limited our plans somewhat. It seemed rather anticlimatic,

after all the brilliant suggestions which, for one reason

or another, we were forced to discard, to fall back on the

standard names of Magazine, Quarterly and so forth. At
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this point we discovered that the word Smith went with

almost nothing else, and furnished an insurmountable
barrier to scansion. ''What could we do but what we
did?" We offer for your approval the innocuous name of

The Smith College Review.

* * *

The process of changing the Monthly to a Quarterly

has occasioned these difficulties. The other changes, how-
ever, were more than simple. The magazine is to appear
on November 15, January 15, March 10, and May 30. It

will, we hope, be twice the size of the present Monthly and
will contain three departments: the first, literary and
critical, the second, for the shorter, more informal papers,

and the third for editorials and book reviews. We hope to

have illustrations for some of the papers, and a cover de-

signed by a member of the college. Our plans have been
facilitated by an endowment for which we wish to thank
the Student Council.



BOOK REVIEWS

ASH WEDNESDAY by T. S. Eliot

Faber and Gayer, Ltd., London, 1930

Five years ago the winning of the Dial award for poetry

by T. S. Eliot's The Wasteland was the occasion of a general

commotion in the literary world. Since then, Mr. Eliot's

position in the field of contemporary letters has become
almost more absolute than that of anyone else. His in-

tegrity and sensibility are so universally acknowledged that

already younger men begin to feel him a force against

which revolt is necessary. His recent book of criticism,

Lancelot Andreives (1929), definitely removed him from the

ranks of experimentation, and established him as a disciple

of form and ritual. The men still grappling for a solution

to the conflict between actual and practical values, be-

tween mental and material orders, consider that Mr. Eliot

has retrenched himself behind the banner of conservatism;
Conrad Aiken and others among his former pupils and ad-

mirers now regard him as no longer their leader. But by
virtue of his excellence, by virtue of his achievement in

promulgating a criticism founded on intellectual standards
in the midst of the confused romanticism of the present

day. he continues to hold a position of authority.

Since the publication of his collected poems in 1925,

Mr. Eliot has given us no poetry in book form. It is, there-

fore, important to see whether the new collection, Ash
Wednesday, indicates that Mr. Eliot has reached in poetry
a position analogous to that established by Lancelot

.Indrewes in criticism and aesthetics. As far as such a com-
panion is valid in media so different, it would seem that

this is true.

'Hi is is not to say that Ash lVed)icsday is a new departure
tor Mr. Eliot in poetry—far from it. Not only is the philo-

sophic import of the hooks the same, but even the same
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themes may be discovered. Indeed, Mr. Eliot has chosen
sometimes to elucidate his meaning by the same metaphors;
one recognizes the figures of flutes and cornets, of grass-

hoppers, of the desert and dryness.
" At the first turning of the second stair

I turned and saw below
The same shape twisted on the banister

Under the vapor in the fetid air"

throws one back to Portrait of a Lady;
".

. . like an old man's mouth drivelling, beyond repair"
reminds us palpably of Gerontion. Yet the resemblance
cannot be assigned to any one part of these poems, or

definitely traced.

Such a similarity does not point to repetitiveness in Mr.
Eliot's poetry, or to thinness in his mind. (One reason why
his poems are so few is that he has chosen to let a single

one represent each phase of his genius, and never to work
the same method twice.) It does, however, prove that he
has accomplished a personal idiom, which is characteristi-

cally handled in all his writing.

The bitter qualities of caricature and satire to be found
in such poems as Prufrock and The Wasteland are absent
from Ash Wednesday. Eliot has been unable to assume a

positive attitude in the face of the disintegration he so

keenly feels. The Wasteland is a poem of protest. The
Hollow Men is a strong indication or extreme discontent:

"This is the way the world ends
This is the way the world ends
This is the way the world ends
Not with a bang but a whimper."

In Ash Wednesday Mr. Eliot has accepted defeat and made
a virtue of it.

These new poems are extraordinary for their intricate

technic of internal rhyme, of assonance and alliteration, of

cross references and allusions that rather enrich than

obscure the meaning. Particularly effective is a certain

repetition of the same words until the rhythm of the whole
passage absorbs the parts and welds them into a startling

whole

:

"If the lost word is lost, if the spent word is spent

If the unheard, unspoken
Word is unspoken, unheard;
Still is the unspoken word, the Word unheard,
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The Word without a word, the Word within
The world anil for the world;

And the light shone in darkness and
Against the Word the unstilled world still whirled
About the centre of the silent Word.

O my people, what have I done unto thee."

The predominance of the mediaeval colors, blue, white,

and green, the allegorical nature of the poem, the existence

of Scriptural references and of the litanical form result,

perhaps, from Mr. Eliot's preoccupation with the Catholic
Church:

"Lady of silences

Calm and distressed

Torn and most whole
Rose of memory
Rose of forgetfulness

Exhausted and life-giving

Worried reposeful

The single Rose. .
."

Unjust as it is to quote from poems as finely integrated

as these, one cannot resist offering such a superb example
as the following of Mr. Eliot's complexly interwoven pat-

terns, reaching down into the layers of the mind and across

the field of memory, presented with impeccably fine taste:

"At the first turning of the third stair

W7

as a slotted window bellied like the fig's fruit

And beyond the hawthorn blossom and a pasture scene

The broad backed figure drest in blue and green

Enchanted the maytime with an antique flute.

Blown hair is sweet, brown hair over the mouth blown,
Lilac and brown hair;

Distraction, music of the flute, stops and steps of the

mind over the third stair,

Fading, fading; strength beyond hope and despair

Climbing the third stair.

Lord, I am not worthy
Lord, I am not worthy.

but speak the word only."

Mr. Eliot is not a "universal" artist, in the sense that

Shakespeare and Goethe and Tolstoi are universal artists.

But although his appeal, like that of Dryden or John Donne,
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will be always to a small group, he is universal in his excel-

lence. He has satisfied his own ambition, as it is set forth in

his essay Tradition and the Individual Talent^ by surrender-

ing the unrefined ideas and emotions of the man to the

selectivity and genius of the artist; in so doing, he has
created poetry as fine as any written in the last fifty years.

Laurence Stapleton



THE STONE OF HEAVEN
"... An enemy to black

choler, frees the mind and
mends matters." Such was the
laconic commentary of Robert
Burton upon the occult power
of the star sapphire.

Yet history itself goes even
farther. For there has never
been an age which has not
deferred to amulet or talis-
man ... to altar, crown or
sceptre set with this mystic
gem . . . "The Stone of Heaven"
. . . "The Jewel of the Stars."

Such faith in the powers of
this mystic dome of strangest
grays or blues is easily under-
stood. For the exotic beauty of
the lovely star which shines in
its depths might almost per-
suade one that it is the endow-
ment of benign deities.

And today its charm is

evinced in exquisite bracelets,
rings and brooches . . . striking
ornaments admired and defer-
red to, but for more aesthetic
and sophisticated reasons . . .

for the subtleties of cutting and
color, of line and design, so im-
portant to the woman of good
taste.

It is an understanding of such
considerations that has made
the Marcus collection of star
sapphires, in varied and origi-
nal settings, of even more than
usual interest to modern con-
noisseurs.

A distinguished collection of star sap-

phires in unusual settings from $15,000

to $250.

MARCUS & COMPANY
JEWELERS

Wm. elder Marcus, Jr. Chapin Marcus
Fifth Avenue at Forty-fifth Street, New York; London; Paris; Palm Beach; Bombay



New Spring Shoes are

ready— dress or sport

FLEMING'S
BOOT SHOP
189 Main Street

FREDERICK A. ADAMS

Antiques and

Reproductions

40 CENTER STREET
Careful attention given to packing and

shipping Students' Furniture

Tel. 2867-M

Quality and Cleanliness
Safety in eating is assured by carefully

selected provisions that have been
properly cleansed, prepared

and cooked.

Cleanliness and Quality are
our Watchwords

Sunshine Restaurants
1 Main St. - - Amherst, Mass.
40 Pleasant St. Northampton, Mass.

The

.-MANSE

^^wg^

House Guests Prospect Street

DELICIOUS FOOD AT ALL TIMES

Wiring

Repair Work

Lamps and Appliances

E. H. ZUJEWSKI
30 Main St. Phone 2590W

The

NEW HOTEL GARAGE

Storage, Washing, Supplies

Stephen S. Sullivan Phone 3050

OPP. HOTEL NORTHAMPTON



• V Marcels

BBLANGER ZESSIN
\, .-,;.'< Circmiim§

Permanent Wave

Main St Northampton

The

Fireside
TEA ROOM

16 ARNOLD AVE.

THOMAS F. FLEMING
THE SHOE SHOP

Exceedingly Smart Models

• • • and moderate prices •
•

nstakingy Courteous Service

\2 CRAFTS AVENUE

Wooduuorth
LADIES' HAIRDRESSER

Peri I Wave a Specialty

I BONNEAU, Prop.

2\S Main Strut Tel. 2390

Northampton* Mass.

Japane e Rice Cake and Arare

Chinese Dry Ginger and Teas

Delicacies for Tea

JAPANESE ART STORE
16 Crafts Ave.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
a few stores below Hampshire Bookshop

THE FRANK E. DAVIS STORE

Watches, diamonds, high class gold

jewelry, silverware, clocks, fountain pens,

novelties, leather goods and an especially

good variety of costume jewelry. Some
of the most attractive being very moderately

priced. Watch and jewelry repairing

solicited.

FRANK E. DAVIS
164 Main St.

Students wishing photographs

call 2068

STUDIO

52 CENTER ST.
Opposite Telephone Exchange

GREEN ST. LODGE
10 GREEN ST.

REASONABLE RATES

Comfortable Rooms
Con\eniently situated

Permanent and overnight guests

Mrs. M. J. FOLEY, M£r. Tel. 1962W



End of Season Sale

Reductions on every item in the shop —

EXINER'S
20 Green St.

GLENN E. GROVER W. l±. HlGGIfiS

Radio
249 Main St.

Sa'es - Service

Main St. at Crafts Ave.

Genuine Rajah and Calcutta

Lizard Skin Pumps in

Black and Brown

Phone 1040
Better Shoes Moderate in Price

^Allison Spence PATRONIZE
Maker of fine photographs

Photographer to the Art Department

and several others

OUR

ADVERTISERS
100 Main St. Phone 1919-M

HILL BROTHERS CLEANING DYEING

DRY GOODS VIOLET ANGOTTI
RUGS Dressmaker

and

DRAPERIES 20 Green St. tel. 2958M



Next Year

Subscribe to

^MONTHLY"S

Successor

FLOWERS

Coffee Tea

Sandwiches Salads

Hot and Cold Drinks

"THE T>1VE"
GREEN ST.

FURNITURE

UPHOLSTERING

SLIP COVERS and CUSHIONS

Visit our Sample Room

CHILSON'S
UPHOLSTERY SHOP
M Center St. Tel. 1822

The Green Dragon

229 MAIN STREET

Gifts of Distinction

ROOM FURNISHINGS

BOSTON FROIT STORE

The Pioneer Fruit House

oj Northampton

WALSH'S
Cleaning, Dyeing

Pressing

ICi New When We're Through

23 Green Ave. {Next to Scott Gym.)

Tel. 409-R

Credit extended





Threesome

Perhaps you'll never make a

hole-in-one. Most golfers don't.

(It's one of several things they

have in common.) But there's

another, more delightful tie

that binds . . . the universal ap-

preciation of what a good ciga-

^r. rette can add to the pleasure

and enjoyment of the game.

Camels are fragrant, refreshing,

mellow ... a welcome third

to the most thrilling twosome.

© 1930, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Wlnslon-Salem, N. C














